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Circuit diagrams are included to illustrate typical semiconductor applications. Complete information sufficient for

construction purposes is not necessarily given.

The information contained in this document has been carefully checked and is believed to be reliable. However, Dal-
las Semiconductor assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies.

The information conveyed in this document does not convey any licensee under the copyrights, patent rights or trade-
marks claimed and owned by Dallas Semiconductor.

Dallas Semiconductor reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products herein to improve

reliability, function, or design.

Dallas Semiconductor Corporation (DSC) reserves the right to make changes to or to discontinue any semiconductor product or service identified in this
publication without notice. DSC advises its customers to obtain the latest version of the relevant information to verify, before placing orders, that the informa-

tion being relied upon is current.

DSC warrants performance of its semiconductor products to current specifications in accordance with DSe's standard warranty. Testing and other quality
control techniques are utilized to the extent DSC deems necessary to support this warranty. Unless mandated by government requirements, specific testing

of all parameters of each device is not necessarily periormed.

DSC assumes no liability for DSC applications assistance, customer product design, software periormance, or infringement of patents or services described
herein. Nor does DSC warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right or other
intellectual property right of DSC covering or relating to any combination, machine, or process in which such semiconductor products or services might be or
are used. Dallas Semiconductor Corporation retains all ownership rights in the technology described herein whatsoever.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

DS0620 SOFTWARE N/A DS0620 TMEX
DS1000 14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS100o-xxx xxx = 020 to 500 ns

14-Pin DIP Sheared NC o to 70 DS1000K-xxx xxx = 020 to 500 ns
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1000M-xxx xxx = 020 to 500 ns
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1000G-xxx xxx = 020 to 500 ns
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1000H-xxx xxx = 020 to 500 ns
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1000S-xxx xxx = 020 to 500 ns
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 1OOOZ-xxx xxx = 020 to 500 ns

DS1003 8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003M-16
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003M-20
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003M-25
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003M-33
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003M-40
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003H-16
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003H-20
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003H-25
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003H-33
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003H-40
14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003-16
14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003-20
14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003-25
14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003-33
14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1003-40
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003G-16
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003G-20
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003G-25
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003G-33
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1003G-40

DS1004 8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS 1004M-002 13 ns total delay
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS 1004M-003 17 ns total delay
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS 1004M-004 21 ns total delay
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS 1004M-005 25 ns total delay
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 1004Z -002 13 ns total delay
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 1004Z -003 17 ns total delay
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 1004Z -004 21 ns total delay
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 1004Z -005 25 ns total delay

DS1005 14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1005-xxx xxx = 060 to 250 ns
14-Pin DIP Sheared NC o to 70 DS1005K-xxx xxx = 060 to 250 ns
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS 1005M-xxx xxx = 060 to 250 ns
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS 1005G-xxx xxx = 060 to 250 ns
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1005H-xxx xxx = 060 to 250 ns
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 1005S-xxx xxx = 060 to 250 ns

DS1007 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1007-xxx xxx = 001 to 014
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 1007S-xxx xxx = 001 to 014
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DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

OS1010 14-Pin DIP o to 70 OS101o-xxx xxx = 050 to 500 ns
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 OS1010G-xxx xxx = 050 to 500 ns
16--Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1010S-xxx xxx = 050 to 500 ns

OS1012 8-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1012M-xxx
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 OS1012H-xxx
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1012Z-xxx

OS1013 14-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1013-xxx xxx = 010 to 200 ns
8-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1013M-xxx xxx = 010 to 200 ns
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 OS 10 13G-xxx xxx = 010 to 200 ns
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 OS1013H-xxx xxx = 010 to 200 ns
14-Pin Sheared o to 70 OS1013K-xxx xxx = 010 to 200 ns
16--Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1013S-xxx xxx = 010 to 200 ns

OS1020 16-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1020-15 0.15 ns Steps
16-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1020-25 0.25 ns Steps
16-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1020-50 0.50 ns Steps
16-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1020-100 1.00 ns Steps
16--Pin DIP o to 70 DS1020-200 2.00 ns Steps
16--Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1020S-15 0.15 ns Steps
16--Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1020&-25 0.25 ns Steps
16--Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1020S-50 0.50 ns Steps
16--Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1020&-1 00 1.00 ns Steps
16--Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1020&-200 2.00 ns Steps

OS1033 8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1033M-xxx xxx = 008 to 030 ns
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1033Z-xxx xxx = 008 to 030 ns
2o-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS1033E-xxx xxx = 008 to 030 ns

DS1035 8-Pin DIP o to 70 OS 1035M-xxx xxx = 006 to 030 ns
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1035Z-xxx xxx = 006 to 030 ns
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 DS1035E-xxx xxx = 006 to 030 ns

DS1040 8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-75 75 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 OS 1040M-1 00 100 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-150 150 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-200 200 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-250 250 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-500 500 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-B50 50 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-D60 60 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-A15 15 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-A20 20 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS 1040M-A32 32.5 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-B40 40 ns max pulse width
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1040M-D70 70 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-75 75 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS 1040H-1 00 100 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-150 150 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-200 200 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-250 250 ns max pulse width



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-500 500 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-B50 50 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-D60 60 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS 1040H-A 15 15 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS 1040H-A20 20 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-A32 32.5 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-B40 40 ns max pulse width
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1040H-D70 70 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-75 75 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1 0402-1 00 100 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-150 150 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS 10402-200 200 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-250 250 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-500 500 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-B50 50 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-D60 60 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1 0402-A 15 15 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-A20 20 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-A32 32.5 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-B40 40 ns max pulse width
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS10402-D70 70 ns max pulse width

DS1044 14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1044-xxx xxx = 005 to 025 ns
14-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1044G-xxx xxx = 005 to 025 ns
14-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1044R-xxx xxx = 005 to 025 ns

DS1045 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1045-2 2 ns Steps
16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1045-3 3 ns Steps
16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1045-4 4 ns Steps
16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1045-5 5 ns Steps
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1045S-2 2 ns Steps
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1045S-3 3 ns Steps
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1045s-4 4 ns Steps
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1045S-5 5 ns Steps

DS1200 1D-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1200
1D-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1200N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1200S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1200SN

DS1201 Electronic KeylTag o to 70 DS1201
DS1202 8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1202 24 x 8 RAM

8-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1202N 24 x 8 RAM
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1202S-8 24 x 8 RAM
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1202S 24 x 8 RAM
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1202SN 24 x 8 RAM

DS1204V Electronic KeylTag o to +70 DS1204U-G01 Generic Code #1
o to +70 DS1204U-G02 Generic Code #2
o to +70 DS1204U-G03 Generic Code #3
o to +70 DS1204U-G04 Generic Code #4
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DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

o to +70 OS1204U-G05 Generic Code #5
o to +70 OS1204U-xxx xxx = 011 to 999
o to +70 OS1204U-G1 C Generic Code #1 w/cap
o to +70 OS1204U-G2C Generic Code #2 w/cap
o to +70 OS1204U-G3C Generic Code #3 w/cap
o to +70 OS 1204U-G4C Generic Code #4 w/cap
o to +70 OS 1204U-G5C Generic Code #5 w/cap

OS1205S 16-Pin SOIC o to +70 OS1205S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1205SN

OS1205V Electronic KeylTag o to +70 OS1205U
OS1206 14-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1206

14-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1206N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1206S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1206SN

OS1207 Electronic KeylTag o to +70 OS1207-G01 Generic Code #1
o to +70 OS1207-G02 Generic Code #2
o to +70 OS1207-G03 Generic Code #3
o to +70 OS1207-G04 Generic Code #4
o to +70 OS1207-G05 Generic Code #5
o to +70 OS1207-xxx xxx = 001 to 999
o to +70 OS1207-G1C Generic Code #1 w/cap
o to +70 OS1207-G2C Generic Code #2 w/cap
o to +70 OS1207-G3C Generic Code #3 w/cap
o to +70 OS1207-G4C Generic Code #4 w/cap
o to +70 OS1207-G5C Generic Code #5 w/cap

OS1210 8-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1210
8-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1210N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1210S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1210SN

OS1211 20-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1211
20-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1211N
20-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1211S
20-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1211SN

OS1212 28-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1212
28-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1212N
28-Pin PLCC o to 70 OS12120
28-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 OS12120N

OS1213B Socket o to 70 OS1213B
OS1213C Socket o to 70 OS1213C
OS12130 Socket o to 70 OS12130
OS1215 16-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1215

16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1215N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1215S

OS1216B 28-Pin Socket o to 70 OS1216B 16K164K RAM
OS1216C 28-Pin Socket o to 70 DS1216C 64K!256K RAM
OS12160 32-Pin Socket o to 70 OS12160 256K11M RAM



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR
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DS1216E 28-Pin Socket o to 70 DS1216E 64K1256K ROM
DS1216F 32-Pin Socket o to 70 DS1216F 64K1256K11 M ROM
DS1217A o to +70 DS1217A 16K-25 16K Bit Density

o to +70 DS1217A 64K-25 64K Bit Density
o to +70 DS1217A 128K-25 128K Bit Density
o to +70 DS1217A 192K-25 192K Bit Density
o to +70 DS1217 A 256K-25 256K Bit Density

DS1217M o to +70 DS1217M 512-25 512K Bit Density
o to +70 DS1217M 1-15 1 Megabit Density
o to +70 DS1217M 2-25 2 Megabit Density
o to +70 DS1217M 3-25 3 Megabit Density
o to +70 DS1217M 4-25 4 Megabit Density

DS1218 8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1218
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1218S

DS1220AB/AD 24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS1220AB-200 200 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS 1220AB-150 150 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS 1220AB-120 120 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS 1220AB-1 00 100 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1220AB-200-IND 200 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1220AB-10Q-IND 100 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS1220AD-200 200 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS 1220AD-150 150 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS 1220AD-120 120 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to +70 DS 1220AD-1 00 100 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1220AD-200-IND 200 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1220AD-10Q-IND 100 ns

DS1220Y 24-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1220Y-200 200 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1220Y-150 150 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1220Y-120 120 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1220Y-100 100 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1220Y-20Q-IND 200 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1220Y-100-IND 100 ns

DS1221 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1221
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1221N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1221S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1221SN

DS1222 14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1222
14-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1222N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1222S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1222SN

DS1225AB/AD 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS 1225AB-200 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS 1225AB-150 150 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225AB-85 85 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225AB-70 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225AB-20Q-IND 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225AB-150-IND 150 ns
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28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225AB-70-IND 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225AD-200 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225AD-150 150 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225AD-85 85 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225AD-70 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225AD-20D-IND 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225AD-150-IND 150 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225AD-7D-IND 70 ns

DS1225Y 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225Y-200 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225Y-170 170 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1225Y-150 150 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225Y-20D-IND 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1225Y-15D-IND 150 ns

DS1228 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1228
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1228S

DS1229 20-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1229
2D-Pin sOle o to 70 DS1229S

DS1230Y/AB 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230AB-200 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230AB-150 150 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230AB-120 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230AB-1 00 100 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230AB-85 85 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230AB-70 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1230AB-200-IND 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1230AB-12D-IND 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1230AB-7D-1ND 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230Y-200 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230Y-150 150 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230Y-120 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230Y-100 100 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230Y-85 85 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1230Y-70 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1230Y-200-IND 200 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1230Y-120-IND 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1230Y-7D-IND 70 ns

DS1231 8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1231-20 20
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1231-35 35
8-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1231-50 50
8-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1231N-20 20
8-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1231N-35 35
8-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1231N-50 50
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1231G-20 20
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 OS1231G-35 35
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 DS1231G-50 50
8-Pin GULLWING -40 to +85 OS1231GN-20 20
8-Pin GULLWING -40 to +85 DS1231GN-35 35
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8-Pin GULLWING -40 to +85 OS1231GN-50 50
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1231S-20 20
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS12318-35 35
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1231S-50 50
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1231SN-20 20
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1231SN-35 35
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1231SN-50 50

OS1232 8-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1232
8-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1232N
8-Pin GULLWING o to 70 OS1232G
8-Pin GULLWING -40 to +85 OS1232GN
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1232S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1232SN

OS1232LP 8-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1232LP
8-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1232LPN
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1232LPS-2
8-Pin SOIC -40 to_85 OS1232LPSN-2
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1232LPS
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1232LPSN

OS12335V TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS1233-5 5% MONITOR
TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS1233-10 10% MONITOR
TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS1233-15 15% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS1233Z-5 5% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS1233Z-10 10% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS1233Z-15 15% MONITOR

OS1233A 3.3V TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS1233A-10 10% MONITOR
TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS1233A-15 15% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS1233AZ-10 10% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS1233AZ-15 15% MONITOR

OS12330 5V TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS12330-5 5% MONITOR
TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS12330-10 10% MONITOR
TQ-92 -40 to +85 OS12330-15 15% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS12330Z-5 5% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS12330Z-10 10% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS12330Z-15 15% MONITOR

OS1234 14-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1234
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1234S

OS1236 16-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1236 10% MONITOR
16-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1236-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1236N 10% MONITOR
16-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1236N-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1236S 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1236S-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1236SN 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1236SN-5 5% MONITOR



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

DS1236A 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1236A 10% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1236A-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1236AN 10% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1236AN-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1236AS 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1236AS-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1236ASN 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1236ASN-5 5% MONITOR

DS1237 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1237-x x = 1 to 8
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1237S-x x = 1 to 8

DS1238 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1238 10% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1238-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1238N 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1238S 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1238S-5 5% MONITOR

DS1238A 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1238A 10% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1238A-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1238AS 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1238AS-5 5% MONITOR

DS1239 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1239 10% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1239-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1239N 10% MONITOR
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 DS1239N-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1239S 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1239S-5 5% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1239SN 10% MONITOR
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS1239SN-5 5% MONITOR

DS1243Y 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1243Y 8K x 8 RAM; 200 ns
DS1244Y 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1244Y-oOO 32K x 8 RAM; 200 ns

28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1244Y-120 32K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1244Y-150 32K x 8 RAM; 150 ns

DS1245Y/AB 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS 1245AB-120 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS 1245AB-1 00 100 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1245AB-85 85 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1245AB-70 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1245AB-12D-IND 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1245AB-70-IND 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1245Y-120 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1245Y-100 100 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1245Y-85 85 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1245Y-70 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1245Y-120-IND 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1245Y-7D-IND 70 ns

DS1248Y 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1248Y-oOO 128K x 8 RAM; 200 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1248Y-120 128K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS 1248y-150 128K x 8 RAM; 150 ns



ORDERING INFORMATION

DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

OS1250 o to +70 OS1250
OS1258K Kit N/A OS1258K-001 For CyberCard

Kit N/A OS1258K-002 For CyberKey
OS1259 16-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1259

16-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1259N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1259S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1259SN

OS1260 o to 70 OS1260-25 250 mAHr
o to 70 OS1260-50 500 mAHr
o to 70 OS1260-100 1000 mAHr

OS1267 14-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1267-10 10K ohms
14-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1267-50 50Kohms
14-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1267-100 100K ohms
14-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1267N-10 10K ohms
14-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1267N-50 50K ohms
14-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1267N-100 100K ohms
14-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1267S-10 10K ohms
14-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1267S-50 50K ohms
14-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1267S-1 00 100K ohms
14-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS 1267SN-1 0 10K ohms
14-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1267SN-50 50Kohms
14-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1267SN-100 100K ohms
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS1267E-10 10K ohms
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS1267E-50 50Kohms
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS 1267E-1 00 100K ohms

OS1275 8-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1275
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1275S

OS1280 44-Pin Flat Pack o to 70 OS1280FP-44
80-Pin Flat Pack o to 70 OS1280FP-80

OS1283 28-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1283 50X8 RAM
28-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1283N 50 x 8 RAM
28-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1283S 50 X8 RAM
28-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1283SN 50 x 8 RAM

OS1284 28-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1284 50X8 RAM
28-Pin PLCC o to 70 OS12840 50 X 8 RAM
28-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 OS12840N 50X8 RAM

OS1285 24-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1285 50 X8 RAM
24-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1285N 50 x 8 RAM
28-Pin PLCC o to 70 OS12850 50 X 8 RAM
28-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 OS12850N 50 X8 RAM

OS1286 28-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 OS1286 50 X8 RAM
OS1287 24-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 OS1287 50 X8 RAM
OS1287A 24-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 OS1287A 50 X8 RAM
OS129X 16-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 OS1290

16-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1291
16-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1291N
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24-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 081292
24-Pin OIP o to 70 081293
24-Pin OIP -40 to +85 081293N

081302 8-Pin OIP o to 70 081302 31 x 8 RAM
8-Pin OIP -40 to +85 081302N 31 x 8 RAM
8-Pin 80lC o to 70 0813028 31 x 8 RAM
8-Pin 80lC -40 to +85 081302SN 31 x 8 RAM
8-Pin 80lC (150 mils) o to 70 081302Z 31 x 8 RAM
8-Pin 80lC (150 mils) -40 to +85 081302ZN 31 x 8 RAM

081330Y/AB 34-Pin LPM o to 70 08 1330ABLPM-1 00 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 081330ABLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 08 1330YLPM-1 00 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 081330YLPM-70 70 ns

081336 16-Pin OIP o to 70 081336
16-Pin OIP -40 to +85 081336N
16-Pin 80lC o to 70 0813368
16-Pin 80lC -40 to +85 0813368N

081345Y/AB 34-Pin LPM o to 70 08 1345ABLPM-1 00 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 081345ABLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 08 1345YLPM-1 00 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 081345YLPM-70 70 ns

081350Y/AB 34-Pin LPM o to 70 081350ABLPM-100 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 081350ABLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 081350YLPM-100 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 081350YLPM-70 70 ns

081380 24-Pin OIP o to 70 081380
24-Pin 80lC o to 70 0813808

081381 24-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 081381
081385 24-Pin OIP o to 70 081385 4K x 8 RAM

28-Pin 80lC o to 70 0813858 4Kx8 RAM
081386 32-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 081386-8-120 8K x 8 RAM; 120 ns

32-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 081386-8-150 8K x 8 RAM; 150 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 081386-32-120 32K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 081386-32-150 32K x 8 RAM; 150 ns

081387 24-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 081387 4K x 8 RAM
081395 28-Pin OIP o to 70 081395 4K x 8 RAM

28-Pin 80lC o to 70 0813958 4K x 8 RAM
081397 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 081397 4K x 8 RAM
081401 081401-xx xx = 04 to 24, Nr. of

Button ports
081402 081402RP4 RJ-11/Probe,

102m (4 feet)
081402BB4 Two Buttons,

1.2m (4 feet)
081402BP4 Button/Probe,

1.2m (4 feet)



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
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OS1402BR4 ButtonlRJ-11 •
1.2m (4 feet)

OS1410 Button Holder/Parallel o to 70 OS1410
OS1412 Button Holder/Serial o to 70 OS1412
OS1414 Button Holder/Network o to 70 OS1414
OS1420 F50 -40 to +85 OS1420L-F50
OS1422 050 -40 to +85 OS 1422Q-F50
OS1425 F50 -40 to +70 OS1425L-F50
OS1427 F50 -40 to +70 OS1427L-F50
OS1485 24-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1485 8K x 8 RAM

28-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1485S 8K x 8 RAM
OS1486 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1486-120 128K x 8 RAM; 120 ns

32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1486-150 128K x 8 RAM; 150 ns
OS1488 24-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1488 8K x 8 RAM
OS1494 Touch Memory -40 to +70 OS1494L-F5 F5 MicroCan
OS1495 28-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1495 8K x 8 RAM

28-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1495S 8K x 8 RAM
OS1497 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1497 8K x 8 RAM
OS1585 28-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1585 8Kx 8 RAM

28-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1585S 8K x 8 RAM
OS1587 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1587 8K x 8 RAM

34-Pin Encap. LPM o to 70 OS1587L 8K x 8 RAM
OS1589 28-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1589 8K x 8 RAM

28-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1589S 8Kx8 RAM
OS1593 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1593 8K x 8 RAM
OS1602 8-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1602

8-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1602S
OS1603 7-Pin Encap. SIP o to 70 OS1603
OS1609 24-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1609

24-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1609S
OS1610 16-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1610

16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1610N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1610S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1610SN

OS1611 16-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1611
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1611N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1611S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1611SN
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS1611E
20-Pin TSSOP -40 to +85 OS1611EN

OS1612 16-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1612
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1612N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1612S
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1612SN
2Q-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS1612E
2Q-Pin TSSOP -40 to +85 OS1612EN



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
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D81613C 80cket o to 70 D81613C
D81613D 80cket o to 70 D81613D
D81620 8-Pin DIP -55 to +125 D81620

8-Pin 80lC -55 to +125 D816208
D81630Y/AB 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630AB-120 120 ns

28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630AB-1 00 100 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630AB-85 85 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630AB-70 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 D81630AB-7D-IND 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 D81630ABLPM-100 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 D81630ABLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 D81630ABLPM-7D-1ND 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630Y-120 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630Y-100 100 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630Y-85 85 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81630Y-70 70 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 D81630Y-7D-IND 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 D81630YLPM-100 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 D81630YLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 D81630YLPM-7D-1ND 70 ns

D81632 16-Pin DIP o to 70 D81632
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 D81632N
16-Pin801C o to 70 D816328
16-Pin 80lC -40 to +85 D816328N

D81633 3-Pin TD-220 -40 to +85 D81633XX 8ee datasheetfor complete
specifications.

D81640 16-Pin DIP o to 70 D81640
16-Pin DIP -40 to +85 D81640N
16-Pin 80lC o to 70 D816408
16-Pin 80lC -40 to +85 D816408N
16-Pin DIP o to 70 D81640C Consumer Grade
16-Pin 80lC o to 70 D816408C Consumer Grade

D81642 24-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81642-120 2K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
24-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81642-150 2K x 8 RAM; 150 ns

D81643 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81643-120 8K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81643-150 8K x 8 RAM; 150 ns
26-Pin Encap. LPM o to 70 D81643L-120 8K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
26-Pin Encap. LPM o to 70 D81643L-150 8K x 8 RAM; 150 ns

D81644 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81644-120 32K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81644-150 32K x 8 RAM; 150 ns
34-Pin Encap. LPM o to 70 D81644L-120 32K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
34-Pin Encap. LPM o to 70 D81644L-150 32K x 8 RAM; 150 ns

D81645Y/AB 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81645AB-120 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81645AB-1 00 100 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81645AB-85 85 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 D81645AB-70 70 ns
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32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1645AB-7D-IND 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1645ABLPM-100 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1645ABLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM ~Oto +85 DS1645ABLPM-70-IND 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1645Y-120 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1645Y-100 100 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1645Y-85 85 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1645Y-70 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1645Y-70-IND 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 OS1645YLPM-1 00 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1645YLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 DS1645YLPM-70-IND 70 ns

DS1645EE 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1645EE-100 100 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1645EE-85 85 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1645EE-70 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1645EE-70-IND 70 ns

DS1646 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1646-120 128K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1646-150 128K x 8 RAM; 150 ns
34-Pin Encap. LPM o to 70 DS1646L-120 128K x 8 RAM; 120 ns
34-Pin Encap. LPM o to 70 DS1646L-150 128K x 8 RAM; 150 ns

DS1650Y/AB 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1650AB-1 00 100 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1650AB-85 85 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1650AB-70 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1650AB-7D-IND 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 OS1650ABLPM-1 00 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1650ABLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 DS1650ABLPM-70-IND 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1650Y-100 100 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1650Y-85 85 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1650Y-70 70 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1650Y-70-IND 70 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 OS1650YLPM-1 00 100 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1650YLPM-70 70 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 DS1650YLPM-70-IND 70 ns

DS1651 8-Pin DIP -25 to +85 DS1651
8-Pin SOIC -25 to +85 DS1651S

DS1652 8-Pin DIP -25 to +85 DS1652
8-Pin SOIC -25 to +85 DS1652S

DS1653 16-Pin DIP -25 to +85 DS1653
16-Pin SOIC -25 to +85 DS1653S

DS1658Y/AB 40-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1658AB-1 00 100 ns
40-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1658AB-70 70 ns
40-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1658AB-70-IND 70 ns
40-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1658Y-100 100 ns
4D-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1658Y-70 70 ns
4D-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1658Y-70-IND 70 ns
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OS1666 14-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1666-10 10K ohms
14-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1666-50 50Kohms
14-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1666-100 100K ohms
14-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1666N-10 10K ohms
14-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1666N-50 50K ohms
14-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1666N-100 100K ohms
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1666S-10 10K ohms
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS16665-50 50K ohms
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1666S-1 00 100K ohms
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS 1666SN-1 0 10K ohms
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS 1666SN-50 50Kohms
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS 1666SN-1 00 100K ohms

OS1667 20-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1667-10 10K ohms
20-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1667-50 50Kohms
2o-Pin DIP o to 70 OS1667-100 100K ohms
20-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1667N-10 10K ohms
20-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1667N-50 50K ohms
20-Pin DIP -40 to +85 OS1667N-100 100K ohms
2o-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1667S-10 10K ohms
20-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1667S-50 50K ohms
20-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1667S-1 00 100K ohms
2o-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1667SN-10 10K ohms
20-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1667SN-50 50K ohms
2o-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1667SN-100 100K ohms

OS1668 6-Pin Pushbutton o to 70 OS1668-10 10K ohms
6-Pin Pushbutton o to 70 OS1668-50 50K ohms
6-Pin Pushbutton o to 70 OS1668-100 100K ohms

OS1669 8-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1669-10 10K ohms
8-Pin OIP . 0 to 70 OS1669-50 50K ohms
8-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1669-100 100K ohms
8-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1669N-10 10K ohms
8-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1669N-50 50K ohms
8-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS 1669N-1 00 100Kohms
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1669S-10 10K ohms
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS16695-50 50K ohms
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1669S-1 00 100K ohms
8-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1669SN-10 10K ohms
8-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1669SN-50 50K ohms
8-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS 1669SN-1 00 100K ohms

OS1689 28-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1689 114 x 8 RAM
28-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS1689S 114 x 8 RAM

OS1693 28-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 OS1693 114 x 8 RAM
OS1710 16-Pin OIP o to 70 OS1710

16-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS1710N
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 0817108
16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS1710SN
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2Q-Pin TSSOP o to 70 DS1710E
2Q-Pin TSSOP -40 to +85 DS1710EN

DS1730Y 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1730Y-200 200 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1730Y-150 150 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1730Y-15Q-IND 150 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1730YLPM-200 200 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS 1730YLPM-150 150 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 DS1730YLPM-15Q-IND 150 ns

DS1745Y 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1745Y-200 200 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1745Y-150 150 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1745Y-150-IND 150 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1745YLPM-200 200 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS 1745YLPM-150 150 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 DS1745YLPM-150-IND 150 ns

DS1750Y 32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1750Y-200 200 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1750Y-150 150 ns
32-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1750Y-15Q-IND 150 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1750YLPM-200 200 ns
34-Pin LPM o to 70 DS1750YLPM-150 150 ns
34-Pin LPM -40 to +85 DS1750YLPM-15(HND 150 ns

DS1758Y/AB 4Q-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1758Y-200 200 ns
4Q-Pin Encap. DIP o to 70 DS1758Y-150 150 ns
40-Pin Encap. DIP -40 to +85 DS1758Y-150-IND 150 ns

DS1802 20-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1802 50K ohms
2Q-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1802S 50K ohms
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 DS1802E 50K ohms

DS1820 PR-35 -55 to +125 DS1820
8-Pin SOIC -55 to +125 DS1820S

DS1821 PR-35 -55 to +125 DS1821
8-Pin SOIC -55 to +125 DS1821S
TQ-220 -55 to +125 DS1821T

DS1833 TQ-92 -40 to +85 DS1833-5 5% MONITOR
TQ-92 -40 to +85 DS1833-10 10% MONITOR
TQ-92 -40 to +85 DS1833-15 15% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 DS1833Z-5 5% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 DS1833Z-10 10% MONITOR
SOT-223 -40 to +85 DS1833Z-15 15% MONITOR

DS1837 TQ-220 o to 70 DS1837
D-PAK o to 70 DS1837S

DS1867 14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1867-10 10K ohms
14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1867-50 50K ohms
14-Pin DIP o to 70 DS1867-100 100K ohms
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1867S-10 10K ohms
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS1867S-50 50K ohms
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS 1867S-1 00 100K ohms
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20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS1867E-10 10K ohms
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 OS1867E-50 50K ohms
2D-Pin T880P o to 70 OS1867E-100 100K ohms

081868 14-Pin OIP o to 70 081868-10 10K ohms
14-Pin OIP o to 70 081868-50 50K ohms
14-Pin OIP o to 70 081868-100 100K ohms
16-Pin OIP o to 70 0818688-10 10K ohms
16-Pin OIP o to 70 0818685-50 50K ohms
16-Pin OIP o to 70 0818688-1 00 100K ohms
2D-Pin TS80P o to 70 081868E-10 10K ohms
2D-Pin T880P o to 70 OS1868E-50 50Kohms
20-Pin T880P o to 70 081868E-100 100K ohms

081869 8-Pin OIP o to 70 081869-10 10K ohms
8-Pin OIP o to 70 081869-50 50Kohms
8-Pin OIP o to 70 081869-100 100K ohms
8-Pin SOIC o to 70 0818695-10 10K ohms
8-Pin 80lC o to 70 0818698-50 50K ohms
8-Pin 80lC o to 70 0818698-1 00 100K ohms

0812885 24-Pin OIP o to 70 0812885 114 X 8 RAM
24-Pin 80lC o to 70 08128858 114 x 8 RAM
28-Pin PLCC o to 70 08128850 114 X 8 RAM
28-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 08128850N 114 x 8 RAM
32-Pin TOFP o to 70 0812885T 114 x 8 RAM

0812887 24-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 0812887 114 X 8 RAM
0812887A 24-Pin Encap. OIP o to 70 0812887A 114 X 8 RAM
081920 Touch Memory -55 to +100 08192D-F3 F3 MicroCan

Touch Memory -55 to +100 08192D-F5 F5 MicroCan
081982 Touch Memory -40 to +85 081982-F3 F3 MicroCan

Touch Memory -40 to +85 OS1982-F5 F5 MicroCan
081985 Touch Memory -40 to +85 081985-F3 F3 MicroCan

Touch Memory -40 to +85 OS1985-F5 F5 MicroCan
081986 Touch Memory -40 to +85 081986-F3 F3 MicroCan

Touch Memory -40 to +85 081986-F5 F5 MicroCan
OS1990A Touch Memory -40 to +85 081990A-F3 F3 MicroCan

Touch Memory -40 to +85 081990A-F5 F5 MicroCan
081991 Touch Memory -40 to +70 081991L-F5 F5 MicroCan
OS1992 Touch Memory -40 to +70 081992L-F5 F5 MicroCan
081993 Touch Memory -40 to +70 081993L-F5 F5 MicroCan
081994 Touch Memory -40 to +70 081994L-F5 F5 MicroCan
081995 Touch Memory -40 to +70 081995L-F5 F5 MicroCan
081996 Touch Memory -40 to +70 081996L-F5 F5 MicroCan
082009 28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 082009-35 35 ns

28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2009-50 50 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2009-65 65 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 052009-80 80 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2009-120 120 ns



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) -40 to +85 D82009N-35 35 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) -40 to +85 D82009N-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82009D-35 35 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82009D-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82009D-65 65 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82009D-80 80 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82009D-120 120 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) -40 to +85 D82009DN-35 35 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) -40 to +85 D82009DN-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82009R-35 35 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82009R-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82009R-65 65 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82009R-80 80 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82009R-120 120 ns
32-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 D82009RN-35 35 ns
32-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 D82009RN-50 50 ns

082010 28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82010-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82010-65 65 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82010-80 80 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82010-120 120 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) -40 to +85 D82010N-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82010D-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82010D-65 65 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82010D-80 80 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82010D-120 120 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) -40 to +85 D82010DN-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82010R-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82010R-65 65 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82010R-80 80 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82010R-120 120 ns
32-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 D82010RN-50 50 ns

D82011 28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82011-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82011-65 65 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82011-80 80 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) o to 70 D82011-120 120 ns
28-Pin DIP (600 MIL) -40 to +85 D82011N-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82011D-50 50 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82011D-65 65 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82011O-80 80 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) o to 70 D82011O-120 120 ns
28-Pin DIP (300 MIL) -40 to +85 D82011ON-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82011R-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82011R-65 65 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82011R-80 80 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 D82011 R-120 120 ns
32-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 D82011 RN-50 50 ns



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

OS2012 28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2012-50 50 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2012-B5 65 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2012-80 80 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2012-120 120 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) -40 to +85 OS2012N-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 OS2012R-50 50 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 OS2012R-B5 65 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 OS2012R-80 80 ns
32-Pin PLCC o to 70 OS2012R-120 120 ns
32-Pin PLCC -40 to +85 OS2012RN-50 50 ns

OS2013 28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2013-50 50 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2013-B5 65 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2013-80 80 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) o to 70 OS2013-120 120 ns
28-Pin OIP (600 MIL) -40 to +85 OS2013N-50 50 ns
32-Pin OIP (300 MIL) o to 70 OS20130-50 50 ns
32-Pin OIP (300 MIL) o to 70 OS20130-B5 65 ns
32-Pin OIP (300 MIL) o to 70 OS20130-80 80 ns
32-Pin OIP (300 MIL) o to 70 OS20130-120 120 ns
32-Pin OIP (300 MIL) -40 to +85 OS20130N-50 50 ns

OS2016 24-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS2016
24-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS2016S

OS2064 28-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS2064
28-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS2064S

OS2223 To-92 -40 to +85 OS2223
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS2223Z

OS2224 To-92 -40 to +85 OS2224
SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS2224Z

OS2227 STIK o to 70 OS2227-120 120 ns
STIK o to 70 OS2227-100 100 ns
STIK o to 70 OS2227-70 70 ns

OS2229 STIK o to 70 OS2229-85 85 ns
OS22857 28-Pin OIP -40 to +85 OS22857

28-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS22857S
OS2401 To-92 -40 to +85 OS2401

SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS2401Z
6-Lead TSOC -40 to +85 OS2401P

OS2404 16-Pin OIP o to 70 OS2404 512 x 8 RAM
16-Pin SOIC o to 70 OS2404S 512 x 8 RAM
16-Pin SSOP o to 70 OS24048 512 x 8 RAM

OS2404S-C01 16-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 OS2404S-e01 Custom 001/0ual Port
OS2405 To-92 -40 to +85 OS2405

SOT-223 -40 to +85 OS2405Z
6-Lead TSOC -40 to +85 OS2405P

OS2430 To-92 o to 70 OS2430
To-92 -40 to +85 OS2430N



DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

8-Pin SOIC o to 70 DS2430Z
8-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS2430ZN
20-Pin TSSOP o to 70 DS2430E
20-Pin TSSOP -40 to +85 DS2430EN

DS2434 PR-35 -40 to +85 DS2434
DS2435 PR-35 -40 to +85 DS2435
DS2502 TO-92 -40 to +85 DS2502

8-Pin SOIC -40 to +85 DS2502S
6-LeadTSOC -40 to +85 DS2502P

DS2505 TO-92 -40 to +85 DS2505
6-LeadTSOC -40 to +85 DS2505P

DS2506 PR-35 -40 to +85 DS2506
DS620X o to 70 DS6200

o to 70 DS6201
o to 70 DS6204U Generic Code #1
o to 70 DS6207 Generic Code #1

DS6417 o to 70 DS6417-o01 1 Megabit Density
o to 70 DS6417-002 2 Megabit Density
o to 70 DS6417-o04 4 Megabit Density
o to 70 DS6417-256 256K-bit Density
o to 70 DS6417-512 512K-bit Density2
o to 70 DS6417P-001 1 Megabit Density
o to 70 DS6417P-002 2 Megabit Density
o to 70 DS6417P-004 4 Megabit Density
o to 70 DS6417P-256 256K-bit Density
o to 70 DS6417P-512 512K-bit Density

DS9000 DS9000
DS9002 DS9002
DS9003 DS9003
DS9005 DS9005
DS9006 DS9006
DS908x DS9080V Cyber Key

Flushmount-Vertical
DS9080A Cyber Key

Flushmount-Angled
DS9081V Cyber Key

Recessed-Vertical
DS9081A Cyber Key

Recessed-Angled
DS9082V Cyber Card

Flushmount-Vertical
DS9082A Cyber Card

Flushmount-Angled
DS9084V Cyber Card EV

Recessed-Vertical, Beige



ORDERING INFORMATION

DEVICE PACKAGE OPERATING ORDERING SPEED
TYPE TEMP. NUMBER OR

RANGE VERSION
(CELSIUS)

OS9084V-001 Cyber Card EV
Recessed-Vertical. Black

OS9084A Cyber Card EV
Recessed-Angled. Beige

OS9084A-001 Cyber Card EV
Recessed-Angled. Black

OS9085A-001 Cyber Card. Cyber Key
OS9085V-001 Cyber Card. Cyber Key

OS9092 OS9092 Panel-mount Probe
OS9092T Panel-mount Probe

with Tactile Pin
OS9092GT Hand-Grip with Tactile Pin

OS9092K Kit OS9092K
OS9092R tabbed MicroCan OS9092R-D00 Standard

tabbed MicroCan OS9092R-LOO with Logo
OS9093 OS9093F Snap-in Fob

OS9093P Perm. Mount. One Screw
OS9093S Perm. Mount. Two Screws
OS9093RA Lock Ring
OS9093RB Flange Enlargement

OS9094 OS9094F Thru-Hole Mount. F5
OS9094FS Surface Mount. F5

OS9096P OS9096P Permanent Bond
OS9097 OS9097 Standard

OS9097E Enhanced for EPROM
OS9098 OS9098 Retainer for F5 MicroCan

OS9098T Tube Packaging
OS9099 Kit OS9099K Oev. Kit with Software

OS9099 Chip Set Only
OS91 00 OS9100A Touch & Hold. Outer Part

OS9100B Touch & Hold. Center Part
OS9101 OS9101 Standard Clip

OS9101S Snap Fastener Version
OS9102K Kit OS9102K
OS9103K Kit OS9103K



HEADQUARTERS
Dallas, TX
Voice:(214) 450-0448
FAX: (214) 450-0470
Mid Atlantic
Marlton, NJ
(609) 596-1919
Northeast/E. Canada
Chelmsford, MA
(508) 256-4995
Northwest
Portland, OR
(800) 700-8990
South Central
Dallas, TX
(214) 788-2197
South East
Duluth, GA
(404) 623-5813
Northern California
Sunnyvale, CA
(408) 733-8400
Southern California
Mission Viejo, CA
(800) 700-9181

Birmingham, England
44-21-782-2959

Dallas, TX
(214) 450-0944

SOUTH AMERICAN
OFFICE
Dallas, TX
(214) 788-2197

NORTH AMERICAN
SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Alabama
Glen White & Assoc.
Huntsville, AL
(205) 882-6751
Arizona
System Sales of AZ
Mesa, AZ
(602) 464-9989 .

Arkansas
West Associates
Tulsa, OK
(918) 492-4300
California
Bay Area/Northern CA,NV
Sunnyvale, CA
(408) 733-8400
Harvey King, Inc.
San Diego, CA
(619) 695-9300
SCCubed
Tustin, CA
(714) 731-9206
Westlake Village, CA
(818) 865-6222
Canada
Davetek Marketing
Burnaby, British Columbia
(604) 430-3680
Calgary, Alberta
(403) 250-2034
Dynasty Components
Ottawa, Ontario
(613) 596-9800
Pointe Claire, Quebec
(514) 694-7353
Colorado
Waugaman Assoc.
Wheat Ridge, CO
(303) 423-1020
Connecticut
Technology Sales Inc.
Wallingford, CT
(203) 269-8853
Delaware
S-J Mid-Atlantic
Mt. Laurel, NJ
(609) 866-1234
Florida
Semtronic Assoc., Inc.
Altamonte Springs, FL
(407) 831-8233
Clearwater, FL
(813) 461-4675
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
(305) 731-2484
Georgia
Glen White & Assoc.
Duluth, GA
(404) 418-1500
Idaho
Western Tech. Sales
Boise,ID
(208) 376-8700

ltIinois
Cahill, Schmitz & Howe
Cedar Rapids, IA
(319) 377-8219
Sumerlnc.
Rolling Meadows, IL
(708) 991-8500
Gibb Technology Sales
St. Louis, MO
(314) 890-0443
Indiana
Electronic Sales & Eng.
Indianapolis, IN
(317) 849-4260
Iowa
Cahill, Schmitz & Howe
Cedar Rapids, IA
(319) 377-8219
Kansas
Gibb Technology Sales
Kansas City, MO
(816) 483-6785
Kentucky
Glen White & Assoc.
Huntsville, AL
(205) 882-6751
Louisiana
West Assoc.
Richardson, TX
(214) 680-2800
Maine
Mill-Bern Assoc.
Woburn, MA
(617) 932-3311
Maryland
S-J Chesapeake
Falls Church, VA
(703) 533-2233
Massachusetts
Mill-Bern Assoc.
Woburn, MA
(617) 932-3311
Michigan
Trilogy Marketing
Auburn Hills, MI
(810) 377-4900
Minnesota
Cahill, Schmitz & Cahill
St. Paul, MN
(612) 646-7217
Mississippi
Glen White & Assoc.
Huntsville, AL
(205) 882-6751

Missouri
Gibb Technology Sales
St. Louis, MO
(314) 890-0443
Montana
Waugaman Assoc.
Wheat Ridge, CO
(303) 423-1020
Nebraska
Cahill, Schmitz & Howe
Cedar Rapids, IA
(319) 377-8219
Waugaman Associates
Wheat Ridge, CO
(303) 423-1020
Nevada
Bay Area/Northern CA,NV
Sunnyvale, CA
(408) 733-8400
System Sales of AZ
Mesa, AZ
(602) 464-9989
New Hampshire
Mill-Bern Assoc.
Woburn, MA
(617) 932-3111
New Jersey
S-J Associates
Mt. Laurel, NJ
(609) 866-1234
Rockville Centre, NY
(516) 536-4242
New Mexico
System Sales of AZ
Albuquerque, NM
(505) 889-2901
New York
S-J Associates
Rockville Centre, NY
(516) 536-4242
Technology Sales Inc.
Fairport, NY
(716) 223-7500
North Carolina
Glen White & Assoc.
Huntersville, NC
(704) 875 -3777
Raleigh, NC
(919) 848-1931
North Dakota
Cahill, Schmitz & Cahill
St. Paul, MN
(612) 646-7217



Ohio
Makin & Associates
Cincinnati, OH
(513) 871-2424
Dublin,OH
(614) 793-9545
Mayfield Village, OH
(216) 461-3500
Oklahoma
West Associates
Tulsa, OK
(918) 492-4300
Oregon
Western Tech. Sales
Beaverton, OR
(503) 644-8860
Pennsylvania
Makin & Associates
Cincinnati, OH
(513) 871-2424
S-J Associates
Mt. Laurel, NJ
(609) 866-1234
Puerto Rico
Semtronics Assoc., Inc.
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
(809) 766-0700
Rhode Island
Mill-Bern Assoc.
Woburn, MA
(617) 932-3311
South Carolina
Glen White & Assoc.
Huntersville, NC
(704) 875-3777
South Dakota _ ADDEDVALUE
Cahill, Schmitz & Cahill Electronic Dist., Inc.
St. Paul, MN (AVED)
(612) 646-7217 Arizona
Tennessee Scottsdale, AZ
Glen White & Assoc. (602) 951-9788
Huntsville, AL California
(205) 882-6751 San Diego, CA
Texas (619) 558-8890
West Associates Tustin, CA
Austin, TX (714) 573-5000
(512) 343-1199 Visalia, CA
Houston, TX (209) 734-8861
(713) 999-0101 Colorado
Richardson, TX Wheat Ridge, CO
(214) 680-2800 (303) 422-1701

Utah
Midvale, UT
(801) 975-9500

Utah - ADVENT ELECTRONICS
Waugaman AssocIates illinois
Salt Lake City, UT Des Plaines, IL
(801) 261-0802 (708) 297-6200
Vermont Indiana
Mill-Bern Assoc. Indianapolis, IN
Woburn, MA (317) 872-4910
(617) 932-3311 Iowa
Virginia Cedar Rapids, IA
S-J Chesapeake (319) 363-0221
Falls Church, VA Michigan
(703) 533-2233 Farmington Hills, MI
Washington (313) 477-1650
Western Tech. Sales
Bellevue, WA
(206) 641-3900
Spokane, WA
(509) 922-7600
West Virginia
S-J Chesapeake
(703) 533-2233
Wisconsin
Cahill, Schmitz & Cahill _ ANTHEM ELECTRONICS
St. Paul, MN Arizona
(612) 646-7217 Tempe, AZ
Sumer, Inc. (602) 966-6600
Brookfield, WI California
(414) 784-6641 Chatsworth, CA
Wyoming (818) 775-0410
Waugaman Assoc. Irvine, CA
Wheat Ridge, CO (714) 768-4444
(303) 423-1020 Rocklin, CA

(916) 624-9744
San Diego, CA
(619) 453-9005
San Jose, CA
(408) 453-1200
Colorado
Englewood, CO
(303) 790-4500
Connecticut
Waterbury, CT
(203) 575-1575
Illinois
Schaumburg, IL
(708) 884-0200
Maryland
Columbia, MD
(410) 995-6640
Massachusetts
Wilmington, MA
(508) 657-5170
Minnesota
Eden Prarie, MN
(612) 944-5454

NORTH AMERICAN
DISTRIBUTORS

_ ALMAC ELECTRONICS
Oregon
Beaverton, OR
(503) 629-8090
Washington
Bellevue, WA
(206) 643-9992

New Jersey
Pine Brook, NJ
(201) 227-7960
New York
Commack, NY
(516) 864-6600
Oregon
Beaverton, OR
(503) 643-1114
Pennsylvania
Horsham, PA
(215) 443-5150
Texas
Austin, TX
(512) 388-0049
Richardson, TX
(214) 238-7100
Utah
Salt Lake City, UT
(801) 973-8555
Washington
Bothell, WA
(206) 483-1700

- FARNELL
Canada
Burnaby, BritiSh Columbia
(604) 421-6222
Calgary, Alberta
(403) 273-2780
Concord, Ontario
(416) 798-4884
Nepean, Ontario
(613) 596-6980
Ville St.Laurent, Quebec
(514) 335-7697
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(403) 273-2780

- FUTURE ELECTRONICS
Alabama
Huntsville, AL
(205) 830-2322
Arizona
Phoenix, AZ
(602) 968-7140
California
Agoura Hills, CA
(818) 865-0040
Irvine, CA
(714) 250-4141
San Diego, CA
(619) 625-2800
San Jose, CA
(408) 434-1122



Canada
Calgary, Alberta
(403) 250-5550
Edmonton, Alberta
(403) 438-2858
Mississauga, Ontario
(905) 612-9200
Ottawa, Ontario
(613) 820-8313
Pointe Claire, Quebec
(514) 694-7710
Quebec City, Quebec
(418) 877-6666
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 944-1446
Colorado
Lake Wood, CO
(303) 232-2008
Connecticut
Cheshire, CT
(203) 250-0083
Florida
Altamonte Springs, FL
(407) 767-8414
Deerfield Beach, FL
(305) 426-4043
Largo, FL
(813) 530-1222
Georgia
Norcross, GA
(404) 441-7676
Illinois
Hoffman Estates, IL
(708) 882-1255
Indiana
Indianapolis, IN
(317) 469-0447
Kansas
Overland Park, KS
(913) 649-1531
Maryland
Columbia, MD
(410) 290-0600
Massachusetts
Bolton, MA
(508) 779-3000
Michigan
Livonia, MI
(313) 261-5270
Grand Rapids, MI
(616) 698-6800
Minnesota
Eden Prairie, MN
(612) 944-2200

Missouri
St. Louis, MO
(314) 469-6805
New Jersey
Marlton, NJ
(609) 596-4080
Parsippany, NJ
(201) 299-0400
New York
Hauppauge, NY
(516) 234-4000
N.Syracuse, NY
(315) 451-2371
Rochester, NY
(716) 387-9550
North Carolina
Charlotte, NC
(704) 455-9030
Raleigh, NC
(919) 790-7111
Ohio
Beavercreek, OH
(513) 426-0090
Mayfield Heights, OH
(216) 449-6996
Oregon
Beaverton, OR
(503) 645-6454
Texas
Austin, TX
(512) 502-0991
Houston, TX
(713) 785-1155
Richardson, TX
(214) 437-2437
Utah
Salt Lake City, UT
(801) 467-4448
Washington
Bothell, WA
(206) 489-3400
Wisconsin
Brookfield, WI
(414) 879-0244

• HAMIL TON·HALLMARK
Alabama
Huntsville, AL
(205) 837-8700
Arizona
Phoenix, AZ
(602) 437-1200
California
Costa Mesa, CA
(714) 641-4100

Rocklin, CA
(916) 624-9781
San Diego, CA
(619) 571-7540
San Jose, CA
(408) 435-3500
Woodland Hills, CA
(818) 594-0404
Colorado
Colorado Springs, CO
(719) 637-0055
Englewood, CO
(303) 790-1662
Connecticut
Cheshire, CT
(203) 271-2844
Florida
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
(305) 484-5482
Largo, FL
(813) 541-7440
Winter Park, FL
(407) 657-3300
Georgia
Duluth, GA
(404) 623-4400
Illinois
Bensonville, IL
(708) 860-7780
Indiana
Indianapolis, IN
(317) 872-8875
Kansas
Lenexa, KS
(913) 888-4747
Kentucky
Lexington, KY
(800) 235-6039
Maryland
Columbia, MD
(410) 988-9800
Massachusetts
Peabody, MA
(508) 532-9808
Michigan
Novi, MI
(313) 347-4271
Plymouth, MI
(313) 416-5800
Minnesota
Bloomington, MN
(612) 881-2600
Missouri
Earth City, MO
(314) 291-5350

New Jersey
Cherry Hill, NJ
(609) 424-0110
Parsippany, NJ
(201) 515-3000
New York
Hauppauge, NY
(516) 434-7474
Rochester, NY
(716) 475-9130
Ronkonkoma, NY
(516) 737-0600
North Carolina
Raleigh, NC
(919) 872-0712
Ohio
Dayton,OH
(513) 439-6735
Solon,OH
(216) 498-1100
Worthington, OH
(614) 888-3313
Oklahoma
Tulsa, OK
(918) 254-6110
Oregon
Beaverton, OR
(503) 526-6200
Texas
Austin, TX
(512) 258-8848
Dallas, TX
(214) 553-4300
Houston, TX
(713) 781-6100
Utah
Salt Lake City, UT
(801) 266-2022
Washington
Redmond, WA
(206) 881-6697
Wisconsin
New Berlin, WI
(414) 797-7844

• INSIGHT ELECTRONICS
Alabama
Huntsville, AL
(205) 830-1222
Arizona
Tempe, AZ
(602) 829-1800
California
Irvine, CA
(714) 727-3291
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Sunnyvale, CA Connecticut Tampa, FL (918) 663~2410
(408) 720~9222 Milford, CT (813) 854~2351 Texas
Westlake Village, CA (203) 878~5538 Austin, TX
(818) 707~2101 Florida • STERLINGELECTRONICS (512) 836~1341
Colorado Lake Mary, FL Arizona Carrollton, TX
Englewood,CO (407) 321~2555 Phoenix,AZ (214) 243~1600
(303) 649~1800 Georgia (602) 437~5565 Houston,TX
Georgia Norcross,GA California (713) 627~9800
Duluth, GA (404) 446~9777 Irvine, CA Utah
(404) 717~8566 Illinois (714) 453~7660 Salt Lake City, UT
Illinois Palatine, IL San Diego,CA (801) 972~5444
Schaumburg, IL (708) 202~1900 (619) 560-8097 Virginia
(708) 885-9700 Kansas San Jose, CA Richmond,VA
Massachusetts Overland Park, KS (408) 435-0835 (804) 323-5510
Burlington, MA (913) 236-8800 Westlake Village, CA
(617) 270-9400 Maryland (818) 865-2333
Minnesota Columbus, MD Colorado
St. Louis Park, MN (410) 730-6119 Englewood,CO
(612) 525-9999 Massachusetts (303) 792-3939
Oregon Wilmington, MA Connecticut
Beaverton,OR (508) 657-5900 Wallingford,CT
(503) 644-3300 New Jersey (203) 265-9535
Texas Marlton, NJ Illinois
Austin, TX (609) 983-5010 Schaumburg, IL
(512) 331-7356 Parsippany,NJ (708) 303-9900
Richardson,TX (201) 335-1766 Kansas
(214) 783-0800 New York Lenexa, KS
Sugarland,TX Farmingdale,NY (913) 492-5406
(713) 448-0800 (516) 391-3000 Maryland
Washington Pittsford, NY Columbia, MD
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San Jose, CA
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Canada
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(905) 678-0958

• NEWARKELECTRONICS
Illinois
Chicago,IL
(312) 907-5436
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Atlantik Elektronik
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Future Electronics GmbH
49-899-571950
Sprogies Electronic
(Representative)
49-81 -068882
Great Britain
D.T. Electronics Ltd.
44-203-525-466
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44-279-442971
Future Electronics Ltd.
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Joseph Electronics
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Drogeta Engineering
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Japan
Microtek Inc.
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Systems Marketing
81-33-254-2751
Korea
Amerix Corporation
82-2-423-9623
Sangsoo Electronics Co.
82-2-780-5360
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Rytter
370-7 -206244
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Dynamar
60-4-228-1860
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Alcom Electronics BV
31-10-451-9533
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Components &
Instrumentation NZ Ltd.
64-4-566-3222
Norway
BIT Elektronikk A.S.
47-66-98-1370
Poland
HT-Eurep Elec.sp.zo.o.
48-2-621-7704
Portugal
Comelta, SA
351-1-941-6507
Singapore
Dynamar
65-281-3388

South Africa
Tarsus Technology P.v.T.
27 -11-886-3165
Slovenia & Croatia
Cadix d.o.o.
386-61-1592577
Spain
ComeIta, SA Barcelona
34-3-582-1991
Comelta, SA Madrid
34-1 -327 -0614
Sweden
Dipcom Electronics AB
46-87 -522-480
Switzerland
Computer Controls AG
41-1-313-0616
Taiwan
Landcol Enterprises
886-2-377-6070
Thailand
Dynamar
66-2-376-0132
Turkey
Politeknik Elektronik
90-232-232-7432



Silicon Timed Circuits
Silicon Timed Circuits (often referred to as
delay lines) are chips that make subtle adjust-
ments to the timing of high-performance elec-
tronics so that they will perform optimally.
Because of the precision that lasers provide,
some Silicon Timed Circuits can make timing
adjustments down to a fraction of a nanosec-
ond, which is the time it takes light to travel
about a foot. For more information, call our
Timing Problem Hotline at (214) 450-5348.

Timekeeping
A self-contained lithium energy source in con-
junction with a silicon chip and quartz form a
permanently powered clock/calendar within a
single component. Various computer inter-
faces are available including phantom, serial,
PC DOS, and bytewide memory.

Automatic Identification
Touch MemoryTMis a self-stick, Silicon Label™
in a stainless steel can. This MicroCan™
provides all the advantages canning has to
offer, such as low cost, ruggedness, and the
ability to preserve contents. The MicroCan's
greatest advantage, however, is that a
standalone chip can leave the confines of the
computer and travel virtually anywhere to bring
digital data to the point of use. Information can
be updated time after time while the label is
still affixed to its object. Wherever the silicon-
labelled object goes, information is served up
on the spot without recourse to remote net-
works. This family also includes low-cost
memory chips in TO-92 packages.



Software Authorization
Software Authorization products protect soft-
ware applications from unauthorized execu-
tion and provide a means for PC and network
access control. Software protection is achieved
by using a Button as the "on" switch for a
software application. The presence of a But-
ton and validity of its contents determine
the right to use. Buttons are very effective for
implementing time- or count-based meter-
ing as a way of extending the temporary right
to use software while maintaining protection
control.

User-Insertable Memory
Nonvolatile memories with densities from 256
to four million bits are packaged so that they
can be simply plugged in. A built-in lithium
energy source ensures storage of programs
and data for more than 10 years in the ab-
sence of power. Applications for such products
include portable data carrier, computer identifi-
cation, system access control, secure person-
nel areas, calibration, automatic system setup,
and traveling workrecords. All products can be
read or written by a PC.

Microcontrollers
The DS80C320 High-Speed Micro is an 8051
family device that offers the highest perfor-
mance in the industry for an 8-bit microcon-
troller. Pin- and instruction set-compatible
with the standard 80C32, the High-Speed
Micro uses only 4 clocks per instruction, as
compared with 12 on other 8051 'so Our
DS500x Soft Micros convert industry-
standard bytewide SRAM into high-
performance, nonvolatile read/write storage.



System Extension
These products add a variety of special fea-
tures to systems without encumbering design.
A digital potentiometer is an all-silicon version
of an electrical element used in almost all
electronic equipment. Whereas mechanical
pots are usually brought up to the surface of
the equipment and adjusted with a dial, digital
pots can be set remotely while they are in a
system. CPU supervisors monitor vital condi-
tions for a microprocessor.

Nonvolatile RAM
Dallas Semiconductor has combined its cir-
cuitry and understanding of ultra low-power
CMOS SRAM with improvements in long-life
lithium power sources to develop a family of
nonvolatile RAMs that retain data for more
than 10 years in the absence of main power.
When power goes out of tolerance, the built-
in lithium energy source automatically switches
on and write protection guards data from
garbling during power loss.

Telecommunications
A comprehensive product family addresses
the requirements of high-speed, digital voicel
data transmission and monitoring in T1, GEPT,
or Primary Rate ISDN networks. ADPCM pro-
cessors double or quadruple the capacity of
voice communication channels through DSP
compression techniques.

Battery Backup & Chargers
The Battery Backup chip set crashproofs mi-
croprocessor-based systems, ensuring that
no information is lost when main power fails.
When power returns, computing resumes as if
the failure had not occurred. Battery Chargers
contain all the circuitry needed to recharge a
3-cell NiCad or lithium battery pack in a 3-pin
package.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Teleservicing
Teleservicing products can monitor equipment
performance 24 hours a day, release software
revisions, perform diagnostics, and make ad-
justments - all from a desktop computer over
an ordinary telephone line.

SIP Stik Prefabs
SIP Stiks are pretested subassemblies that
snap into locking connectors for rapid con-
struction of electronic systems. SIP Stiks in-
crease density over traditional packing
schemes five times by taking advantage of
three, rather than the standard two, dimen-
sions. SIP Stiks insert perpendicularly into the
motherboard, making efficient use of the height
dimension.

Intelligent Sockets
Intelligent Sockets incorporate active elec-
tronics in connectors that can be plugged into
a system. Each adds an important capability
without requiring substantive changes in the
system. Some products in this family safe-
guard data in RAM for more than 10 years in
the absence of external power. Others can
time stamp and date events as well as
nonvolatize RAM.

Multiport Memory
A complete family of FIFOs features identical
pinouts that allow them to be interchanged.
Designed for first-in, first-out processing for
storing and retrieving data, the products are
dual-ported for simultaneous reads and writes.



CORPORATE FACT SHEET

Dallas Semiconductor Corporation designs,
manufactures, and markets electronic chips
and chip-based subsystems. Founded in 1984,
the Company uses customer problems as an
entry point to develop products with wide-
spread applications. The Company is commit-
ted to new product development as a means to
increase future revenues and to diversify its
markets, products, and customers.

Advanced technologies have given the Com-
pany a competitive edge over traditional ap-
proaches to semiconductors. Combining
lithium energy cells with low-power CMOS
chips powers chips for the useful life of the
equipment. Direct laser writing enhances chip
capabilities with high levels of precision and
unique identities.

In its 10-year history, Dallas Semiconductor
has developed 190 base products with over
1,000 variations shipped to more than 8,000
customers worldwide. A direct sales force and
distribution network sell to original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) in personal computers
and workstations, scientific and medical equip-
ment, industrial controls, automatic identifica-
tion, telecommunications, consumer electron-
ics, and other markets.

Sales for 1993 totaled $156,860,000. Dallas
Semiconductor has 748 employees. On
March 19, 1990, the Company started trad-
ing on the New York Stock Exchange under
the symbol OS.

TECHNOLOGY
Dallas Semiconductor's special technolo-
gies make possible Soft Siliconn .•solutions-
dynamic, flexible, chip-based products that
can be molded in the final manufacturing
stages or during use. Soft Silicon is made
possible by lithium energy and direct laser
writing.

Lithium
Using micro energy management techniques,

Dallas Semiconductor has reduced power re-
quirements to the point where a miniature
lithium energy source powers products for the
useful life of the equipment. Chips and Stiks
(snap-in subassemblies) are made virtually
crashproof with minimum current design tech-
niques and special freshness seals that keep
lithium cells from expending any energy until
power is applied for the first time. Through
these technologies, Dallas products remem-
ber data throughout their operating life and
can accept change.

Laser
Direct laser writing makes each chip unique
at low cost. A sub-micron positioning laser
and control software developed at Dallas
can engrave individual chips with digital
patterns. This ability to routinely alter, re-
configure, or program individual chips after
completion of wafer fabrication broadens
the application base of products having
similar design. Direct laser writing allows
Dallas Semiconductor to develop highly
accurate products for applications where
precision is paramount.

As a result of these Late Definition technolo-
gies, exact chip definition can be left to the
OEM. Certain chips can even be defined
and redefined by the end system itself.

MANUFACTURING AND FACILITIES
As of January 7, 1994, the Company owns
309,000 square feet of bUilding space and
22.9 acres of land in Dallas. The Company's
wafer fabrication facility is a model of effi-
ciency and is capable of producing all of its
requirements. An expansion of that facility
will begin production in mid-1994. When
fully equipped, this facility will more than
double the Company's fabrication capacity
and make available the latest technology,
permitting the design of circuits with geom-
etries as small as 0.5 microns.



QUALITY SYSTEM
Product quality at Dallas Semiconductor results from a
combination of design techniques, vendor controls,
manufacturing methods, process monitors, and quality
control inspections. SPC monitors placed at strategic
points ensure that potential defects are detected
promptly.

QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSES

• Incoming Quality Control (IQC): Piece parts and raw
materials are inspected by IQC. New vendors and
piece parts receive a First Article Inspection; subse-
quent incoming materials receive a sample inspection
per MIL-STD-105.

• In-Process Inspections: Each manufacturing opera-
tion inspects its own work, ensuring immediate feed-
back and preventing deviations from going unde-
tected due to subsequent processing.

• Statistical Process Control (SPC): Implemented in
manufacturing, this process determines what inputs
to the product flow are critical and how to track and
control those inputs. Quality Engineering provides
training, computer analysis, and feedback to
manufacturing.

• In-Process Sample Tests: In order to guarantee the
accuracy and completeness of in-process inspec-
tions and SPC monitors, QC Toll Gates at strategic
locations perform sample inspections per MIL-
STD-105.

RELIABILITY SYSTEM
Reliability is accomplished through a rigorous, compre-
hensive methodology of qualifying, analyzing, and mon-
itoring new equipment, processes, products, and pack-
ages. A state-of-the-art environmental facility allows
accelerated stresses to be performed and monitored in-
house. In addition, a metallurgical laboratory has been
equipped to perform real-time x-ray, x-ray florescence,
and solderability measurements.

To minimize the human influence on the outcome of the
reliability activity, a dedicated group of technicians and
assistants handle all reliability stressing and testing.
Reliability data resides on a customized computer-
based tracking and retrieval system. Technical support
includes oven and chamber calibrations, 100% electri-
cal board checks, and strict electrostatic protection.

PRODUCT QUALIFICATION
Product qualification activity at Dallas Semiconductor
involves a series of accelerated stress tests applied to
production-ready material and follows a defined qualifi-
cation plan. Random samples from at least three pro-
duction lots, equally representing the production ver-
sion of the product, are tested to meet reliability
requirements. Any device failures detected during pro-
duction qualification or subsequent monitoring are fully
analyzed in our Failure Analysis Laboratory.

Products at Dallas Semiconductor fall into one of three
classifications: Prototype or Engineering Sample, Pre-
qual, and Fully Qualified.

• Prototype or Engineering Sample: Prototype prod-
ucts have not been fully characterized to all data sheet
limits. However, based upon limited data, these prod-
ucts will meet data sheet limits. Final test and all pro-
cesses used to manufacture the product are under
engineering control. Qualification of the product has
not started. The brand on prototype products will be
PROTO or ES.

• Prequal: Prequal products meet prototype require-
ments and are characterized to all data sheet limits.
Final test and all processes used to manufacture the
product are stable and under manufacturing control.
Qualification of the product has started.

• Fully Qualified: Fully qualified products meet proto-
type and prequal requirements. The qualification re-
quirements given in the next section have been com-
pleted. Product must statistically meet reliability
failure rates and quality requirements as established
by Quality and Reliability Engineering.

Tables 1,2 and 3 list the tests which a Dallas Semicon-
ductor product must pass in order to be classified as ful-
ly qualified.

RELIABILITY MONITOR PROGRAM
In order to maintain continuous qualification status on all
products, Dallas Semiconductor has implemented an
extensive Reliability Monitor Program (RMP). The RMP
monitors all design, wafer fabrication, and assembly pro-
cesses in the qualified products database. Product is
selected monthly from finished goods and subjected to a
series of reliability tests similar to those used in the origi-
nal qualification. Any failures generated from these tests
require analysis to root cause and corrective action.

Data from the RMP is published quarterly and is avail-
able on demand.



ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
STRESSITEST CONDITION DURATION (LTPD)

Outgoing Elec. Test Data Sheet o Hr. 0.15%

Infant Life 125°C,7.0V 48 Hr. 0.3%

High Temperature 125°C,5.5V 1000 Hr. '0.4%
Operating Life

Use Condition Prediction 55°C,5.5V 10 years 50 Fits

High Voltage Life 125°C,7.0V 1000 Hr. '0.4%

High Temperature Storage 150°C, No Bias 1000 Hr. 2.0%

Temperature Humidity Bias 85°C/85% RH, 5.5V 1000 Hr. 1.0%

Autoclave 121°C, 2 ATM Steam, 168 Hr. 1.5%
Unbiased

Temperature Cycle -55°C to +125°C 1000 cycle 1.0%

X-Ray MIL-STD-883 15%
Method 2012

Bond Pull MIL-STD-883 Premold 1.5%
Method 2011

Dimensions MIL-STD-883 15%
Method 2016

Lead Integrity MIL-STD-883 3.0%
Method 2004

Solderability MIL-STD-883 8 Hr. Steamage 3.0%
Method 2003

ESD MIL-STD-883 > ±1 000 volts
Method 3015

Latch-up JEDEC Std. 17 > 100 mW/pin



ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
STRESSITEST CONDITION DURATION (LTPD)

Outgoing Elec. Test Data Sheet o Hr. 0.15%

Use Condition Prediction 55°C,5.5V 10 years 50 Fits

High Temperature Storage 85°C, No Bias 1000 Hr. 2.0%

'Temperature Humidity 85°C/85% RH, 5.5V 959 Hr. 1.0%
Bias

Temperature Cycle -40°C to +85°C 1000 cycle 1.0%

X-Ray MIL-STD-883 15%
Method 2012

Dimensions MIL-STD-883 15%
Method 2016

Lead Integrity MIL-STD-883 3.0%
Method 2004

Solderability MIL-STD-883 8 Hr. Steamage 3.0%
Method 2003

FULL QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SIPSTICK AND
TOUCH MEMORY PRODUCTS Table 3

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
STRESSITEST CONDITION DURATION (LTPD)

Outgoing Elec. Test Data Sheet o Hr. 0.15%

High Temperature Storage 85°C, No Bias 1000 Hr. 7.0%

Temperature Humidity 60°C/90% RH 288 Hr. 7.0%

Temperature Cycle -40°C to +85°C 500 cycle 7.0%





DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051633
High-Speed Battery Recharger

FEATURES

• Recharges Lithium, NiCad, NiMH and Lead acid bat-
teries

• Retains battery and power supply limits in onboard
memory

• Serial1-wire interface is used to program operating
limits

• 3-pin TQ-220 package

• Operating range O°C to 70°C

• Applications include consumer electronics, portable/
cellular phones, pagers, medical instruments, backup
memory systems, security systems

• Configurable to operate with 5V or 6V supplies

DESCRIPTION
The DS1633 Battery Recharger is designed to be a
complete battery charging system for standard charge
or trickle charge applications. It can be configured to be
used with either 5V or 6V supplies and battery voltages
as high as 4.7V (3.7V for 5V supplies). The device is
flexible enough to be used with a variety of battery
chemistries and cell capacities. It provides timer ter-
mination of standard charge and automatically shifts
into trickle charge. Battery voltage can be monitored
and charging terminated if it exceeds a preset maximum
as a safety feature. The output load line can be speci-

PIN DESCRIPTION
Vcc - Supply Voltage
VSAT - Battery Output
GND - Ground

fied as the usual constant current recharge with a volt-
age limit or it can be configured to approximate any
practical load line. All parameters, such as power sup-
ply range, charge current load line, trickle charge rate,
and timer setting, are programmed into nonvolatile
memory using the battery pin as a 1-wire communica-
tion port. To ease the task of configuring the device to
specific application needs, Dallas Semiconductor
makes available a programming kit, the OS 1633K, con-
taining easy-to-use software and hardware for IBM
personal computers.



The DS 1633 is able to offer this flexibility due to its
unique architecture (see Figure 1). The device monitors
the battery voltage and adjusts the values of the output
impedance (RTH) and open circuit voltage (Vae) it pres-
ents to the battery. These values can be adjusted at 32
user definable points (breakpoints) that occur roughly
every 37mV. This allows the device to approximate a
wide range of charging lines; it is not limited to constant
current or even monotonically decreasing functions.

OPERATION
Normal Mode
Upon application of power, the DS1633 will perform an
initialization cycle requiring eight seconds. During this
period it will determine if a battery is connected to the
battery input by applying a voltage through 5 Kn output
impedance and looking for a non-zero current flow out
of the pin. If a battery is connected, the value of the bat-
tery voltage will be determined using a 7-bit AiD conver-
tor. This value will be used to determine which of the 32
user-defined breakpoints should be used to set RTH
and Vae. Generally, as the battery charges the battery
voltage will increase. When the battery voltage reaches
or exceeds each user-defined breakpoint, the values of
RTH and Vae will be modified accordingly. The battery
voltage is measured and adjustments are made every
eight seconds. The battery detection is performed at
one-second intervals. If the amount of time the battery
has been charging exceeds the preset limit, the device
will apply the Vae and RTH as before, but only for a frac-
tion of the eight-second cycle time. This duty cycle can
be as low as 1/64 or as high as 1. In this way trickle
charge can be accomplished by time averaging a short
pulse over a longer period. Refer to Figure 2 for a
detailed flow diagram of normal operation.

PROGRAMMING MODE
Register Structure
To configure aDS 1633 to operate with a unique load line
the user must program a set of 25-bit internal registers
(Table 1). The first 32 (0-31) of these registers contain
the information needed to locate each breakpoint and
what the RTH and Vae are at that breakpoint, as well as
the duty cycle to be used after the optional timer has
expired. The last (32) register contains the bits which

select the system power supply level (5V or 6V), the
timer option, and the time limit (2 to 32 hours in 2-hour
increments).

BREAKPOINT REGISTER STRUCTURE
Break Point Voltage Field
The break point voltage field specifies the range of bat-
tery voltage over which the RTH' Vae and pulse fre-
quency information contained in that register is valid.
This information is valid when the battery voltage meets
or exceeds the breakpoint value, but is less than the
next breakpoint value:

VSPX.s VSAT < VSP(x+1)

The xth breakpoint voltage (Vspx) is determined
according to the following formula:

The value for n is entered in the field as a 7-bit binary
value, LSB first. For reliable operation the first (x=O)
breakpoint should be programmed such that Vspo = O.
Successive breakpoints should be programmed with
increasing values, that is:

VSPX < VSP(x+1)

If not all of the available breakpoints are used, the
unused points should be assigned the maximum Vsp
value (n=127) of 4.699V with RTH and Vae set to their
maximum values (5060n and 5.5V) and the duty cycle
field set to its minimum or zero value.

OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE FIELD
The open circuit voltage field specifies the value of VDC

to be applied to the battery. Vae can be set for values
between 1.3V and 5.5V. This field is entered as a 7-bit
binary value, LSB first. The value of Vac(n) is deter-
mined as follows:

For reliable operation of the battery detection circuitry,
the minimum value of Vae should be greater than the
maximum battery voltage.



THEVENIN RESISTANCE FIELD
The Thevenin resistance field specifies the value of out-
put resistance between the low impedance Vac source
and the battery pin. This resistance can have one of 128
values ranging from 50600 to 7.50 with a 5% difference
in successive values. This field is entered as a 7-bit
binary value, LSB first. The value of RTH(n) is deter-
mined as follows:

PULSE WIDTH FIELD
The pulse width field specifies the amount of time (PW)
during each eight second charging and evaluation cycle
that Vac and RTH will be applied after the optional timer
has expired. PW can have one of 8 values ranging from
8 seconds to O. The field is entered as a 3-bit binary
value, LSB first. The value of PW is determined as fol-
lows:

PW(n) = 2n/16 ; for 1 ~ n ~ 7

PW(n) = 0 ; for n = 0

CHARGE ON FIELD
This is a one bit field which specifies if Vac and RTH for
this breakpoint are to be applied at all for the case of an
unexpired timer. Its usefulness is in permitting certain
breakpoints to be turned off if the battery voltage
exceeds a maximum during standard charge. If the
timer has expired or is not used, this is accomplished for
those breakpoints using the 3 pulse width bits (PW =

000).

A one in this field means that the Vac and RTH are to be
applied when the breakpoint is the current one.

CONFIGURATION REGISTER STRUCTURE
VTRIP Field
This is a one-bit field which specifies the valid supply
voltage for the device. A one in this field indicates a 6V
system is being used and the part will not begin charging
until the applied Vcc exceeds 5.7V. Conversely, a zero

indicates a 5V system and charging will begin when Vcc
exceeds 4.75V.

TIMER STATUS FIELD
This is a one bit field which indicates if the timer is to be
used. A one in this field indicates that timer is used, a
zero that it is not.

TIMER VALUE FIELD
This field specifies the maximum time (TMAX) for stan-
dard or non-pulsed charging. During the period when
the timer has not expired, Vac and RTH will be applied to
the battery input if the charge on bit is a one. When the
elapsed charge time exceeds the value in this register,
Vac and RTH will be applied at a duty cycle determined
by the PW field for each breakpoint. The field is entered
as a 4-bit binary value, LSB first. The timer can have
values from 2 to 32 hours, determined by the following:

PROGRAMMING OPERATION
The data for the 33 registers is stored in nonvolatile
memory and can be written only once. All 33 registers
must be programmed before any can be read. Note that
although the configuration register contains only 6 bits,
25 bits are required to be entered; therefore, fill it with 19
O's. The registers are programmed sequentially, start-
ing at register O. As each register is programmed, an
internal pointer moves to the next register until all 33
have been programmed. To enter the program/read
mode, Vcc must be taken to 8V for a minimum of 1 ms
and returned to 5V. The VSAT pin is now configured to
operate as a single wire I/O line. The hardware interface
is shown in Figure 3.

RESET TIMING
To issue a reset to the device the VSAT pin must be
brought low and held low for a minimum of 480 IlS after
which it is released and will return to a high level through
the internal pullup resistor. After the line is allowed to
return high it must not be pulled low for at least 1 Ils.
Refer to Figure 4.



WRITE TIMING
A logic 0 is written by bringing the VSATpin low for at least
60 lffi, but not more than 120 lffi. A logic 1 is written by
bringing the VSAT pin low for at least 1 lffi, but not more
than 15 lffi. After the line is allowed to return high it must
not be pulled low for at least 60 Ils. Refer to Figure 4.

READ TIMING
A read is performed by bringing the VSAT pin low for at
least 1 lffi, but not more than 5 IlS and then releasing it. A
logic 1 is indicated by the pin returning high. The state of
the VSATpin should be sampled at most 15 Ils after VSAT
is pulled low. A high level indicates a read '1', a low level
indicates a read '0'.

PROGRAMMING
To program the DS1633 the single line I/O must be
enabled by bringing Vcc to 8V for at least 1 ms and then
back to 5V. The first register can now be written. The
register data must be preceded by 3 consecutive logic 1
write cycles. The register data can now be entered

according to the write cycle timing detailed above, from
LSB to MSB. To commit the data to the nonvolatile
memory the VSAT pin is brought to 12V, with Vcc at 8V,
for at least 250 ms. When VSAT is released and returns
to 5V and a reset cycle is issued the device is ready for
the next register. Be careful not to issue multiple resets
as this will move the pointer. This sequence is repeated
until all 33 registers are programmed. When all regis-
ters have been programmed, the DS1633 disables the
serial interface and begins normal operation.

VERIFICATION
To verify the data contained in the registers the single
line I/O must be enabled by bringing Vcc to 8V for at
least 1 ms. Unlike the programming operation, the read
operation allows random access of the registers. A read
cycle is preceded by 4 logic ones, a 6-bit register
address, entered LSB first, and 18 logic ones. The
device will now output the contents of the register, LSB
first, on the next 25 read cycles. To read another regis-
ter, issue a reset and repeat the sequence.
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32 MUST FILL UNUSED BITS WITH O'S ITIMER ITIMER , IVTRIPVALUE STATUS



POWER DOWN
NO CHARGING

BATTERY BACKUP

FIRST PASS
8 SECOND SETUP

TO FIND INITIAL
CHARGING POINT

NO'CHARGE CURRENT

SET CHARGE ON
WITH PULSE
FREQ BIT3

SET CHARGE ON
DUTY CYCLE WITH
PULSE FREQ (2;0)



P-- PROGRAM REGISTER
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-I \:: tREC

tTS j L tREC-0=
~

\
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HEX DEe RTH Voc VSP
00 0 5.060E+03 1.30 0.000

01 1 4.807E+03 1.33 0.037

02 2 4.567E+03 1.37 0.074

03 3 4.338E+03 1.40 0.111

04 4 4.122E+03 1.43 0.148

05 5 3.915E+03 1.47 0.185

06 6 3.720E+03 1.50 0.222

07 7 3.534E+03 1.53 0.259

08 8 3.357E+03 1.56 0.296

09 9 3.189E+03 1.60 0.333

OA 10 3.030E+03 1.63 0.370

08 11 2.878E+03 1.66 0.407

OC 12 2.734E+03 1.70 0.444

00 13 2.598E+03 1.73 0.481

OE 14 2.468E+03 1.76 0.518

OF 15 2.344E+03 1.80 0.555

10 16 2.227E+03 1.83 0.592

11 17 2.116E+03 1.86 0.629

12 18 2.010E+03 1.90 0.666

13 19 1.909E+03 1.93 0.703

14 20 1.814E+03 1.96 0.740

15 21 1.723E+03 1.99 0.777

16 22 1.637E+03 2.03 0.814

17 23 1.555E+03 2.06 0.851

18 24 1.478E+03 2.09 0.888

19 25 1.404E+03 2.13 0.925

1A 26 1.333E+03 2.16 0.962

18 27 1.267E+03 2.19 0.999

1C 28 1.203E+03 2.23 1.036

10 29 1.143E+03 2.26 1.073

1E 30 1.086E+03 2.29 1.110

1F 31 1.032E+03 2.33 1.147

20 32 9.802E+02 2.36 1.184

21 33 9.312E+02 2.39 1.221

22 34 8.846E+02 2.42 1.258

23 35 8.404E+02 2.46 1.295

24 36 7.984E+02 2.49 1.332

25 37 7.585E+02 2.52 1.369

HEX DEC RTH Voc VSP
26 38 7.205E+02 2.56 1.406

27 39 6.845E+02 2.59 1.443

28 40 6.503E+02 2.62 1.480

29 41 6.178E+02 2.66 1.517

2A 42 5.869E+02 2.69 1.554

28 43 5.575E+02 2.72 1.591

2C 44 5.297E+02 2.76 1.628

20 45 5.032E+02 2.79 1.665

2E 46 4.780E+02 2.82 1.702

2F 47 4.541E+02 2.85 1.739

30 48 4.314E+02 2.89 1.776

31 49 4.098E+02 2.92 1.813

32 50 3.894E+02 2.95 1.850

33 51 3.699E+02 2.99 1.887

34 52 3.514E+02 3.02 1.924

35 53 3.338E+02 3.05 1.961

36 54 3.171 E+02 3.09 1.998

37 55 3.013E+02 3.12 2.035

38 56 2.862E+02 2.15 2.072

39 57 2.719E+02 3.19 2.109

3A 58 2.583E+02 3.22 2.146

38 59 2.454E+02 3.25 2.183

3C 60 2.331E+02 3.28 2.220

3D 61 2.215E+02 3.32 2.257

3E 62 2.104E+02 3.35 2.294

3F 63 1.999E+02 3.38 2.331

40 64 1.899E+02 3.42 2.368

41 65 1.804E+02 3.45 2.405

42 66 1.714E+02 3.48 2.442

43 67 1.628E+02 3.52 2.479

44 68 1.547E+02 3.55 2.516

45 69 1.469E+02 3.58 2.553

46 70 1.396E+02 3.61 2.590

47 71 1.326E+02 3.65 2.627

48 72 1.260E+02 3.68 2.664

49 73 1.197E+02 3.71 2.701

4A 74 1.137E+02 3.75 2.738

48 75 1.080E+02 3.78 2.775



HEX DEC RTH VOC VBP
4C 76 1.026E+02 3.81 2.812

40 77 9.747E+01 3.85 2.849

4E 78 9.260E+01 3.88 2.886

4F 79 8.797E+01 3.91 2.923

50 80 8.357E+01 3.95 2.960

51 81 7.939E+01 3.98 2.997

52 82 7.542E+01 4.01 3.034

53 83 7.165E+01 4.04 3.071

54 84 6.807E+01 4.08 3.108

55 85 6.467E+01 4.11 3.145

56 86 6.143E+01 4.14 3.182

57 87 5.836E+01 4.18 3.219

58 88 5.544E+01 4.21 3.256

59 89 5.267E+01 4.24 3.293

5A 90 5.004E+01 4.28 3.330

58 91 4.753E+01 4.31 3.367

5C 92 4.516E+01 4.34 3.404

50 93 4.290E+01 4.38 3.441

5E 94 4.076E+01 4.41 3.478

5F 95 3.873E+01 4.44 3.515

60 96 3.678E+01 4.47 3.552

61 97 3.494E+01 4.51 3.589

62 98 3.320E+01 4.54 3.626

63 99 3.154E+01 4.57 3.663

64 100 2.996E+01 4.61 3.700

65 101 2.846E+01 4.64 3.737

HEX DEC RTH Voc VBP
66 102 2.704E+01 4.67 3.774

67 103 2.569E+01 4.71 3.811

68 104 2.440E+01 4.74 3.848

69 105 2.318E+01 4.77 3.885

6A 106 2.202E+01 4.81 3.922

68 107 2.092E+01 4.84 3.959

6C 108 1.988E+01 4.87 3.996

60 109 1.888E+01 4.90 4.033

6E 110 1.794E+01 4.94 4.070

6F 111 1.704E+01 4.97 4.107

70 112 1.619E+01 5.00 4.144

71 113 1.538E+01 5.04 4.181

72 114 1.461 E+01 5.07 4.218

73 115 1.388E+01 5.10 4.255

74 116 1.319E+01 5.14 4.292

75 117 1.253E+01 5.17 4.329

76 118 1.190E+01 5.20 4.366

77 119 1.131 E+01 5.24 4.403

78 120 1.074E+01 5.27 4.440

79 121 1.020E+01 5.30 4.477

7A 122 9.693E+00 5.33 4.514

78 123 9.208E+00 5.37 4.551

7C 124 8.748E+00 5.40 4.588

70 125 8.310E+00 5.43 4.625

7E 126 7.895E+00 5.47 4.662

7F 127 7.500E+00 5.50 4.699



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

5V Mode Supply Voltage, Operation VCC1 4.75 5 6.5 V 1,2

6V Mode Supply Voltage, Operation VCC2 5.7 6 6.5 V 1,3,4

Supply Voltage, VSAT, Program- VSATP 12 12 13 V
ming

ISAT,Programming ISATP 100 I!A

Vcc Supply Voltage, Programming VCC3 8 8.5 V

Logic 1 Input VIH 2.0 - Vcc+0.3 V

Logic 0 Input VIL -0.3 - +0.8 V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current, Operation Mode ICC1,2 1 mA 6

Supply Current, Programming Mode ICC3 10 mA

Output Low, Voltage VOL 0.4 V

Output Low, Current IOL 1 mA

VSAT Leakage Current with ISAT 100 nA 5
Vcc atOV

Pullup resistance on I/O Rpu 5K

Breakpoint Voltage (n=O) Vsp(O) 0 V

Breakpoint Voltage (n=127) Vsp(127) 4.649 4.699 4.749 V

Open Circuit Voltage (n=O) Voc(O) 1.3 V

Open Circuit Voltage (n=127) Voc(127) 5.45 5.50 5.55 V

Thevenin Resistance (n=O) RTH(O) 7.5 n 7

Thevenin Resistance (n= 127) RTH(127) 4933 5060 5187 n 7

Timer Value (n=O) TMAX(O) 1.8 2 2.2 hours

Timer Value (n=15) TMAX(127) 28.8 32 35.2 hours



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Reset Active tR 480 I-ts

Logic 1 Active Low t1 1 15 I-tS

Logic 0 Active Low to 60 120 !-tS

Read Enable Time tREAD 1 5 IlS

Time from Read Enable to I/O Line tSAMPLE 15 ~s
Sampling

Data Transfer Window tTS 60 120 !-tS

Active Signal Pulse Width, tpw 60 120 I-tS
Data I/O

Recovery Time Between Windows tREC 1 ~s

Programming Pulse Width, VSAT tpRG 250 ms

NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.

2. 5V operation conditions.

3. 6V operation conditions.

4. For any VOCMAX?' 4.5V, VTRIP = 5.7V (6V operation) must be used.

5. High impedance isolation between VSAT and Vcc with Vcc=O is? 45GQ.

6. Does not include current supplied to the battery pin.

7. At 25°C, RTH has a positive temperature coefficient of approximately 800 ppm/oC.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051837
Quick Battery Recharger

• Provides constant-eurrent quick charge of up to
750 mA for NiCd, NiMH, lithium, and lead acid batter-
ies

• No external components required

• Can easily charge 6-eell NiCd battery packs

• Charge termination by maximum voltage (VCO), and
maximum time

• Retains charging parameters in on-board memory;
programmable over serial one-wire interface

• Available in TO-220 or surface mount D-PAK pack-
ages

• Operating range of O°C to 70°C

• Applications include portable computers, portable/
cellular phones, consumer electronics, and handheld
instrumentation

DESCRIPTION
The DS1837 Quick Battery Recharger is designed to be
.a complete battery charging system for quick, standard,
and trickle charge applications. It can be configured to
be used with supply voltages from 6V to 12V and battery
voltages as high as 9.6V. The device is flexible enough
to be used with a variety of battery chemistries and cell
capacities. It provides a constant-eurrent quick or stan-
dard charge with timer termination and automatically
shifts into trickle charge. Battery voltage may be moni-
tored and charging terminated if it exceeds a preset

D-PAK

2

2 3
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.488
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.489

PIN DESCRIPTION
1 VCC
2 GND
3 VSAT

maximum as a safety feature. All parameters (charging
current, trickle current, timer setting, and maximum bat-
tery voltage) are programmed into nonvolatile memory
using the battery pin as a one-wire communication port.
To ease the task of configuring the device to specific
application needs, Dallas Semiconductor makes avail-
able a programming kit, the DS1837K, containing easy
to use software and hardware for IBM-eompatible per-
sonal computers.



BATTERY CHARGING AND TERMINATION
TECHNIQUES
Batteries are made up of cells; several cells may be con-
nected in series to achieve higher output voltages. Typi-
cal cell operating voltages are 1.2V for NiCd and NiMH
batteries; lead-acid cells are about 2V, and lithium cells
are approximately 3V. It is important to know the chemi-
cal makeup of your battery, and the number of cells
which it has, in order to assure a reliable, effective, and
safe charging sequence.

Cell capacity is specified as the cumulative current a cell
can supply over time, usually measured in units of
ampere-hours. The parameter for describing current is
the C rate. The C rate expressed in units of amperes or
milliamperes is numerically equal to the capacity of the
cell expressed in units of ampere-hours or milliampere-
hours. For example, the C rate for a 600 mAh battery is
600 milliamperes. A 300 mA charge current to the same
battery is a 1/2C or C/2 rate.

During charging, current is injected into the cell to
reverse the electrochemical reaction which takes place
in the cell. This results in an increase in cell voltage.
Eventually, the current applied to the cell is no longer
converted to stored energy. Instead, it produces heat,
and there is a marked increase in cell temperature and
pressure. This condition is called overcharge.

There are several factors to consider in determining the
best method of charging a battery. Excess cell pressure
is to be avoided, as it may cause venting of the cell,
which results in the loss of electrolyte and battery

capacity. Heating is also a concern, as cell temperature
also affects its life. While in the past charge rates have
been low and have been able to continuously charge a
cell, the time taken to fully charge a battery has been
extremely long (14 to 20 hours). New battery formula-
tions allow for charging at higher rates, but the potential
for developing battery-damaging temperatures and
pressures in overcharge require that the charge current
be carefully controlled.

Charge rates of around 0.3C are termed by battery
manufacturers as "quick" charge, while rates of around
0.1 C are considered "standard" charge. Quick charging
charges a battery in 4 to 6 hours, while standard charge
takes 12 to 14 hours typically. Knowing when to termi-
nate the charging process is critical to prevent spending
excessive time in an overcharge state. These two
charging techniques typically use a timer to measure
the time that the charge current has been applied, and
then terminates charging when the timer expires, usu-
ally then shifting into a trickle mode where a 0.01 C to
0.05C current is applied to maintain charge on the bat-
tery. Another method of terminating standard or quick
charging is to monitor the battery voltage and terminate
charging when the battery voltage exceeds some
threshold.

At higher charge rates (0.5C to 4C), these two termina-
tion methods are not recommended, as the potential for
spending excessive time in overcharge is higher. Higher
rate chargers usually require measuring battery tem-
perature or change in battery voltage over time (-~ V) to
determine when to terminate charging.

PIN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

1 Vcc Power Supply Input; 6V to 12V nominal.

2 GND Ground pin.

3 VSAT Battery connection.



OPERATION
A block diagram of the DS1837 is shown in Figure 1.
The DS1837 consists of 75 precision 10 mA current
sources. The current is controlled through the use of a
precision voltage reference, a differential amplifier, and
a gate drive amplifier which adjusts the gate drive to the
current sources to achieve 10 mA per leg. The charging
current is realized by turning on the appropriate number
of current sources (750 mA = all 75 sources on, 500 mA
= 50 sources on). In addition to the current sources, an
AID converter is presenllo measure the battery voltage.
A timer is included for use in termination of charge. All
charging parameters reside in nonvolatile memory.

Upon application of power the OS 1837 will perform an
initialization cycle. During this period it will determine if a

battery is connected to the battery input. If a battery is
connected, the value of the battery voltage will be deter-
mined using the AID converter.

Generally, as the battery charges the battery voltage wi II
increase. When the battery voltage reaches or exceeds
the user programmed limit, the standard charge rate will
be decreased to the trickle charge rate. Likewise,
should the amount of time which the battery has been
charging exceed the preset limit the device will
decrease the charge current to the trickle rate, by turn-
ing off the appropriate number of 1OmA current sources.

Note that since the DS1837 is a high-current device,
appropriate heat sinking is required.



PROGRAMMING THE OS1837
To configure a DS1837 for a given charge current and
time, the user must specify four parameters in four 8-bit
registers. These are described below.

ICHG[REGISTER 0]
This register contains the value of the charging current,
expressed as follows:

ICHG[0]=10 mA
ICHG[1]=10 mA
ICHG[2]=20 mA
ICHG[3]=40 mA
ICHG[4]=80 mA
ICHG[5]=160 mA
ICHG[6]=320 mA
ICHG[7]=110 mA

For a charge current of 200 mA, ICHG would be set as
28h, or 00101000 binary.

BATMAX [REGISTER 1]
This register contains the value of the maximum battery
voltage allowed for standard charge. This is expressed
in terms:

PROGRAMMING OPERATION
The data for the four registers described above is stored
in nonvolatile EPROM memory and can be written only
once. The four registers are part of a 48-bit shift regis-
ter. The additional 16 bits are for factory calibration of

To enter the program/read mode, Vcc must be taken to
17V for a minimum of 1 ms and returned to <12V. The

BATMAX ~ 320
maxbalteryV

For example, a maximum battery voltage of 9.6V would
require that

BATMAX> 320
- 9.6V

= 33.333

t [REGISTER 2]
This register specifies the maximum time (TMAX) for
standard charging. The register only uses the four LSBs
of the 8 bit register. The timer can have values from 2 to
32 hours, determined by the following:

ITRICKLE[REGISTER 3]
This register contains the value of the trickle charge cur-
rent. The current is expressed in the same manner as
for the standard charge current.

the part and cannot be overwritten by the user. Zeros
should be shifted into the part in these positions by the
user. The bit order is as follows:

VBAT pin is now configured to operate as a single wire
I/O line. The hardware interface is shown in Figure 2.
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RESET TIMING
To issue a reset to the device the VSAT pin must be
brought low and held low for a minimum of 480 ms after
which it is released and will return to a high level through
the internal pull-up resistor. After the line is allowed to
return high it must not be pulled low for at least 1 ms.
Refer to the timing diagrams.

WRITE TIMING
A logic 0 is written by bringing the VSAT pin low for at
least 60 ~, but not more than 120 /ls. A logic 1 is written
by bringing the VSAT pin low for at least 1 ~, but not
more than 15/ls. After the line is allowed to return high it
must not be pulled low for at least 60 /ls.

READ TIMING
A read is performed by bringing the VSAT pin low for at
least 1/ls, but not more than 5 ~ and then releasing it. A
logic 1 is indicated by the pin returning high. The state of
the VSATpin should be sampled at most 15/ls after VSAT
is pulled low. A high level indicates a read '1', alowlevel
indicates a read '0'.

~PROGRAM
.--- REGISTER

PROGRAMMING
To program the DS1837 the single line I/O must be
enabled by bringing Vcc to 17V for at least 1 ms and
then back to ~12V. The register data may now be writ-
ten. The register data must be preceded by an I/O reset
followed by writing '011', LSB first. The register data can
now be entered according to the write cycle timing
detailed above, and is written LSB first. To commit data
to the nonvolatile memory, an I/O reset, followed by writ-
ing '101' is entered. Next VSAT is brought to 12V with
Vcc at 8V for at least 10 ms. When the part has been
programmed, the DS1837 disables the serial interface
and will begin normal operation once power is cycled.

VERIFICATION
To verify the data contained in the registers after pro-
gramming and powering down the part, the single line
I/O must be enabled by bringing Vcc to 17V for at least 1
ms. A read cycle is preceded by '110', entered LSBfirst,
after which the device will output the contents of the pro-
gramming register. All 48 bits may be read, but reading
may be terminated after the 32 user bits have been
read. Afterverification, power must be cycled in order to
return to normal operation.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.3V to Vcc+0.7V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage VCC1 Operation 5.8 13.2 V 1
VCC2 Programming 17 17 18

Supply Voltage, VSAT VSATP Programming 12 12 13 V

Supply Current, VSAT pin ISATP Programming 100 !1A

Logic 1 VIH 2.2 Vcc+O.3 V

Logic 0 VIL -0.3 +0.8 V

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current, Operation Icc Operation 5 mA
Mode Programming 10

Battery Voltage VSAT Charging 0 9.6 V

VSAT Leakage Current with ISAT 100 nA
Vcc at OV

Pullup Resistance on I/O Rpu 15 KQ

Charge Current 10 10 750 mA

Charge Current Accuracy ±10 %

Timer Value TMAX 1.7 36.8 hours

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Reset Active tRSTL 480 960 J.I.S

Logic 0 Active Low to 60 120 JiS

Logic 1 Active Low t1 1 15 Jis

time Slot tTS 60 120 J.I.S

Read Enable Time tREAD 1 5 J.I.S

Time from Read Enable to I/O tSAMPLE 15 J.I.S
Line Sampling

Recovery Time tREC 1 J.I.S

Program Mode Enable Pulse tpE 1 ms

EPROM Write Cycle Time tEW 10 50 ms



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Time Accuracy to ±10 ±15 0/0

NOTE:
1. VCC1 must be at least 1V greater than desired battery voltage (VSAT).

I/O SIGNAL TIMING Figure 4
CYCLE N CYCLE N+1

-I l:= tREC

tTS j 1- tREC

WRITE 1 J\ j \VSAT
tl

-I l:= tREC

tTS :J L tREC

WRITE 0 -l\ {\
to

-I 1:= tREC

tTS j L tREC

READ -0- ,~~
\VSAT

I- tR

~ ~ tREC

RESET •\ /\VSAT
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PRELIMINARY

DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

052434
Battery Identification Chip

FEATURES

• Provides unique 10 number to battery packs

• Eliminates thermistors by sensing battery tempera·
ture on-{;hip

• 256--bit nonvolatile user memory available for storage
of user data such as gas gauge and manufacturing
information.

• Operating range of -40°C to +85°C

• Applications include portable computers, portable/
cellular phones, consumer electronics, and handheld
instrumentation.

DESCRIPTION
The OS2434 Battery Identification Chip provides a con-
venient method of tagging and identifying battery packs
by manufacturer, chemistry, or other identifying param-
eters. The OS2434 allows the battery pack to be coded
with a unique identification number, and also store
information regarding the battery life and charge/dis-
charge characteristics in its nonvolatile memory.

PIN DESCRIPTION
GNO - Ground
00 - Oata In/Out
Voo - Supply Voltage

The OS2434 also performs the essential function of
monitoring battery temperature, without the need for a
thermistor in the battery pack.

Information is sent to/from the OS2434 over a 1-wire
interface, so that battery packs need only have three
output connectors; power, ground, and the 1-wire inter-
face.



PIN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION •••
1 GNO Ground pin.

2 00 Data Input/Output pin for 1-wire communication port.

3 VDD Supply pin - input power supply.

OVERVIEW
The OS2434 has five major components: 1) Scratch pad
Memory, 2) Nonvolatile Memory, 3) On-board SRAM,
4) Temperature Sensor, and 5) 10 Register. All data is
read and written least significant bit first.

Access to the OS2434 is over a 1-wire interface. Charg-
ing parameters and other data such as battery chemis-

try, gas gauge information, and other user data would
be stored in the OS2434, allowing this information to be
permanently stored in the battery pack. Nonvolatile (E2)
RAM holds information even if the battery goes dead;
as long as the battery remains within typical charge/dis-
charge operating range, the SRAM provides battery-
backed storage of information.

TEMPERATURE
MEASURING
CIRCUITRY CONTROL

LOGIC AND
MEMORY

FUNCTION
CONTROL

256--81T
NONVOLATILE

RAM
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PAGE 3

USER BYTES --SCRATCHPAD RAM SRAM
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PAGE 4
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BYTE 1

MANUFACTURER ID
BYTE 2

E2



052434 ADDRESSABLE RAM MEMORY MAP Figure 3
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DS2434 ADDRESSABLE RAM MEMORY MAP (cont'd) Figure 3
BYTE ADDRESS
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MEMORY
The OS2434's memory is divided into five pages, each
page filling 32 bytes of address space. Not all of the
available addresses are used, however. Refer to the
memory map of Figure 3 to see actual addresses which
are available for use.

The first three pages of memory consist of a scratchpad
RAM and then either a nonvolatile RAM (pages 1 and 2)
or SRAM (page 3). The scratch pads help insure data
integrity when communicating over the 1-wire bus.
Data is first written to the scratch pad where it can be
read back. After the data has been verified, a copy
scratch pad command will transfer the data to the RAM
(NV or SRAM). This process insures data integrity when
modifying the memory.

The fourth page of memory consists of registers which
contain the measured temperature value and status
registers for the device; these registers are made from
SRAM cells.

The fifth page of memory holds the 10 number for the
device and the cycle count registers in E2 RAM, making
these registers nonvolatile under all power conditions.

PAGE 1
The first page of memory has 24 bytes. It consists of a
scratch pad RAM and a nonvolatile (E2) RAM. These 24
bytes may be used to store any data the user wishes;
such as battery chemistry descriptors, manufacturing
lot codes, gas gauge information, etc.

The nonvolatile portion of this page may be locked to
prevent data stored here from being changed inadver-
tantly.

Both the nonvolatile and the scratchpad portions are
organized identically, as shown in the memory map of
Figure 3. In this page, these two portions are referred to
as NV1 and SP1, respectively.

PAGE 2
The second page of memory has 8 bytes. It consists of a
scratch pad RAM and a nonvolatile (E2) RAM. These
eight bytes may be used to store any data the user
wishes, such as battery chemistry descriptors,
manufacturing lot codes, gas gauge information, etc.

PAGE 3
The third page of memory has a full 32 bytes. It consists
of a scratchpad RAM and an SRAM. This address .
space may be used to store any data the user wishes,
provided that, should the battery go dead and power to
the OS2434 is lost, this data may also be lost without
serious repercussions. Data which must remain even if
power to the OS2434 is lost should be placed in either
Page 1 or Page 2.

This section of memory may be used to store gas gauge
and self discharge information. If the battery dies, and
this information is lost, it is moot because the user can
easily determine that the battery is dead.

PAGE 4
The fourth page of memory is used by the OS2434 to
store the converted value of battery temperature. A
two-byte status register is also provided.

TEMPERATURE REGISTERS (60h-61 h)
The OS2434 can measure temperature without external
components. The resulting temperature measurement
is placed into two temperature registers. These regis-
ters are SRAM, and therefore will hold the values placed
in them until the battery voltage falls below the minimum
VDD specified. The first register, at address 60h, pro-
vides '/2°C resolution for temperatures between O°C
and 127 '/2°C, formatted as follows:

The second register, at address 61 h, provides 1°C reso-
lution over the -40°C to +85°C range, formatted as fol-
lows in the binary two's complement coding.

7-BIT BINARY TEMP READING,
SHOWS 1°C INCREMENTS

/_---------'A~------~,



STATUS/CONTROL REGISTER (62h-63h)
The status register is a two byte register at addresses
62h and 63h (consisting of SRAM). Address 62h is the
least significant byte of the status register, and is cur-
rently the only address with defined status bits; the other
byte at address 63h is reserved for future use. The sta-
tus register is formatted as follows:

where

x=
TB=

Oon't Care

Temperature Busy flag. "1" = temperature
conversion in progress; "0" = temperature
conversion complete, valid data in tempera-
ture register.

Nonvolatile memory busy flag. "1" = Copy
from scratchpad to NVRAM in progress,
"0" = nonvolatile memory is not busy. A copy
to NVRAM may take from 2 ms to 10 ms (tak-
ing longer at lower supply voltages).

NV1 Locked flag. "1" indicates that NV1 is
locked; "0" indicates that NV1 is unlocked.

CYCLE COUNTER

MSB

MEMORY FUNCTION COMMANDS
The protocols necessary for accessing the OS2434 are
described in this section. Only these protocols may be
written to the OS2434. Writing other protocols to the
device may result in permanent damage to the part.
These are summarized in Table 1, and examples of
memory functions are provided in Tables 2 and 3.

PAGE 1 THROUGH PAGE 3 COMMANDS
Read Scratch pad [11h)
This command reads the contents of the scratchpad
RAM on the OS2434. This command is followed by a

PAGE 5
The fifth page of memory holds the battery manufac-
turer 10 number as well as a two-byte counter for count-
ing the number of battery charge/discharge cycles.

ID REGISTER (80h and 81 h)
The 10 Register is a 16-bit ROM register that can con-
tain a unique identification code, if purchased from Oal-
las Semiconductor. This 10 number is programmed by
Oallas Semiconductor, is unchangeable, and is unique
to each customer. This 10 number may be used to
assure that batteries containing a OS2434 have the
same manufacturer 10 number as a charger configured
to operate with that battery pack. This feature may be
used to prevent charging of batteries for which the
charging circuit has not been designed.

CYCLE COUNTER (82h and 83h)
The cycle counter register gives an indication of the num-
ber of charge/discharge cycles the battery pack has been
through. This nonvolatile (E2) register is incremented by
the user through the use of a protocol to the OS2434, and
is reset by another protocol. The counter is a straight
binary counter, formatted as follows:

start byte address. After issuing this command and pro-
viding the start address, the user may begin reading the
data. The user may read data through the end of the
scratchpad space (address 5Fh), with any reserved
data bits reading all logic 1's and after which the data
read will be all logic 1'so

Write Scratch pad [17h]
This command writes to the scratch pad RAM on the
OS2434. This command is followed by a start byte
address. After issuing this command and providing the
start address, the user may begin writing data to the
OS2434 scratchpad at the starting byte address.



Copy SP1 to NV1 [22h]
This command copies the entire contents (24 bytes) of
Scratch pad 1 (SP1) to its corresponding nonvolatile
memory (NV1). The nonvolatile RAM memory of the
OS2434 cannot be written to directly by the bus master;
however, the scratch pad RAM may be copied to the
nonvolatile RAM. This prevents accidental overwriting
of the nonvolatile RAM, and allows the data to be written
first to the scratch pad, where it can be read back and
verified before copying to the nonvolatile RAM. This
command does not use a start address; the entire con-
tents of the scratch pad will be copied to the nonvolatile
RAM. The NVB bit will be set when the copy is in prog-
ress. NV1 is made with E2 type memory cells that will
accept at least 50000 changes.

Copy SP2 to NV2 [25h]
This command copies the entire contents (8 bytes) of
SP2 (user bytes) to its corresponding nonvolatile
memory (NV2). This command does not use a start
address; the entire contents of SP2 will be copied to
NV2. The NVB bit will be set when the copy is in prog-
ress. NV2 is made with E2 type memory cells that will
accept at least 50000 changes.

Copy SP3 to SRAM [28h]
This command copies the entire contents (32 bytes) of
SP3 to its corresponding SRAM. This command does
not use a.start address; the entire contents of SP3 will
be copied to the SRAM.

Copy NV1 to SP1 [71 h]
This command copies the entire contents (24 bytes) of
NV1 to its corresponding scratch pad RAM (SP1). This
command does not use a start address; the entire con-
tents of NV1 will be copied to SP1. The nonvolatile RAM
memory of the OS2434 cannot be read directly by the
bus master; however, the nonvolatile RAM may be
copied to the scratch pad RAM.

Copy NV2 to SP2 [77h]
This command copies the entire contents (8 bytes) of
NV2 (user bytes) to its corresponding scratch pad RAM
(SP2). This command does not use a start address; the
entire contents of NV2 will be copied to SP2. The non-
volatile RAM memory of the OS2434 cannot be read
directly by the bus master; however, the nonvolatile
RAM may be copied to the scratch pad RAM.

Copy SRAM to SP3 [7Ah]
This command copies the entire contents (32 bytes) of
SRAM to its corresponding scratchpad RAM (SP3).
This command does not use a start address; the entire
contents of SRAM will be copied to SP3.The SRAM
memory of the OS2434 cannot be read directly by the
bus master; however, the SRAM may be copied to the
scratch pad RAM.

Lock NV1 [43h]
This command prevents copying SP1 to NV1. This is
done as an added measure of data security, preventing
data from being changed inadvertently. NV1 may be
copied up into SP1 while the part is locked. This allows
NV1 to be read at any time. However, NV1 cannot be
written to through a Copy SP1 to NV1 command without
first unlocking the OS2434.

Unlock NV1 [44h]
This command unlocks NV1, to allow copying SP1 into
NV1 .This is done as an added measure of data security,
preventing data from being changed inadvertently.

PAGE 4 AND 5 COMMANDS
Convert T [D2h]
This command instructs the OS2434 to initiate a tem-
perature conversion cycle. This sets the TB flag. When
the temperature conversion is done, the TB flag is reset
and the current temperature value is placed in the tem-
perature register. While a temperature conversion is
taking place, all other memory functions are still avail-
able for use.

Read Registers [B2h]
This command reads the contents of the registers in
Page 4 and 5. This command is followed by a start byte
address. After issuing this command and providing the
start address, the user may begin reading the data. The
user may read data through the end of the register
space (through address 63h in Page 4, address 83h in
Page 5), after which the data read will be all logic 1'so

Increment Cycle [B5h]
This command increments the value in the cycle
counter register. This command does not use a start
address; no further data is required.

Reset Cycle Counter [B8h]
This command is used to reset the cycle counter regis-
ter to zero, if desired.



1-WIRE BUS
MASTER STATUS
AFTER ISSUING
PROTOCOL

1-WIRE BUS DATA
AFTER ISSUING
PROTOCOL

PAGE 1 through PAGE 3 Memory Commands

Read Scratch pad Reads bytes from 11h <addr RX <read data>
OS2434 Scratchpad. (OOh-5Fh»

Write Scratch pad Writes bytes to OS2434 17h <addr TX <write data>
Scratch pad. OOh-5Fh»

Copy SP1 to NV1 Copies entire contents 22h Idle {NV8 bit in Status
of SP1 to NV1. Register=1 until copy

complete (1Oms,
typ))

Copy SP2 to NV2 Copies entire contents 25h Idle {NV8 bit in Status
of SP2 to NV2. Register=1 until copy

complete (1Oms,
typ))

Copy SP3 to SRAM Copies entire contents 28h Idle Idle
of SP3 to SRAM.

Copy NV1 to SP1 Copies entire contents 71h Idle Idle
of NV1 to SP1.

Copy NV2 to SP2 Copies entire contents 77h Idle Idle
of NV2 to SP2.

Copy SRAM to SP3 Copies entire contents 7Ah Idle Idle
of SRAM to SP3.

Lock NV1 Locks 24 bytes of SP1 43h Idle {NV8 bit in Status
and NV1 from reading Register=1 until copy
and writing. complete (10ms,

typ))

Unlock NV1 Unlocks 24 bytes of 44h Idle {NV8 bit in Status
SP1 and NV1 for read- Register=1 until copy
ing and writing. complete (1Oms,

typ))

PAGE 4 and PAGE 5 Register Commands

Read Registers Reads bytes from Tem- 82h <addr RX <read data>
perature, Status and 10 (60h-63h,
Registers. 80h-83h»

Reset Cycle Counter Resets cycle counter 88h Idle {NV8 bit in Status
registers to zero. Register=1 until copy

complete (1Oms,
typ))

Increment Cycle Increments the value in 85h Idle {NV8 bit in Status
Counter the cycle counter regis- Register=1 until copy

ter. complete (1Oms,
typ))

Convert T Initiates temperature 02h Idle {T8 bit in Status
conversion. Register=1 until

conversion complete}



MEMORY FUNCTION EXAMPLE Table 2
Example: Bus Master writes 24 bytes of data to DS2434 scratchpad, then copies to it to NV1.

MASTER MODE DATA (LSB FIRST) COMMENTS

TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960~)

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX 17h Issue "write scratch pad" command

TX OOh Start address

TX <24 bytes> Write 24 bytes of data to scratch pad

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX 11h Issue "read scratch pad" command

TX OOh Start address

RX <24 data bytes> Read scratch pad data and verify

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX 22h Issue "copy SP1 to NV1" command

RX <busy indicator> Wait until NVB in status register=O (10 ms typical)

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse, done

MEMORY FUNCTION EXAMPLE Table 3
Example: Bus Master initiates temperature conversion, then reads temperature.

MASTER MODE DATA (LSB FIRST) COMMENTS

TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 Ils)

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX D2h Issue "convert T" command

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX B2h Issue "read registers" command; begin loop

TX 62h Status register address

RX <1 data byte> Read status register and loop until TB=O

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX B2h Issue "read registers" command

TX 61h Temperature register address

RX <1 data byte> Read temperature register

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse, done



1-WIRE BUS SYSTEM
The DS2434 1-wire bus is a system which has a single
bus master and one slave. The DS2434 behaves as a
slave. The DS2434 is not able to be multidropped,
unlike other 1-wire devices from Dallas Semiconductor.

The discussion of this bus system is broken down into
three topics: hardware configuration, transaction
sequence, and 1-wire signaling (signal types and tim-
ing).

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
The 1-wire bus has only a single line by definition; it is
important that each device on the bus be able to drive it
at the appropriate time. To facilitate this, each device
attached to the 1-wire bus must have open drain or
3-state outputs. The 1-wire port of the DS2434 is open
drain with an internal circuit equivalent to that shown in
Figure 5. The 1-wire bus requires a pull-up resistor of
approximately 5KQ.

The idle stateforthe 1-wire bus is high.lfforany reason
a transaction needs to be suspended, the bus MUST be

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION Figure 4

BUS MASTER

+5V
T

4.7K<

I/O SIGNALING
The DS2434 requires strict protocols to insure data
integrity. The protocol consists of several types of
signaling on one line: reset pulse, presence pulse, write
0, write 1, read 0, and read 1. All of these signals, with
the exception of the presence pulse, are initiated by the
bus master.

The initialization sequence required to begin any com-
munication with the DS2434 is shown in Figure 5. A
reset pulse followed by a presence pulse indicates the

left in the idle state if the transaction is to resume. If this
does not occur and the bus is left low for more than
480 ~s, all components on the bus will be reset.

TRANSACTION SEQUENCE
The protocol for accessing the DS2434 via the 1-wire
port is as follows:

• Memory Function Command

• Transaction/Data

INITIALIZATION
All transactions on the 1-wire bus begin with an initial-
ization sequence. The initialization sequence consists
of a reset pulse transmitted by the bus master followed
by presence pulse(s) transmitted by the slave(s).

The presence pulse lets the bus master know that the
DS2434 is on the bus and is ready to operate. For more
details, see the "1-Wire Signaling" section.

DS2434 is ready to send or receive data given the cor-
rect memory function command.

The bus master transmits (TX) a reset pulse (a low sig-
nal for a minimum of 480 ~s). The bus master then
releases the line and goes into a receive mode (RX).
The 1-wire bus is pulled to a high state via the 5K
pull-up resistor. After detecting the rising edge on the
I/O pin, the DS2434 waits 15-60 ~ and then transmits
the presence pulse (a low signal for 60-240 ~).



READIWRITE TIME SLOTS
082434 data is read and written through the use of time
slots to manipulate bits and a command word to specify
the transaction.

Write Time Slots
A write time slot is initiated when the host pulls the data
line from a high logic level to a low logic level. There are
two types of write time slots: Write One time slots and
Write Zero time slots. All write time slots must be a mini-
mum of 60 lJSin duration with a minimum of a 1lJS recov-
ery time between individual write cycles.

The 082434 samples the I/O line in a window of 15lJS to
60 lJSafter the I/O line falls. If the line is high, a Write One
occurs. If the line is low. a Write Zero occurs (see Figure
6).

For the host to generate a Write One time slot, the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and then released.
allowing the data line to pull up to a high level within
15 Jls after the start of the write time slot.

For the host to generate a Write Zero time slot. the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and remain low for
the duration of the write time slot.

Read Time Slots
The host generates read time slots when data is to be
read from the 082434. A read time slot is initiated when
the host pulls the data line from a logic high level to logic
low level. The data line must remain at a low logic level
for a minimum of 1 Jls; output data from the 082434 is
then valid for the next 14 JlS maximum. The host there-
fore must stop driving the I/O pin low in order to read its
state 15lJS from the start of the read slot (see Figure 6).
By the end of the read time slot, the I/O pin will pull back
high via the external pull-up resistor. All read time slots
must be a minimum of 60 Jls in duration with a minimum
of a 1 lJS recovery time between individual read slots.

Figure 7 shows that the sum of TINIT.T RC. and TSAMPLE
must be less than 15lJS. Figure 9 shows that system tim-
ing margin is maximized by keeping TINIT and T RC as
small as possible and by locating the master sample
time towards the end of the 15 Jls period.

r MasterTx "resetpulse" MasterRx
480 !is minimum 480 !is minimumI
980 l'S maximum

O~ OS2434Tx
15- SOl'S /.- "presencepulse" --I

vcc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .60_'~4~ IJ:S_ .. _ . _
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.3V to +7.0V
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Voo I/O Functions 2.5 6.4

NV Copy 2.7 6.4
Functions

V

±1/2oC Accurate 3.6 6.4 1
Temp.

Conversions

Data Pin VI/a -0.3 Vcc+O.3 V

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Temperature Accuracy TA=O°C to 70°C ±1/2 °C
(=TACTUAL- T MEASURED)

TA=-40°C to ±1
O°C and +70°C

to +85°C

Input Logic High V1H 2.2 Vcc+O.3 V

Input Logic Low VIL -0.3 +0.8 V

Sink Current IL Vl/o=0.4V -4.0 mA

Standby Current IQ 1 I!A

Active Current 100 1.5 mA 2

Input Resistance RI 500 KQ 2

NOTES:
1. Temperature conversion will work with ±2°C accuracy down to Voo=2.7V.

2. I/O line in "hi-Z" state and 11/0=0.



AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
1-WIRE INTERFACE

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Temperature Conversion Time tCONV 700 1000 ms

Time Slot tSLOT 60 120 f..lS

Recovery Time tREC 1 f..lS

Write 0 Low Time tLOwo 60 120 f..ls

Write 1 Low Time tLOW1 1 15 f..lS

Read Data Valid tROY 15 f..lS

Reset Time High tRSTH 480 f..ls

Reset Time Low tRSTL 480 960 f..lS

Presence Detect High tpOHIGH 15 60 f..ls

Presence Detect Low tPOLOW 60 240 f..ls

Capacitance CIN/OUT 25 pF

NV Write Cycle tWR 10 50 ms

~ ~, -I J ",~nm,",'

7\J.:'=E=C===========_t_LO_W_O~~~~~~~~-=.V\
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PRELIMINARY

DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

052435
Battery Identification Chip

with TimelTemperature Histogram

• Provides unique 10 number to battery packs

• Eliminates thermistors by sensing battery tempera-
ture on-chip

• Elapsed time counter provides indication of battery
usage/storage time

• Timerremperature histogram function provides
essential information for determining battery self-dis-
charge

• 256-bit nonvolatile user memory available for storage
of user data such as gas gauge and manufacturing
information.

• Operating range of -40°C to +85°C

• Applications include portable computers, portable/
cellular phones, consumer electronics, and hand held
instrumentation.

DESCRIPTION
The 082435 Battery Identification Chip provides a con-
venient method of tagging and identifying battery packs
by manufacturer, chemistry, or other identifying param-
eters. The 082435 allows the battery pack to be coded
with a unique identification number, and also store
information regarding the battery life and charge/dis-
charge characteristics in its nonvolatile memory.

The 082435 also performs the essential function of
monitoring battery temperature, without the need for a
thermistor in the battery pack. A time/temperature his-
togram function stores the amount of time that the bat-

PIN DESCRIPTION
GNO - Ground
DO - Data In/Out
VDD - 8upply Voltage

tery has been in up to eight temperature bands, allowing
more accurate self-discharge calculations to be carried
out by the user for determining remaining battery capac-
ity. In addition, the on-board elapsed time counter pro-
vides a method of determining the amount of time that a
battery pack has been in storage, to allow more accu-
rate self-discharge determination.

Information is sent to/from the 082435 over a 1-wire
interface, so that battery packs need only have three
output connectors; power, ground, and the 1-wire inter-
face.



PIN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

1 GNO Ground pin.

2 OQ Data Input/Output pin for 1-wire communication port.

3 Voo Supply pin - input power supply.

OVERVIEW
The OS2435 has six major components: 1) Scratch pad
Memory, 2) Nonvolatile Memory, 3) On-board SRAM,
4) Temperature Sensor, 5) 10 Register, and 6) elapsed
time counter. All data is read and written least significant
bit first.

try, gas gauge information, and other user data would
be stored in the OS2435, allowing this information to be
permanently stored in the battery pack. Nonvolatile (E2)
RAM holds information even if the battery goes dead;
as long as the battery remains within typical charge/dis-
charge operating range, the SRAM provides battery-
backed storage of information.

Access to the OS2435 is over a 1-wire interface. Charg-
ing parameters and other data such as battery chemis-

TEMPERATURE
MEASURING
CIRCUITRY CONTROL

LOGIC AND
MEMORY

FUNCTION
CONTROL

256--BIT
NONVOLATILE

RAM

I:l
L:J



PAGE 1

USER BYTES -. LOCKABLE
SCRATCHPAD RAM NONVOLATILE

-WIRE 1-WIRE (SP1) (NV1)

R DEVICE INTERFACE

24 BYTES 24 BYTES
I--
r-

PAGE 2

USER BYTES - NONVOLATILESCRATCH PAD RAM (NV2)(SP2)

8 BYTES 8 BYTES

PA9E3

USER BYTES -SCRATCHPAD RAM SRAM
(SP3)

32 BYTES 32 BYTES

PAGE 4
REGISTERS

TEMPERATURE
("2°C RESOLUTION)

TEMPERATURE
WC RESOLUTION)

STATUS REGISTER
BYTE 1

STATUS REGISTER
BYTE 2

SRAM
I, THROUGH Ie

HISTOGRAM BINS

TIME

PAGE 5
BATTERY 10
REGISTERS CYCLE COUNTER

BYTE 1

CYCLE COUNTER
BYTE 2

MANUFACTURER 10
BYTE 1

MANUFACTURER 10
BYTE 2

E2
HISTOGRAM BIN

TEMP LIMITS

SAMPLE RATE
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DS2435 ADDRESSABLE RAM MEMORY MAP (Cont'd) Figure 3
BYTE ADDRESS
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RESERVED
ADDRESS

SPACE

BYTE
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ADDRESS
80h
81h

82h

83h
84h

85h

86h
87h

88h

89h

8Ah

8Bh

j j



OVERVIEW - TIMEITEMPERATURE
HISTOGRAM
Periods of storage are normal for most battery applica-
tions. Ouring this storage time, little or no current is actu-
ally drawn from the battery; however, batteries will lose
capacity during this storage time due to parasitic side
reactions in the cell, as well as other electrochemical
mechanisms. This loss of capacity is termed self-<lis-
charge.

Since self-<lischarge is the result of electrochemical
reactions, its rate is dependent upon the cell tempera-
ture. Knowing the time spent in certain temperature
ranges during the storage time of the battery, these tem-
perature effects may be factored into a calculation of
self-<lischarge for the battery, thereby allowing a more
accurate determination of retained battery capacity.

The OS2435 measures, tabulates and stores this
information in the battery pack. The OS2435 periodi-
cally measures the battery temperature, and updates
the appropriate temperature "bin" of the time/tempera-
ture histogram with the time spent in that temperature
range. The resulting histogram data would appear
graphically as shown in Figure 4.

The OS2435 allows for eight temperature ranges, or
bins, to be specified by fixing the values of the bin limits,
TA through TG. Once specified, the time spent in each
of the bins (bin 1 being anything less than TA, bin 2 being
temperatures between TA and TB, etc., and bin 8 being
anything above TG) is recorded (t1 being the time spent
in bin 1, t2 the time spent in bin 2, etc.). Using this
information and data from the battery manufacturer
regarding retained capacity, the actual battery capacity
remaining may be closely approximated by the user.

I
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MEMORY
The OS2435's memory is divided into five pages, each
page filling 32 bytes of address space. Not all of the
available addresses are used, however. Refer to the
memory map of Figure 3 to see actual addresses which
are available for use.

The first three pages of memory consist of a scratchpad
RAM and then either a nonvolatile RAM (pages 1 and 2)
or SRAM (page 3). The scratch pads help insure data
integrity when communicating over the 1-wire bus.
Oata is first written to the scratch pad where it can be
read back. After the data has been verified, a copy
scratchpad command will transfer the data to the RAM
(NV or SRAM). This process insures data integrity when
modifying the memory.

The fourth page of memory consists of registers which
contain the measured temperature value, time/temper-
ature histogram registers, elapsed time counter, and
status registers forthe device; these registers are made
from SRAM cells.

The fifth page of memory holds the 10 number for the
device, the cycle count registers and the histogram bin
limits in E2 RAM, making these registers nonvolatile
under all power conditions.

PAGE 1
The first page of memory has 24 bytes. It consists of a
scratch pad RAM and a nonvolatile (E2) RAM. These 24
bytes may be used to store any data the user wishes;
such as battery chemistry descriptors, manufacturing
lot codes, gas gauge information, etc.

The nonvolatile portion of this page may be locked to
prevent data stored here from being changed inadver-
tently.

Both the nonvolatile and the scratch pad portions are
organized identically, as shown in the memory map of
Figure 3. In this page, these two portions are referred to
as NV1 and SP1 , respectively.

PAGE 2
The second page of memory has 8 bytes. It consists of a
scratch pad RAM and a nonvolatile (E2) RAM. These
eight bytes may be used to store any data the user
wishes, such as battery chemistry descriptors,
manufacturing lot codes, gas gauge information, etc.

PAGE 3
The third page of memory has a full 32 bytes. It consists
of a scratch pad RAM and an SRAM. This address
space may be used to store any data the user wishes,
provided that, should the battery go dead and power to
the OS2435 is lost, this data may also be lost without
serious repercussions. Oata which must remain even if
power to the OS2435 is lost should be placed in either
Page 1 or Page 2.

This section of memory may be used to store gas gauge
and self discharge information. If the battery dies, and
this information is lost, it is moot because the user can
easily determine that the battery is dead.

PAGE 4
The fourth page of memory is used by the OS2435 to
store the converted value of battery temperature, the
time/temperature histogram data, and the elapsed time
counter. A two-byte status register is also proVided.

TEMPERATURE REGISTERS (60h-61 h)
The OS2435 can measure temperature without external
components. The resulting temperature measurement
is placed into two temperature registers. These regis-
ters are SRAM, and therefore will hold the values placed
in them until the battery voltage falls below the minimum
VDD specified. The first register, at address 60h, pro-
vides 1/2°e resolution for temperatures between ooe
and 127 1/2oe, formatted as follows:

The second register, at address 61 h, provides 1°C reso-
lution over the -40oe to +85°e range, formatted as fol-
lows in the binary two's complement coding as shown in
Table 1:

7-BIT BINARY TEMP READING,
SHOWS 1°C INCREMENTS

/~------~/'.._-------,



TEMPERATURE/DATA RELATIONSHIPS
Table 1

DIGITAL DIGITAL
TEMPERATURE OUTPUT OUTPUT

(Binary) (Hex)

+85°C 01010101 55h

+25°C 00011001 19h

1°C 00000001 01h

O°C 00000000 OOh

-1°C 11111111 FFh

-25°C 11100111 E7h

-40°C 11011000 D8h

STATUS/CONTROL REGISTER (62h-63h)
The status register is a two byte register at addresses
62h and 63h (consisting of SRAM). Address 62h is the
least significant byte of the status register, and is cur-
rently the only address with defined status bits; the other
byte at address 63h is reserved for future use. The sta-
tus register is formatted as follows:

x=
TB=

Don't Care

Temperature Busy flag. "1" = temperature
conversion in progress; "0" = temperature
conversion complete, valid data in tempera-
ture register.

Nonvolatile memory busy flag. "1" = Copy
from scratchpad to NVRAM in progress,
"0" = nonvolatile memory is not busy. A copy
to NVRAM may take from 2 ms to 10 ms (tak-
ing longer at lower supply voltages).

"1" indicates that NV1 is locked; "0" indicates
that NV1 is unlocked.

11-18 REGISTERS'(64h-73h)
These registers hold the accumulated time values for
the time/temperature histogram. t1 corresponds to the
time spent in histogram bin 1, t2 the time spent in bin 2,
etc., where the bins are defined by the limits set in TA-
TG as shown in Figure 4. The format for the time value
stored in these two-byte registers depends upon the
SAMPLE RATE, and is defined in the paragraph
describing the SAMPLE RATE parameter.

1 REGISTER (74n-76h)
This three-byte register is the elapsed time counter, for-
matted as follows:

The elapsed time counter has an LSB value of 1 minute;
the total time which the counter can accommodate is 224

minutes, or 31.92 years.

PAGE 5
The fifth page of memory holds the battery manufac-
turer ID number, a two-byte counter for counting the
number of battery charge/discharge cycles, histogram
bin limits, and sample rate.

10 REGISTER (80h and 81 h)
The ID Register is a 16-bit ROM register that can con-
tain a unique identification code, if purchased from Dal-
las Semiconductor. This ID number is programmed by
Dallas Semiconductor, is unchangeable, and is unique
to each customer. This ID number may be used to
assure that batteries containing a DS2435 have the
same manufacturer ID number as a charger configured
to operate with that battery pack. This feature may be
used to prevent charging of batteries for which the
charging circuit has not been designed.



CYCLE COUNTER (82h and 83h)
The cycle counter register gives an indication of the
number of charge/discharge cycles the battery pack
has been through. This nonvolatile (E2) register is

CYCLE COUNTER

MSB

TA- TG REGISTERS (84h-8Ah)
These registers define the boundaries for the tempera-
ture bins in the time/temperature histogram, as shown in
Figure 4. These temperature values are expressed in
the same temperature format as shown in Table 1.
These limits therefore may be positive or negative val-
ues, expressed with 1°C resolution.

SAMPLE RATE (8Bh)
This register defines the periodic interval at which the
OS2435 will take a temperature measurement for
updating the histogram data. Note that this does not
affect the actual time needed to perform a temperature
conversion using the Convert T protocol; this sample
rate refers only to the periodic interval at which histo-
gram data is updated.

incremented by the user through the use of a protocol to
the OS2435, and is reset by another protocol. The
counter is a straight binary counter, formatted as fol-
lows:

This value must be 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, or 1 (i.e., only one bit
may be set in this register).

The interval specified in this register determines the
LSB value forthe time/temperature histogram registers,
as shown in Figure 5. Examples of time expressions for
a given sample rate are shown in Table 2.

LSB

~.~

.G



SAMPLE RATE tx BYTE 1 tx BYTE 2

1/8 00011000 00011011

1/4 00001100 00001101

1/2 00000110 00000110

1 00000011 00000011

MEMORY FUNCTION COMMANDS
The protocols necessary for accessing the 082435 are
described in this section. These are summarized in
Table 3, and examples of memory functions are pro-
vided in Tables 4 and 5.

PAGE 1 THROUGH PAGE 3 COMMANDS
Read Scratch pad [11h]
This command reads the contents of the scratchpad
RAM on the 082435. This command is followed by a
start byte address. After issuing this command and pro-
viding the start address, the user may begin reading the
data. The user may read data through the end of the
scratchpad space (address 5Fh), with any reserved
data bits reading all logic 1's and after which the data
read will be a repeat of address 5FH.

Write Scratch pad [17h]
This command writes to the scratchpad RAM on the
082435. This command is followed by a start byte
address. After issuing this command and providing the
start address, the user may begin writing data to the
082435 scratch pad at the starting byte address.

Copy SP1 to NV1 [22h]
This command copies the entire contents (24 bytes) of
8cratchpad 1 (8P1) to its corresponding nonvolatile
memory (NV1). The nonvolatile RAM memory of the
082435 cannot be written to directly by the bus master;
however, the scratch pad RAM may be copied to the
nonvolatile RAM. This prevents accidental overwriting
of the nonvolati Ie RAM, and allows the data to be written
first to the scratchpad, where it can be read back and
verified before copying to the nonvolatile RAM. This
command does not use a start address; the entire con-

tents of the scratchpad will be copied to the nonvolatile
RAM. The NVB bit will be set when the copy is in prog-
ress. NV1 is made with E2 type memory cells that will
accept at least 50000 changes.

Copy SP2 to NV2 [25h]
This command copies the entire contents (8 bytes) of
8P2 (user bytes) to its corresponding nonvolatile
memory (NV2). This command does not use a start
address; the entire contents of 8P2 will be copied to
NV2. The NVB bit will be set when the copy is in prog-
ress. NV2 is made with E2 type memory cells that will
accept at least 50000 changes.

Copy SP3 to SRAM [28h]
This command copies the entire contents (32 bytes) of
8P3 to its corresponding 8RAM. This command does
not use a start address; the entire contents of 8P3 will
be copied to the 8RAM.

Copy NV1 to SP1 [71 h]
This command copies the entire contents (24 bytes) of
NV1 to its corresponding scratch pad RAM (8P1). This
command does not use a start address; the entire con-
tents of NV1 will be copied to 8P1. The nonvolatile RAM
memory of the 082435 cannot be read directly by the
bus master; however, the nonvolatile RAM may be
copied to the scratchpad RAM.

Copy NV2 to SP2 [77h]
This command copies the entire contents (8 bytes) of
NV2 (user bytes) to its corresponding scratch pad RAM
(8P2). This command does not use a start address; the
entire contents of NV2 will be copied to 8P2. The non-
volatile RAM memory of the 082435 cannol be read
directly by the bus master; however, the nonvolatile
RAM may be copied to the scratch pad RAM.



Copy SRAM to SP3 [7Ah)
This command copies the entire contents (32 bytes) of
SRAM to its corresponding scratch pad RAM (SP3).
This command does not use a start address; the entire
contents of SRAM will be copied to SP3.The SRAM
memory of the OS2435 cannot be read directly by the
bus master; however, the SRAM may be copied to the
scratch pad RAM.

Lock NV1 [43h)
This command prevents copying SP1 to NV1. This is
done as an added measure of data security, preventing
data from being changed inadvertently. NV1 may be
copied up into SP1 while the part is locked. This allows
NV1 to be read at any time. However, NV1 cannot be
written to through a Copy SP1 to NV1 command without
first unlocking the OS2435.

Unlock NV1 [44h)
This command unlocks NV1 , to allow copying SP1 into
NV1 .This is done as an added measure of data security,
preventing data from being changed inadvertently.

PAGE 4 AND 5 COMMANDS
Convert T [D2h)
This command instructs the OS2435 to initiate a tem-
perature conversion cycle. This sets the TB flag. When
the temperature conversion is done, the TB flag is reset
and the current temperature value is placed in the tem-
perature register. While a temperature conversion is
taking place, all other memory functions are still avail-
able for use.

Reset Histogram [E1 h)
This command resets the accumulated time in all of the
histogram temperature registers to zero. This com-

mand does not use a start address; no further data is
required.

Set Clock [E6h)
This command sets the elapsed time counter to a preset
value. This command is followed by three bytes of data,
which will be stored at addresses 74h-76h. The trans-
fer of this 3-byte value will occur after reception of the
24th bit following the protocol, at which time the elapsed
time counter will begin incrementing the counter regis-
ters in 1 minute increments.

Write Registers [EFh)
This command allows writing directly to the TA- TG reg-
isters and the sample rate register. This command is fol-
lowed by a start byte address. After issuing this com-
mand and providing the start address, the user may
begin writing the data.

Read Registers [B2h)
This command reads the contents of the registers in
Page 4 and 5. This command is followed by a start byte
address. After issuing this command and providing the
start address, the user may begin reading the data. The
user may read data through the end of the register
space (through address 76h in Page 4, address 8Bh in
Page 5), after which the data read will be all logic 1'so

Increment Cycle [B5h)
This command increments the value in the cycle
counter register. This command does not use a start
address; no further data is required.

Reset Cycle Counter [BSh)
This command is used to reset the cycle counter regis-
ter to zero, if desired.



1-WIRE BUS
MASTER STATUS
AFTER ISSUING
PROTOCOL

1-WIRE BUS DATA
AFTER ISSUING
PROTOCOL

I

PAGE 1 through PAGE 3 Memory Commands

Read Scratch pad Reads bytes from 11h <addr RX <read data>
OS2435 Scratchpad. (OOh-5Fh»

Write Scratchpad Writes bytes to OS2435 17h <addr TX <write data>
Scratch pad. OOh-5Fh»

Copy SP1 to NV1 Copies entire contents 22h Idle {NVB bit in Status
of SP1 to NV1. Register=1 until copy

complete (2-5ms, typ)}

Copy SP2 to NV2 Copies entire contents 25h Idle {NVB bit in Status
of SP2 to NV2. Register=1 until copy

complete (2-5ms, typ)}

Copy SP3 to SRAM Copies entire contents 2Bh Idle Idle
of SP3 to SRAM.

Copy NV1 to SP1 Copies entire contents 71h Idle Idle
of NV1 to SP1 .

Copy NV2 to SP2 Copies entire contents 77h Idle Idle
of NV2 to SP2. ,-

Copy SRAM to SP3 Copies entire contents 7Ah Idle Idle
of SRAM to SP3.

Lock NV1 Locks 24 bytes of SP1 43h Idle {NVB bit in Status
and NV1 from reading Register=1 until copy
and writing. complete (2-5ms, typ)}

Unlock NV1 Unlocks 24 bytes of 44h Idle {NVB bit in Status
SP1 and NV1 for read- Register=1 until copy
ing and writing. complete (2-5ms, typ)}

PAGE 4 and PAGE 5 Register Commands

Read Registers Reads bytes from Tem- B2h <addr RX <read data>
perature, Status and 10 (60h-76h,
Registers. BOh-8Bh»

Write Register Write to TA- TG and EFh <addr
Sample Rate Registers B4h-8Bh>

Reset Cycle Resets cycle counter BBh Idle {NVB bit in Status
Counter registers to zero. Register=1 until copy

complete (2-5ms, typ)}

Increment Cycle Increments the value in B5h Idle {NVB bit in Status
Counter the cycle counter register. Register=1 until copy

complete (2-5ms, typ)}

Reset Historgram Resets all histogram E1h Idle Idle
registers to zero

Set Clock Presets a value for E6h TX <3 bytes>
elapsed time counter
and begins timing.

Convert T Initiates temperature 02h Idle (TB bit in Status
conversion. Register=1 until

conversion complete)



MEMORY FUNCTION EXAMPLE Table 4
Example: Bus Master writes 24 bytes of data to DS2435 scratchpad, then copies to it to NV1.

MASTER MODE DATA (lSe FIRST) COMMENTS

TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s)

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX 17h Issue "write scratch pad" command

TX OOh Start address

TX <24 bytes> Write 24 bytes of data to scratch pad

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX 11h Issue "read scratch pad" command

TX OOh Start address

RX <24 data bytes> Read scratch pad data and verify

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX 22h Issue "copy SP1 to NV1" command

RX <busy indicator> Wait until NVB in status register=1 (2-5 ms typical)

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse, done

MEMORY FUNCTION EXAMPLE Table 5
Example: Bus Master initiates temperature conversion, then reads temperature.

MASTER MODE DATA(lSe FIRST) COMMENTS

TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s)

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX D2h Issue "convert T" command

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX B2h Issue "read registers" command; begin loop

TX 62h Status register address

RX <1 data byte> Read status register and loop until TB=O

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse

TX B2h Issue "read registers" command

TX 61h Temperature register address

RX <1 data byte> Read temperature register

TX Reset Reset pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse, done



1-WIRE BUS SYSTEM
The DS24351-wire bus is a system which has a single
bus master and one slave. The DS2435 behaves as a
slave. The DS2435 is not able to be multidropped,
unlike other 1-wire devices from Dallas Semiconductor.

The discussion of this bus system is broken down into
three topics: hardware configuration, transaction
sequence, and 1-wire signaling (signal types and tim-
ing).

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
The 1-wire bus has only a single line by definition; it is
important that each device on the bus be able to drive it
at the appropriate time. To facilitate this, each device
attached to the 1-wire bus must have open drain or
3-state outputs. The 1-wire port of the DS2435 is open
drain with an internal circuit equivalent to that shown in
Figure 6. The 1-wire bus requires a pull-up resistor of
approximately 5KQ.

The idle stateforthe 1-wire bus is high.lffor any reason
a transaction needs to be suspended, the bus MUST be

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION Figure 6

BUS MASTER

I/O SIGNALING
The DS2435 requires strict protocols to insure data
integrity. The protocol consists of several types of
signaling on one line: reset pulse, presence pulse, write
0, write 1, read 0, and read 1. All of these signals, with
the exception of the presence pulse, are initiated by the
bus master.

The initialization sequence required to begin any com-
munication with the DS2435 is shown in Figure 7. A
reset pulse followed by a presence pulse indicates the

left in the idle state if the transaction is to resume. If this
does not occur and the bus is left low for more than
480 ~s, all components on the bus will be reset.

TRANSACTION SEQUENCE
The protocol for accessing the DS2435 via the 1-wire
port is as follows:

• Memory Function Command

• Transaction/Data

INITIALIZATION
All transactions on the 1-wire bus begin with an initial-
ization sequence. The initialization sequence consists
of a reset pulse transmitted by the bus master followed
by presence pulse(s) transmitted by the slave(s).

The presence pulse lets the bus master know that the
DS2435 is on the bus and is ready to operate. For more
details, see the "I/O Signaling" section.

DS2435 is ready to send or receive data given the cor-
rect memory function command.

The bus master transmits (TX) a reset pulse (a low sig-
nal for a minimum of 480 ~). The bus master then
releases the line and goes into a receive mode (RX).
The 1-wire bus is pulled to a high state via the 5K
pull-up resistor. After detecting the rising edge on the
I/O pin, the DS2435 waits 15--60 ~s and then transmits
the presence pulse (a low signal for 60-240 ~s).



READIWRITE TIME SLOTS
082435 data is read and written through the use of time
slots to manipulate bits and a command word to specify
the transaction.

Write Time Slots
A write time slot is initiated when the host pulls the data
line from a high logic level to a low logic level. There are
two types of write time slots: Write One time slots and
Write Zero time slots. All write time slots must be a mini-
mum of 60 I.ls in duration with a minimum of a 11.lsrecov-
ery time between individual write cycles.

The 082435 samples the 1/0 line in a window of 15 J.lSto
60 J.lSafter the 1/0 line falls. If the line is high, a Write One
occurs. If the line is low, a Write Zero occurs (see
Figure 6).

For the host to generate a Write One time slot, the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and then released,
allowing the data line to pull up to a high level within
15 I.lSafter the start of the write time slot.

For the host to generate a Write Zero time slot, the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and remain low for
the duration of the write time slot.

Read Time Slots
The host generates read time slots when data is to be
read from the 082435. A read time slot is initiated when
the host pulls the data line from a logic high level to logic
low level. The data line must remain at a low logic level
for a minimum of 1 I.ls; output data from the 082435 is
then valid for the next 14 I.ls maximum. The host there-
fore must stop driving the I/O pin low in order to read its
state 15 J.lSfrom the start of the read slot (see Figure 8).
By the end of the read time slot. the 1/0 pin will pull back
high via the external pull-up resistor. All read time slots
must be a minimum of 60 J.lSin duration with a minimum
of a 1 I.lS recovery time between individual read slots.

Figure 9 shows that the sum of TINIT,T RC. and TSAMPLE
must be less than 15 J.lS.Figure 10 shows that system
timing margin is maximized by keeping TINIT and T RCas
small as possible and by locating the master sample
time towards the end of the 15 I.ls period.

MasterTX "resetpulse" MasterRxr 480~s minimum 480~s minimumI
980~s maximum

0S2435 OS2435Tx
15v::~ I "presencepulse" I

V I-- 60 . 240~s --l

G:c.O_-_-[_- -- --- ----- --- -- --- -- --- --~- - - - - - - - - - - - - -" ,----u.-.-..~(.----------
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.3V to +7.0V
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage VDD 1/0 Functions 2.5 6.4

NV Copy 2.7 6.4
Functions

V

±1/2°C Accurate 3.6 6.4 1
Temp.

Conversions

Data Pin VI/O -0.3 vcc+O.3 V

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Temperature Accuracy TA=O°C to 70°C ±1/2 °C
(=TACTUAL- T MEASURED)

TA=-40°C to ±1
O°C and +70°C

to +85°C

Input Logic High VIH 2.2 Vcc+O.3 V

Input Logic Low VIL -0.3 +0.8 V

Sink Current IL Vl/o=O.4V -4.0 mA

Standby Current IQ Clock Running 10 !JA

Active Current IDD Temp 1.5 mA
Conversions

Input Resistance RI 500 KQ 2

NOTES:
1. Temperature conversion will work with ±2°C accuracy down to VDD=2.7V.

2. 1/0 line in "hi-Z" state and 11/0=0.



AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
1-WIRE INTERFACE

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Temperature Conversion Time tCONV 700 1000 ms

Time Slot tSLOT 60 120 JlS

Recovery Time tREC 1 lts

Write 0 Low Time tLOwo 60 120 I-ts

Write 1 Low Time tLOW1 1 15 I-ts

Read Data Valid tRDV 15 I-ts

Reset Time High tRSTH 480 I-ts

Reset Time Low tRSTL 480 960 JlS

Presence Detect High tpDHIGH 15 60 I-ts

Presence Detect Low tPDLOW 60 240 I-ts

Capacitance CIN/OUT 25 pF

Timer Accuracy ±10 %
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DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051231/5
Power Monitor Chip

• Warns processor of an impending power failure

• Provides time for an orderly shutdown

• Prevents processor from destroying nonvolatile
memory during power transients

• Automatically restarts processor after power is
restored

• Suitable for linear or switching power supplies

• Adjusts to hold time of the power supply

• Supplies necessary signals for processor interface

DESCRIPTION
The DS1231 Power Monitor Chip uses a precise tem-
perature-compensated reference circuit which provides
an orderly shutdown and an automatic restart of a pro-
cessor-based system. A signal warning of an impending
power failure is generated well before regulated DC
voltages go out of specification by monitoring high volt-
age inputs to the power supply regulators. If line isola-
tion is required a Ul-approved opto-isolator can be di-
rectly interfaced to the DS1231. The time for processor

IN08 VCC
MODE 2 7 ~

TOL 3 6 RST

GND 4 5 RST

DS1231B-Pin DIP
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.480

NC

IN

NC

MODE
NC

TaL
NC

GND

NC

VCC

NC

NMI
NC

RST
NC

RST

DS1231S 1B-Pin SOIC
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.484

- Input
Selects input pin characteristics
Selects 5% or 10% Vcc detect
Ground
Reset (Active High)
Reset (Active low, open drain)
Non-Maskable Interrupt
+5V Supply
No Connections

shutdown is directly proportional to the available
hold-up time of the power supply. Just before the
hold-up time is exhausted, the Power Monitor uncondi-
tionally halts the processor to prevent spurious cycles
by enabling Reset as Vcc falls below a selectable 5 or
10 percent threshold. When power returns, the proces-
sor is held inactive until well after power conditions have
stabilized, safeguarding any nonvolatile memory in the
system from inadvertent data changes.

IN
MODE
Tal
GND
RST
RST
NMI
Vcc
NC



OPERATION
The OS1231 Power Monitor detects out-of-tolerance
power supply conditions and warns a processor-based
system of impending power failure. The main elements
of the OS1231 are illustrated in Figure 1. As shown, the
OS1231 actually has two comparators, one for monitor-
ing the input (Pin 1) and one for monitoring Vee (Pin 8).
The Vee comparator outputs the signals RST (Pin 5)
and RST (Pin 6) when Vee falls below a preset trip level
as defined by TaL (Pin 3).

When TaL is connected to ground, the RST and RST
signals will become active as Vee goes below 4.75
volts. When TaL is connected to Vee, the RST and RST
signals become active as Vee goes below 4.5 volts. The
RST and RST signals are excellent control signals for a
microprocessor, as processing is stopped at the last
possible moments of valid Vee. On power-up, RST and
RST are kept active for a minimum of 150 ms to allow the
power supply to stabilize (see Figure 2).

The comparator monitoring the input pin produces the
NMI signal (Pin 7) when the input threshold voltage
(VTP) falls to a level as determined by Mode (Pin 2).
When the Mode pin is connected to Vee, detection oc-
curs at VTP-. In this mode Pin 1 is an extremely high im-
pedance input allowing for a simple resistor voltage di-
vider network to interface with high voltage signals.
When the Mode pin is connected to ground, detection
occurs at VTP+. In this mode Pin 1 sources 30 ~A of cur-
rent allowing for connection to switched inputs, such as
a UL-approved opto-isolator. The flexibility of the input
pin allows for detection of power loss at the earliest point
in a power supply system, maximizing the amount of
time allotted between NMI and RST. On power-up, NMI
is released as soon as the input threshold voltage (VTP)
is achieved and Vee is within nominal limits. In both

modes of operation the input pin has hysteresis for
noise immunity (Figure 3).

APPLICATION - MODE PIN
CONNECTED TO Vcc
When the Mode pin is connected to Vee, pin 1 is a high
impedance input. The voltage sense point and the level
of voltage at the sense point are dependent upon the
application (Figure 4). The sense point may be devel-
oped from the AC power line by rectifying and filtering
the AC. Alternatively, a OC voltage level may be se-
lected which is closer to the AC power input than the
regulated +5-volt supply, so that ample time is provided
for warning before regulation is lost.

Proper operation of the OS1231 requires a maximum
voltage of 5 volts at the input (Pin 1), which must be
derived from the maximum voltage at the sense point.
This is accomplished with a simple voltage divider net-
work of R1 and R2. Since the IN trip point VTP- is 2.3
volts (using the -20 device), and the maximum allowable
voltage on pin 1 is 5 volts, the dynamic range of voltage
at the sense point is set by the ratio of 2.3/5.0=.46 min.
This ratio determines the maximum deviation between
the maximum voltage at the sense point and the actual
voltage which will generate NMI.

Having established the desired ratio, and confirming
that the ratio is greater than .46 and less than 1, the
proper values for R1 and R2 can be determined by the
equation as shown in Figure 4. A simple approach to
solving this equation is to select a value for R2 which is
high enough impedance to keep power consumption
low, and solve for R1. Figure 5 illustrates how the
OS1231 can be interfaced to the AC power line when
the mode pin is connected to Vee.
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-20 -35 -50

VTP. 2.3 2.15 2.0

VTP+ 2.5 2.5 2.5

VOLTAGE SENSE POINT

R1 DS1231

IN VCC +5V

+5V MODE NMI
R2

TaL RST

GND RST

V MAX = V SENSE X 5 0
VTP - .

EXAMPLE: V SENSE = 8 VOLTS AT TRIP POINT AND A
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE OF 17.5V WITH R2 = 10K

THEN 8 = R1 + 10K X 23
10K .



APPLICATION - MODE PIN CONNECTED TO
GROUND
When the Mode pin is connected to ground, pin 1 is a
current source of 30 !!A with a VTP+ of 2.5 volts. Pin 1 is
held below the trip point by a switching device like an
opto-isolator as shown in Figure 6. Determination of the
sense point has the same criteria as discussed in the
previous application. However, determining component
values is significantly different. In this mode, the maxi-
mum dynamic range of the sense point versus desired
trip voltage is primarily determined by the selection of a
zener diode. As an example, if the maximum voltage at
the sense point is 200V and the desired trip point is
150V, then a zener diode of 150V will approximately set

the trip point. This is particularly true if power consump-
tion on the high voltage side of the opto-isolator is not an
issue. However, if power consumption is a concern,
then it is desirable to make the value of R1 high. As the
value of R1 increases, the effect of the LED current in
the opto-isolator starts to affect the IN trip point. This can
be seen from the equation shown in Figure 6. R1 must
also be low enough to allow the opto-isolator to sink the
30 !!A of collector current required by pin 1 and still have
enough resistance to keep the maximum current
through the opto-isolator's LED within data sheet limits.
Figure 7 illustrates how the DS 1231 can be interfaced to
the AC power line when the mode pin is grounded.

+5Voc L
-10% Vcc THRESHOLD

+5Voc



VOLTAGE SENSE POINT (TRIP VALUE) = VZ + 6~R X R1

CTR = II~ CTR = CURRENT TRANSFER RATIO
VZ = ZENNER VOLTAGE

EXAMPLE: CTR = 0.2 IC = 30 JlA IF = 150 JlA
VOLTAGE SENSE POINT = 105 AND
VZ = 100 VOLTS

THEN 105 = 100 + 30 x R1
0.2

IN Vcc

AC~
MODE NMI

INPUT
TaL RST TOI1P

GND RST



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vcc Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-0.5V to Vcc + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or 'any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input Pin 1 VIN Vcc V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 I1A VOH Vcc-()·5V Vcc-()·1V V 1,6

Input Leakage IlL -10 +10 I1A 2

Output Current @2.4V IOH 1.0 2.0 mA 5

Output Current @0.4V IOL 2.0 3.0 mA

Operating Current Icc 0.5 2.0 mA 3

Input Pin 1 (Mode=GND) Ic 15 25 50 I1A

Input Pin 1 (Mode=Vcc) Ic 0.1 I1A

IN Trip Piont (Mode=GND) VTP See Figure 3 1

IN Trip Point (Mode=Vcc) VTP 1

Vcc Trip Point (TOL=GND) VCCTP 4.50 4.62 4.74 V 1

Vcc Trip Point (TOL=Vcc) VCCTP 4.25 4.37 4.49 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF



PARAMETER SYMBOL MtN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
VTP to NMI Delay tlPD 1.1 J.I.S

Vcc Slew Rate 4.75-4.25V tF 300 J.I.S

Vcc Detect to RST and RST tRPO 100 ns

Vcc Detect to NMI tlPU 200 J.I.S 4

Vcc Detect to RST and RST tRpu 150 500 1000 ms 4

Vcc Slew Rate 4.25-4.75V tR 0 ns

NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.

2. Vcc = +5.0 volts with outputs open.

3. Measured with outputs open.

4. tR = 5 J.I.S.

5. RST is an open drain output and requires a pull-up resister.

6. RST remains within 0.5V of Vcc on power-down until Vcc drops below 2.0V. RST remains within 0.5V of
GND on power-down until Vcc drops below 2.0V.





DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051232
MicroMonitor Chip

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control microprocessor

• Holds microprocessor in check during power
transients

• Automatically restarts microprocessor after power
failure

• Monitors pushbutton for external override

• Accurate 5% or 10% microprocessor power supply
monitoring

• Eliminates the need for discrete components

• Space-saving, 8-pin mini-DIP

• Optional 16-pin SOIC surface mount package

• Industrial temperature -40°C to +85°C available,
designated N

DESCRIPTION
The DS1232 MicroMonitor Chip monitors three vital
conditions for a microprocessor: power supply, software
execution, and external override. First, a precision tem-
perature-compensated reference and comparator cir-
cuit monitors the status of Vcc. When an out-of-toler-
ance condition occurs, an internal power fail signal is
generated which forces reset to the active state. When
Vcc returns to an in-tolerance condition, the reset sig-
nals are kept in the active state for a minimum of 250 ms
to allow the power supply and processor to stabilize.

PBRST08 vcc
TD 2 7 ST

TaL 3 6 RST

GND 4 5 RST

DS12328-PinDIP
(300Mil)

SeeMech.Drawing
Pg.480

NC NC
PBRST VCC

NC NC

TO ST
NC NC

TaL RST

NC NC
GND RST

DS1232S16-PinSalC
(300 Mil)

See Mech.Drawing
Pg.484

PBRST
TD
TOL
GND
RST
RST
ST
VCC
NC

- Pushbutton Reset Input
Time Delay Set
Selects 5% or 10% Vcc Detect
Ground
Reset Output (Active High)
Reset Output (Active Low, open drain)
Strobe Input
+5 Volt Power
No Connections

The second function the DS1232 performs is pushbut-
ton reset control. The DS1232 debounces the pushbut-
ton input and guarantees an active reset pulse width of
250 ms minimum. The third function is a watchdog timer.
The DS 1232 has an internal timer that forces the reset
signals to the active state if the strobe input is not driven
low prior to time-out. The watchdog timer function can
be set to operate on time-out settings of approximately
150 ms, 600 ms, and 1.2 seconds.



OPERATION· POWER MONITOR
The OS1232 detects out-of-tolerance power supply
conditions and warns a processor-based system of im-
pending power failure. When Vcc falls below a preset
level as defined by TOL (Pin 3), the Vcc comparator out-
puts the signals RST (Pin 5) and RST (Pin 6). When TOL
is connected to ground. the RST and RST signals be-
come active as Vcc falls below 4.75 volts. When TOL is
connected to Vcc. the RST and RST signals become
active as Vcc falls below 4.5 volts. The RST and RST
are excellent control signals for a microprocessor. as
processing is stopped at the last possible moments of
valid Vcc. On power-up. RST and RST are kept active
for a minimum of 250 ms to allow the power supply and
processor to stabilize.

OPERATION· PUSHBUTTON RESET
The OS1232 provides an input pin for direct connection
to a pushbutton (Figure 2). The pushbutton reset input
requires an active low signal. Internally. this input is de-
bounced and timed such that RST and RST signals of at
least 250 ms minimum are generated. The 250 ms delay
starts as the pushbutton reset input is released from low
level.

vcc
TOLERANCE

BIAS

LEVEL SENSE
AND

OEBOUNCE

OPERATION· WATCHDOG TIMER
A watchdog timer function forces RST and RST signals
to the active state when the ST input is not stimulated for
a predetermined time period. The time period is set by
the TO input to be typically 150 ms with TO connected to
ground. 600 ms with TO left unconnected, and 1.2 sec-
onds with TO connected to Vcc. The watchdog timer
starts timing out from the set time period as soon as RST
and RST are inactive. If a high-to-Iow transition occurs
on the ST input pin prior to time-out. the watchdog timer
is reset and begins to time-out again. If the watchdog
timer is allowed to time-out. then the RST and RST sig-
nals are driven to the active state for 250 ms minimum.
The S'f input can be derived from microprocessor ad-
dress signals. data signals. and/or control signals.
When the microprocessor is functioning normally. these
signals would. as a matter of routine. cause the watch-
dog to be reset prior to time-out. To guarantee that the
watchdog timer does not time-out, a high-to-Iow transi-
tion must occur at or less than the minimum shown in
Table 1. A typical circuit example is shown in Figure 3.





INVALID VALID INDETERMINATE
STROBE STROBE STROBE

S-T U-U~-M-IN. -U-MAX.

I: lTO ~ -J
//;~!2~71/;~ur-\

TIME·OUT

TO PIN MIN TYP MAX

GND 62.5 ms 150 ms 250 ms

Float 250 ms 600 ms 1000 ms

Vcc 500 ms 1200 ms 2000 ms





ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vee Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-o.5V to Vee + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

ST and PBRST Input High Level VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 1

ST and PBRST Input low level VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input leakage IlL -1.0 +1.0 J.IA 3

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH -8 -10 mA 5

Output Current @ OAV IOL 8 10 mA

low level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 J.IA VOH Vee -0.5V Vee -0.1V V 1,7

Operating Current Ice 0.5 2.0 mA 2

Vee Trip Point (TOl = GND) VecTP 4.50 4.62 4.74 V 1

Vcc Trip Point (TOl = Vccl VCCTP 4.25 4.37 4.49 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

PBRST = VIL tPB 20 ms

RESET Active Time tRST 250 610 1000 ms

ST Pulse Width tST 20 ns 6,8

Vcc Fail Detect to RST and RST tRPD 40 100 175 lls

Vcc Slew Rate 4.75V to 4.25V tF 300 lls

Vcc Detect to RST and RST Tran- tRPU 250 610 1000 ms 4
sition

Vcc Slew Rate 4.25V to 4.75V tR 0 5 llS

PBRST Stable Low to RST and tpDLY 20 ms
RST

NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. PBRST is internally pulled up to Vcc with an internal impedance of 10K typical.

4. tR = 5 lJ.S.

5. RST is an open drain output.

6. Must not exceed tTD minimum. See Table 1.

7. RST remains within 0.5V of Vcc on power-down until Vcc drops below 2.0V. RST remains within 0.5V of
GND on power-down until Vcc drops below 2.0V.

8. Watchdog can not be disabled. It must be strobed to avoid resets.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

DS1232LP/LPS
Low Power MicroMonitor Chip

• Super low-power version of DS1232

• 50 ~A quiescent current

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control microprocessor

• Automatically restarts microprocessor after power
failure

• Accurate 5% or 10% microprocessor power supply
monitoring

• 8-pin DIP or 8-pin SOIC package

• Optional 16-pin SOIC package available

• Industrial temperature -40°C to +85°C available, des-
ignated N

DESCRIPTION
The DS1232LP/LPS Low Power MicroMonitor Chip
monitors three vital conditions for a microprocessor:
power supply, software execution, and external over-
ride. First, a precision temperature-compensated refer-
ence and comparator circuit monitors the status of Vee.
When an out-of-tolerance condition occurs, an internal
power fail signal is generated which forces reset to the
active state. When Vee returns to an in-tolerance condi-
tion, the reset signals are kept in the active state for a

PBRST []B vcc
TD 2 7 ST

Tal 3 6 RST

GND 4 5 RST

DS1232lP 8-Pin DIP
(300 Mil)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.480

NC

PBRST
NC

TO

NC
Tal

NC

GND

DS1232lPS 16-Pin SalC
(300 Mil)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg 484

PBRST(J8 VCCTO 2 7 ST
Tal 3 6 RST

GND 4 5 RST

DS1232lPS·2 8-Pin SalC
(150 Mil)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg 483

PBRST
TD
TOL
GND
RST
RST
ST
Vce

- Pushbutton Reset Input
Time Delay Set
Selects 5% or 10% Vee Detect
Ground
Reset Output (Active High)
Reset Output (Active Low, open drain)
Strobe Input
+5 Volt Power

minimum of 250 ms to allow the power supply and pro-
cessor to stabilize.

The second function the DS1232LP/LPS performs is
pushbutton reset control. The DS1232LP/LPS de-
bounces the pushbutton input and guarantees an active
reset pulse width of 250 ms minimum. The third function
is a watchdog timer. The DS1232LP/LPS has an inter-
nal timer that forces the reset signals to the active state if



the strobe input is not driven low prior to time-out. The
watchdog timer function can be set to operate on time-
out settings of approximately 150 ms, 600 ms, and 1.2
seconds.

OPERATION· POWER MONITOR
The OS1232LP/LPS detects out-of-tolerance power
supply conditions and warns a processor-based system
of impending power failure. When Vcc falls below a pre-
set level as defined by TOL, the Vcc comparator out-
puts the signals RST and RST. When TOL is connected
to ground, the RST and RST signals become active as
Vcc falls below 4.75 volts. When TOL is connected to
Vcc, the RST and RST signals become active as Vcc
falls below 4.5 volts. The RST and RST are excellent
control signals for a microprocessor, as processing is
stopped at the last possible moments of valid Vcc. On
power-up, RST and RST are kept active for a minimum
of 250 ms to allow the power supply and processor to
stabilize.

OPERATION - PUSHBUTTON RESET
The OS 1232LP/LPS provides an input pin for direct con-
nection to a pushbutton (Figure 1). The pushbutton re-
set input requires an active low signal. Internally, this in-

vcc
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put is debounced and timed such that RST and RST
signals of at least 250 ms minimum are generated. The
250 ms delay starts as the pushbutton reset input is re-
leased from low level.

OPERATION· WATCHDOG TIMER
The watchdog timer function forces RST and RST sig-
nals to the active state when the ST input is not stimu-
lated for a predetermined time period. The time period is
set by the TO input to be typically 150 ms with TO con-
nected to ground, 600 ms with TO left unconnected, and
1.2 seconds with TO connected to Vcc. The watchdog
timer starts timing out from the set time period as soon
as RST and RST are inactive. If a high-to-Iow transition
occurs on the ST input pin prior to time-out, the watch-
dog timer is reset and begins to time-out again. If the
watchdog timer is allowed to time-out, then the RST and
RST signals are driven to the active state for 250 ms
minimum. The ST input can be derived from micropro-
cessor address signals, data signals, and/or control sig-
nals. When the microprocessor is functioning normally,
these signals would, as a matter of routine, cause the
watchdog to be reset prior to time-out. To guarantee that
the watchdog timer does not time-out, a high-to-Iow
transition must occur at or less than the minimum shown
in Table 1. A typical circuit example is shown in Figure 2.
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TIME·OUT

TO MIN TYP MAX

GND 62.5 ms 150 ms 250 ms

Float 250 ms 600 ms 1000 ms

Vcc 500 ms 1200 ms 2000 ms





ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vcc Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-Q.5V to Vcc + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply Voltage Vcc 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

ST and PBRST Input High Level VIH 2.0 Vcc+0.3 V 1

ST and PBRST Input Low Level VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Input Leakage IlL -1.0 +1.0 IlA 3

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH -8 -10 mA 5

Output Current @ O.4V IOL 10 mA

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 uA VOH Vcc -0.5V Vcc -0.1V V 1,7

Operating Current (CMOS) ICCl 50 !!A 2

Operating Current (TIL) Icc2 200 500 !!A 8

Vcc Trip Point (TOL = GND) VCCTP 4.50 4.62 4.74 V 1

Vcc Trip Point (TOL = Vcc) VCCTP 4.25 4.37 4.49 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

PBRST = VIL tpB 20 ms

RESET Active Time tAST 250 610 1000 ms

ST Pulse Width tST 20 ns 6,9

Vcc Fail Detect to RST and RST tAPD 50 175 J.1s

Vcc Slew Rate 4.75V to 4.25V tF 300 J.1s

Vcc Detect to RST and RST tAPU 250 610 1000 ms 4
Inactive

Vcc Slew Rate 4.25V to 4.75V tA 0 ns

PBRST Stable Low to RST and tpDLY 20 ms
RST

NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open and ST and PBRST within 0.5V of supply rails.

3. PBRST is internally pulled up to Vcc with an internal impedance of 40K typical.

4. tR = 5 J.1S.

5. RST is an open drain output.

6. Must not exceed tTD minimum. See Table 1.

7. RST remains within 0.5V of Vcc on power-down until Vcc drops below 2.0V. RST remains within 0.5V of
GND on power-down until Vcc drops below 2.0V.

8. Measured with outputs open and ST and PBRST at TIL levels.

9. Watchdog can not be disabled. It must be strobed to avoid resets.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051233
5V EconoReset

• Automatically restarts microprocessor after power
failure

• Monitors pushbutton for external override

• Internal circuitry debounces pushbutton switch

• Maintains reset for 350 ms after Vcc returns to an
in-tolerance condition or pushbutton released

• Accurate 5%, 10% or 15% microprocessor 5V power
supply monitoring

• Reduces need for discrete components

• Precision temperature-compensated voltage refer-
ence and voltage sensor

• Low-cost TO-92 package or surface mount SOT-223
package

• Internal 5KU pull-up resistor

• Operating temperature of --40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1233 EconoReset monitors two vital conditions
for a microprocessor: power supply and external over-
ride. A precision temperature compensated reference
and comparator circuit are used to monitor the status of
the power supply (Vccl. When an out-of-tolerance con-
dition is detected, an internal power fail signal is gener-
ated which forces reset to the active state. When Vcc

•TO-92 Package
See Mach. Drawing

Pg.486

2 4 3

SOT-223 Package
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.490

PIN DESCRIPTION
PIN 1 GROUND
PIN 2 RESET
PIN 3 VCC
PIN 4 GROUND (SOT-223 ONLY)

returns to an in-tolerance condition, the reset signal is
kept in the active state for approximately 350 ms to allow
the power supply and processor to stabilize. The sec-
ond function of the DS1233 is pushbutton reset control.
The DS1233 debounces a pushbutton closure and will
generate a 350 ms reset pulse upon release.



OPERATION - POWER MONITOR
The OS1233 provides the functions of detecting
out-of-tolerance power supply conditions and warning a
processor-based system of impending power failure.
When Vcc is detected as out-of-tolerance, as defined
by the tolerance of the part selected, the RST signal is
asserted. On power-up, RST is kept active for approxi-
mately 350 ms after the power supply has reached the
selected tolerance. This allows the power supply and
microprocessor to stabilize before RST is released.

OPERATION - PUSHBUTTON RESET
The OS 1233 provides for a pushbutton switch to be con-
nected to the RST output pin. When the OS1233 is not

in a reset cycle, it continuously monitors the RST signal
for a low going edge. If an edge is detected, the OS1233
will debounce the switch by pulling the RST line low. Af-
ter the internal timer has expired, the OS1233 will con-
tinue to monitor the RST line. If the line is still low, the
OS1233 will continue to monitor the line looking for a ris-
ing edge. Upon detecting a release, the OS1233 will
force the RST line low and hold it low for 350 ms.

NOTE: For proper operation with an external pushbut-
ton, a capacitor between 100 pF and 0.01 Jl.Fmust be
connected between RST and ground. In applications
where additional reset current is required, a minimum
capacitance of 500 pF should be used, along with a par-
allel external pull-up resistor of 1Kn minimum.

G~"' 1

'"'"'""o,~~,,,""'w, .&
MICROPROCESSOR

RESET





ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vcc Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on 1/0 Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-{).5V to Vcc + 0.5V
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply Voltage Vcc 1.2 5.0 5.5 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 J.1.A VOH Vcc-{)·5V Vcc-{)·1V V 1

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH 350 J.1.A

Output Current @ 0.4V IOL +10 mA

Operating Current Icc 50 ~
Vcc Trip Point"5% VCCTPO 4.50 4.625 4.75 V 1

Vcc Trip Point 10% VCCTP1 4.25 4.375 4.49 V 1

Vcc Trip Point 15% VCCTP2 4.0 4.125 4.24 V 1

Output Capacitance COUT 10 pF

Pushbutton Detect PBov 1.8 3.3 V 1

Pushbutton Release PBAO 0.3 0.8 V 1,2

Internal Pull-Up Resistor Rp 3.75 5 6.25 KQ

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Reset Active lime tAST 250 350 450 ms

Vcc Detect to RST tAPO 100 ns

Vcc Slew Rate (4.75V - 4.00V) tF 300 ~s

Vcc Slew Rate (4.00V - 4.75V) tA 0 ns

Pushbutton Debounce PBOB 250 350 450 ms

Vcc detect to RST tAPU 250 350 450 ms

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. With a 100 pF to 0.01 ~F capacitor connected from RST to ground.



VCC TRIP POINT PUSHBUTTON DETECT

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX

051233-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 2.4 - 3.3

051233-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 2.4 - 3.3

051233-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 2.4 - 3.3

0512330-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

5V 0512330-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

0512330-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

051833-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

051833-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

051833-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

051233A-15 2.64 2.72 2.80 1.8 - 3.0
3.3V

051233A-10 2.8 2.88 2.97 1.8 - 3.0



PRELIMINARY

DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

DS1233A
3.3V EconoReset

• Automatically restarts microprocessor after power
failure

• Monitors pushbutton for external override

• Internal circuitry debounces pushbutton switch

• Maintains reset for 350 ms after Vcc returns to an
in-tolerance condition or pushbutton released

• Accurate 10% or 15% microprocessor 3.3V power
supply monitoring

• Reduces need for discrete components

• Precision temperature-compensated voltage refer-
ence and voltage sensor

• Low-cost TO-92 package or surface mount SOT-223
package

• Internal 5Kn pull-up resistor

• Operating temperature of --40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The DS1233A EconoReset monitors two vital condi-
tions for a microprocessor: power supply and external
override. A precision temperature compensated refer-
ence and comparator circuit are used to monitor the sta-
tus of the power supply (Vcc). When an out-of-toler-
ance condition is detected, an internal power fail signal
is generated which forces reset to the active state.

•TO-92 Package
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.486

2 4 3

SOT-223 Package
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.490

PIN DESCRIPTION
PIN 1 GROUND
PIN 2 RESET
PIN 3 Vcc
PIN 4 GROUND (SOT-223 ONLY)

When Vcc returns to an in-tolerance condition, the reset
signal is kept in the active state for approximately 350
ms to allow the power supply and processor to stabilize.
The second function of the DS 1233A is pushbutton re-
set control. The DS 1233A debounces a pushbutton clo-
sure and will generate a 350 ms reset pulse upon re-
lease.



OPERATION - POWER MONITOR
The OS1233A provides the functions of detecting
out-of-tolerance power supply conditions and warning a
processor-based system of impending power failure.
When Vcc is detected as out-of-tolerance, as defined
by the tolerance of the part selected, the RST signal is
asserted. On power-up, RST is kept active for approxi-
mately 350 ms after the power supply has reached the
selected tolerance. This allows the power supply and
microprocessor to stabilize before RST is released.

OPERATION - PUSHBUnON RESET
The OS1233A provides for a pushbutton switch to be
connected to the RST output pin. When the OS 1233A is
not in a reset cycle, it continuously monitors the RST

signal for a low going edge. If an edge is detected, the
OS1233A will debounce the switch by pulling the RST
line low. After the internal timer has expired, the
OS1233A will continue to monitor the RST line. If the
line is still low, the OS1233A will continue to monitor the
line looking for a rising edge. Upon detecting a release,
the OS1233A will force the RST line low and hold it low
for 350 ms.

NOTE: For proper operation with an external pushbut-
ton, a capacitor between 100 pF and 0.01 l1F must be
connected between RST and ground. In applications
where additional reset current is required, a minimum
capacitance of 500 pF should be used, along with a par-
allel external pull-up resistor of 1KQ minimum.

'"'"'"TCON ~~""''''ITOA .¢,
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RESET



POWER DOWN Figure 5

Vcc



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vcc Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-Q.5V to +7.0V
-Q.5V to Vcc + 0.5V
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 1.2 3.3 5.5 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 f.IA VOH Vcc-Q·5V Vcc-Q·1V V 1

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH 350 IiA

Output Current@ 0.4V IOL +10 mA

Operating Current Icc 50 f.IA

Vcc Trip Point 10% VCCTPl 2.80 2.88 2.97 V 1

Vcc Trip Point 15% VCCTP2 2.64 2.72 2.80 V 1

Output Capacitance COUT 10 pF

Pushbutton Detect PBDV .8 2.0 V 1

Pushbutton Release PBRD 0.3 0.8 V 1,2

Internal PUll-Up Resistor Rp 3.75 5 6.25 KQ

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Reset Active Time tRST 250 350 450 ms

Vcc Detect to RST tRPD 100 ns

Vcc Slew Rate (2.85V - 2.3V) tF 300 liS

Vcc Slew Rate (2.3V - 2.85V) tR 0 ns

Pushbutton Debounce PBDB 250 350 450 ms

Vcc detect to RST tRPu 250 350 450 ms

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. With a 100 pF to 0.01 IiF capacitor connected from RST to ground.



VCC TRIP POINT PUSHBUTTON DETECT

MIN TVP MAX MIN TVP MAX

081233-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 2.4 - 3.3

081233-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 2.4 - 3.3

081233-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 2.4 - 3.3

0812330-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

5V 0812330-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

0812330-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

081833-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

081833-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

081833-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

081233A-15 2.64 2.72 2.80 1.8 - 3.0
3.3V

081233A-10 2.8 2.88 2.97 1.8 - 3.0



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

0512330
5V EconoReset

• Automatically restarts microprocessor after power
failure

• Maintains reset for 350 ms after Vee returns to an
in-tolerance condition

• Accurate 5%, 10% or 15% microprocessor 5V power
supply monitoring

• Reduces need for discrete components

• Precision temperature-compensated voltage refer-
ence and voltage sensor

• Low-cost TO-92 package or surface mount SOT-223
package

• Internal 5 KQ pull-up resistor

• Compatible with Motorola 68XXX series and HC16
Microprocessors

• Operating temperature of -40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The DS1233D EconoReset uses a precision tempera-
ture compensated reference and comparator circuit to
monitor the status of the power supply (Vec). When an
out-of-tolerancecondition is detected, an internal power
fail signal is generated which forces reset to the active

•TO-92 Package
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.486

2 4 3

SOT-223 Package
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.490

PIN DESCRIPTION
PIN 1 GROUND
PIN 2 RESET
PIN 3 Vee
PIN 4 GROUND (SOT-223 ONLY)

state. When Vee returns to an in-tolerance condition,
the reset signal is kept in the active state for approxi-
mately 350 ms to allow the power supply and processor
to stabilize.
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mately 350 ms after the power supply has reached the
selected tolerance. This allows the power supply and
microprocessor to stabilize before RSf is released.

out-of-tolerance power supply conditions andwaming a
processor-based system of impending power failure.
When Vcc is detected as out-of-tolerance, as defined

MICROPROCESSOR
RESET





ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vcc Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-o.5V to Vcc + 0.5V
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 1.2 5.0 5.5 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 JlA VOH Vcc-o·5V Vcc-O·1V V 1

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH 350 j.lA

Output Current @ 0.4V IOL +10 mA 2

Operating Current Icc 50 JlA

Vcc Trip Point 5% VCCTPl 4.5 4.625 4.74 V 1

Vcc Trip Point 10% VCCTP2 4.25 4.375 4.49 V 1

Vcc Trip Point 15% VCCTP3 4.0 4.125 4.24 V 1

Output Capacitance COUT 10 pF

Internal Pull-Up Resistor Rp 3.75 5 6.25 Kn

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Reset Active Time tRST 250 350 450 ms

Vcc Detect to RST tRPD 100 ns

Vcc Slew Rate (4.75V - 4.00V) tF 300 j.ls

Vcc Slew Rate (4.00V - 4.75V) tR 0 ns

Vcc detect to RST tRPU 250 350 450 ms

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. A 1Kn external resistor may be required for proper operation of the microprocessor reset control circuit.



VCC TRIP POINT PUSHBUTTON DETECT

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX

051233-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 2.4 - 3.3

051233-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 2.4 - 3.3

051233-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 2.4 - 3.3

0512330-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

5V 0512330-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

0512330-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

051833-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

051833-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

051833-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

051233A-15 2.64 2.72 2.80 1.8 - 3.0
3.3V

051233A-10 2.8 2.88 2.97 1.8 - 3.0



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051236
MicroManager Chip

• Holds microprocessor in check during power
transients

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control microprocessor

• Monitors pushbutton for external override

• Warns microprocessor of an impending power failure

• Converts CMOS SRAM into nonvolatile memory

• Unconditionally write protects memory when power
supply is out of tolerance

• Consumes less than 100 nA of battery current at 25°C

• Controls external power switch for high current
applications

• Accurate 10% power supply monitoring

• Optional 5% power supply monitoring designated
OS1236-5

• Provides orderly shutdown in nonvolatile
microprocessor applications

• Supplies necessary control for low-power "stop
mode" in battery operated hand-held applications

• Standard 16-pin OIP or space-saving 16-pin SOIC

• Optional industrial temperature range -40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The OS1236 MicroManager Chip provides all the nec-
essary functions for power supply monitoring, reset
control, and memory backup in microprocessor-based
systems. A precise internal voltage reference and com-
parator circuit monitor power supply status. When an
out-of-tolerance condition occurs, the microprocessor
reset and power fail outputs are forced active, and static
RAM control unconditionally write protects external
memory. The OS1236 also provides early warning de-
tection of a user-defined threshold by driving a

VBAT

vcco

GND

PF

RST

RST

PBRST
VBAT RST

CEI VCCO RST
VCC PBRST

CEO GND CEI

ST PF CEO

NMI
PF ST

WC/SC NMI

IN RC IN

WC/SC

RC 8

16-Pin DIP (300 Mil.)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480

16-Pin SOIC (300 Mil.)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.484

VBAT
Veea
Vee
GNO
PF
PF
WC/SC
RC
IN
NMI
ST
CEO
CEI
PBRST
RST
RST

- +3 Volt Battery Input
Switched SRAM Supply Output
+5 Volt Power Supply Input
Ground
Power Fail (Active High)
Power Fail (Active Low)
Wake-Up Control (Sleep)
Reset Control
Early Warning Input
Non-Maskable Interrupt
Strobe Input
Chip Enable Output
Chip Enable Input
Pushbutton Reset Input
Reset Output (Active Low)
Reset Output (Active High)

non-maskable interrupt. External reset control is pro-
vided by a pushbutton reset input which is debounced
and activates reset outputs. An internal watchdog timer
can also force the reset outputs to the active state if the
strobe input is not driven low prior to watchdog time-out.
Reset control and wake-up/sleep control inputs also
provide the necessary signals for orderly shutdown and
start-up in battery backup and battery operated applica-
tions. A block diagram of the OS1236 is shown in
Figure 1.



PIN NAME DESCRIPTION

VBAT +3V battery input provides nonvolatile operation of control functions.

Veeo Vee output for nonvolatile SRAM applications.

Vee +5V primary power input.

PF Power fail indicator, active high, used for external power switching as shown in Figure 9.

PF Power fail indicator, active low.

WCISC Wake-up and Sleep control. Invokes low-power mode.

RC Reset control input. Determines reset output. Normally low for NMOS processors and high for
battery-backed CMOS processors.

IN Early warning power fail input. This voltage sense point can be tied (via resistor divider) to a
user-selected voltage.

NMI Non-maskable interrupt. Used in conjunction with the IN pin to indicate an impending power
failure.

ST Strobe input. A high-to-Iow transition will reset the watchdog timer, indicating that software is
still in control.

CEO Chip enable output. Used with nonvolatile SRAM applications.

CEI Chip enable input.

PBRST Pushbutton reset input.

RST Active low reset output.

RST Active high reset output.

PROCESSOR MODE
A distinction is often made between CMOS and NMOS
processor systems. In a CMOS system, power con-
sumption may be a concern, and nonvolatile operation
is possible by battery backing both the SRAM and the
CMOS processor. All resources would be maintained in
the absence of Vee. A power-down reset is not issued
since the low-power mode of most CMOS processors
(Stop) is terminated with a Reset. A pulsed interrupt
(NMI) is issued to allow the CMOS processor to invoke a
sleep mode to save power. For this case, a power-on re-
set is desirable to wake up and initialize the processor.
The CMOS mode is invoked by connecting RC to Vceo.

An NMOS processor consumes more power, and con-
sequently may not be battery backed. In this case, it is
desirable to notify the processor of a power fail, then
keep it in reset during the loss of Vee. This avoids inter-
mittent or aberrant operation. On power-up, the proces-
sor will continue to be reset until Vee reaches an opera-
tionallevel to provide an orderly start. The NMOS mode
is invoked by connecting RC to ground.

POWER MONITOR
The DS 1236 employs a band gap voltage reference and
a precision comparator to monitor the 5-volt supply
(Vee) in microprocessor-based systems. When an
out-of-tolerance condition occurs, the RST and RST
outputs are driven to the active state. Th e Vee trip point
(VeeTP) is set for 10% operation so that the RST and
RST outputs will become active as Vcc falls below 4.5
volts (4.37 typical). The VceTP for the 5% operation op-
tion (DS1236-5) is set for 4.75 volts (4.62 typical). The
RST and RST signals are excellent for microprocessor
reset control, as processing is stopped at the last possi-
ble moment of in-tolerance Vce. On power-up, the RST
and RST signals are held active for a minimum of 25 ms
(100 ms typical) after VeeTP is reached to allow the
power supply and microprocessor to stabilize. Note:
The operation described above is obtained with the re-
set control pin (RC) connected to GND (NMOS mode).
Please review the reset control section for more infor-
mation.



WATCHDOG TIMER
The DS1236 provides a watchdog timer function which
forces the RST and RST signals to the active state when
the strobe input (ST) is not stimulated for a predeter-
mined time period. This time period is 400 ms typically
with a maximum time-out of 600 ms. The watchdog
time-out period begins as soon as RST and RST are in-
active. If a high-to-Iow transition occurs at the ST input
prior to time-out, the watchdog timer is reset and begins
to time out again. The ST input timing is shown in
Figure 2. To guarantee the watchdog timer does not
time out, a high-to-Iow transition on ST must occur at or
less than 100 ms (minimum time-out) from a reset. If the
watchdog timer is allowed to time out, the RST and RST
outputs are driven to the active state for 25 ms mini-
mum. The ST input can be derived from microprocessor
address, data, and/or control signals. Under normal op-
erating conditions, these signals would routinely reset
the watchdog timer priorto time-out. If the watchdog tim-
er is not required, two methods have been provided to
disable it.

Permanently grounding the IN pin in the CMOS mode
(RC=1) will disable the watchdog. In normal operation
with RC=1, the watchdog is disabled as soon as the IN
pin is below VTP. With IN grounded, an NMI output will
occur only at power-up, or when the ST pin is strobed.
As shown in the Figure 3, a falling edge on STwili gener-
ate an NMI when IN is below VTP- This allows the pro-
cessor to verify that power is between VTP and VCCTP>
as an NMI will be returned immediately after the ST
strobe. The watchdog timer is not affected by the IN pin
when in NMOS mode (RC=O).

If the NMI signal is required to monitor supply voltages,
the watchdog may also be disabled by leaving the ST in-
put open. Independent of the state of the RC pin, the
watchdog is also disabled as soon as Vcc falls to V CCTP-

PUSHBunON RESET
An input pin is provided on the DS1236 for direct con-
nection to a pushbutton. The pushbutton reset input re-
quires an active low signal. Internally, this input is pulled
high by a 10K resistor whenever Vcc is greater than
VBAT. The PBRST pin is also debounced and timed such
that the RST and RST outputs are driven to the active
state for 25 ms minimum. This 25 ms delay begins as
the pushbutton is released from a low level. A typical ex-
ample of the power monitor, watchdog timer, and push-
button reset connections are shown in Figure 4. The
PBRST input is disabled whenever the IN pin voltage

level is less than VTP and the reset control (RC) is tied
high (CMOS mode). The PBRST input is also disabled
whenever Vcc is below VBAT. Timing olthe PBRST-gen-
erated RST is illustrated in Figure 5.

NON-MASKABLEINTERRUPT
The DS1236 generates a non-maskable interrupt NMI
for early warning of power failure to a microprocessor. A
precision comparator monitors the voltage level at the
IN pin relative to a reference generated by the internal
band gap. The IN pin is a high impedance input allowing
for a user-defined sense point. An external resistor volt-
age divider network (Figure 6) is used to interface with
high voltage signals. This sense point may be derived
from the regulated 5-volt supply or from a higher DC
voltage level closer to the main system power input.
Since the IN trip point VTP is 2.54 volts, the proper val-
ues for R1 and R2 can be determined by the equation as
shown in Figure 6. Proper operation of the DS1236 re-
quires that the voltage at the IN pin be limited to VIN.

Therefore, the maximum allowable voltage atthe supply
being monitored (VMAX) can also be derived as shown
in Figure 6. A simple approach to solving this equation is
to select a value for R2 high enough to keep power con-
sumption low, and solve for R1. The flexibility of the IN
input pin allows for detection of power loss at the earliest
point in a power supply system, maximizing the amount
of time for microprocessor shut-down between NMI and
RSTor RST.

When the supply being monitored decays to the voltage
sense point, the DS1236 pulses the NMI output to the
active state for a minimum of 200 ~s. The NMI power fail
detection circuitry also has built-in time domain hystere-
sis. That is, the monitored supply is sampled periodical-
ly at a rate determined by an internal ring oscillator run-
ning at approximately 30 KHz (33 ~s/cycle). Three
consecutive samplings of out-of-tolerance supply (be-
low VSENSE) must occur at the IN pin to activate NMI.
Therefore, the supply must be below the voltage sense
point for approximately 100 ~s or the comparator will re-
set. In this way, power supply noise is removed from the
monitoring function, preventing false trips. During a
power-up , any IN pin levels below VTP are disabled
from reaching the NMI pin until VCC rises to VCCTP- As a
result, any potential NMI pulse will not be initiated until
V cc reaches V CCTP-

Removal of an active low level on the NMI pin is con-
trolled by either an internal time-out (when IN pin is less
than VTP) or by the subsequent rise of the IN pin above



VTP. The initiation and removal of the NMI signal during
power-up results in an NMI pulse of from 0 IlS minimum
to 500 JlS maximum, depending on the relative voltage
relationship between Vee and the IN pin voltage. As an
example, when the IN pin is tied to ground during pow-
er-up, the internal time-out will result in a pulse of 200 Ils

minimum to 500 IlS maximum. In contrast, if the IN pin is
tied to Veea during power-up, NMI will not produce a
pulse on power-up. Note that a fast slewing power sup-
ply may cause the NMI to be virtually non-existent on
power-up. This is of no consequence, however, since a
RST will be active.

INTERNAL
CLOCK

CONTROL



If the IN pin is connected to Veco, the NMI output will
pulse low as Vee decays to VeeTP in the NMOS mode
(RC=O). In the CMOS mode (RC=Veeo) the pow-
er-down of Vee out-of-tolerance at VeeTP will not pro-
duce a pulse on the NMI pin. Given that any NMI pulse
has been completed by the time Vee decays to VeeTP>
the NMI pin will remain high. The NMI voltage will follow
Vee down until Vee decays to VBAT.Once Vee decays
to VBAT,the NMI pin will either remain at VOHL or enter
tri-state mode as determined by the RC pin (see "Reset
Control" section).

MEMORY BACKUP
The OS1236 provides all of the necessary functions re-
quired to battery back a static RAM. First, a switch is
provided to direct SRAM power from the incoming 5 volt
supply (Vee) or from an external battery (VBAT), which-
ever is greater. This switched supply (Vceo) can also be
used to battery back a CMOS microprocessor. For more
information about nonvolatile processor applications,
review the "Reset Control" and "Wake Control" sections.
Second, the same power fail detection described in the
power monitor section is used to hold the chip enable
output (CEO) to within 0.3 volts of Vee or to within 0.7
volts of VBAT. This write protection mechanism occurs
as Vee falls below VeeTP as specified. If CEI is low at
the time power fail detection occurs, CEO is held in its
present state until CEI is returned high, or the period teE
expires. This delay of write protection until the current
memory cycle is completed prevents the corruption of
data. If CEO is in an inactive state at the time of Vee fail
detection, CEO will be unconditionally disabled within
teF- Ouring nominal supply conditions CEO will follow
CEI with a maximum propagation delay of 20 ns.
Figure 7 shows a typical nonvolatile SRAM application.

FRESHNESS SEAL
In order to conserve battery capacity during storage
and/or shipment of an end system, the OS1236 pro-
vides a freshness seal to electrically disconnect the bat-
tery. Figure 8 depicts the three pulses below ground on
the IN pin required to invoke the freshness seal. The

freshness seal will be disconnected and normal opera-
tion will begin when Vee is cycled and reapplied to a lev-
el above VBAT.

To prevent negative pulses associated with noise from
setting the freshness mode in system applications, a se-
ries diode and resistor can be used to shunt noise to
ground. Ouring manufacturing, the freshness seal can
still be set by holding TP2 at -3 volts while applying the 0
to -3 volt clock to TP1 .

POWER SWITCHING
When larger operating currents are required in a bat-
tery-backed system, the 5-volt supply and battery sup-
ply switches internal to the OS1236 may not be large
enough to support the required load through Vceo with
a reasonable voltage drop. For these applications, the
PF and PF outputs are provided to gate external power
switching devices. As shown in Figure 9, power to the
load is switched from Vee to battery on power-down,
and from battery to Vee on power- up. The OS1336 is
designed to use the PF output to switch between VBAT
and Vee. It provides better leakage and switchover per-
formance than currently available discrete components.
The transition threshold for PF and PF is set to the exter-
nal battery voltage VBAT, allowing a smooth transition
between sources. The load applied to the PF pin from
the external switch will be supplied by the battery.
Therefore, if a discrete switch is used, this load should
be taken into consideration when sizing the battery.

RESET CONTROL
As mentioned above, the OS 1236 supports two modes
of operation. The CMOS mode is used when the system
incorporates a CMOS microprocessor which is battery
backed. The NMOS mode is used when a non-battery
backed processor is incorporated. The mode is se-
lected by the RC (Reset Control) pin. The level of this pin
distinguishes timing and level control on RST, RST, and
NMI outputs for volatile processor operation versus
nonvolatile battery backup or battery-operated proces-
sor applications.
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When the RC pin is tied to ground, the OS1236 is de-
signed to interface with NMOS processors which do not
have the microamp currents required during a battery
backed mode. Grounding the RC pin does, however,
continue to support nonvolatile backup of system
SRAM memory. Nonvolatile systems incorporating
NMOS processors generally require that only the
SRAM memory and/or timekeeping functions be battery
backed. When the processor is not battery backed (RC
= 0), all signals connected from the processor to the
OS1236 are disconnected from the backup battery sup-
ply, or grounded when system Vee decays below VBAT.
In the NMOS processor system, the principal emphasis
is placed on giving early warnings with NMI, then provid-
ing a continuously active RST and RST signal during
power-down while isolating the backup battery from the
processor during a loss of Vee.

During power-down, NMI will pulse low for a minimum of
200 ~, and then return high. If RC is tied low (NMOS
mode), the voltage on NMI will follow Vee until Vee sup-
ply decays to VBAT,at which point NMI will entertri-state
(see timing diagram). Also, upon Vee out-of-tolerance
at VeeTP> the RST and RST outputs are driven active
and RST will follow Vee as the supply decays. On pow-
er-up, RST follows Vee up, RST is held low, and both re-
main active for tRST after valid Vee. During a power-up
from a Vee voltage below VBAT,any detected IN pin lev-
els below VTP are disabled from reaching the NMI pin
until Vee rises to VeeTp. As a result, any potential NMI
pulse will not be initiated until Vee reaches Vee;rp. Re-
moval of an active low level on the NMI pin is controlled
by either an internal time-out (when the IN pin is less
than VTP), or by the subsequent rise of the IN pin above
VTP.The initiation and removal of the NMI signal results
in an NMI pulse of 0 ~s minimum to 500 ~s maximum
during power-up, depending on the relative voltage rela-
tionship between Vee and the IN pin. As an example,
when the IN pin is tied to ground, the internal time-out
will result in a pulse of 200 ~s minimum to 500 ~ maxi-
mum. In contrast, if the IN pin is tied to Veea, NMI will
not produce a pulse on power-up.

Connecting the RC pin to a high (Veea) invokes CMOS
mode and provides nonvolatile support to both the sys-
tem SRAM as well as a low power CMOS processor.
When using CMOS microprocessors, it is possible to
place the microprocessor into a very low- power mode
termed the "stop" or "halt" mode. In this state the CMOS
processor requires only microamp currents and is fUlly
capable of being battery backed. This mode generally
allows the CMOS microprocessor to maintain the con-

tents of internal RAM as well as state control of I/O ports
during battery backup. The processor can subsequently
be restarted by any of several different signals. To main-
tain this low-power state, the OS1236 issues.no NMI
and/or reset signals to the processor until it is time to
bring the processor back into full operation. To support
the low-power processor battery backed mode (RC = 1),
the OS1236 provides a pulsed NMI for early power fail-
ure warning. Waiting to initiate a Stop mode until after
the NMI pin has returned high will guarantee the proces-
sor that no other active NMI or RST/RST will be issued
by the OS 1236 until one of two conditions occurs: 1) Vol-
tage on the pin rises above VTP, which activates the
watchdog, or 2) Vee cycles below then above VBAT,
which also results in an active RST and RST. If Vee
does not fall below VeeTP> the processor will be re-
started by the reset derived from the watchdog timer as
the IN pin rises above VTP.

With the RC pin tied to Veea, RST and RST are not
forced active as Vee collapses to VeeTp. The RST is
held at a high level via the external battery as Vee falls
below battery potential. This mode of operation is in-
tended for applications in which the processor is made
nonvolatile with an external source, and allows the pro-
cessor to power down into a Stop mode as signaled
from NMI at an earlier voltage level. The NMI output pin
will pulse low for tNMI following a low voltage detect at
the IN pin of VTP. Following tNMI, however, NMI will also
be held at a high level (VBAT) by the battery as Vee de-
cays below VSAT.On power-up, RST and RST are held
inactive until Vee reaches VSAT,then RSTand RSTare
driven active for tRST. If the IN pin falls below VTP during
an active reset, the reset outputs will be forced inactive
by the NMI output. In addition, as long as the IN pin is
less than VTP>stimulation of the ST pin will result in addi-
tional NMI pulses. In this way, the ST pin can be used to
allow the CMOS processor to determine if the supply
voltage, as monitored by the IN pin, is above or below a
selected operating value. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
As discussed above, the RC pin determines the timing
relationships and levels of several signals. The follow-
ing section describ~s the power-up and power-down
timing diagrams in more detail.

TIMING DIAGRAMS
This section provides a description of the timing dia-
grams shown in Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12, and
Figure 13. These diagrams show the relative timing and
levels in both the NMOS and the CMOS mode for pow-
er-up and down. Figure 10 illustrates the relationship for



power-down in CMOS mode. As Vcc falls, the IN pin
voltage drops below VTP.As a result, the processor is
notified of an impending power failure via an active NMI,
which allows it to enter a sleep mode. As the power falls
further, Vcc crosses VCCTPothe power monitor trip
point. Since the OS1236 is in CMOS mode, no reset is
generated. The RST voltage will follow Vcc down, but
will fall no further than VBAT.At this time, CEO is brought
high to write protect the RAM. When the Vcc reaches
VBAT,a power fail is issued via the PF and PF pins.

Figure 11 illustrates operation of the power-down se-
quence in NMOS mode. Once again, as power falls, an
NMI is issued. This gives the processor time to save crit-
ical data in nonvolatile SRAM. When Vcc reaches
VCCTPoan active RST and RST are given. The RST volt-
agewillfollowVcc as it falls. CEO, PF, and PFwilloper-
ate in a similar manner to CMOS mode. Notice that the
NMI will tri-state to prevent a loss of battery power.

Figure 12 shows the power-up sequence for the NMOS
mode. As Vcc slews above VBAT,the PF and PF pins
are deactivated. An active reset occurs as well as an
NMI. Although the NMI may be short due to slew rates,
reset will be maintained for the standard tRSTtime-out
period. At a later time, if the IN pin falls below VTPoa new
NMI will occur. If the processor does not issue a ST, a
watchdog reset will also occur. The second NMI and
RST are provided to illustrate these possibilities.

Figure 13 illustrates the power-up timing for CMOS
mode. The principal difference is that the OS1236 is-
sues a reset immediately in the NMOS mode. In CMOS
mode, a reset is issued when IN rises above VTP. De-
pending on the processor type, the NMI may terminate
the Stop mode in the processor.

WAKECONTROUSLEEPCONTROL
The WakelSleep Control input (WC/SC) allows the pro-
cessor to disable all comparators on the OS1236 before
entering the Stop mode. This feature allows the
OS1236, processor, and static RAM to maintain nonvo-
latility in the lowest power mode possible. The proces-
sor may invoke the sleep mode in battery-operated
applications to conserve battery capacity when an ab-
sence of activity is detected. The operation of this signal
is shown in Figure 14. The OS1236 may subsequently
be restarted by a high-to-Iow transition on the PBRST
input through human interface via a keyboard, touch-
pad, etc. The processor will then be restarted as the
watchdog times out and drives RST and RST active.
The OS1236 can also be started up by forcing the
WCISC pin high from an external source. Also, if the
OS1236 is placed in a sleep mode by the processor and
system power is lost, the OS1236 will wake up the next
time Vcc rises above VBAT.These possibilities are illus-
trated in Figure 15.

When the sleep mode is invoked during normal pow-
er-valid conditions, all operation on the OS1236 is dis-
abled, thus leaving the NMI, RST, and RST outputs dis-
abled as well as the ST and IN inputs. However, a loss of
power dUring a sleep mode will result in an active RST
and RST when the RC pin is grounded (NMOS mode). If
the RC pin is tied high, the RST and RST pins will remain
inactive during power-down in a sleep mode. Removal
of the sleep mode by the PBRST input is not affected by
the IN pin threshold at VTP when the RC pin is tied high
(CMOS mode). SUbsequent power-up of the Vcc sup-
ply with the RC pin tied high will activate the RST and
RST outputs as the main supply rises above VBAT.A
high-to-Iow transition on the WCISC pin must follow a
high-to-Iow transition on the ST pin by twc to invoke a
Sleep mode for the OS1236.



Note: This series of pulses must be
applied during normal +5 voltoperation.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vee Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on 1/0 Relative to Ground
Voltage on IN Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-o.5V to Vee + 0.5V
-3.5V to Vee + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Supply Voltage (5% Option) Vee 4.75 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input High Level VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 1

Input Low Level VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

IN Input Pin VIN -0.3 Vee +0.3 V 1

Battery Input
-

VSAT 2.7 4.0 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Ice 4 mA 2

Sleep Supply Current in Sleep Ice 20 /lA
mode

Battery Current ISAT 0.1 /lA 2

Supply Output Current leeol 100 mA 3
(Veeo=Vee - 0.3V)

Supply Output Current in Data leeo2 1 mA 4
Retention (Vee < VSAT)

Supply Output Voltage Veeo Vee-o·3 V 1

Battery Backup Voltage Veeo VSAr-D·7 V 1,6

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 J.!A VOH Vee-o·5V Vee-o·1V V 1

CEO and PF Output VOHL VSAr-D·7 V 1,6

PBRST Pull Up Resist RpSRST 10K Ohms

Input Leakage Current III -1.0 +1.0 /lA 18

Output Leakage ILO -1.0 +1.0 J.!A 18

Output Current @O.4V IOL 4.0 mA 12



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Output Current@2.4V IOH -1.0 mA 13

Power Sup. Trip Point VCCTP 4.25 4.37 4.50 V 1

Power Supply Trip (5% Option) VCCTP 4.50 4.62 4.75 V 1

IN Input Pin Current ICCIN -1.0 +1.0 ~
IN Input Trip Point VTP 2.5 2.54 2.6 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

VCC Fail Detect to RST, RST tRPD 40 100 175 liS

VTPto NMI tlPD 40 100 175 liS

RESET Active Time tRST 25 100 150 ms

NMI Pulse Width tNMI 200 300 500 ~s 14

ST Pulse Width tST 20 ns 19

PBRST@VIL tpB 30 ms

Vcc Slew Rate 4.75 to 4.25 tF 300 liS

Chip Enable Propagation Delay tpD 20 ns

Vcc Fail to Chip Enable High teF 7 12 44 liS 17

Vcc Valid to RST, RST (RC=1) tFPU 100 ns

Vcc Valid to RST & RST tRPU 25 100 150 ms 5

Vcc Slew to 4.24 to VBAT tFB1 10 ~s 7

VCC Slew 4.25 to 4.75 VBAT tFB2 100 ~s 8

Chip Enable Output Recovery tREC .1 ~s 9
Time

Vcc Slew 4.25 to 4.75 tR 0 liS

Chip Enable Pulse Width teE 5 s 10

Watchdog Time Delay tTD 100 400 600 ms

Sftowc/sC twc 0.1 50 liS

VBAT Detect to PF, PF tpPF 2 liS 7

STtoNMI tSTN 30 ns 11

NMI to RST & RST tNRT 30 ns

VBAT Detect to RST & RST tARST 200 ~s 15

Vcc Valid to RST, RST tBRST 30 100 150 ~s 16



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF
,

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF

NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground. A 0.1 liF capacitor is recommended between Vee and GNO.

2. Measured with Veeo, CEO, PF, ST, PBRST, RST, RST, and NMI pin open. ISATspecified at 25°C.

3. lee01 is the maximum average load which the OS1236 can supply at Vee-O.3V through the Veeo pin during
normal 5-volt operation.

4. leeo2 is the maximum average load which the OS1236 can supply through the Veeo pin during data retention
battery supply operation, with a maximum drop of 0.8 volts.

5. With tR = 5 liS.

6. Veeo is approximately VSATO.5V at 1 lJ.Aload.

7. Sleep mode is not invoked.

8. Sleep mode is invoked.

9. tREe is the minimum time required before CEI/CEO memory access is allowed.

10. teE maximum must be met to ensure data integrity on power loss.

11. IN input is less than VTP but Vee greater than VeeTP-

12.AII outputs except RST which is 25lJ.A maximum.

13.AII outputs except RST and NMI which is 25liA minimum.

14. Pulse width of NMI requires that the IN pin remain below VTP- If the IN pin returns to a level above VTP for a
period longer than tlPO and before the tNMI period has elapsed, the NMI pin will immediately return to a high.

15.IN pin greater than VTP when Vee supply rises to VSAT. Example: IN tied to GNO.

16.IN pin less than VTP when Vee supply rises to VSAT.

17.CEllow.

18. The WC/SC pin contains an internal latch which drives back on to the pin. This latch requires ±200 liamps to
switch states. The ST pin will sink ±50 uamps in normal operation and ± 1 ~mp in the sleep mode.

19. ST should be active low before the watchdog is disabled (Le., before the ST input is tristated).



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

DS1236A
MicroManager Chip

• Holds microprocessor in check during power
transients

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control microprocessor

• Monitors pushbutton for external override

• Warns microprocessor of an impending power failure

• Converts CMOS SRAM into nonvolatile memory

• Unconditionally write protects memory when power
supply is out of tolerance

• Consumes less than 100 nA of battery current at 25°C

• Controls external power switch for high current
applications

• Accurate 10% power supply monitoring

• Optional 5% power supply monitoring designated
DS1236A-5

• Provides orderly shutdown in nonvolatile micropro-
cessor applications

• Supplies necessary control for low-power "stop
mode" in battery operated hand-held applications

• Standard 16-pin DIP or space-saving 16-pin SOIC

DESCRIPTION
The DS1236A MicroManager Chip provides all the nec-
essary functions for power supply monitoring, reset
control, and memory backup in microprocessor-based
systems. A precise internal voltage reference and com-
parator circuit monitor power supply status. When an
out-of-tolerance condition occurs, the microprocessor
reset and power fail outputs are forced active, and static
RAM control unconditionally write protects external
memory. The DS 1236A also provides early warning de-
tection of a user-defined threshold by driving a
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See Mech. Drawing
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- +3 Volt Battery Input
Switched SRAM Supply Output
+5 Volt Power Supply Input
Ground
Power Fail (Active High)
Power Fail (Active Low)
Wake-Up Control (Sleep)
Reset Control
Early Warning Input
Non-Maskable Interrupt
Strobe Input
Chip Enable Output
Chip Enable Input
Pushbutton Reset Input
Reset Output (Active Low)
Reset Output (Active High)

non-maskable interrupt. External reset control is pro-
vided by a pushbutton reset input which is debounced
and activates reset outputs. An internal watchdog timer
can also force the reset outputs to the active state if the
strobe input is not driven low prior to watchdog time-out.
Reset control and wake-up/sleep control inputs also
provide the necessary signals for orderly shutdown and
start-up in battery backup and battery operated applica-
tions. A block diagram of the DS1236A is shown in
Figure 1.

VSAT

Veeo
Vce
GND
PF
PF
WC/SC
RC
IN
NMI
ST
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PBRST
RST
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PIN NAME DESCRIPTION

VSAT +3V battery input provides nonvolatile operation of control functions.

Veeo Vee output for nonvolatile SAAM applications.

Vee +5V primary power input.

PF Power fail indicator, active high, used for external power switching as shown in Figure 9.

PF Power fail indicator, active low.

WCISC Wake-up and Sleep control. Invokes low-power mode.

RC Reset control input. Determines reset output. Normally low for NMOS processors and high for
battery-backed CMOS processors.

IN Early warning power fail input. This voltage sense point can be tied (via resistor divider) to a
user-selected voltage.

NMI Non-maskable interrupt. Used in conjunction with the IN pin to indicate an impending power
failure.

ST Strobe input. A high-to-Iow transition will reset the watchdog timer, indicating that software is
still in control.

CEO Chip enable output. Used with nonvolatile SAAM applications.

CEI Chip enable input.

PBRST Pushbutton reset input.

RST Active low reset output.

RST Active high reset output.

PROCESSOR MODE
A distinction is often made between CMOS and NMOS
processor systems. In a CMOS system, power con-
sumption may be a concern, and nonvolatile operation
is possible by battery backing both the SAAM and the
CMOS processor. All resources would be maintained in
the absence of Vee. A power-down reset is not issued
since the low-power mode of most CMOS processors
(Stop) is terminated with a Reset. A pulsed interrupt
(NMI) is issued to allow the CMOS processor to invoke a
sleep mode to save power. For this case, a power-on re-
set is desirable to wake up and initialize the processor.
The CMOS mode is invoked by connecting AC to Vceo.

An NMOS processor consumes more power, and con-
sequently may not be battery backed. In this case, it is
desirable to notify the processor of a power fail, then
keep it in reset during the loss of Vee. This avoids inter-
mittent or aberrant operation. On power-up, the proces-
sor will continue to be reset until Vee reaches an opera-
tionallevel to provide an orderly start. The NMOS mode
is invoked by connecting AC to ground.

POWER MONITOR
The DS1236A employs a band gap voltage reference
and a precision comparator to monitor the 5-volt supply
(Vee) in microprocessor-based systems. When an
out-of-tolerance condition occurs, the AST and AST
outputs are driven to the active state. Th e Vee trip point
(VeeTP) is set for 10% operation so that the AST and
AST outputs will become active as Vee falls below 4.5
volts (4.37 typical). The VeeTP for the 5% operation op-
tion (DS1236A-5) is settor 4.75 volts (4.62 typical). The
AST and AST signals are excellent for microprocessor
reset control, as processing is stopped at the last possi-
ble moment of in-tolerance Vee. On power-up, the AST
and AST signals are held active for a minimum of 25 ms
(100 ms typical) after VeeTP is reached to allow the
power supply and microprocessor to stabilize. Note:
The operation described above is obtained with the re-
set control pin (AC) connected to GND (NMOS mode).
Please review the reset control section for more infor-
mation.



WATCHDOG TIMER
The DS1236A provides a watchdog timer function
which forces the RST and RST signals to the active
state when the strobe input (ST) is not stimulated for a
predetermined time period. This time period is 400 ms
typically with a maximum time-out of 600 ms. The
watchdog time-out period begins as soon as RST and
RST are inactive. If a high-to-Iow transition occurs at the
ST input prior to time-out, the watchdog timer is reset
and begins to time out again. The ST input timing is
shown in Figure 2. To guarantee the watchdog timer
does not time out, a high-to-Iow transition on ST must
occur at or less than 100 ms (minimum time-out) from a
reset. If the watchdog timer is allowed to time out, the
RST and RST outputs are driven to the active state for
25 ms minimum. The ST input can be derived from mi-
croprocessor address, data, and/or control signals. Un-
der normal operating conditions, these signals would
routinely reset the watchdog timer prior to time-out. If
the watchdog timer is not required, two methods have
been provided to disable it.

Permanently grounding the IN pin in the CMOS mode
(RC=1) will disable the watchdog. In normal operation
with RC=1, the watchdog is disabled as soon as the IN
pin is below VTP. With IN grounded, an NMI output will
occur only at power-up, or when the ST pin is.strobed.
As shown in the Figure 3, a falling edge on STwili gener-
ate an NMI when IN is below VTP. This allows the pro-
cessor ~erify that power is between VTP and VCCTP,

as an NMI will be returned immediately after the ST
strobe. The watchdog timer is not affected by the IN pin
when in NMOS mode (RC=O).

If the NMI signal is required to monitor supply voltages,
the watchdog may also be disabled by leaving the ST in-
put open. Independent of the state of the RC pin, the
watchdog is also disabled as soon as V cc falls to V CCTP-

PUSHBUTTON RESET
An input pin is provided on the DS1236A for direct con-
nection to a pushbutton. The pushbutton reset input re-
quires an active low signal. Internally, this input is pulled
high by a 10K resistor whenever Vcc is greater than
VBAT. The PBRST pin is also debounced and timed such
that the RST and RST outputs are driven to the active
state for 25 ms minimum. This 25 ms delay begins as
the pushbutton is released from a low level. A typical ex-
ample of the power monitor, watchdog timer, and push-
button reset connections are shown in Figure 4. The
PBRST input is disabled whenever the IN pin voltage

level is less than VTP and the reset control (RC) is tied
high (CMOS mode). The PBRST input is also disabled
whenever V cc is below VBAT. Timing of the PBRST-gen-
erated RST is illustrated in Figure 5.

NON-MASKABLE INTERRUPT
The DS1236A generates a non-maskable interrupt NMI
for early warning of power failure to a microprocessor. A
precision comparator monitors the voltage level at the
IN pin relative to a reference generated by the internal
band gap. The IN pin is a high impedance input allowing
for a user-defined sense point. An external resistor volt-
age divider network (Figure 6) is used to interface with
high voltage signals. This sense point may be derived
from the regulated 5-volt supply or from a higher DC
voltage level closer to the main system power input.
Since the IN trip point VTP is 2.54 volts, the proper val-
ues for R1 and R2 can be determined by the equation as
shown in Figure 6. Proper operation of the OS 1236A re-
quires that the voltage at the IN pin be limited to VIN.
Therefore, the maximum allowable voltage atthe supply
being monitored (VMAX) can also be derived as shown
in Figure 6. A simple approach to solving this equation is
to select a value for R2 high enough to keep power con-
sumption low, and solve for R1. The flexibility of the IN
input pin allows for detection of power loss at the earliest
point in a power supply system, maximizing the amount
of time for microprocessor shut-down between NMI and
RST or RST.

When the supply being monitored decays to the voltage
sense point, the DS1236A pulses the NMI output to the
active state for a minimum of 200 ~s. The NMI power fail
detection circuitry also has built-in time domain hystere-
sis. That is, the monitored supply is sampled periodical-
ly at a rate determined by an internal ring oscillator run-
ning at approximately 30 KHz (33 ~s/cycle). Three
consecutive samplings of out-of-tolerance supply (be-
low VSENSE) must occur at the IN pin to active NMI.
Therefore, the supply must be below the voltage sense
point for approximately 100 ~s or the comparator will re-
set. In this way, power supply noise is removed from the
monitoring function, preventing false trips. During a
power-up, any detected IN pin levels be low VTP by the
comparator are disabled from reaching the NMI pin until
Vcc rises to VCCTP- As a result, any potential NMI pulse
will not be initiated until Vcc reaches VCCTP-

Removal of an active low level on the NMI pin is con-
trolled by either an internal time-out (when IN pin is less
than VTP) or by the subsequent rise of the IN pin above



VTP. The initiation and removal of the NMI signal during
power-up results in an NMI pulse of from 0 Ils minimum
to 500 Ils maximum, depending on the relative voltage
relationship between Vee and the IN pin voltage. As an
example, when the IN pin is tied to ground during pow-
er-up, the internal time-out will result in a pulse of 200 Ils

minimum to 500 Ils maximum. In contrast, if the IN pin is
tied to Veea during power-up, NMI will not produce a
pulse on power-up. Note that a fast slewing power sup-
ply may cause the NMI to be virtually non-existent on
power-up. This is of no consequence, however, since a
RST will be active.

INTERNAL
CLOCK

CONTROL



If the IN pin is connected to Vcco, the NMI output will
pulse low as Vcc decays to VCCTP in the NMOS mode
(RC=O). In the CMOS mode (RC=Vcco) the pow-
er-down of Vcc out-of-tolerance at VCCTP will not pro-
duce a pulse on the NMI pin. Given that any NMI pulse
has been completed by the time Vcc decays to VCCTP>
the NMI pin will remain high. The NMI voltage will follow
Vcc down until Vcc decays to VSAT.Once Vcc decays
to VSAT,the NMI pin will either remain at VOHL or enter
tri-state mode as determined by the RC pin (see "Reset
Control" section).

MEMORY BACKUP
The DS1236A provides all of the necessary functions
required to battery back a static RAM. First, a switch is
provided to direct SRAM power from the incoming 5 volt
supply (Vccl or from an external battery (VSAT), which-
ever is greater. This switched supply (Vcco) can also be
used to battery back a CMOS microprocessor. For more
information about nonvolatile processor applications,
review the "Reset Control" and "Wake Control" sections.
Second, the same power fail detection described in the
power monitor section is used to hold the chip enable
output (CEO) to within 0.3 volts of Vcc or to within 0.7
volts of VSAT. This write protection mechanism occurs
as Vcc falls below VCCTP as specified. If CEI is low at
the time power fail detection occurs, CEO is held in its
present state until CEI is returned high, or the period tCE
expires. This delay of write protection until the current
memory cycle is completed prevents the corruption of
data. If CEO is in an inactive state at the time of Vcc fail
detection, CEO will be unconditionally disabled within
tCF During nominal supply conditions CEO will follow
CEI with a maximum propagation delay of 20 ns.
Figure 7 shows a typical nonvolatile SRAM application.
The DS1236A unlike the OS1236 can be operated with-
out a battery. In this method of operation the VSAT,pin 1,
must be grounded. In general, it would also be expected
to have the RC, pin 8, grounded (NMOS mode) since no
battery backup is available.

FRESHNESS SEAL
In order to conserve battery capacity during· initial
construction of an end system, the OS 1236A provides a

freshness seal that electrically disconnects the battery.
This means that upon battery attach, the Vcco output
will remain inactive until Vcc is applied. This prevents
Vcco from powering other devices when the battery is
first attached, and Vcc is not present. Once Vcc is
applied, the freshness seal is broken and cannot be
invoked again without subsequent removal and re-at-
tachment of the battery.

POWER SWITCHING
When larger operating currents are required in a bat-
tery-backed system, the 5-volt supply and battery sup-
ply switches internal to the DS1236A may not be large
enough to support the required load through Vcco with
a reasonable voltage drop. For these applications, the
PF and PF outputs are provided to gate external power
switching devices. As shown in Figure 8, power to the
load is switched from Vcc to battery on power-down,
and from battery to Vcc on power- up. The OS1336 is
designed to use the PF output to switch between VSAT
and Vcc. It provides better leakage and switchover per-
formance than currently available discrete components.
The transition threshold for PF and PF is setto the exter-
nal battery voltage VSAT, allowing a smooth transition
between sources. The load applied to the PF pin from
the external switch will be supplied by the battery.
Therefore, if a discrete switch is used, this load should
be taken into consideration when sizing the battery.

RESET CONTROL
As mentioned above, the DS1236A supports two
modes of operation. The CMOS mode is used when the
system incorporates a CMOS microprocessor which is
battery backed. The NMOS mode is used when a
non-battery backed processor is incorporated. The
mode is selected by the RC (Reset Control) pin. The lev-
el of this pin distinguishes timing and level control on
RST, RST, and NMI outputs for volatile processor opera-
tion versus nonvolatile battery backup or battery-oper-
ated processor applications.
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When the RC pin is tied to ground, the DS1236A is de-
signed to interface with NMOS processors which do not
have the microamp currents required during a battery
backed mode. Grounding the RC pin does, however,
continue to support nonvolatile backup of system
SRAM memory. Nonvolatile systems incorporating
NMOS processors generally require that only the
SRAM memory and/or timekeeping functions be battery
backed. When the processor is not battery backed (RC
= 0), all signals connected from the processor to the
OS 1236A are disconnected from the backup battery
supply, or grounded when system Vcc decays below
VSAT. In the NMOS processor system, the principal em-
phasis is placed on giving early warnings with NMI, then
providing a continuously active RST and RST signal
during power-down while isolating the backup battery
from the processor during a loss of Vcc.

During power-down, NMI will pulse low for a minimum of
200 IJ.S,and then return high. If RC is tied low (NMOS
mode), the voltage on NMI will follow Vcc until Vcc sup-
ply decays to VSAT,at which point NMI will enter tri-state
(see timing diagram). Also, upon Vcc out-of-tolerance
at VCCTP>the RST and RST outputs are driven active
and RST will follow Vcc as the supply decays. On pow-
er-up, RSTfoliows Vcc up, RST is held low, and both re-
main active for tRST after valid Vcc. During a power-up
from a Vcc voltage below VSAT,any detected IN pin lev-
els below VTP are disabled from reaching the NMI pin
until Vcc rises to VCCTP-As a result, any potential NMI
pulse will not be initiated until Vcc reaches VCCTP-Re-
moval of an active low level on the NMI pin is controlled
by either an internal time-out (when the IN pin is less
than VTP), or by the subsequent rise of the IN pin above
VTP-The initiation and removal of the NMI signal results
in an NMI pulse of 0 IJ.Sminimum to 500 !is maximum
during power-up, depending on the relative voltage rela-
tionship between Vcc and the IN pin. As an example,
when the IN pin is tied to ground, the internal time-out
will result in a pulse of 200 IJ.Sminimum to 500 !is maxi-
mum. In contrast, if the IN pin is tied to VCCQ, NMI will
not produce a pulse on power-up.

Connecting the RC pin to a high (Vcco) invokes CMOS
mode and provides nonvolatile support to both the sys-
tem SRAM as well as a low power CMOS processor.
When using CMOS microprocessors, it is possible to
place the microprocessor into a very low- power mode
termed the "stop" or "halt" mode. In this state the CMOS
processor requires only microamp currents and is fully
capable of being battery backed. This mode generally
allows the CMOS microprocessor to maintain the con-

tents of internal RAM as well as state control of I/O ports
during battery backup. The processor can SUbsequently
be restarted by any of several different signals. To main-
tain this low-power state, the DS1236A issues no NMI
and/or reset signals to the processor until it is time to
bring the processor back into full operation. To support
the low-power processor battery backed mode (RC = 1),
the OS 1236A provides a pulsed NMI for early power fail-
ure warning. Waiting to initiate a Stop mode until after
the NMI pin has returned high will guarantee the proces-
sor that no other active NMI or RST/RST will be issued
by the OS 1236A until one of two conditions occurs: 1)
Voltage on the pin rises above VTP>which activates the
watchdog, or 2) Vcc cycles below then above VSAT,
which also results in an active RST and RST. If Vcc
does not fall below VCCTP>the processor will be re-
started by the reset derived from the watchdog timer as
the IN pin rises above VTP-

With the RC pin tied to VCCQ, RST and RST are not
forced active as Vcc collapses to VCCTP-The RST is
held at a high level via the external battery as Vcc falls
below battery potential. This mode of operation is in-
tended for applications in which the processor is made
nonvolatile with an external source, and allows the pro-
cessor to power down into a Stop mode as signaled
from NMI at an earlier voltage level. The NMI output pin
will pulse low for tNMI following a low voltage detect at
the IN pin of VTP-Following tNMI, however, NMI will also
be held at a high level (VSAT) by the battery as Vcc de-
cays below VSAT.On power-up, RST and RST are held
inactive until Vcc reaches VSAT,then RST and RSTare
driven active for tRST. If the IN pin falls below VTP during
an active reset, the reset outputs will be forced inactive
by the NMI output. In addition, as long as the IN pin is
less than VTP>stimulation of the ST pin will result in addi-
tional NMI pulses. In this way, the ST pin can be used to
allow the CMOS processor to determine if the supply
voltage, as monitored by the IN pin, is above or below a
selected operating value. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
As discussed above, the RC pin determines the timing
relationships and levels of several signals. The follow-
ing section describes the power-up and power-down
timing diagrams in more detail.

TIMING DIAGRAMS
This section provides a description of the timing dia-
grams shown in Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and Fig-
ure 12. These diagrams show the relative timing and
levels in both the NMOS and the CMOS mode for pow-
er-up and down. Figure 9 illustrates the relationship for



power-down in CMOS mode. As Vee falls, the IN pin
voltage drops below VTP- As a result, the processor is
notified of an impending powerfailure via an active NMI,
which allows it to enter a sleep mode. As the power falls
further, Vee crosses VeeTI'> the power monitor trip
point. Since the DS1236A is in CMOS mode, no reset is
generated. The RST voltage will follow Vee down, but
will fall no further than VSAT'At this time, CEO is brought
high to write protect the RAM. When the Vee reaches
VSAT,a power fail is issued via the PF and PF pins.

Figure 10 illustrates operation of the power-down se-
quence in NMOS mode. Once again, as power falls, an
NMI is issued. This gives the processor time to save crit-
ical data in nonvolatile SRAM. When Vee reaches
VeeTl'> an active RST and RST are given. The RST volt-
age will follow Vee as it falls. CEO, PF, and PF will oper-
ate in a similar manner to CMOS mode. Notice that the
NMI will tri-state to prevent a loss of battery power.

Figure 11 shows the power-up sequence for the NMOS
mode. As Vee slews above VSAT, the PF and PF pins
are deactivated. An active reset occurs as well as an
NMI. Although the NMI may be short due to slew rates,
reset will be maintained for the standard tRST time-out
period. At a later time, if the IN pin falls below VTI'>a new
NMI will occur. If the processor does not issue a ST, a
watchdog reset will also occur. The second NMI and
RST are provided to illustrate these possibilities.

Figure 12 illustrates the power-up timing for CMOS
mode. The principal difference is that the DS1236A is-
sues a reset immediately in the NMOS mode. In CMOS
mode, a reset is issued when IN rises above VTP- De-
pending on the processor type, the NMI may terminate
the Stop mode in the processor.

WAKE CONTROUSLEEP CONTROL
The WakelSleep Control input (WC/SC) allows the pro-
cessor to disable all comparators on the DS 1236A be-
fore entering the Stop mode. This feature allows the
DS1236A, processor, and static RAM to maintain non-
volatility in the lowest power mode possible. The pro-
cessor may invoke the sleep mode in battery-operated
applications to conserve battery capacity when an ab-
sence of activity is detected. The operation of this signal
is shown in Figure 13. The DS 1236A may subsequently
be restarted by a high-to-Iow transition on the PBRST
input through human interface via a keyboard, touch-
pad, etc. The processor will then be restarted as the
watchdog times out and drives RST and RST active.
The DS1236A can also be started up by forcing the
WC/SC pin high from an external source. Also, if the
DS1236A is placed in a sleep mode by the processor
and system power is lost, the DS 1236A will wake up the
next time Vee rises above VSAT.These possibilities are
illustrated in Figure 14.

When the sleep mode is invoked during normal pow-
er-valid conditions, all operation on the DS 1236A is dis-
abled, thus leaving the NMI, RST, and RST outputs dis-
abled as well as the ST and IN inputs. However, a loss of
power during a sleep mode will result in an active RST
and RSTwhen the RC pin is grounded (NMOS mode). If
the RC pin is tied high, the RST and RST pins will remain
inactive during power-down in a sleep mode. Removal
of the sleep mode by the PBRST input is not affected by
the IN pin threshold at VTP when the RC pin is tied high
(CMOS mode). Subsequent power-up of the Vee sup-
ply with the RC pin tied high will activate the RST and
RST outputs as the main supply rises above VSAT. A
high-to-Iow transition on the WCISC pin must follow a
high-to-Iow transition on the ST pin by twe to invoke a
Sleep mode for the DS 1236A.
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NMOS MODE POWER-UP (RC = GND) Figure 11
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vee Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-Q.5V to +7.0V
-Q.5V to Vee + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Supply Voltage (5% Option) Vee 4.75 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input High Level VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 1

Input Low Level VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

IN Input Pin VIN -0.3 Vee +0.3 V 1

Battery Input VSAT 0 4.0 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Ice 4 mA 2

Sleep Supply Current in Sleep Ice 20 ItA
Mode

Battery Current ISAT 0.1 ItA 2

Supply Output Current lee01 100 mA 3
(Veeo=Vee - 0.3V)

Supply Output Current in Data leeo2 1 mA 4
Retention (Vec < VSAT)

Supply Output Voltage Vceo Vee -0.3 V 1

Battery Backup Voltage Veeo VSAr-°.7 V 1,6

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 ItA VOH Vee-Q·5V Vee-Q·1V V 1

CEO and PF Output VOHL VSAr-°.7 V 1,6,19

PBRST Pull Up Resistor RpSRST 10K n
Input Leakage Current III -1.0 +1.0 /lA 18

Output Leakage ILa -1.0 +1.0 ItA 18

Output Current @0.4V IOL 4.0 mA 12

Output Current @2.4V IOH -1.0 mA 13

Power Sup. Trip Point VCCTP 4.25 4.37 4.50 V 1

Power Supply Trip (5% Option) VeeTP 4.50 4.62 4.75 V 1

IN Input Pin Current leCIN -1.0 +1.0 ItA

IN Input Trip Point VTP 2.5 2.54 2.6 V 1



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Vcc Fail Detect to RST, RST tRPD 40 100 175 its

VTPto NMI tlPD 40 100 175 its

RESET Active lime tRST 25 100 150 ms

NMI Pulse Width tNMI 200 300 500 1tS 14

ST Pulse Width tST 20 ns 20

PBRST@VIL tpB 30 ms

Vcc Slew Rate 4.75 to 4.25 tF 300 its

Chip Enable Propagation Delay tpD 20 ns

Vcc Fail to Chip Enable High tCF 7 12 44 its 17

Vcc Valid to RST, RST (RC=1) tFPU 100 ns

Vcc Valid to RST & RST tRPU 25 100 150 ms 5

Vcc Slew to 4.24 to VBAT tFB1 10 its 7

Vcc Slew 4.25 to 4.75 VBAT tFB2 100 1tS 8

Chip Enable Output Recovery tREC .1 1tS 9
lime

Vcc Slew 4.25 to 4.75 tR 0 itS

Chip Enable Pulse Width teE 5 s 10

Watchdog lime Delay tTD 100 400 600 ms

STtoWC/SC twc 0.1 50 its

VBAT Detect to PF, PF tpPF 2 itS 7

STto NMI tSTN 30 ns 11

NMI to RST & RST tNRT 30 ns

VBAT Detect to RST & RST . tARST 200 itS 15

Vcc Valid to RST, RST tBRST 30 100 150 its 16

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF



NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground. A 0.1 j..lFcapacitor is recommended between Vee and GND.

2. Measured with Veco, CEO, PF, PF, ST, PBRST, RST, RST, and NMI pin open. ISATspecified at 25°C.

3. leeo1 is the maximum average load which the DS1236A can supply at Vee-0.3V through the Veeo pin during
normal 5-volt operation.

4. leeo2 is the maximum average load which the DS1236A can supply through the Veeo pin during data reten-
tion battery supply operation, with a maximum drop of 0.8 volts.

5. With tR = 5 j..ls.

6. Veeo is approximately VSA,O.5V at 1 j..lA load.

7. Sleep mode is not invoked.

8. Sleep mode is invoked.

9. tREe is the minimum time required before CEI/CEO memory access is allowed.

10. teE maximum must be met to ensure data integrity on power loss.

11. IN input is less than VTP but Vee greater than VeeTp.

12. All outputs except RST which is 25 j..lAmaximum.

13.AII outputs except RST and NMI, which is 25 j..lAminimum.

14. Pulse width of NMI requires that the IN pin remain below VTP. If the IN pin returns to a level above VTP for a
period longer than tlPO and before the tNMI period has elapsed, the NMI pin will immediately return to a high.

15.IN pin greater than VTP when Vee supply rises to VSAT. Example: IN tied to GND.

16.IN pin less than VTP when Vee supply rises to VSAT.

17.CEllow.

18. The WC/SC pin contains an internal latch which drives back on to the pin. This latch requires ±200 j..lamps to
switch states. The ST pin will sink ±50 uamps in normal operation and ±1 j..lamp in the sleep mode.

19.1f no battery is attached (Le., VSAT=GND) then VOHL will track Vee.

20. ST should be active low before the watchdog is disabled (Le., before the ST input is tristated).
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MicroManager

FEATURES
• Holds microprocessor in check during power

transients

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control microprocessor

• Warns microprocessor of an impending power failure

• Converts CMOS SRAM into nonvolatile memory

• Unconditionally write protects memory when power
supply is out of tolerance

• Oelays write protection until completion of the current
memory cycle

• Consumes less than 200 nA of battery current

• Controls external power switch for high current
applications

• Oebounces pushbutton reset

• Accurate 10% power supply monitoring

• Optional 5% power supply monitoring designated
OS1238-5

• Provides orderly shutdown ini mcroprocessor appli-
cations

• Pin-for-pin compatible with MAX691

• Standard 16-pin OIP or space-saving 16-pin SOIC

• Optional industrial temperature range -40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1238 MicroManager provides all the necessary
functions for power supply monitoring, reset control,
and memory backup in microprocessor-based systems.
A precise internal voltage reference and comparator cir-
cuit monitor power supply status. When an out-of-toler-
ance condition occurs, the microprocessor reset and
power fail outputs are forced active, and static RAM
control unconditionally write protects external memory.
The OS1238 also provides early warning detection of a
user-defined threshold by driving a non-maskable inter-
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GND CEI VCCO
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GND
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16-Pin DIP (300 Mil.)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg 480

16-Pin SOIC (300 Mil.)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg 484

VBAT

Vcca
VCC
GNO
PF
RVT
OSCIN
OSCSEL
IN
NMI
ST
CEO
CEI
WOS
RST
RST

- +3 Volt Battery Input
Switched SRAM Supply Output
+5 Volt Power Supply Input
Ground
Power Fail
Reset Voltage Threshold
Oscillator In
Oscillator Select
Early Warning Input
Non-Maskable Interrupt
Strobe Input
Chip Enable Output
Chip Enable Input
Watchdog Status
Reset Output (active low)
Reset Output (active high)

rupt. External reset control is provided by a pushbutton
reset debounce circuit connected to the RST pin. An in-
ternal watchdog timer can also force the reset outputs to
the active state if the strobe input is not driven low prior
to watchdog timeout. Oscillator control pins OSCSEL
and OSCIN provide either external or internal clock tim-
ing for both the reset pulse width and the watchdog time-
out period. The Watchdog Status and Reset Voltage
Threshold are provided via WOS and RVT, respectively.
A block diagram of the OS1238 is shown in Figure 1.



PIN NAME DESCRIPTION

VSAT +3V Battery Input provides nonvolatile operation of control functions.

Vcca Vcc output for nonvolatile SRAM applications.

Vcc +5V primary power input.

GNO System ground.

PF Power fail indicator, active high, used for external power switching as shown in Figure 9.

RVT Reset Voltage Threshold. Indicates that Vcc is below the reset voltage threshold.

OSCIN Oscillator input or timing capacitor. See Table 1.

OSCSEL Oscillator Select. Selects internal or external clock functions. See Table 1.

IN Early warning power fail input. This voltage sense point may be tied (via resistor divider) to a
user-selected voltage.

NMI Non-maskable interrupt. Output used in conjunction with the IN pin to indicate an impending
power failure.

ST Strobe input. A high-to-low transition will reset the watchdog timer, indicating that software is
still in control.

CEO Chip enable output. Write protected. Used with nonvolatile SRAM applications.

CEI Chip enable input.

WOS Watchdog Status. Indicates that a watchdog timeout has occurred.

RST Active low reset output.

RST Active high reset output.

POWER MONITOR
The OS1238 employs a band gap voltage reference and
a precision comparator to monitor the 5-volt supply
(Vcc) in microprocessor-based systems. When an
out-of-tolerance condition occurs, the RVT, RST, and
RST outputs are driven to the active state. The Vcc trip
point (VCCTP) is set for 10% operation so that the RVT,
RST and RST outputs will become active as Vcc falls
below 4.5 volts (4.37 typical). The VCCTPfor the 5% op-

eration option (OS 1238-5) is set for 4.75 volts (4.62 typi-
cal). The RST and RST signals are excellent for micro-
processor reset control, as processing is stopped at the
last possible moment of in-tolerance VCC. On power up,
RVT will become inactive as soon as Vcc rises above
VCCTP-However, the RST and RST signals remain ac-
tivefora minimum of 50 ms (100 mstypical) afterVccTP
is reached to allow the power supply and microproces-
sor to stabilize.
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WATCHDOG TIMER
The OS 1238 provides a watchdog timer function which
forces the WOS, RST, and RST signals to the active
state when the strobe input (ST) is not stimulated for a
predetermined time period. This time period is de-
scribed below in Table 1. The watchdog timeout period
begins as soon as RST and RST are inactive. If a
high-to-Iowtransition occurs at the ST input prior to time
out, the watchdog timer is reset and begins to time out
again. The ST input timing is shown in Figure 2. In order
to guarantee that the watchdog timer does not timeout,
a high-to-Iow transition on ST must occur at or less than
the minimum timeout of the watchdog as described in
the AC Electrical Characteristics. If the watchdog timer
is allowed to time out, the WOS, RST, and RST outputs
are driven to the active state. WOS is a latched signal
which indicates the watchdog status, and is activated as
soon as the watchdog timer completes a full period as
outlined in Table 1. The WOS pin will remain low until
one of three operations occurs. The first is to strobe the
ST pin with a falling edge, which will both set the WOS as
well as the watchdog timer count. The second is to leave
the ST pin open, which disables the watchdog. Lastly,
the WOS pin is active low whenever Vcc falls below
VCCTP and activates the RVT signal. The ST input can
be derived from microprocessor address, data, or con-
trol signals, as well as microcontroller port pins. Under
normal operating conditions, these signals would rou-
tinely reset the watchdog timer prior to time out. The
watchdog is disabled by leaving the ST input open, or as
soon as Vcc falls to VCCTP.

NO~ASKABLEINTERRUPT
The OS1238 generates a non-maskable interrupt (NMI)
for early warning of a power failure to the microproces-
sor. A precision comparator monitors the voltage level at
the IN pin relative to an on-chip r.eference generated by
an internal band gap. The IN pin is a high impedance in-
put allowing for a user-defined sense point. An external
resistor voltage divider network (Figure 5) is used to in-
terface with high voltage signals. This sense point may
be derived from the regulated 5-volt supply, or from a
higher DC voltage level closer to the main system power

Sf INPUT TIMING Figure 2

ST

input. Since the IN trip point VTP is 1.27volts, the proper
values for R1 and R2 can be determined by the equation
as shown in Figure 5. Proper operation of the OS1238
requires that the voltage at the IN pin be limited to VIH.
Therefore, the maximum allowable voltage at the supply
being monitored (VMAX) can also be derived as shown
in Figure 5. A simple approach to solving this equation is
to select a value for R2 of high enough value to keep
power consumption low, and solve for R1. The flexibility
of the IN input pin allows for detection of power loss at
the earliest point in a power supply system, maximizing
the amount of time for microprocessor shut-down be-
tween NMI and RST or RST.

When the supply being monitored decays to the voltage
sense point, the OS 1238 will force the NMI outputto an
active state. Noise is removed from the NMI power fail
detection circuitry using built-in time domain hysteresis.
That is, the monitored supply is sampled periodically at
a rate determined by an internal ring oscillator running at
approximately 30 KHz (33 Its/cycle). Three consecutive
samplings of out-of-tolerance supply (below VSENSE)
must occur at the IN pin to active NMI. Therefore, the
supply must be below the voltage sense point for ap-
proximately 100 its or the comparator will reset. In this
way, power supply noise is removed from the monitoring
function preventing false trips. During a power-up, any
IN pin levels below VTP detected by the comparator are
disabled from reaching the NMI pin until Vcc rises to
VCCTP.As a result, any potential active NMI will not be
initiated until Vcc reaches VCCTP.

Removal of an active low level on the NMI pin is con-
trolled by the subsequent rise of the IN pin above VTP.
The initiation and removal of the NMI signal during pow-
er up depends on the relative voltage relationship be-
tween Vcc and the IN pin voltage. Note that a fast slew-
ing power supply may cause the NMI to be virtually
non-existent on power up. This is of no consequence
however, since an RST will be active. The NMI voltage
will follow Vcc down until Vcc decays to VSAT. Once
Vcc decays to VBAT, the NMI pin will enter a tri-state
mode.



Watchdog Timeout Period (typ)

OSCIN OSCSEL First Period Other Timeout Reset Active
Following a Reset Duration

External Ext Clk Low 20480 Clks 5120 Clocks 641 Clks

Ext Cap Low 2.2sec X C I "" 550 ms X C I 69 ms X C I
"" 47 pI P - 47 pI P - 47 pf P

Internal Low Hi/Open 2.7 see 170 ms 85ms

Hi/Open Hi/Open 2.7 see 2.7 see 85 ms
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VSENSE = 4.8 Volts

Example 2: 12 Volt Supply. R2 = 10K Ohms.
VSENSE = 9.0 Volts

R1 + 10K4.8 = 10K x 1.272:R1
= 27.8K Ohm

9.0 = R1 + 10K x 1.27 2: R1 = 60.9K Ohm
10K

IIPDf
VOL

------------



MEMORY BACKUP
The OS 1238 provides all of the necessary functions re-
quired to battery back a static RAM. First, an internal
switch is provided to supply SRAM power from the pri-
mary 5-volt supply (Vcc) or from an external battery
(VSAT), whichever is greater. Second, the same power
fail detection described in the power monitor section is
used to hold the chip enable output (CEO) to within 0.3
volts of Vcc ortowithin 0.7 volts OfVSAT.The output volt-
age diode drop from VSAT (0.7 V) is necessary to pre-
vent charging of the battery in violation of UL standards.
Write protection occurs as Vcc falls below VCCTP as
specified. If CEI is low at the time power fail detection
occurs, CEO is held in its present state until CEI is re-
turned high, or the period teE expires. This delay of write
protection until the current memory cycle is completed
prevents the corruption of data. If CEO is in an inactive
state at the time of Vcc fail detection, CEO will be un-
conditionally disabled within tCF During nominal supply
conditions CEO will follow CEI with a maximum propa-
gation delay of 20 ns. Figure 7 sho'jVs a typical nonvola-
tile SRAM application.

FRESHNESS SEAL
In order to conserve battery capacity during storage
and/or shipment of an end system, the OS1238 pro-
vides an internal freshness seal to electrically discon-
nect the battery. Figure 8 depicts the three pulses below
ground on the IN pin required to invoke the freshness
seal. The freshness seal will result in the tri-state of out-
puts Vcco' RST, RST, and CEO. The WOS output will
be driven active low. The PF pin is not disabled by the

051238

1 16

-=-- Vcc

~

freshness mode and will continue to source power from
the VSAT pin whenever Vcc is below VSAT. The fresh-
ness seal will be disconnected and normal operation will
begin when Vcc is cycled and reapplied to a level above

VSAT·

To prevent negative pulses associated with noise from
setting the freshness mode in system applications, a se-
ries diode and resistor can be used to shunt noise to
ground. During manufacturing, the freshness seal can
still be set by holding TP2 at -3 volts while applying the 0
to -3-volt clock to TP1.

POWER SWITCHING
When larger operating currents are required in a bat-
tery-backed system, the internal switching devices of
the OS1238 may be too small to support the required
load through Vcco with a reasonable voltage drop. For
these applications, the PF output is provided to gate ex-
ternal power switching devices. As shown in Figure 9,
power to the load is switched from Vcc to battery on
power down, and from battery to VCC on power up. The
OS1336 is designed to use the PF output to switch be-
tween VSAT and Vcc. It provides better leakage and
switchover performance than currently available dis-
crete components. The transition threshold for PF is set
to the external battery voltage VSAT,allowing a smooth
transition between sources. Any load applied to the PF
pin by an external switch will be supplied by the battery.
Therefore, if a discrete switch is used, this load should
be taken into consideration when sizing the battery.

~ RST }
~ RST

From

Decoder



Note: This series of pulses must be applied during
normal +5 volt operation.

OUTS

PF

Note: If freshness on the 081238 is not
used. PF on the 081336 may be tied to
OUT1. This will free IN4, OUT4, and
VBATOlfor system use.

TIMING DIAGRAMS
This section provides a description of the timing dia-
grams shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Figure 10 il-
lustrates the relationship for power down. As Vcc falls,
the IN pin voltage drops below VTP. As a result, the pro-
cessor is notified of an impending power failure via an
active NMI. This gives the processor time to save critical
data in nonvolatile SRAM. As the power falls further,
Vcc crosses VCCTP>the power monitor trip point. When
VCCreaches VCCTP>and active RST and RST are given.
At this time, CEO is brought high to write protect the

051238
VSAT RST

V RST To uP

CEI
From Decoder

CEO
ToSRAM

RAM. When the Vcc reaches VBAT, a power fail is is-
sued via the PF pin.

Figure 11 shows the power up sequence. As Vcc slews
above VBAT, the PF pin is deactivated. An active reset
occurs as well as an NMI. Although the NMI may be
short due to slew rates, reset will be maintained for the
standard tRPUtimeout period. At a later ti me, if the IN pin
falls below VTP , a new NMI will occur. If the processor
does not issue an ST, a watchdog reset will also occur.
The second NMI and RST are provided to illustrate
these possibilities.
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VCC = 0 V
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NMI = TRI-STATE

NMI = 0 V

CEO = VOHL
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Vee Pin Relative tq Ground
Voltage on 1/0 Relative to Ground
Voltage on IN Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-o.5V to Vee + 0.5V
-3.5V to Vee + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Supply Voltage (5% Option) Vee 4.75 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input High Level VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 1

Input Low Level VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

IN Input Pin VIN 0 Vee V 1

Battery Input VBAT 2.7 4.0 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Ice 4 mA 2

Battery Current IBAT 0 200 nA 2.12

Supply Output Current (Veeo = leeo1 100 mA 3
Vee - 0.3V)

Supply Out Current (Vee < VBAT) lee02 1 mA 4

Supply Output Voltage Veeo Vee -0.3 V 1

Battery Back Voltage Veeo VBAT -0.8 V 6

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 j.lA VOH Vee-o·5V Vee-o·1V V 1

CEO and PF Output VOHL VBAT-0.8 V 6

Input Leakage Current III -1.0 +1.0 j.lA 121

Output Leakage ILO -1.0 +1.0 j.lA

Output Current @0.4V IOL 4.0 mA 9

Output Current @2.4V IOH -1.0 mA 10

Power Sup. Trip Point VeeTP 4.25 4.37 4.50 V 1

Power Supply Trip (5% Option) VeeTP 4.50 4.62 4.75 V

IN Input Pin Current leelN -1.0 +1.0 j.lA

IN Input Trip Point VTP 1.15 1.27 1.35 V 1



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Vee Fall Detect to RST, RST tRPD 40 100 175 IlS

VTP to NMI tlPD 40 100 175 Ils

RESET Active OSCSEL=high tRST 40 85 150 ms

ST Pulse Width tST 20 ns 13
PBRST@VIL tpB 30 ms

Vee Slew Rate 4.75to 4.25 tF 300 Il5

Chip Enable Prop Delay tpD 20 ns

Vee Fail to Chip Enable High teF 7 12 144 Il5 11
Vee Valid to RST (RC = 1) tFPU 100 ns

Vee Valid to RST tRPU 40 100 150 ms 5
Vee Slew to 4.25to VBAT tFB1 10 Ils
Chip Enable Output Recovery tREe .1 Il5 7
Time

Vee Slew 4.25to 4.75 tR 0 IlS
Chip Enable Pulse Width teE 5 IlS 8
Watchdog Time Delay int clock tTD 1.7 2.7 s
Long period

Short period 110 170 ms

Watchdog Time Delay, ext clock, tTD 20480 clocks
After reset

Normal 5120 clocks

VBAT Detect to PF tpPF 2 Il5
OSC IN Frequency lose 0 250 KHz

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF



NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.

2. Measured with Veea, CEO, PF, ST, RST, RST, and NMI pin open.

3. leeal is the maximum average load which the OS1238 can supply at Vee·.3V through the Veea pin during
normal 5-volt operation.

4. Icea2 is the maximum average load which the OS1238 can supply through the Veea pin during data retention
battery supply operation, with a maximum drop of 0.8 volts for commercial, 1.0V for industrial.

5. With tR = 5 ~.

6. Veca is approximately VSA,O.5V at 1 JlA load.

7. tREC is the minimum time required before CEI/CEO memory acceSs is allowed.

8. teE maximum must be met to insure data integrity on power loss.

9. All outputs except RST which is 25 JlA max.

10. All outputs except RST, RVT, and NMI which is 25 JlA min.

11. The ST pin will sink ±50 JlA in normal operation. The OSCIN pin will sink ±5 JlA in normal operation. The
OSCSEL pin will sink ± 10 JlA in normal operation.

12. ISATis measured with VSAT=3.0V.

13. ST should be active low before the watchdog is disabled (I.e., before the ST input is tristated).



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

DS1238A
MicroManager

FEATURES
• Holds microprocessor in check during power

transients

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control microprocessor

• Warns microprocessor of an impending power failure

• Converts CMOS SRAM into nonvolatile memory

• Unconditionally write protects memory when power
supply is out of tolerance

• Delays write protection until completion of the current
memory cycle

• Consumes less than 200 nA of battery current

• Controls external power switch for high current
applications

• Debounces pushbutton reset

• Accurate 10% power supply monitoring

• Optional SOlopower supply monitoring designated
DS1238A-S

• Provides orderly shutdown in microprocessor appli-
cations

• Pin-for-pin compatible with MAX691

• Standard 16-pin DIP or space-saving 16-pin SOIC

• Optional industrial temperature range -40°C to +8SoC

DESCRIPTION
The DS1238A MicroManager provides all the neces-
sary functions for power supply monitoring, reset con-
trol, and memory backup in microprocessor-based sys-
tems. A precise internal voltage reference and
comparator circuit monitor power supply status. When
an out-of-tolerance condition occurs, the microproces-
sor reset and power fail outputs are forced active, and
static RAM control unconditionally write protects exter-
nal memory. The DS1238A also provides early warning
detection of a user-defined threshold by driving a non-
maskable interrupt. External reset control is provided

VCC WDS
VBAT RST

GND CEI VCCO RST

CEO
VCC WDS

PF GND CEI

RVT Sf PF CEO

RVT ST
OSCIN NMI

OSCIN NMI

OSCSEL IN OSCSEL IN

16-Pin DIP (300 Mil.) 16-Pin SOIC (300 Mil.)
See Mech. Drawing See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480 Pg.484

PIN DESCRIPTION
VeAT
Veca
Vec
GND
PF
RVT
OSCIN
OSCSEL
IN
NMI
ST
CEO
CEI
WDS
RST
RST

- +3 Volt Battery Input
Switched SRAM Supply Output
+S Volt Power Supply Input
Ground
Power Fail
Reset Voltage Threshold
Oscillator In
Oscillator Select
Early Warning Input
Non-Maskable Interrupt
Strobe Input
Chip Enable Output
Chip Enable Input
Watchdog Status
Reset Output (active low)
Reset Output (active high)

by a pushbutton reset debounce circuit connected to the
RST pin. An internal watchdog timer can also force the
reset outputs to the active state if the strobe input is not
driven low prior to watchdog timeout. Oscillator control
pins OSCSEL and OSCIN provide either external or in-
ternal clock timing for both the reset pulse width and the
watchdog timeout period. The Watchdog Status and
Reset Voltage Threshold are provided via WDS and
RVT, respectively. A block diagram of the DS1238A is
shown in Figure 1.



PIN NAME DESCRIPTION

VBAT +3V Battery Input provides nonvolatile operation of control functions.

Veea Vee output for nonvolatile SRAM applications.

Vee +5V primary power input.

GND System ground.

PF Power fail indicator, active high, used for external power switching as shown in Figure 9.

RVT Reset Voltage Threshold. Indicates that Vee is below the reset voltage threshold.

OSCIN Oscillator input or timing capacitor. See Table 1.

OSCSEL Oscillator Select. Selects internal or external clock functions. See Table 1.

IN Early warning power fail input. This voltage sense point may be tied (via resistor divider) to a
user-selected voltage.

NMI Non-maskable interrupt. Output used in conjunction with the IN pin to indicate an impending
power failure.

ST Strobe input. A high-to-tow transition will reset the watchdog timer, indicating that software is
still in control.

CEO Chip enable output. Write protected. Used with nonvolatile SRAM applications.

CEI Chip enable input.

WDS Watchdog Status. Indicates that a watchdog timeout has occurred.

RST Active low reset output.

RST Active high reset output.

POWER MONITOR
The DS1238A employs a band gap voltage reference
and a precision comparator to monitor the 5-volt supply
(Vecl in microprocessor-based systems. When an
out-of-tolerance condition occurs, the RVT, RST, and
RST outputs are driven to the active state. The Vec trip
point (VCCTP) is set for 10% operation so that the RVT,
RST and RST outputs will become active as Vcc falls
below 4.5 volts (4.37 typical). The VCCTP for the 5% op-

eration option (DS1238A-5) is set for 4.75 volts (4.62
typical). The RST and RST signals are excellent for mi-
croprocessor reset control, as processing is stopped at
the last possible moment of in-tolerance VCC. On power
up, RVT will become inactive as soon as VCC rises
above VCCTP.However, the RST and RST signals re-
main active for a minimum of 50 ms (100 ms typical) af-
ter VCCTPis reached to allow the power supply and mi-
croprocessor to stabilize.
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WATCHDOG TIMER
The DS1238A provides a watchdog timer function
which forces the WDS, RST, and RST signals to the ac-
tive state when the strobe input (ST) is not stimulated for
a predetermined time period. This time period is de-
scribed below in Table 1. The watchdog timeout period
begins as soon as RST and RST are inactive. If a
high-to-Iowtransition occurs atthe ST input prior to time
out, the watchdog timer is reset and begins to time out
again. The ST input timing is shown in Figure 2. In order
to guarantee that the watchdog timer does not timeout,
a high-to-Iow transition on ST must occur at or less than
the minimum timeout of the watchdog as described in
the AC Electrical Characteristics. If the watchdog timer
is allowed to time out, the WDS, RST, and RST outputs
are driven to the active state. WDS is a latched signal
which indicates the watchdog status, and is activated as
soon as the watchdog timer completes a full period as
outlined in Table 1. The WDS pin will remain low until
one of three operations occurs. The first is to strobe the
ST pin with a falling edge, which will both set the WDS as
well as the watchdog timer count. The second is to leave
the ST pin open, which disables the watchdog. Lastly,
the WDS pin is active low whenever Vcc falls below
VCCTP and activates the RVT signal. The ST input can
be derived from microprocessor address, data, or con-
trol signals, as well as microcontroller port pins. Under
normal operating conditions, these signals would rou-
tinely reset the watchdog timer prior to time out. The
watchdog is disabled by leaving the ST input open, or as
soon as Vcc falls to VCCTP.

NON-MASKABLEINTERRUPT
The DS 1238A generates a non-maskable interrupt
(NMI) for early warning of a power failure to the micro-
processor. A precision comparator monitors the voltage
level at the IN pin relative to an on-chip reference gener-
ated by an internal band gap. The IN pin is a high imped-
ance input allowing for a user-defined sense point. An
external resistor voltage divider network (Figure 5) is
used to interface with high voltage signals. This sense
point may be derived from the regulated 5-volt supply, or
from a higher DC voltage level closerto the main system

ST INPUT TIMING Figure 2

Sf

power input. Since the IN trip point VTP is 1.27 volts, the
proper values for R1 and R2 can be determined by the
equation as shown in Figure 5. Proper operation of the
DS1238A requires that the voltage at the IN pin be lim-
ited to VIH. Therefore, the maximum allowable voltage
at the supply being monitored (VMAX) can also be
derived as shown in Figure 5. A simple approach to
solving this equation is to select a value for R2 of high
enough value to keep power consumption low, and
solve for R1. The flexibility of the IN input pin allows for
detection of power loss at the earliest point in a power
supply system, maximizing the amount of time for mi-
croprocessorshut-down between NMI and RSTor RST.

When the supply being monitored decays to the voltage
sense point, the DS1238A will force the NMI output to an
active state. Noise is removed from the NMI power fail
detection circuitry using built-in time domain hysteresis.
That is, the monitored supply is sampled periodically at
a rate determined by an internal ring oscillator running at
approximately 30 KHz (33l!S/cycle). Three consecutive
samplings of out-of-tolerance supply (below VSENSE)
must occur at the IN pin to active NMI. Therefore, the
supply must be below the voltage sense point for ap-
proximately 100 l!S or the comparator will reset. In this
way, power supply noise is removed from the monitoring
function preventing false trips. During a power-up, any
IN pin levels below VTP detected by the comparator are
disabled from reaching the NMI pin until Vcc rises to
VCCTP.As a result, any potential active NMI will not be
initiated until Vcc reaches VCCTP.

Removal of an active low level on the NMI pin is con-
trolled by the subsequent rise of the IN pin above VTP.
The initiation and removal of the NMI signal during pow-
er up depends on the relative voltage relationship be-
tween Vcc and the IN pin voltage. Note that a fast slew-
ing power supply may cause the NMI to be virtually
non-existent on power up. This is of no consequence
however, since an RST will be active. The NMI voltage
will follow Vcc down until Vcc decays to VSAT. Once
Vcc decays to VBAT, the NMI pin will enter a tri-state
mode.



Watchdog Timeout Period (typ)

OSCIN OSCSEL First Period Other Timeout Reset Active
Following a Reset Duration

External ExtClk Low 20480 Clks 5120 Clocks 641 Clks

Ext Cap Low 2.2sec XC f =550msXCf 69 ms X C f- 47 pf P - 47 pf P - 47 pf P

Internal Low Hi/Open 2.7 see 170 ms 85ms

Hi/Open Hi/Open 2.7 see 2.7 see 85ms



VSENSE = R1 ~2 R2 x 1.27

V
MAXVOLTAGE = SENSE X 5.0

1.27

RST

• RST
To Microprocessor

VOLTAGE
SENSE
POINT

• NMI

IN

Example 1: 5 Volt Supply, R2 = 10K Ohms,
VSENSE = 4.8 Volts

4.8 = R1 + 10K 127 R110K x. 2:

= 27.8K Ohm

IIPDf
VOL ~-----------

Example 2: 12 Volt Supply, R2 = 10K Ohms,
VSENSE = 9.0 Volts

R1 + 10K x 1.27 2: R1 = 60.9K Ohm
10K



MEMORY BACKUP
The DS1238A provides all of the necessary functions
required to battery back a static RAM. First, an internal
switch is provided to supply SRAM power from the pri-
mary 5-volt supply (Vee) or from an external battery
(VSAT), whichever is greater. Second, the same power
fail detection described in the power monitor section is
used to hold the chip enable output (CEO) to within 0.3
volts ofVee orto within 0.7 volts of VSAT.The output volt-
age diode drop from VSAT(0.7V) is necessary to prevent
charging of the battery in violation of UL standards.
Write protection occurs as Vee falls below VeeTP as
specified. If CEI is low at the time power fail detection
occurs, CEO is held in its present state until CEI is re-
turned high, or the period teE expires. This delay of write
protection until the current memory cycle is completed
prevents the corruption of data. If CEO is in an inactive
state at the time of Vee fail detection, CEO will be un-
conditionally disabled within teF During nominal supply
conditions CEO will follow CEI with a maximum propa-
gation delay of 20 ns. Figure 7 shows a typical nonvola-
tile SRAM application.

FRESHNESS SEAL
In order to conserve battery capacity during initial
construction of an end system, the DS1238A provides a
freshness seal that electrically disconnects the battery.

This means that upon battery attach, the Veeo output
will remain inactive until Vee is applied. This prevents
Veeo from powering other devices when the battery is
first attached, and Vee is not present. Once Vee is
applied, the freshness seal is broken and cannot be
invoked again without subsequent removal and re-at-
tachment of the battery.

POWER SWITCHING
When larger operating currents are required in a bat-
tery-backed system, the internal switching devices of
the DS1238A may be too small to support the required
load through Veeo with a reasonable voltage drop. For
these applications, the PF output is provided to gate ex-
ternal power switching devices. As shown in Figure 8,
power to the load is switched from Vee to battery on
power down, and from battery to Vee on power up. The
DS1336 is designed to use'the PF output to switch be-
tween VSAT and Vee. It provides better leakage and
switch over performance than currently available dis-
crete components. The transition threshold for PF is set
to the external battery voltage VSAT,allowing a smooth
transition between sources. Any load applied to the PF
pin by an external switch will be supplied by the battery.
Therefore, if a discrete switch is used, this load should
be taken into consideration when sizing the battery.

DS1238A

V AT 16 • RST }+3V
V • RST To uP

Vcc
Vcc

GND CEI From

CEO
Decoder

CE



U::Jlo:lo:lD

OUT5 VccllN1
PF PF

IN5 GND

IN2 OUT1
IN4 OUT2

VBATIN OUT3
VBAT02 VBATOl

OUT4 IN3

Battery - +3V

Note: If freshnessontheDS1238Aisnotused,
PFontheDS1336maybetiedtoOUT1.Thiswill
free IN4,OUT4,ANDVBATOlforsystemuse.

TIMING DIAGRAMS
This section provides a description of the timing dia-
grams shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Figure 9 illus-
trates the relationship for power down. As Vcc falls, the
IN pin voltage drops below VTP.As a result, the proces-
sor is notified of an impending power failure via an active
NMI. This gives the processor time to save critical data
in nonvolatile SRAM. As the power falls further, Vcc
crosses VCCTP,the power monitor trip point. When VCC
reaches VCCTP,and active RST and RST are given. At
this time, CEO is brought high to write protect the RAM.

VBAT DS1238A
RST

vcco RST TouP

Vcc

GND CEI FromDecoder
PF CEO ToSRAM

When the VCC reaches VBAT,a power fail is issued via
the PF pin.

Figure 10shows the power up sequence. As VCCslews
above VSAT,the PF pin is deactivated. An active reset
occurs as well as an NMI. Although the NMI may be
short due to slew rates, reset will be maintained for the
standardtRPu timeout period. At a later time, if the IN pin
falls below VTP , a new NMI will occur. If the processor
does not issue an ST, a watchdog reset will also occur.
The second NMI and RST are provided to illustrate
these possibilities.



NMI Slews with Vcc

NMI - TAl-STATE

NMI = 0 V

CEO = VOHL

CEO =0 V
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vee Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.5V to +7.0V
-o.5V to Vee + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Supply Voltage (5% Option) Vee 4.75 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input High Level VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 1

Input Low Level VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

IN Input Pin VIN 0 Vee V 1

Battery Input VSAT 0 4.0 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Ice 4 mA 2

Battery Current ISAT 0 200 nA 2,12

Supply Output Current (Veeo = leeol 100 mA 3
Vee - 0.3V)

Supply Out Current (Vee < VSAT) leeo2 1 mA 4

Supply Output Voltage Veeo Vee -0.3 V 1

Battery Back Voltage Veeo VSArO.8 V 6

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 I!A VOH Vee-o·5V Vee-o·1V V 1

CEO and PF Output VOHL VSAT-0.8 V 6

Input Leakage Current III -1.0 +1.0 !!A 2

Output Leakage ILO -1.0 +1.0 !!A 11

Output Current @O.4V IOL 4.0 mA 9

Output Current @2.4V IOH -1.0 mA 10

Power Sup. Trip Point VeeTP 4.25 4.37 4.50 V 1

Power Supply Trip (5% Option) VeeTP 4.50 4.62 4.75 V

IN Input Pin Current leelN -1.0 +1.0 !!A

IN Input Trip Point VTP 1.15 1.27 1.35 V 1



- ._-_.
Vcc Fall Detect to RST, RST tRPD 40 100 175 ~s

VTP to NMI tlPD 40 100 175 ~
RESET Active OSCSEL=high tRST 40 85 150 ms

ST Pulse Width tST 20 ns 13
PBRST@VIL tpB 30 ms

Vcc Slew Rate 4.75to 4.25 tF 300 ~s

Chip Enable Prop Delay tpD 20 ns

Vcc Fail to Chip Enable High tCF 7 12 144 ~ 11
Vcc Valid to RST (RC = 1) tFPU 100 ns

Vcc Valid to RST tRPU 40 100 150 ms 5
Vcc Slew to 4.25to VBAT tFB1 10 ~
Chip Enable Output Recovery tREC .1 ~s 7
lime

Vcc Slew 4.25to 4.75 tR 0 ~s

Chip Enable Pulse Width tCE 5 ~s 8
Watchdog lime Delay int clock tTD 1.7 2.7 s
Long period

Short period 110 170 ms

Watchdog lime Delay, ext clock, tro 20480 clocks
After reset

Normal 5120 clocks

VBAT Detect to PF tpPF 2 ~
OSC IN Frequency fosc 0 250 KHz

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF



NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.

2. Measured with Veea, CEO, PF, ST, RST, RST, and NMI pin open.

3. leea1 is the maximum average load which the DS1238A can supply at Vee-.3V through the Veea pin during
normal 5-volt operation.

4. leea2 is the maximum average load which the DS1238A can supply through the Veea pin during data reten-
tion battery supply operation, with a maximum drop of 0.8 volts for commercial, 1.0V for industrial.

5. With tR = 511S.

6. Veea is approximately VSA'rO.5V at 1 !!A load.

7. tREe is the minimum time required before CEI/CEO memory access is allowed.

8. teE maximum must be met to insure data integrity on power loss.

9. All outputs except RST which is 25 !!A max.

10.AII outputs except RST, RTV, and NMI which is 2511A min.

11. The ST pin will sink ±50!!A in normal operation. The OSCIN pin will sink ±5!!A in normal operation. The
OSCSEL pin will sink ± 10 !!A in normal operation.

12.lsAT is measured with VSAT=3.0V.

13. ST should be active low before the watchdog is disabled (Le., before the ST input is tristated).
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051239
MicroManager Chip

• Provides necessary control for start up and shutdown
of power supply from keyboard

• Holds microprocessor in check during power
transients

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control microprocessor

• Monitors push button for external override

• Warns microprocessor of an impending power failure

• Converts CMOS SRAM into nonvolatile memory

• Unconditionally write-protects memory when power
supply is out of tolerance

• Consumes less than 100 nA of battery current

• Controls external power switch for high current
applications

• Accurate 10% power supply monitoring

• Optional 5% power supply monitoring designated
OS1239-5

• Provides orderly shutdown in nonvolatile
microprocessor applications

• Supplies necessary control for low-power "stop
mode" in battery operate hand-held applications

• Standard 16-pin DIP or space-saving 16-pin SOIC

• Optional industrial temperature range -40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The OS1239 MicroManager provides all the necessary
functions for power supply control and monitoring, reset
control, and memory backup in microprocessor-based
systems. Using the OS1239, an AC power switch is no
longer required for microprocessor-based systems. A
keyboard control system for power supply start up and
shutdown is provided through the use of the Power Sup-
ply Control Input and Output. In other respects, the

PIN ASSIGNMENT

VBAT pso

veeo RST

vee PBRST
VBAT pso

GND eEl veeo RST

PF CEO
vce PBRST
GND eEl

PF ST PF CEO

wC/se NMI
PF Sf

weise NMI
PSI IN PSI IN

DS1239 16-Pin DIP
(300 Mil)

See Mach Drawing
Pg.480

DS1239 16-Pin SOIC
(300 Mil)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.484

VBAT

Veca
Vee
GNO
PF
PF
WCISC
PSI
IN
NMI
ST
CEO
CEI
PBRST
RST
PSO

- +3 Volt Battery Input
Switched SRAM Supply Output
+5 Volt Power Supply Input
Ground
Power Fail (Active High)
Power Fail (Active Low)
Wake-Up Control (Sleep)
Power Supply Control Input
Early Warning Input
Non-Maskable Interrupt
Strobe Input
Chip Enable Output
Chip Enable Input
Pushbutton Reset Input
Reset Output (Active low)
Power Supply Control Outputs

OS 1239 is functionally identical to a OS 1236 in the
NMOS mode. For a complete description of the other
OS1239 features, refer to the OS1236 data sheet.
Pin-out of the OS1239 is identical to the OS1236 with
two exceptions. The RC and RST pins have been re-
placed with PSI and PSO, respectively. Other pins and
functions operate exactly as the OS1236 in NMOS
mode.
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POWER SUPPLY CONTROL
The DS1239 facilitates the power-up and power down
sequencing of a main power supply from a keyboard or
pushbutton. The Power Supply Control Input (PSI) and
Power Supply Control Output (PSO) are used for this
purpose. Prior to establishing a voltage on Vcc (+SV),
the PSI is internally held at a high level at all times with
the VBATsupply. When PSI is forced low via a key pad or
other source, the PSO is connected to the VBAT to pro-
vide a high level. As shown in Figure 1, this active high
signal can be wired directly to an optically isolated SCR
to initiate an AC to DC power-up sequence. This in turn
will provide the supply voltage for Vcc. The timing is il-
lustrated in Figure 2. Holding the PSI input low, the PSO
output will supply a connection to the VBAT pin until the

Vcc reaches VBAT,or a maximum of SOOms. If the sup-
ply voltage on Vcc rises above the VBATlevel before the
tpSI time-out, the PSO pin will remain high and track the
Vcc input.1fVcc does not rise above VBATbefore either
tpSI or PSI is allowed to return to a high level, the PSO
output will return to tristate. Once the PSO output and
Vcc are set at a high level, a subsequent falling edge on
PSI will tristate PSO to initiate a shut down condition.
The 10 microamp current supplied by the PSI pin allows
the use of a 0.11lF capacitor as a simple pushbutton de-
bounce circuit. The battery size for this application must
be selected to provide the SCR on-current for the power
supply response time and is consequently applica-
tion-specific.



Vcc = VCCTP

VCC = VSAT

VCC = 0 V

PSO = VOHL

PSO = TRISTATE

PSI = VOHL
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VV"0\:10VII VCC ""' ntmtllve 10 urouna
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Operating Temperature (Industrial Version)
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.5V to +7.0V
-o.5V to VCG+ 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

These specifications reflect the power supply control feature of the OS1239. For complete electrical specifications,
refer to the OS1236 data sheet.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

PSI Output Current Ipsi 3 llA

PSO Output Current Ipso 10 mA 3

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

PSI to Valid Vcc tpSI 200 ms 1

PSI to PSO Tri-state tpST 20 ns

PSI to Valid PSO tpso 100 ns

PSO Pulse Width tpsp 200 500 ms 2

NOTES:
1. Minimum turn-on response time for AC-to-OC power supply.

2. PSO pulse width for Vcc held below VSAT.

3. PSO will typically source 1.5 mA at 1.5V with Vcc = OV, VSAT = 3V.
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051632
PC Power Fail and Reset Controller

• Power fail detector for personal computers and
workstations

• Connects directly to popular personal computer chip
sets

• On chip 32.768 KHz oscillator for real time clock

• Provides battery backup power to clock chip

• Pushbutton reset input

• Accurate 5% or 10% +5 volt power supply monitoring

• Complementary outputs for reset, power fail, and low
battery

• Provides for reset pulse width of either 95 ms or
190 ms

• Eliminates the need for discrete components

• low-power CMOS circuitry

• 16-pin DIP or SOIC surlace mount package

• DoC to 70°C operation

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1632 PC Power Fail and Reset Controller is de-
signed to do various functions involving battery backup
and other functions typically accomplished with discrete
components. The DS1632 provides a 32.768 KHz bat-
tery backed up crystal oscillator and switched VecNBAT
power via Vceo for the real-time clock function located
in accompanying chip sets. In addition, the DS1632
provides for reset on both power up and via pushbutton

PBRST
X1

X2

VBAT
LB

LB
TOL
GND

vee
PF
PF
Veeo
RST
RST
RD
OSCOUT

PBRST 1 16 vee
X1 2 15 PF
X2 3 14 PF

VBAT 4 13 veeo
LB 5 12 RST
LB 6 11 RST

TOL 7 10 RD
GND 8 9 OSCOUT

PBRST
X1, X2
VBAT
lB,lB
RST, RST
RD
TOl
GND
OSCOUT
VeefL
PF, PF
Vee

Pushbutton Reset Input
Crystal Inputs
Battery Input
low Battery Outputs
Reset Outputs
Reset Duration
Selects 5% Or 10% Detection
Ground
Oscillator Out
Switched Power Out
Power Fail Outputs
+5 Volt Power In

input, power fail status signals for the processor, and
low battery warning signals. The DS1632 is capable of
detecting power failure at both the 5% and 10% power
supply tolerances, and the reset pulse width can be set
for either 95 ms or 190 ms. The device is designed to
connect directly to popular laptop and notebook chip
sets which eliminates the need for discrete components
and reduces cost.
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OPERATION - CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
SECTION
The DS1632 crystal oscillator is designed to be hooked
directly to a 32.768 KHz crystal. By using the Daiwa
Part No. DT26S. Seiko Part No. DS-VT-200 or equiva-
lent. the oscillator will be accurate enough to run a real
time clock to within ±2 minutes per month. If another
crystal is to be selected. it should have a specified load
capacitance (CLl of 6 pF. The crystal oscillator will run
as long as either Vee or VSAT is present. providing that
VSATis greater than 2.3V. The oscillator output provides
a rail to rail swing with regards to Vee or VSAT.whichever
is greater. The crystal oscillator is also used internally
as a time base.

OPERATION - POWER FAIL, BATTERY
BACKUP
The OS 1632 provides a switch to direct power from the
battery (VSAT) or the incoming supply (Vee) depending
on which is greater. This switch has a voltage drop of
less than 0.2 volts. The Vee input is constantly moni-
tored by a precision comparator for an out of tolerance
condition. When such a condition occurs. the power fail
signals are driven to their active state immediately. The
reset signals are also driven active. but this action is
delayed by a time determined by the level of the input on
the reset duration pin (RD). If RD is tied to ground then
reset signals will become active after 9 ms. If RD is tied
to Vee. then reset signals will become active after 18
ms. Once active. both the reset signals and the power
fail signals will remain active as long as a (Vee) out of
tolerance condition persists. If an out of tolerance con-
dition is not long enough to activate the reset signals.
then only the power fail signals would be affected.
When power returns to within nominal limits the power
fail signals will return immediately to the inactive state.
However. the reset signals remain in the active state for
a time which is dependent on the state of the RD pin. If
RD is tied to ground. the reset signals will remain active
for 95 ms. If RD is tied to Vee. then the reset signals will
remain active for 190 ms after power is within nominal
limits. The delay action on the reset signals allows time
for the power supply and microprocessor clock oscilla-
tors to stabilize. The tolerance pin (TOl) selects the
point at which power fail detection occurs. With the tol-
erance pin grounded. power fail detection occurs in the
range of 4.75V to 4.5V. If the tolerance pin is connected
to Vee. then power fail detection occurs in the range of

4.5V to 4.25V. During most power supply conditions the
Vee input will supply power to all functions within the
chip and also to the Veea pin. The battery pin (VSAT)
only supplies power when Vee is less than VSAT. When
Vee is below the level of VSAT only the Veea and the
OSC OUT pin remain powered by VSAT. All other out-
puts will be driven to ground when in a logic low state
and will be driven to Vee when in a logic high state. This
is done to preserve battery capacity by avoiding battery
drain resulting from loads on these outputs. The output
ground level will be maintained for all levels of Vee.
even Vee = GND. However. the output Vee level will be
maintained only for Vee > 2.0V. Internal battery power
consumption is less than 2lJA while VSAT is supplying
power. The external load on OSC OUT and Veea must
be added to internal consumption to determine the total
load on the battery.

OPERATION - PUSHBUTTON RESET
The DS1632 provides an input pin for direct connection
to a pushbutton. The pushbutton reset input PBRST re-
quires an active low level input. While TTl levels are
sufficient to properly activate this input. it has been pri-
marily designed for contact closure. Internally. this input
is debounced and timed such that RST and RST signals
of 95ms or 190 ms minimum are generated. If RD is tied
to ground. then a reset pulse of 95 ms is generated. If
RD is tied to Vee then a reset pulse of 190 ms is gener-
ated. The delay time is started as the pushbutton reset
input is released from low level.

OPERATION - LOW BATTERY WARNING
The DS1632 provides outputs which warn of a low bat-
tery condition. Whenever Vee is within nominal limits.
the VSAT input is continuously monitored. If the VSAT in-
put is out of tolerance. the low battery outputs are driven
to their active states. and will remain in the active state
as long as Vee is within nominal limits or until the battery
input is restored to an in limit status. On power up. if the
VSAT input is out of tolerance. the low battery outputs are
not guaranteed active until power fail is deactivated. but
guaranteed active prior to reset inactive. When Vee is
below the Vee fail trip point both lB and lB will be driven
to ground.

For application information. please reference Applica-
tion Note #64. published separately.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vcc Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-Q.5V to Vcc + 0.5V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

PBRST Input High Level VIH 2.0 Vcc+0.3 V 1,3

PBRST Input Low Level VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1,3

Battery Supply Voltage VBAT 2.3 3.0 3.5 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH 1 mA 5, 7

Output Current @ O.4V IOL 4 mA 7

Output Voltage @ -500 J.lA VOH Vcc-0.5V Vcc-Q·1V V 1,6

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Operating Current Icc 0.5 2.0 mA 2

Vcc Trip Point (TOL=GND) VCCTP 4.50 4.62 4.75 V 1

Vcc Trip Point (TOL=Vcc) VCCTP 4.25 4.37 4.50 V 1

Battery Fail Trip Point VBATIP 2.30 2.45 2.55 V 1

Supply Voltage Output Vcco Vcc-0.2 V

Supply Current Output ICC01 100 mA 4

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Battery Current IBAT 2 J.lA

Battery Backup Current ICC02 500 J.lA 4



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

PBRST = Vil tpB tRPD ms

Reset Pulse Width tRST 95 105 ms RD=GND

Reset Pulse Width tRST 190 210 ms RD=Vcc

Reset Active on Power Up tRPU 95 105 ms RD=GND

Reset Active on Power Up tRPU 190 210 ms RD=Vcc

Reset Active on Power Down tRPD 9 11 ms RD=GND

Reset Active on Power Down tRPD 18 22 ms RD=Vcc

Vcc Slew Rate Power Down tF 300 r ~
Vcc Slew Rate Power Down tFB 10 /lS

Vcc Slew Rate Power Up tR 10 /lS



_________________ Vs.>,=4.75 _

________________ ~=4~~

________________ ~=4.25_



(
____ -.!- 'tcc~.75_

____________ 'tcc~~L
_____________ 'tcc=4.25_

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. The PBRST input has an internal pull up of 1OKa to Vee.

4. Supply current output is specified with 0.2V drop from VBAT or Vee.

5. RST, PF, and LB are open drain outputs.

6. RST and PF remain within 0.5 volts of Vee on power down until Vee drops below 2.0V.

7. Sink and source currents apply to all outputs except OSC OUT which has a drive capability of sourcing 500
~ at VOH = Veeo - 0.5V and sinking 1 mA at VOL = 0.5 V.
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D51830
Programmable MicroMonitor

• Halts and restarts an out-of-eontrol microprocessor

• Holds microprocessor in check during power tran-
sients

• Automatically restarts microprocessor after power
failure

• Monitors pushbutton for external override

• Major function parameters programmable through
simple 3-wire interface, stored in nonvolatile memory

• Reset time programmable from 5 ms to 2.5 seconds

• Watchdog timeout programmable from 25 ms to 12.5
seconds

• Power trip points programmable 4.75V to 2.7V

• Pin compatible with the DS1232

• low cost 8-pin DIP and 8-pin SOIC packages avail-
able

DESCRIPTION
The DS1830 Programmable MicroMonitor monitors
three vital conditions for a microprocessor: power sup-
ply, software execution, and external override. All moni-
tored parameters are programmable, with values stored
in nonvolatile EPROM. This allows parameters such as
reset time, watchdog timeout period, and power supply
tolerance to be programmed into the device and tailored

PBRST 08 VCC
CS 2 7 ST

ClK 3 6 RST

GND 4 5 RST/DO

DS1830 8-PIN DIP
(300 Mil)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.480

PBRST08 VCC
CS 2 7 ST

ClK 3 6 RST

GND 4 5 RST/DO

DS1830 8-PIN SOIC
(150 Mil)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.483

PBRST
CS
ClK
GND
RST/DQ

- Pushbutton Reset Input
Chip Select for Serial Port
Clock for Serial Port
Ground
Active High Reset Output/Serial
Data Input
Active low Reset Output
Strobe Input
Power Supply

to the application circuit and microprocessor which is to
be monitored.

In addition, the watchdog timer, reset, and pushbutton
functions may be disabled via software. This allows
maximum flexibility for use in new product development
and system application testing.
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051833
5V EconoReset

• Automatically restarts microprocessor after power
failure

• Maintains active-high reset for 350 ms after Vcc re-
turns to an in-tolerance condition

• Accurate 5%, 10% or 15% microprocessor 5V power
supply monitoring

• Reduces need for discrete components

• Precision temperature-compensated voltage refer-
ence and voltage sensor

• Low-cost TO-92 package or surface mount SOT-223
package

• Internal 5K pull-up resistor

• Operating temperature of -40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The DS1833 EconoReset uses a precision temperature
compensated reference and comparator circuit to moni-
tor the status ot the power supply (Vcc). When an
out-ot-tolerance condition is detected, an internal power
tail signal is generated which torces reset to the active

•TO-92 Package
See Mech Drawing

Pg.486

243

SOT-223 Package
See Mech Drawing

Pg.490

PIN DESCRIPTION
PIN 1 GROUND
PIN 2 RESET
PIN 3 VCC
PIN 4 GROUND (SOT-223 ONLY)

(high) state. When Vcc returns to an in-tolerance condi-
tion, the reset signal is kept in the active state tor ap-
proximately 350 ms to allow the power supply and pro-
cessor to stabilize.



OPERATION - POWER MONITOR
The DS 1833 provides the functions of detecting
out-of-tolerance power supply conditions and warning a
processor-based system of impending power failure.
When Vcc is detected as out-of-tolerance, as defined

by the tolerance of the part selected, the RST signal is
asserted. On power-up, RST is kept active for approxi-
mately 350 ms after the power supply has reached the
selected tolerance. This allows the power supply and
microprocessor to stabilize before RST is released.

MICROPROCESSOR

RESET





ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Vcc Pin Relative to Ground
Voltage on I/O Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-o.5V to Vcc + 0.5V
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 1.2 5.0 5.5 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Low Level @ RST VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Voltage @ -500 !JA VOH Vcc-o·5V Vcc-o·1V V 1

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH 350 !J.A

Output Current @ 0.4V IOL +10 mA

Operating Current Icc 1.5 2 mA

Vcc Trip Point 5% VCCTP1 4.5 4.625 4.74 V 1

Vcc Trip Point 10% VCCTP2 4.25 4.375 4.49 V 1

Vcc Trip Point 15% VCCTP3 4.0 4.125 4.24 V 1

Output Capacitance COUT 10 pF

Internal Pull-Up Resistor Rp 3.75 5 6.25 KQ

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Reset Active Time tRST 250 350 450 ms

Vcc Detect to RST tRPD 100 ns

Vcc Slew Rate (4.75V - 4.00V) tF 300 !J.s

Vcc Slew Rate (4.00V - 4.75V) tR 0 ns

Vcc detect to RST tRPU 250 350 450 ms

NOTE:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.



VCC TRIP POINT PUSHBUTTON DETECT

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX

081233-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 2.4 - 3.3

081233-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 2.4 - 3.3

081233-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 2.4 - 3.3

0812330-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

5V 0812330-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

0812330-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

081833-15 4.0 4.125 4.24 N/A N/A

081833-10 4.25 4.375 4.49 N/A N/A

081833-5 4.5 4.625 4.75 N/A N/A

081233A-15 2.64 2.72 2.80 1.8 - 3.0
3.3V

081233A-10 2.8 2.88 2.97 1.8 - 3.0
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051267
Dual Digital Potentiometer Chip

FEATURES

• Ultra-Iowpowerconsumption, quiet, pumpless design

• Two digitally controlled, 256--position potentiometers

• Serial port provides means for setting and reading both
potentiometers

• Resistors can be connected in series to provide
increased total resistance

• 14-pin DIP, 16-pin SOIC, 2o-pin TSSOP packages

• Resistive elements are temperature compensated to
±0.3 lSB relative linearity

• Standard resistance values:

- DS1267-10~ 10Kil
- DS1267-50 ~ 50Kil
- DS1267-100~ 100Kil

• Temperature:
- Commercial: O°C to 70°C
- Industrial: -40°C to 85°C

DESCRIPTION
The DS1267 consist of two digitally controlled solid-
state potentiometers. Each potentiometer is composed
of 256 resistive sections. Between each resistive sec-
tion and both ends of the potentiometer are tap points
which are accessible to the wiper. The position of the
wiper on the resistive array is set by an 8-bit value that
controls which tap point is connected to the wiper output.
Communication and control of the device is accom-
plished via a 3-wire serial port interface. This interface
allows the device wiper position to be read or written.

Both potentiometers can be connected in series (or
stacked) for an increased total resistance with the same
resolution. For multiple device-single processor envi-
ronments, the DS1267 can be cascaded or daisy
chained. This feature provides for control of multiple
devices over a single 3-wire bus.

vcc

SOUT
vcc
NC

SOUT

WO
HO

lO
COUT

DO
14--Pin DIP (300 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480

VB
DNC

H1

l1

W1

RST

ClK
DNC

DNC

GND

lO,l1
HO,H1
WO,W1
VB
SOUT
RST
DQ
ClK

COUT

Vcc
GND
NC
DNC

16-Pin SOIC (300 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.484

Vcc
DNC

DNC

SOUT

WO

HO
lO

COUT

DNC

DO

- low End of Resistor
High End of Resistor
Wiper Terminal of Resistor
Substrate Bias Voltage
Stacked Configuration Output
Serial Port Reset Input
Serial Port Data Input
Serial Port Clock Input
Cascade Port Output
+5 Volt Supply
Ground
No Internal Connection
Do Not Connect



The OS 1267 is offered in three standard resistance val-
ues which include 10K, 50K, and 100K ohm versions.
Commercial and industrial temperature parts are also
available. Available packages for the device include a
14-pin DIP, 16-pin SOIC, and 2Q-pin TSSOP.

OPERATION
The OS1267 contains two 256-position potentiometers
whose wiper positions are set by an 8-bit value. These
two 8-bit values are written to a 17-bit 110 shift register
which is used to store the two wiper positions and the
stack select bit when the device is powered. A block dia-
gram of the OS 1267 is presented in Figure 1.

Communication and control of the OS1267 is accom-
plished through a 3-wire serial port interlace that drives
an internal control logic unit. The 3-wire serial interlace
consists of the three input signals: RST, ClK, and DO.

The RST control signal is used to enable the 3-wire serial
port operation olthe device. The RSTsignal is an active
high input and is required to begin any communication to
the OS1267. The ClK signal input is used to provide tim-
ing synchronization for data input and output. The DO
signal line is used to transmit potentiometer wiper set-
tings and the stack select bit configuration to the 17-bit
110 shift register of the OS1267.

Figure 9(a) presents the 3-wire serial port protocol. As
shown, the 3-wire port is inactive when the RST signal
input is low. Communication with the OS1267 requires
the transistion of the RST input from a low state to a high
state. Once the 3-wire port has been activated, data is
entered into the part on the low to high transistion of the
ClK signal inputs. Three-wire serial timing require-
ments are provided in the timing diagrams of Figure
9(b),(c).

Data written to the OS1267 over the 3-wire serial inter-
face is stored in the 17-bit 110 shift register (see
Figure 2). The 17-bit 110 shift register contains both
8-bit potentiometer wiper position values and the stack
select bit. The composition of the 110 shift register is
presented in Figure 2. Bit 0 of the 110 shift register con-
tains the stack select bit. This bit will be discussed in the
section entitled Stacked Configuration. Bits 1 through 8
olthe 110 shift register contain the potentiometer-1 wiper
positionvalue. Bit 1will contain the MSB ofthe wiper set-
ting for potentiometer-1 and bit 8 the lSB for the wiper
setting. Bits 9 through 16 olthe 110 shift register contain
the value of the potentiometer-o wiper position with the
MSBforthewiperposition occupying bit 9 and the lSB bit
16.
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Transmissionof data always begins with the stack select
bit followed by the potentiometer-1 wiper position value
and lastly the potentiometer-o wiper position value.

When wiper position data is to be written to the DS 1267,
17 bits (or some integer multiple) of data should always
be transmitted. Transactions which do not send a com-
plete 17-bits (or multiple) will leave the register incom-
plete and possibly an error in the desired wiper positions.

After a communication transaction has been completed
the RST signal input should be taken to a low state to pre-
vent any inadvertent changes to the device shift register.
Once RST has reached a low state, the contents of the
I/O shift register are loaded into the respective multiplex-
ers for setting wiper position. A new wiper position will
only engage after a RST transition to the inactive state.
On device power-up the DS 1267 wiper positions will be
set at 50% of the total resistance or binary value 1000
0000.

STACKED CONFIGURATION
The potentiometers of the DS1267 can be connected in
series as shown in Figure 3. This is referred to as the
stacked configuration and allows the user to double the
total end-to-end resistance ofthe part. The resolution of
the combined potentiometers will remain the same as a
single potentiometer but with a total of 512 wiper posi-
tions available. Device resolution is defined as RtoV256
(per potentiometer); where Rtot equals the total poten-
tiometerresistance.

The wiper output for the combined stackedpotentiome-
terwill be taken at the SOUTpin, which is the multiplexed
outputofthewiperofpotentiometer-o (WO) orpotentiom-
eter-1 (W1). The potentiometer wiper selected at the
SOUToutput is governed by the setting ofthe stack select
bit (bit 0) of the 17-bit I/O shift register. If the stack select
bit has value 0, the multiplexed output, SOUT,will be that
ofthe potentiometer-o wiper. If the stack select bit has
value 1, the multiplexed output, SOUT,will be that of the
potentiometer-1 wiper.
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CASCADE OPERATION
A feature of the OS1267 is the ability to control multiple
devices from a single processor. Multiple OS 1267s can
be linked or daisy chained as shown in Figure 4. As a
data bit is entered into the I/O shift registerofthe OS1267
a bit will appear atthe GOUToutput after a minimum delay

of 50 nanoseconds. The stack select bit of the OS 1267
will always be the first out the part at the beginning of a
transaction. Additionally the GOUT pin is always active
regardless of the state of RST. This allows one to read
the I/O shift register without changing its value.

The GOUToutput of the OS1267 can be used to drive the
00 input of another OS1267. When connecting multiple
devices, the total number of bits transmitted is always 17
times the number of OS1267s in the daisy chain.

An optional feedback resistor can be placed between the
GOUTterminal of the last device and the first OS1267 00
input thus allowing the controlling processor to read, as
well as, write data, or circularly clock data through the
daisy chain. The value of the feedback or isolation resis-
tor should be in the range from 1K to 10K ohms.

When reading data via the GOUTpin and isolation resis-
tor, the 00 line is left floating by the reading device.
When RST is driven high, bit 17 is present on the GOUT
pin, which is fed back to the input 00 pin through the
isolation resistor. When the GlK input transitions low to
high, bit 17 is loaded into the first position of the I/O shift
register and bit 16 becomes present on GOUTand 00 of
the next device. After 17 bits (or 17 times the number of
OS1267s in the daisy chain), the data has shifted com-
pletely around and back to its original position. When
RST transitions to the low state to end data transfer, the
value (the same as before the read occurred) is loaded
into the wiper-o, wiper-1 , and stack select bit I/O regis-
ter.

ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE LINEARITY
Absolute linearity is defined as the difference between
the actual measured output voltage and the expected
output voltage. Figure 5 presents the test circuit used to
measure absolute linearity. Absolute linearity is given in
terms of a minimum increment or expected output when
the wiper is moved one position. In the case of the test
circuit, a minimum increment (MI) or one lSB would
equal 10/512 volts. The equation for absolute linearity is
given as follows:

(1) ABSOLUTE LINEARITY

Al={Vo(actual) - Vo(expected)}/MI

Relative Linearity is a measure of error between two
adjacentwiper position points and is given in terms of MI
by equation (2).

(2) RELATIVE LINEARITY

Rl={Vo(n+ 1) - Vo(n)}/MI

Figure6 is a plot of absolute linearity and relative linearity
versuswiperpositionforthe OS1267 at25°G. The spec-
ificationfor absolute linearity of the OS1267 is ±O.75 MI
typical. The specification for relative linearity of the
OS1267 is ±O.3 MI typical.
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NOTE:
In this setup, a ±2% delta in total resistance RD to R1 would cause a ±2.5 MI error.

Absolute and Relative Linearity
(Normalized To 1 LSB)
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TYPICAL APPLICATION CONFIGURATIONS
Figures 7 and 8 show two typical application configura-
tionsforthe OS1267. By connecting the wiper terminal of
the part to a high impedance load, the effects ofthe wiper
resistance is minimized, since the wiper resistance can
vary from 400 to 1000 ohms depending on wiper voltage.
Figure 7 presents the device connected in an inverting
variblegainamplifier. The gain ofthe circuit on Figure 7 is
given by the following equation:

Figure 8 shows the deivce operaing in a fixed gain atten-
uator where the potentiometer is used to attenuate an
incoming signal. Note the resistance R1 is chosen to be
much greater than the wiper resistance to minimize its
effect on circuit gain.

INVERTING VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER Figure 7
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground (VB=GND)
Voltage on Resistor Pins when VB~5.5V
Voltage on VB
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-1.0Vto+7.0V
-5.5Vto+7.0V
-5.5toGND
O°C to 70°C commercial; -40°C to +85°C industrial
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum
rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.5 V 1

Input Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vee+0.5 V 1,2

Input Logic 0 VIL -0.5 +0.8 V 1,2

Substrate Bias VB -5.5 GND V 1

Resistor Inputs L,H,W VS-O.5 Vee+0.5 V 2

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply Current Ice 22 650 ~ 12

Input Leakage III -1 +1 ~
Wiper Resistance Rw 400 1000 n
Wiper Current Iw 1 mA

Output Leakage ILO -1 +1 ~
Logic 1 Output @ 2.4 Volts IOH -1 mA 8,9

Logic 0 Output @ 0.4 Volts IOL 4 mA 8,9

Standby Current ISTBY 22 ~

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
End-to-End Resistor Tolerance -20 +20 %

Absolute Linearity ±O.75 LSB 4

Relative Linearity ±O.3 LSB 5

-3 dB Cutoff Frequency FeuTOFF Hz 7

Noise Figure 11

Temperatu re Coefficient ±800 ppm/C



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF 3

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF 3

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
ClK Frequency fCLK DC 10 MHz 10

Width of ClK Pulse tCH 50 ns 10

Data Setup Time toc 30 ns 10

Data Hold Time !cOH 10 ns 10

Propagation Delay Time low to tpLH 50 ns 10
High level Clock to Output

Propagation Delay Time High to tpLH 50 ns 10
low level

RST High to Clock Input High tcc 50 ns 10

RST low from Clock Input High tHLT 50 ns 10

RST Inactive tRLT 125 ns

Clock low to Data Valid on a Read !coo 30 ns 10

ClK Rise Time, ClK Fall Time tCR l 50 ns 10

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Resistor inputs cannot exceed the substrate bias voltage, Vb, in the negative direction.

3. Capacitance values apply at 25°C.

4. Absolute linearity is used to determine wiper voltage versus expected voltage as determined by wiper position.
Device test limits ±1.6 lSB.

5. Relative linearity is used to determined the change in voltage between successive tap positions. Device test
limits ±D.5 lSB.

6. Typical values are for ta = 25°C and nominal supply voltage.

7. -3 dB cutoff frequency characteristics for the DS1267 depend on potentiometer total resistance:
DS1267--o1 0; 1 MHz, DS1267--o50; 200 KHz, DS1267-1 00; 100 KHz.

8. Cout is active regardless of the state of RST.

9. VREF= 1.5 volts.

10. See Figure 9(a), (b), and (c).

11. Noise < -120 dB/"Hz. Reference 1 volt (thermal).

12. See Figure 11.
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DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

FEATURES

• 128 position, digitally controlled potentiometer

• Operates from a +5 volts power supply with TIL sig-
nal inputs

• Wide analog voltage range of ±5 volts

• Resistive elements are temperature compensated to
±20 percent end to end

• Low-power CMOS

• 14-pin DIP or 16-pin SOIC for surface mount applica-
tions

• Default position on power up sets wiper position at
10%

• Operating temperature range

- O°C to 70°C; commercial version
- -40°C to +85°C; industrial version

Resolution/Step
Resistance values Low End High End -3dB Point
OS1666-10 10KO 240 1520 1.1 MHz
OS1666-50 50KO 1220 7590 200 KHz
OS1666-100 100Kn 2430 1.519Kn 100 KHz

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1666 is a solid-state potentiometer which is set
to value by digitally controlled resistive elements. The
potentiometer is composed of 127 resistive sections.
Between each resistive section and both ends of the po-
tentiometer are TAP points accessible to the wiper. The
position of the wiper on the resistance array is controlled
by the CS, ufo and INC inputs. The position of the wiper
defaults to the 10% position on power up. The resolu-
tion of the OS 1666 is shown in Figure 1.

051666,0516665
Audio Digital Resistor

NC

ui5
INC

cs
GND

NC
NC

uiD Vcc
NC NC
NC VB
INC Vw
NC VH
cs NC

NC NC
GND VL

16-Pin SOIC ( 300 Mil)
See Mach. Drawing - Pg. 484

PIN DESCRIPTION
VH - High Terminal of Resistor
VL Low Terminal of Resistor
Vw Wiper Terminal of Resistor
Ufo - Up/Down Control
INC - Wiper Movement Control
CS - Chip Select for Wiper Movement
NC - No Connection
VCC - +5 Volts
GNO - Ground
VB - 0 to -5 Volts

The OS 1666 Digital Audio Resistor is uniquely designed
to provide a potentiometer that Is logarithmic rather than
linear across its entire range. The lower half of the po-
tentiometer advances 1% of total resistance for each
3% of scale advanced, prOViding for precise amplifica-
tion of low volume signals. The upper half of the poten-
tiometer advances 2% of resistance for every 1% of
scale advanced, prOViding for the lower resolution gain
required for high volume amplification.
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OPERATION
The CS, uio and INC inputs control the position of the
wiper along the resistor array (Figure 1). When CS is ac-
tive (low), a high to low transition on the INC will incre-
ment or decrement an internal counter depending on the
level of the uio pin. When the U/O pin is low, the counter
will decrement. When the UfO pin is high, the counter will
increment. The state of the U/O pin can be changed while
CS is active allowing for precise adjustment during cali-
bration. The output of the counter is decoded to set the
position of the wiper. When the CS input transitions to the
high (inactive) level, the value of the counter is stored and
the wiper position is maintained until power (Veel is lost.
When power is restored, the DS1666 returns to the de-
fault setting and positions the wiper to 10 percent., The
value of the end-to-end and erid-to-wiper position is inde-
terminate while Vee is not applied.

The OS 1666 has a resistor array that resembles an au-
dio taper potentipmeter as shown in Figure 1 1. Since
the taper is not linear, exact resistance values for each
of the 128 positions of the resistor is not specified. How-
ever, the end-to-end resistance is specified to be within
±20 percent of the stated resistor value over a tempera-
ture range of O°C to 70°C for commercial version and
-40°C to +85°C for industrial version of the part.

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS
End-to-End Resistance Tolerance = ±20 percent
Typical Noise = <120 dB/Hz REF:IV
Temperature Coefficient = ±800 PPM/oC typical
Resistance at tap #74= 18% ± 2% of total resistance.

PIN DESCRIPTIONS
VH The high end of the potentiometer. This

terminal is capable of handling input volt-
ages between ±5 volts.

The Low end of the potentiometer. This
terminal is capable of handling input volt-
ages between ±5 volts.

The wiper terminal of the potentiometer.
The value of the wiper is controlled by the
U/O and the INC pins.

The U/O input controls the direc-
tion of the wiper movement when setting
the potentiometer.

Toggling INC will move the potentiome-
ter wiper by either incrementing or decre-
menting the counter.

~ Select The device is selected when CS input is
(CS) low. The current counter value is stored

when CS is returned high.

Up/Down
(UfO)

Increment
(INC)



WIPER
POSITION
DECODE

CS INC UfO MODE

L 'L- H WIPER UP

L 'L- L WIPER DOWN

~ H X STORE WIPER POSITION



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on CS, INC, UfO, and Vee Relative to Ground
Voltage on VH. VL. and Vw Relative to Ground
Voltage on VB
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

~.5V to +7.0V
-6.5V to +6.5V
-6.5V to Ground
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee +4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input Logic 1 V1H 2.0 Vee+0.5 V 1

Input Logic 0 V1L -0.5 +0.8 V 1

VH. VL. Vw Voltage VR VB-0.3 Vee+0.3 V 1

VB Voltage VB -5.5 GND V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Ice 0.1 5 mA 3

Input Leakage III ·1 +1 l!A 2

Wiper Resistance Rw 350 650 n
WIper Current Iw 1 mA 3

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDmON TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Capacitance CIN tA",25°C 6 10 pF 2



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

CS to INC Setup tCI 100 ns

INC High to UfO Change tlO 100 ns

UfO to INC Setup . tOI 1 ~s

INC Low Period tlL 500 ns

INC High Period tlH 1 ~
INC Inactive to CS Inactive tiC 500 ns

CS Deselect Time tCPH 100 ns

ACTIMING Figure 4

cs

,,} f\ J!cPH

tiC

INC S

Vw VVH

t ',w
\

VVl

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

3. Typical values are for tA = 25°C and nominal supply voltages.

4. Wiper output open circuited.

AC TEST CONDITIONS
Input Pulse Levels
Input Rise and Fall Times
Input Level

OV to 3V
10 ns
1.5V



DALLAS
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051667
Digital Resistor with OP AMP

FEATURES

• Two digitally controlled 256-position potentiometers

• Serial port provides means for setting and reading
both potentiometers

• Resistors can be connected in series to provide addi-
tional resolution

• Default wiper position on power up is 50%

• Resistive elements are temperature compensated to
±20% end to end

• Two high gain wide bandwidth operational amplifiers

• low power CMOS design

• Applications include analog-to-<:ligital and digital-to-
analog converters, variable oscillators, and variable
gain amplifiers

• 2Q-pin DIP package or optional2Q-pin SOIC surface
mount package

• Operating temperature range of O°C to 70°C

• Resistance Values

DS1667-10:

DS1667-50:

DS1667-100:

RESOLUTION

10K 39 ohms

50K 195 ohms

lOOK 390 ohms

-3 dB POINT
1.1 MHz

200 kHz

100 kHz

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1667 is a dual-solid state potentiometer that is
adjustable by digitally selected resistive elements.
Each potentiometer is composed of 256 resistive ele-
ments. Between each resistive section of each poten-
tiometer are tap points accessible to the wiper. The po-
sition of the wiper on the resistive array is set by an 8-bit
register that controls which tap point is connected to the
wiper output. Each 8-bit register can be read or written
by sending or receiving data bits over a 3-wire serial
port. In addition, the resistors can be stacked such that

NINVO

INVO

VB
W1

H1

l1

RST

ClK
OUT1

GND

vcc
OUTO

SOUT

WO

HO
lO

COUT

DO
INVI

NINVI

Vcc
GND
lO, L1
HO,H1
WO,W1
VB

RST
DO
ClK
COUT
NINVO, NINVI
INVO,INVI
OUTO,OUT1

+5 Volt Supply
Ground
low End of Resistor
High End of Resistor
Wiper End of Resistor
Substrate Bias and OP AMP
Negative Supply
Wiper for Stacked
Configuration
Serial Rort Reset Input
Serial Port Input/Output
Serial Port Clock Input
Cascade Serial Port Output
Noninverting OP AMP Input
Inverting OP AMP Input
OP AMP Outputs

a single potentiometer of 512 sections results. When
two separate potentiometers are used, the resolution of
the DS1667 is equal to the resistance value divided by
256. When the potentiometers are stacked end to end,
the resistance value is doubled while the resolution re-
mains the same. The DS1667 also contains two high
gain wide bandwidth operational amplifiers. Each am-
plifier has both the inverting and non-inverting inputs
and the output available for user configuration. The op-
erational amplifiers can be paired with the resistive ele-



ments to perform such functions as analog to digital
conversion, digital to analog conversion, variable gain
amplifiers. and variable oscillators.

OPERATION· DIGITAL RESISTOR SECTION
The DS1667 contains two potentiometers, each of
which has its wiper set by a value contained in an 8 bit
register (see Figure 1). Each potentiometer consists of
256 resistors of equal value with tap points between
each resistor and at the low end.

In addition, the potentiometer can be stacked by con-
necting them in series such that the high end of poten-

---------- 7 8 ----------------

va SHIFT REGISTER

tiometer 0 is connected to the low end of potentiometer
1. When stacking potentiometers, the stack select bit is
used to select which potentiometer wiper will appear at
the stack multiplexer output (SOUT). A zero written to
the stack multiplexer will connect wiper 0 to the SOUT
pin. This wiper will determine which of the 256 bottom
taps of the stacked potentiometer is selected. When a 1
is written to the stack multiplexer, wiper 1 is selected and
one of the upper 256 taps of the stacked potentiometer
is presented at the SOUT pin.



Information is written to and read from the wiper 0 and
wiper 1 registers and the stack select bit via the 17-bit
I/O shift register. The I/O shift register is serially loaded
by a 3 wire serial port consisting of RST, DO, and GlK. It
is updated by transferring all17 bits (Figure 2). Data can
be entered into the 17 bit shift register only when the
RST input is at a high level. While at a high level, the
RST function allows serial entry of data via the % pin.
The potentiometers always maintain their previous val-
ue until RST is taken to a low level, which terminates
data transfer. While RST input is low, the DO and GlK
inputs are ignored.

Valid data is entered into the I/O shift register while RST
is high on the low-to-high transition of the GlK input.
Data input on the DO pin can be changed while the clock
input is high or low, but only data meeting the setup re-
quirements will enter the shift register. Data is always
entered starting with the value of the stack select bit.
The next 8 bits to be entered are those specifying the
wiper 1 setting. The MSB of these 8 bits is sentfirst. The
next 8 bits to be entered are those specifying the wiper 0
setting, sent MSBfirst. The 17th bitto be entered, there-
fore, will be the least significant bit of the wiper 0 setting.
If fewer than 17 bits are entered, the value of the poten-
tiometer settings will result from the number of bits that
were entered plus the remaining bits of the old value
shifted over by the number of bits sent. If more than 17
bits are sent, only the last 17 bits are left in the shift regis-
ter. Therefore, sending other than 17 bits can produce
indeterminate potentiometer settings.

As bits are entered into the shift register, the previous
value is shifted out bit by bit on the cascade serial port

pin (GOUT). By connecting the GOUT pin to the DO pin
of a second DS1667, mUltiple devices can be daisy
chained together as shown in Figure 3.

When connecting multiple devices, the total number of
bits sent is always 17 times the number of DS1667s in
the daisy chain. In applications where it is desirable to
read the settings of potentiometers, the GOUT pin of the
last device connected in a daisy chain must be con-
nected back to the DO input of the first device through a
resistor with a value of 1K to 10K. This resistor provides
isolation between GOUT and DO when writing to the de-
vice (see Figure 3).

When reading data, the DO line is left floating by the
reading device. When RST is held low, bit 17 is always
present on the GOUT pin, which is fed back to the input
DO pin through the resistor (see Figure 4).This data bit
can now be read by the reading device. The RST pin is
then transitioned high to initiate a data transfer. When
the GlK input transitions low to high, bit 17 is loaded into
the first position of the I/O shift register and bit 16 be-
comes present on GOUT and DO. After 17 bits (or 17
times the number of devices for a daisy chain), the data
has shifted completely around and back to its original
position. When RST is transitioned back low to end data
transfer, the value (the same as before the read oc-
curred) is loaded into the wiper 0 and wiper 1 registers
and the stack select bit.

When power is applied to the DS1667, the device al-
ways has the wiper settings at half position and the
stack select bit is at zero.
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DS1667 LINEARITY MEASUREMENTS
An important specification for the OS1667 is linearity.
that is. for a given digital input, how close the analog out-
put is to that which is expected.

The test circuit used to measure the linearity of the
OS1667 is shown in Figure 5. Note that to get an accu-
rate output voltage it is necessary to assure that the out-
put current is O. in order to negate the effects of wiper
impedance RW which is typically 400 ohms. For any
given setting N for the pot. the expected voltage output
at SaUT is:

va = -5 + [10 X (N/256)] (in volts)

Absolute linearity is a comparison of the actual mea-
sured output voltage versus the expected value given
by the equation above, and is given in terms of an LSB,
which is the change in expected output when the digital
input is incremented by 1. In this case the LSB is 10/256
or 0.03906 volts. The equation for the absolute linearity
of the OS1667 is:

Vo(actual) - Vo(expected) .
LSB = AL (In LSBs)

The specification for absolute linearity of the OS 1667 is
± 1 LSB typical.

Relative linearity is a comparison of the difference of ac-
tual output voltages of two successive taps and the dif-
ference of the expected output voltages of two succes-
sive taps. The expected difference of output voltages is
1 LSB or 0.03906V for the measurement system of Fig-

ure 5. Relative linearity is expressed in terms of an LSB
and is given by the equation:

AVo(actual) - LSB
LSB = RL

The specification for relative linerity of the OS1667 is
± 0.5 LSB typical.

Figure 6 is a plot of absolute linearity (AL) and relative
linearity (RL) versus wiper setting for a typical OS1667
at 25°C.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION - OP AMP
SECTION
The OS1667 contains two operational amplifiers which
are ideal for operation from a single 5V supply and
ground or from ±5V supplies (see Figure 1). An internal
resistor divider defines the internal reference of the op
amp to be halfway between the power supplies. i.e.:

For optimal performance, choose analog ground to be
this value. The operational amplifiers feature rail to rail
output swing in addition to an input common mode
range that includes the positive rail. Performance fea-
tures include broad band noise immunity as well as volt-
age gain into realistic loads specified at both 600 ohms
and 2K ohms. High voltage gain is produced with low
input offset voltage and low offset voltage drift. Current
consumption is less than 1.9 mA per amplifier and the
device is virtually immune to latchup.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground (VB = GND)
Voltage on Resistor Pins when VB = -5.5V
Voltage on VB
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-Q.5V to +7.0V
-5.5V to +7.0V
-5.5Vto GND
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

'This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those
indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating
conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Positive Supply Voltage Vee +4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vee+0.5 V 1

Input Logic 0 VIL -0.5 +0.8 V 1

Negative Supply Voltage VB -5.5 GND V 1

Resistor Inputs L,H,W VB - 0.5 Vee + 0.5 V 2

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
RESISTOR SECTION

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Positive Supply Current Ice 3 5 mA

Negative Supply Current IB 3 5 mA

Input Leakage lu -1 +1 ~
Wiper Resistance Rw 400 1000 ohms

Wiper Current Iw 1 mA

Output Leakage ILO -1 +1 ~
Logic 1 Output @ 2.4 Volts IOH -1.0 mA

Logic 0 Output @ 0.4 Volts IOL 4 mA

End-to-End Resistor Tolerance TOLR -20 +20 %

Noise (ref: 1V) N -120 dB
, /HZ

Absolute Linearity AL 1.0 LSB

Relative Linearity RL 0.5 LSB

Resistor Temperature Coefficient TCR 850 ppm

°C



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

ClK Frequency fCLK 10 MHz

Width of ClK Pulse tw 50 I ns.

Data Setup Time tsu 30 ns

Data Hold Time tH 10 ns

Propagation Delay Time low to tpLH 50 ns 3
High level Clock to Output

RST High to Clock Input High tHHT 50 ns

RST low from Clock Input High tHLT 50 ns

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER SECTION
DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Offset Voltage Vas 5 10 mV

Input Offset Voltage Drift VOSD 10 uV/oC

Common Mode Rejection CMR 62 dB

Positive Power Supply Rejection +PSR 62 dB

Negative Power Supply Rejection -PSR 62 dB

Input Common Mode Voltage CCCM VB+1.5V Vcc V
Range

large Signal Voltage Gain ·106 dB RL=2Kn

large Signal Voltage Gain 96 dB RL=600Kn

Output Swing VSWGH 4.6 4.7 V RL=2Kn
toGND

Output Swing VSWGL -4.7 -4.6 V VB =-5V

Output Swing VSWGH 4.5 4.6 V RL=600Kn
toGND

Output SWing VSWGL -4.6 -4.5 V VB =-5V

Output Current VO,SOURCE 13 58 mA Vo = OV

Output Current VO,SINK 13 63 mA Va = +5V



OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER SECTION
AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Slew Rate VSL 0.7 2 V/IlS 6

Gain Bandwidth Product GBP 2.5 MHz 5

Phase Margin PM 75 deg 5

Gain Margin GM 20 dB 5

Amp-to-Amp Isolation AAI 130 dB

Input Referred Voltage Noise IRVF 100 nV/IHZ F=1 KHz

Input Referred Current Noise IRV1 .0002 pAl 1HZ F=1 KHz

Total Harmonic Distortion HD 0.1 0/0 F=10 KHz
AV~10
RL=2Kn
Vo=1Vpp

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Resistor inputs cannot exceed the substrate bias voltage in the negative direction

3. Measured with a load as shown in Figure 8.

4. Over a frequency range of 0 - 1 KHz.

5. Load is RL = 600 n CL = 10 pF

6. Voo = +5.0V VB = -5.0V connected as voltage follower with 10V step input and RL = 00.

7. To achieve best op amp performance, Voo = +5.0V VB = -5.0V and analog ground = OV. In general analog
ground = Voo + VB'

2





DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051668,051669,0516695
Dallastat™ Electronic Digital Rheostat

• Replaces mechanical variable resistors

• Available as the DS1668 with manual interface or the
DS1669 integrated circuit

• Human engineered interface provides easy control
with DS1668

• Electronic interface provided for digital as well as
manual control

• Wide differential input voltage range between 4.5 and
8 volts

• Wiper position is maintained in the absence of power

• low cost alternative to mechanical controls

• Applications include volume, tone, contrast, bright-
ness, and dimmer control

• Standard resistance values for Dallastat
- DS1668/DS1669-10 _ 10KO
- DS1668/DS1669-50 _ 50KO
- DS1668/DS1669-100 _ 100KO

• Operating Temperature Range

- Commercial: O°C to 70°C; DS1668, DS1669
- Industrial: -40°C to +85°C; DS1669

RH NC D
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1 2 3000
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See Mech. Drawing
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See Mech. Drawing
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Resistor low End
Voltage Inputs
Up Contact Input
Digital Input
Down Contact Input
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Negative Voltage
Resistor Wiper
Digital Input
Resistor High End
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DESCRIPTION
The 081668 and 081669 Oallastats are digital rheo-
stats or potentiometers. These units provide 64 pos-
sible uniform tap points over the resistive range and are
available in standard versions of 10K, 50K, and 100K
ohms. The Oallastats can be controlled by either a
mechanical-type contact closure input or a digftal
source input such as a CPU. Wiper position is main-
tained in the absence of power which is accomplished
through the use of a EEPROM memory cell array. The
EEPROM cell array is specified to accept greater than
80,000 writes.

The 081668 and 081669 differ in the type packages in
which they are offered. The 081668 is only available in
a custom 6-pin package with a single integrated push-
button as shown in the package drawing. The single
integrated pushbutton provides the mechanical control
input of the wiper position. In addition, a digital source
input, 0, allows the potentiometer to be controlled by a
microcontroller or processor. Other package pins
include the positive voltage input, +V, the negative volt-
age input, -V, the resistor wiper terminal, Rw, and the
high resistor terminal, RH. The 081668 is rated for com-
mercial temperature usage only (O°C to 70°C).

The 081669 is offered in two standard IC packages
which include an 8~pin 300 mil OIP and an 8""i>in200 mil
801C. Like the 081668, the 081669 can be configured
to operate using a single pushbutton or digital source
input. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Additionally, the
081669 can be configured to operate in a dual pushbut-
ton configuration which is shown in Figure 2. The
081669 pinouts allow access to both ends of the poten-
tiometer RL, RH, and the wiper, Rw. Control inputs
include the digital source input, 0, the up contact input,
UC, and the down contact input, DC. Other package
pinouts include the positive,+V, and negative, -V ,sup-
ply inputs. The 081669 is available in commercial or
industrial temperature versions.

OPERATION
The 081668/081669 Oallastats are controlled through
a contact closure input or by a digital source input. The
081668 is configured to operate from a single contact
closure (pushbutton) input which is integrated in the
custom 6-pin paGkage or the device can be driven from
the digital source input (0). The 081669 can be con-
trolled using a single pushbutton input, dual pushbutton,
or using the digital source input.

Figure 3 illustrates the single pushbutton configuration
of the 081668. Internally, the low end resistor terminal
is connected to the negative supply input terminal. The
integrated pushbutton has one side connected to the
negative supply input while the other side is connected
to the up contact terminal (UC). The digital source input
(0) is accessible through pin 4 of the package. The (0)
input has an internal pull-up resistor and can be allowed
to float when not in use. The down contact input (OC) is
not accessible externally. However, this control input is
internally connected to the positive input supply.

When powered, the 081668 assumes a single pushbut-
ton mode of operation. Pressure applied to the inte-
grated pushbutton will cause contact closure which in
turn will move the wiper position upward or downward
depending on the previous wiper direction. 8ingle push-
button mode is accomplished in the same manner for
the 081669. However, for the 081669, all connections
must be made by the user since no internal connections

. exist (see Figure 1). Note that single pushbutton control
is accomplished when 1) the (OC) input is connected to
the positive supply input and 2) the (0) input is allowed
to float. These two conditions must exist from the time of
device power-up. The UC input controls both upward
and downward movement of the device wiper position in
single pushbutton mode of operation.

Oual pushbutton operation is only available when using
the 081669. The 081668, by design, only supports the
single pushbutton mode of operation and digital source
input control. Figure 2 provides a typical application
example of the dual pushbutton configuration for the
081669. In dual-pushbutton mode, the up-contact
input (UC) is used solely to provide upward movement
of the wiper position and the down-eontact input (OC) is
used to provide downward movement of the wiper posi-
tion. For dual pushbutton configuration, all control
inputs (UC, DC, and 0) must remain open on device
power-up.

The digital source input, 0, was designed for micropro-
cessor or controller applications. This control input
manipulates the device in the same manner as the
single pushbutton configuration; controlling movement
of the wiper position in both upward and downward
directions. One added feature over the single pushbut-
ton configuration is the ability to increment or decrement
wiper position at a faster rate. Oigital source input con-
trol is available regardless of the type of pushbutton
configuration.
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Dallastats interpret input pulse widths as the means of
controlling wiper movement. A single pulse width input
over the UC, DC, or D terminals will cause the wiper
position to move 1/64th of the total resistance. All
inputs, UC, DC, or D, are inactive when in the high state.
A transition from a high to low on these inputs is consid-
ered the beginning of pulse activity.

A single pulse is defined as being greater than 1 ms but
lasting no longer than a second when using the contact
closure inputs UC and DC. When using the D input a
single pulse is defined as being greater than 1 IJ.S but
lasting no longer than 1 second. This is shown in Fig-
ures 4a and 6a. Repetitive pulsed inputs can be used to
step through each resistive position of the device (see
Figures 4a and 6b). The requirement for repetitive
pulsed inputs is that pulses must be separated by a
minimum time of 1 ms. If not, the Dallastat will interpret
repetitive pulses as a single continuous pulse.

Pulse inputs lasting longer than 1 second will cause the
wiper to move one position every 100 ms following the
initial 1 second hold time. The total time to transcend the
entire potentiometer using a continuous input pulse is
given in the equation below:

In single pushbutton mode or when using the digital
source input, as the wiper reaches the end of the poten-
tiometer its direction of movement reverses. This will
occur whether or not the input is a continuous pulse or a
sequence of repetitive pulses. Changing the direction of
wiper movement in single pushbutton mode or digital
source mode is also accomplished by a period of inac-
tivity on the UC or D inputs for (minimum) 1 second or
greater. In dual pushbutton mode, the direction is con-
trolled by the UC and DC inputs. No wait states are
required to change wiper direction in dual pushbutton
mode. Additionally, in dual pushbutton mode as the
wiper reaches the end of the potentiometer, the direc-
tion of wiper movement will not change. Wiper position
will remain at the potentiometers' end until an opposite
direction input is given.

All control inputs, UC, DC, and D, are internally pulled
up with a 1OOK ohm resistance. Additionally, the UC and
DC inputs are internally debounced and require no
external components for input signal conditioning.

The DS1668/DS1669 are provided with two supply
inputs -V and +V. The maximum voltage difference

between the two supply inputs is + 8.0 volts while the
minimum voltage difference is +4.5 volts. All input levels
are referenced to the negative supply input, -V. The volt-
age applied to any Dallastat terminal must not exceed the
negative supply voltage (-V) by -0.5 or the positive sup-
ply voltage (+V) by + 0.5 volts. The minimum logic high
level must be +2.4 volts with reference to the -V supply
voltage input. A logic low level with reference to the -V
supply voltage has a maximum value of +0.8 volts. Dal-
lastats exhibit a typical wiper resistance of 400 ohms with
a maximum wiper resistance of 1000 ohms. The maxi-
mum wiper current allowed through the Dallastat is speci-
fied at 1 milliamps (see DC Electrical Characteristics).

NONVOLATILE WIPER SETTINGS
Dallastats maintain the position of the wiper in the
absence of power. This feature is provided through the
use of EEPROM type memory cell arrays. During nor-
mal operation the position of the wiper is determined by
the input multiplexer. Periodically, the multiplexer will
update the EEPROM memory cells. The manner in
which an update occurs has been optimized for reliabil-
ity, durability, and performance. Additionally, the update
operation is totally transparent to the user.

When power is applied to the Dallastat, the wiper setting
will be the last recorded in the EEPROM memory cells.
If the Dallastat setting is changed after power is applied,
the new value will be stored after a delay of 2 seconds.
The initial storage of a new value after power-up,
occurs when the first change is made, regardless of
when this change is made.

After the initial change on power-up, subsequent
changes in the Dallastat EEPROM memory cells will
occur only if the wiper position of the part is moved
greater than 12.5% of the total resistance range. Any
wiper movement after ini~ial power-up which is less
than 12.5% will not be recorded in the EEPROM
memory cells. Since the Dallastat contains a 64-t0-1
multiplexer, a change of greater than 12.5% corre-
sponds to a change of the fourth LSB.

Changes or storage to the EEPROM memory cells must
allow for a 2 second delay to guarantee that updates will
occur. The EEPROM memory cells are specified to
accept greater than 80,000 writes before a wear-out
condition. If the EEPROM memory cells do reach a
wear-out condition, the Dallastat will still function prop-
erly while power is applied. However, on power-up the
device's wiper position will be that of the position last
recorded before memory cell wear out.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to-V
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-V --<l.5V + 8.0V
O°C to 70°C commercial; -40°C to +85°C industrial
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 15 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

+ Supply Voltage +V -V + 4.5 -V + 8.0 V

- Supply Voltage -V +V - 8.0 +V - 4.5 V

Rheostat Inputs RH,Rw,RL -V - 0.5 +V + 0.5 V

Logic Input 1 VIH +2.4 V 1,2

Logic Input 0 VIL +0.8 V 1,2

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

+, - Supply Current ICC1 1 2 mA 3

Supply Current, Idle State ICC2 100 nA 9

Wiper Resistance Rw 400 1000 n
Wiper Current Iw 1 mA 5

Rheostat Current IH,IL 1 mA 5

Power-Up Time tpu 10 ~ 10

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Digital Input Pulse Width topw 1 DC Ils 1,7,8

Contact Pulse Width tcpw 1 DC ms 1,7,8

Repetitive Input Pulse High Time tHPW 1 DC ms 1,7,8

Continuous Input Pulse tccp 1 DC s 1,7,8



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
End-to-End Resistor Tolerance -20 +20 %

Absolute Linearity -0.75 +0.75 LSB 11

Relative Linearity -0.3 +0.3 LSB 12

-3 dB Cutoff Frequency Noise fcutoff Hz 13
Figure .

Temperature Coefficient -800 +800 ppm/C

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF 6

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF 6

TIMING DIAGRAMS Figure 6

(A) SINGLE PULSE INPUTS I-- 'cPw -J
I-- loPW -..j

~ //II
(B) REPETITIVE PULSE INPUTS

~ ::: ~ IHPW

~//// ~

~---

~

//II



NOTES:
1. All inputs; UV, DC, and 0 are internally pulled up with a resistance of 100KQ.

2. Input logic levels are referenced to -V.

3. Ice is the internal current that flows between -V and +V.

4. Input leakage applies to contact inputs UC and DC and digital input (D).

5. Wiper current and rheostat currents are the maximum current which can flow in the resistive elements.

6. Capacitance values apply at 25°C.

7. Input pulse width is the minimum time required for an input to cause an increment or decrement. If the UC,
DC or 0 input is held active for longer than 1 second, subsequent increments or decrements will occur on 100
ms intervals until the inputs UC, DC, and/or 0 is released to VIH.

8. Repetitive pulsed inputs on UC, DC, or 0 will be recognized as long as the pulse repetition occurs within 1
second of each other. Pulses occurring faster than 1 ms apart may not be recognized as individual inputs but
can be interpreted a constant input.

9. Idle state supply current is measured with no pushbutton depressed and with the wiper. Rw tied to a CMOS
load.

10. Maximum time required for the Oallastat to determine single or dual push button operation after input supply
has reached 10% recommended supply operating conditions.

11. Aboslute linearity is used to determine wiper voltage versus expected voltage as determined by wiper posi-
tion.

12. Relative linearity is used to determine the change in voltage between successive tap positions.

13. -3 dB cutoff frequency characteristics for the OS1669 depend on potentiometer total resistance:
OS1669-010; 1 MHz, OS1669-050; 200 KHz, OS1669-100; 100 KHz.
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PRODUCT PREVIEW

DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051802
Dual Audio Taper Potentiometer

with Pushbutton Control

• Ultra-Iowpowerconsumption

• Operates from 3V or 5V supplies

• Two digitally controlled, 65-position potentiometers
including mute

• logarithmic resistive characteristics (1 dB per step)

• Zer~rossing detection eliminates noise caused by
wiper movement

• Digital or mechanical push-button wiper control

• Serial port provides means for setting and reading
both potentiometer wipers

• 2O---pinSOIC and 20-pin TSSOP for surface mount
applications

• Temperature:
- Commercial: O°C to 70°C

• Software and hardware mute

DESCRIPTION
The DS 1802 is a dual audio taper-potentiometer having
logarithmic resistive characteristics over the device
range. Each potentiometer provides 65 wiper positions
with a 1 dB increment per step and device mute. The
DS1802hastwo methods of device control which include
contactclosure (push-button) inputs and a 3-wire serial
interface for wiper positioning. The push-button control
inputs provide a simple interface for device control with-
outthe need for a CPU. While the 3-wireserial interface,
using a CPU, provides the user the ability of reading or

GND

COUT

ClK
o

RST

ZCEN

MODE

WO

lO

HO

vcc
VU(UC1)

VD(DC1)

BO (UCO)

B1 (DCO)

MUTE

AGND

H1

l1

W1

2Q-PIN DIP (300 Mil)
2Q-PIN SOIC (300 Mil)

2Q-PIN TSSOP (173 Mil)
See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480, 484 & 485

- low End of Resistor
High End or Resistor
Wiper End of Resistor
3V/5V Power Supply Input
Serial Port Reset Input
Serial Port Data Input
Serial Port Clock Input
Mode Select Input
Up Control Pushbutton Inputs
Down Control Pushbutton Inputs
Volume UpNolume Down Inputs
Balance Pot-o, Pot-1 Inputs
Digital Ground
Mute
Analog Ground
Zero Crossing Detect
Cascade Output

writing exact wiper positions of the two potentiometers.
The DS1802 can also be configured to operate in either
independent or "stereo" modes, when using pushbutton
control. Independent mode of operation allows for inde-
pendentwiper control and stereo mode of operation pro-
vides single input control over both potentiometer wiper
positions. The DS1802 is offered in commercial temper-
ature versions. Packages for the part include a 2{}---pin
DIP, 2{}---pin SOIC, and 2D-pin TSSOP.

lO, l1
HO,H1
W1,W2
~
RST
D
ClK
MODE
UCO, UC1
DCO, DC1
VU, VD
BO, B1
GND
MUTE
AGND
ZCEN
COUT



OPERATION
The OS1802 provides two 65-position potentiometers
per package; each having a logarithmic resistive charac-
teristic as shown in Table 1. The OS 1802 can be con-
trolled either digitally, or mechanically using a 3-wire
serial interlace or contact closure input, respectively.
The push-button interlace allows for a simple mechani-
cal control method for incrementing or decrementing
wiperposition. The3-wire serial interlace is designed for
CPU controlled applications and allows the potentiome-
ter's exact wiper position to be read or written. Addition-
ally, the OS1802 can be daisy chained for multi-{jevice
environments.

Figure 1 presents a block diagram of the OS1802. As
shown, the inputs from the 3-wire serial interlace and
contact closure inputs drive a command/control unit.
The command/control unit interprets these inputs for
control of the two potentiometers.

The MODE input is used for contact closure operation.
This input allows the user to choose between indepen-
dent mode control and stereo mode control. The MODE
input is discussed in detail under the contact closure
interlace control.

On power-up the serial port is stable and active within 10
microseconds. The contact closure control interlace
inputs are active after 50 ms. The wiper position on pow-
er-upwill be at position 63, the low end ofthe potentiome-
ter. Position 64 is the mute level.

POSITION OUTPUT LEVEL (dB)

0 0
1 -1
2 -2
3 -3

4 -4

5 -5
• •
• •
• •

63 -63

64 <-90

RST

CLKD

DaD

- - - - - - - - - -., D (UC1)VU

D (DC1)VD

(UCO) BO

D (DCO)B1
.- - - - - - - - - .

COMMANDI
CONTROL

UNIT



CONTACT CLOSURE INTERFACE CONTROL
The DS1802 can be configured to operate from contact
closure inputs sometimes referred to as push-button
control. There exist a total of four physical contact clo-
sure terminals on the device package. When combined
with the MODE input, these contact closure inputs pro-
vide a total of eight different contact closure functions.
These eight contact closure functions are listed in
Table 2.

CONTACT INPUT DESCRIPTION

UCO' Up contact potentiometer-o

UC1' Up contact potentiometer-1

DCO' Down contact potentiometer-o

DC1* Down contact potentiometer-1

VU" Volume up

VD" Volume down

BO" Balance Pot-o

B1" Balance Pot-1

, independent mode control
" stereo mode control

The MODE input terminal is used to select the mode of
wiper control using contact closure. There exist two
modes of wiper control which include independent mode
control and stereo mode control. As shown in the pin
assignment diagram, the contact closure inputs share
pins. Input functionality is determined by the state of the
MODE input at power-up.

Independent mode control allows the user to indepen-
dently control each potentiometers wiper position. For
independentmode control, the MODE input should be in
a high state. For stereo mode control, the MODE input
should be in a low state. The input should always be tied
to a well defined logic state.

The contact closure inputs which affect independent
mode control include UCO, UC1 , DCO, and DC1. As out-
lined in Table 2, the UCO and UC1 inputs are used to
movethe potentiometers wipers towards the high-end of
the potentiometer (HO, H1) terminals. And the DCO and
DC1 inputs control movement towards the low-end ter-
minals (LO, L1). Note that UCO and DCO control poten-

tiometer-owipermovementwhile UC1 and DC1 control
potentiometer-1 movement.

An additional feature of the contact closure interface is
the ability to control both directions of wiper movement
with only the UCO and UC1 contact closure inputs. This
feature is referred to as single pushbutton operation. Fig-
ure 2(a) and (b) illustrates both configurations for single
pushbutton and dual pushbutton operation.

Stereo Mode Control
Stereo mode control allows for the simultaneous posi-
tioningof both potentiometer wipers from asingle control
input. Stereo mode control is entered when the MODE
select input is in a low state at power-up. The functional-
ity available when operating in stereo mode control
includes: 1) volume-up, 2) volume-down, 3) balance-Q,
and 4) balance-1 .

Volume Control Inputs
Volume-up and volume-down allow the user to move
both wipers either up or down the resistor array without
changing the relative balance or distance between the
wipers. For example, if potentiometer-o's wiper is set at
position28 and potentiometer-1 's wiper is set at position
20, the position distance of eight is maintained when
using either of these functions. Additionally, the balance
between both wipers is preserved if either reaches the
end of its resistor array.

Balance Control Inputs
Balance control inputs allow the user to control the dis-
tance or offset between potentiometer-o and potentiom-
eter-1 wiper position settings. The two input controls for
balance include BO and B 1. The balance control inputs
attempt to maximize their respective wiper's position on
the resistor array. When the DS1802 first receives a bal-
ance control input, the position of the wiper closestto the
high end terminal, Hx, is stored. Wiper position move-
ment is then governed by this stored value.

Forexample, if the BO input is used, the wiper position of
potentiometer-owill change only if its position on the
resistor array is less than the wiper position of potentiom-
eter-1. The direction of movement for the potentiome-
ter-o wiper will be towards the high end of the resistor
array. Upward movement of the wiper-o will only stop
once its value is equal to that of wiper-1. At this point,
continued input activity on the BO input will cause the
wiperposition of potentiometer-1 to move down its resis-



tor array. Note that if the wiper of potentiometer-1 peaks
at the bottom of its array, continued BO input activity will
cause no change in the wiper positions of the device. A
B 1 input will be required to change the balance of the two
wipers if the potentiometer wiper peaks in this case.

DS1802

20

2 19

1
3 18

3-WIRE 4 17
SERIAL PORT

5 16

6 15

7 14

8 13

9 12

10 11

DS1802

20

2 19

1
3 18

3-WIRE 4 17
SERIAL PORT

5 16

6 15

7 14

8 13

9 12

10 11

In the case where both wiper positions are at the bottom
of their resistor arrays, no movement of the wipers will
take place when using the balance controlled inputs. A
volume-up control input is required to move the wiper
positions from the bottom of the resistor arrays. Balance
control operation is presented in Figure 3.



Contact closure is defined as the transition from a high
levelto a low level on the contact closure input terminals.
The OS 1802 interprets input pulse widths as the means
of controlling wiper movement. Asinglepulse input over
the UCx or OCx input terminals will cause the wiper to
move one position. A transition from high to lowon these
inputs is considered the beginning of pulse activity or
contact closure. A single pulse is defined as being
greater than 1 ms but lasting no longer than a second.
This is shown is Figure 4(a).

Repetitive pulsed inputs can be used to step through
each resistive position of the device in a relatively fast
manner(see Figure4(b)). The requirementfor repetitive
pulsed inputs is that pulses must be separated by a mini-
mum time of 1 ms. If not, the OS 1802will interpret repeti-
tive pulses as a single pulse.

Pulse inputs lasting longer than 1 second will cause the
wiperto move one position every 100 ms following the ini-
tial1 second hold time. The total time to transcend the
entire potentiometer using a continuous input pulse is
given by the formula below:

Single Contact Closure
Single contact closure operation allows the user to con-
trol wiper movement in either direction from a single
push-button input. Figure 2(a), as mentioned, presents
a typical single push-button configuration.

In independent mode control, the UCO and UC1 inputs
are used to increment and decrement each respective
wiper position for single push-button mode of operation.
The OCO and OC1 inputs provide no functionality in the
single push-button configuration but must be connected
tothe positive supply voltage (Vce). In stereo mode con-
trol, the VU and 80 inputs are used to control volume and
balance. The VD and 81 inputs provide no functionality

in the single push-button configuration but must be con-
nectedto the positive supply voltage (Vce). The 3-wire
serial port inputs (RST, CLK, and D) must be grounded
when not used.

On device power-up, the configuration shown in Figure
2(a) must exist in order to enterthe single contact closure
mode of operation; especially and specifically, the (OCO,
OC1, VO, and 81) input's connection to the positive sup-
ply voltage (Vce).

The direction of wiper movement, in single push-button
operation, is determined by prior activity; with the direc-
tion of wiper movement being opposite to that of the pre-
vious activity.

Changing the direction of wiper movement in single
push-button configuration is accomplish by a period of
inactivityon the controlling input of a (minimum) 1second
or greater. For example, when operating from indepen-
dent mode control, an inactivity of 1 second or greater on
the UCO input will cause the direction of the potentiome-
ter-D wiper to reverse. The same is true for the UC1
input. Also, in independent mode control and single
push-buttonconfiguration, as the wiper reaches the end
of the potentiometer range its direction of movement
reverses. This will occur regardless if the input is a con-
tinuous pulse, asequence of repetitive pulses or a single
pulse.

In stereo mode control, the VU input is responsible for
both directions of wiper movement. Again, a period of
inactivity will allow the direction of volume to be reversed.
Additionally, if either wiper reaches a peak position, the
direction of movement will automatically reverse.

For balance mode control, the 80 input will be responsi-
ble for wiper movement. A period of inactivity lasting 1
second or more will cause a switch in balance movement
(Le. balance-Q to balance--1).
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Dual Contact Closure
In dual push-button mode, each direction is controlled by
the respective control inputs. No wait states are required
to change wiper direction, balance, or volume in dual
push-button mode. Additionally, in dual push-button
mode as the wiper position reaches the end of the poten-
tiometer, the direction of wiper movement will not
change. Wiper position will remain atthe potentiometers'
end until an opposite direction input is given.

All contact closure control inputs, UCO, UC1, OCO, OC1,
VU, VO, 80 and 81 are internally pulled-up by a 50Kn
resistance. The UCO, UC1, OCO OC1, VU, VO, BO, and
B1 inputs are internally debounced and require no exter-
nal components for input signal conditioning.

3-WIRE SERIAL INTERFACE CONTROL
One method of communication and control of the
OS 1802 is accomplished through a 3-wire serial port
interface that drives an internal control logic unit. The
3-wireserial interface is designed for microprocessor or
microcontroller applications. The interface consists of
three input signals which include RST, ClK and O.

The RST control signal is used to enable 3-wire serial
port write operations. The ClK signal terminal is a clock
signal input that provides synchronization for data I/O
while the 0 signal input serves to transferpotentiometer
wiper position settings to the device,

As shown in Figure 5, a 3-wire serial port operation
begins with a transition of the RST signal input to a high
state. Once the 3-wire port has been activated, data is
clocked into the part on the low to high transition of the
ClK signal input. Data input via the 0 line is transferred
in orderofthe desired potentiometer-ovaluefollowed by
the potentiometer-1 value.

The OS1802 contains two 65-position potentiometers
whose wiper positions are set by an 8-bit value. These
two 8-bitvalues are written to the 16-bit I/O shift register
which is used to store wiper position during powered
conditions. Because the potentiometer has 65-posi-
tions, only seven bits of data are needed to set wiper
position. A detailed diagram of the 16-bit I/O shift regis-
ter is shown in Figure 5. Bits 0 through 7 are reserved for
the potentiometer-o control while bits 8 through 15 are
reserved for control of potentiometer-1 .

Bits 0 through 5 are used for actual wiper position'ing for
potentiometer-o. Bit 6 is used to mute potentiometer-o.
If this bit has value "1 n, the potentiometer-o wiper will be
connectedto the low end of the resistive array. The mute
feature of the OS 1802 will be discussed in the section
entitled"Mute Operation of OS1802". The valueof bit 7 is
a don't care and will not affect operation ofthe OS1802 or
potentiometer-o.

Bits 8 through 13 are used for wiper positioning of pot en-
tiometer-1. Bit 14 is used for muting of the potentiome-
ter-1 wiper output. Bit 15, Iikebit7, isadon'tcareandwill
not affect operation of the OS1802.

Data for the OS1802 is transmitted lS8 first starting with
bit O. A complete transmission of 16 bits of data is
requiredto insure proper setting of each potentiometer's
wiper. An incomplete transmission may result in unde-
sired wiper settings.

Once the complete 16 bits of information has been trans-
mitted and the RST signal input transitions to a low state,
the new wiper positions are loaded into the part.
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TIMING DIAGRAMS Figure 6 (cont'd)
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CASCADE OPERATION
A feature of the OS 1802 is the ability to control multiple
devices from a single processor. Multiple OS1802s can
be linked or daisy chained as shown in Figure 6. As a
data bit is entered into the I/O shiftregisterofthe OS1802
itwill appear atthe COUToutputafter a maximum delay of
50 nanoseconds.

The COUToutput of the OS1802can be used to drive the
o input of another OS1802. When connecting multiple
devices, the total number of bits sent is always 16 times
the number of OS 1802s in the daisy chain.

An optional feedback resistor can be placed between the
CouTterminal ofthe last device and the 0 inputofthe first
OS1802thus allowing the controlling processor to read,
as well as write data, or circularly clock data through the

daisy chain. The value of the feedback or isolation resis-
tor should be in the range from 2K to 10K ohms.

When reading data via the COUT pin and isolation resis-
tor, the 0 line is left floating by the reading device. When
RST is driven high, bit 0 is present on the COUTpin, which
is fed back tothe input 0 pin through the isolation resistor.
When the ClK inputtransitions lowto high, bit 0 is loaded
into the first position of the I/O· shift register and bit 1
becomes present on COUT and 0 of the next device.
After 16 bits (or 16 times the number of OS1802s in the
daisy chain), the data has shifted completely around and
back to its original position. When RSTtransitions to the
low state to end data transfer, the value (the same as
before the read occurred) is loaded into the wiper-<J and
wiper-1.



Zero Crossing Detection
The DS1802 provides a zerCH::rossing detection capa-
bility when using the 3-Wire Serial interface. Zero-
crossing detection provides a means for minimizing any
audible noise that may resultfrom sizable discrete wiper
transitionswhen using the part in audio applications. The
zero crossing detect feature allows independent wiper
changes only when the two terminals of the potentiome-
terhave equal potentials and within a 50 ms time window
fromthefall ofthe RST signal. If at 50 ms the OS 1802 has
not detected a zero crossing, the wiper position of the
potentiometer(s) will change regardless of the state of
the input signal. ZerCH::rossing detection is activated
when the ZCEN input level is in a low-state. When high,
the ZCEN input deactivates both the 50 ms time require-
ment and zero-detection crossing.

Zero crossing detection is also available when using the
part in push-button operation. When a pushbutton is
activated, the part will change wiper position during the
first detected zerCH::rossing or at the end of a 50 ms time
window.

When operating in push-button operation with acontinu-
ous input pulse, the wiper position will change once dur-
ing the initial 1 second time period. This change is dic-
tated by a detected zerCH::rossing or 50 ms time window.
Subsequent changes when operating with continuous
input pulse occur on 100 ms time intervals and are
dependenton zero crossing or 50 ms timeouts.

MUTE CONTROL
The OS 1802 provides a mute control feature which can
be accessed by the user through hardware or software.
Hardware control of the device is achieved through the
MUTE input pin. This pin is internally pulled-up through a
50Kn resistor. When this input is driven low, the wiper
outputs of both potentiometers will be internally con-
nectedto the low terminal of their respective potentiome-
ters. This input performs as a toggle input, with the first

activity on this pin connecting the wiper outputs tothe low
end of the resistive array on each potentiometer. The
next input activity on this pin will return the wiper position
to the previous state before the muting occurred. Also, if
operating in pushbutton mode, mute will be deactivated if
an input is received over the VU, Vo, UCO, UC1, OCO,
OC1 inputs. This input, like the pushbutton inputs, is
internallydebounced and requires no external circuitry.
When the device powers up, the first activity on the mute
pin will internally connectthe wipers to the low end of the
resistor array.

Software mute control was briefly discussed in 3-wire
protocol and operation. Bits 6 and 14 of the 16-bit I/O
shift register are reservedformute control ofpotentiome-
ter-D and potentiometer-1, respectively. Unlike hard-
ware mute control, software muting allows the user indi-
vidual control of each potentiometer (Le.,
potentiometer-Dand potentiometer-1 can be indepen-
dently muted). Software muting of potentiometer-D
would require bit 6 to have a value of 1 while for poten-
tiometer-1, bit 14 should have a value 1. When the user
desiresto release the mute of any potentiometerthrough
software the complete 16-bit I/O shift register must be
rewritten with the desired potentiometer wiper settings
and bits 6 and 14 having zero value.

3-Wire Serial Port Vs Pushbutton Operation
In applications where both the 3-Wire Serial port and the
pushbutton inputs will be used to control the part, there
may exist times when activity is present on both control
interfaces simultaneously. This section describes how
the OS 1802 handles these situations.

In all instances, the OS 1802 3-Wire serial port takes pre-
cedence over pushbutton input control.

The OS 1802 will allow pushbutton inputs to change wiper
position during 3-Wire serial port activity.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground and AGND
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.7Vto+6.2V
O°C to 70°C commercial
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum
rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply Voltage Vee +2.7 5.5 V

Input Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vee+0.5 V 1,2

Input Logic 0 VIL -0.5 +0.8 V 1,2

Resistor Inputs L,H,W GND-o.5 Vee+0.5 V 2

Analog Ground AGND GND-o.5 I GND+0.5 V 14

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply Current Ice 10 2000 w\ 12

Input Leakage III -1 +1 ~A 3

Wiper Resistance Rw 400 1000 n
Wiper Current Iw 1 mA

Logic 1 Output@ 2.4 Volts IOH -1.0 mA 2

Logic 0 Output @ 0.4 Volts IOL 4 mA 2

Standby Current
3 Volts 10 ~A 15
5 Volts 38 w\

Power-Up Time tpu . 50 ms 9



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Total Resistance 40 50 60 KQ

Absolute Tolerance -1 +1 dB 11, 16

Inter-GhannelMatching -0.5 +0.5 dB 6,16

Tap-to- Tap Tolerance -0.25 +0.25 dB 7,16

-3 dB Cutoff Frequency fCUTOFF 50 KHz Hz

Temperature Coefficient ±800 ppmf'C

Total Harmonic Distortion THD 0.010 % 16
(VIN=1VRMS, 20 Hz to 20 KHz)

Output Noise (20 Hz to 20 KHz, IJ.VRMS
Grounded Input, Gain=1)

Digital Feedthrough (20 Hz to 20 -80 dB 16
KHz, Peak Component)

Interchannel Isolation (20 Hz to 20 -110 -100 dB 16
KHz)

Mute Control Active Mute -90 dB

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF 8

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF 8

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

ClK Frequency fCLK DC 10 MHz 10,13

Width of ClK Pulse tCH 50 ns 10,13

Data Setup Time tDC 30 ns 10,13

Data Hold Time tCDH 10 ns 10,13

Propagation Delay Time tpLH 50 ns 10,13
low to High level
Clock to Output

Propagation Delay Time tpLH 50 ns 10,13
High to low level

RST High to Clock Input High tcc 50 ns 10,13

RST low from Clock Input High tHLT 50 ns 10,13

ClK Rise Time tCR 50 ns 10,13

RST Inactive tRLT 200 ns 10,13



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Single Pulse Input tepw 1 DC ms 3,5,13

Repetitive Input Pulse High Time tHPW 1 DC ms 3,5,13

Continuous Input Pulse tccp 1 DC s 3,5,13

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Valid for Vcc=5V only.

3. Both UCx and OCx inputs are internally pulled up with a 50KQ resistance.

4. Capacitance values apply at 25°C.

5. Input pulse width is the minimum time required for an input to cause an increment or decrement. If the UCx or
OCx inputs is held active for longer than 1 second, subsequent increments or decrements will occur on 100 ms
intervals until the inputs UCx, DCx are released to VIH. Timing tolerances for pushbutton control is ±30%.

6. Inter-ehannel Matching is used to determine the relative voltage difference in dB between the same tap position
on each potentiometer. The Ds1802 is specified for ±0.5 dB inter-ehannel matching.

7. Tap-to- Tap tolerance is used to determine the change in voltage between successive tap positions. The
OS1802 is specified for ±0.25 dB tap-to-tap tolerance.

8. Typical values are for tA=25°C and nominal supply voltage.

9. Power-up time is the time for all pushbutton inputs to be stable and active once power has reached a valid
level, 2.7V min.

10. See Figure 6.

11. Absolute tolerance is used to determine measured wiper voltage vs. expected wiper voltage as determined by
wiper position. The OS1802 is bounded by a ± 1 dB absolute tolerance.

12. Maximum current specifications are based on clock rate, active zero-erossing detection, and push-button
activation. See Figure 8 for clock rate vs. current specification.

13. Valid for Vcc=3V or 5V.

14. See Figure 10.

15. Standby current levels apply when all inputs are driven to appropriate supply levels.

16. These parameters are characterized and not 100% tested.





DALLAS
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051867
Dual Digital Potentiometer with EEPROM

FEATURES

• Nonvolatileversion of the popular DS1267

• low power consumption, quiet, pumpless design

• Operates from single 5V or ±5V supplies

• Two digitally controlled, 256-position potentiometers

• Wiper position is maintained in the absence of power

• Serial port provides means for setting and reading both
potentiometers

• Resistors can be connected in series to provide
increased total resistance

• 16-pin SOIC and 2G-pin TSSOP for surface mount
applications

• Standard resistance values:

DS1867-10~ 10KQ
DS1867-50 ~ 50KQ
DS1867-100~ 100KQ

• Temperature:
Commercial: O°C to 70°C

- Industrial: -40°C to +85°C

DESCRIPTION
The DS1867 is the nonvolatile version of the popular
DS1267 Dual Digital Potentiometer. The DS1867 con-
sists of two digitally controlled potentiometers having
256-position wiper settings. Wiper position is main-
tained in the absence of power through the use of
EEPROM memory cell arrays. Communication and con-
trol of the device is accomplished over a 3-wire serial
port which allows reads and writes of the wiperposition.
Both potentiometers can be stacked for increased total
resistance with the same resolution. For multiple
device-singleprocessor environments, the DS 1867 can
be cascaded for control over a single 3-wire bus. The
DS1867 is offered in three standard resistance values
and commercial and industrial temperature versions.

14-PIN DIP (300 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480

16-PIN SOIC (300 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.484
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Wiper End of Resistor
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Wiper for Stacked Configuration
Serial Port Reset Input
Serial Port Data Input
Serial Port Clock Input
Cascade Serial Port Output
+5 Volt Supply Input
Ground
No Internal Connection
Do Not Connect



OPERATION
The OS 1867 contains two 256-position potentiometers
whose wiper positions are set by an 8-bit value. These
two 8-bit values are written to a 17-bit 110 shift register
which is used to store wiper position and the stack select
bit when the device is powered. An additional memory
area, the shadow memory, stores the 17-bit 110 shift reg-
isterduring a power-down sequence which provides for
wipernonvolatility. A block diagram of the OS1867 is
presented in Figure 1.

Communication and control of the OS 1867 is accom-
plished through a 3-wire serial port interface that drives
an internal control logic unit. The 3-wire serial interface
consists of the three input signals: RST, CLK, and 00.

The RST control signal is used to enable 3-wire serial
port operation ofthe device. The RSTsignal is an active
high input and is required to begin any communication to
the OS1867. The CLKsignal input is used to providetim-
ing synchronization for data input and output. The 00
signal line is used to transmit potentiometer wiper set-
tings and the stack select bit configuration to the 17-bit
110 shift register of the OS1867.

Figure 2(a) presents the 3-wire serial port protocol. As
shown, the 3-wire port is inactive when the RST signal
input is low. Communication with the OS1867 requires
thetransistion of the RST input from a low state to a high
state. Once the 3-wire port has been activated, data is
latched into the part on the low to high transition of the
CLK signal input. Three-wire serial timing requirements
are provided in the timing diagrams of Figure 2(b) and
(c).

Oata written to the OS1867 over the 3-wire serial inter-
face is stored in the 17-bit 110 shift register (see
Figure 2). The 17-bit 110 shift register contains both
8-bit potentiometer wiper position values and the stack
select bit. The composition of the 110 shift register is
presented in Figure 2. Bit 0 of the 110 shift register con-
tains the stack select bit. This bit will be discussed in the
section entitled Stacked Configuration. Bits 1 through 8
ofthe 110shift register contain the potentiometer-1 wiper
position value. Bit 1will contain the MSB ofthe wiper set-
ting for potentiometer-1 and bit 8 the LSB for the wiper
setting. Bits 9 through 16 of the 110 shift register contain
the value of the potentiometer-o wiper position with the
MSBforthewiperposition occupying bit9 and the LSB bit
16.

17--BIT 1/0 SHIFT REGISTER

EEPROM - SHADOW MEMORY



TIMING DIAGRAMS Figure 2

(a) 3-Wire Serial Interface General Overview
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Transmissionofdata always begins with the stack select
bit followed by the potentiometer-1 wiper position value
and lastly the potentiometer-o wiper position value (see
Figure 2(a)).

When wiper position data is to be written to the OS 1867,
17 bits (or some integer multiple) of data should always
be transmitted. Transactions which do not send a com-
plete 17 bits (or multiple) will leave the register incom-
plete and possibly an error in desired wiper position.
After a communication transaction has been completed
the RST signal input should be taken to a low state to pre-
vent any inadvertent changes to the device shift register.
Once RST has reached a low state, the contents of the
I/O shift register are loaded into the respective multiplex-
ers for setting wiper position. A new wiper position will
only engage pending a RST transition to the low state.

STACKED CONFIGURATION
The potentiometers of the DS1867 can be connected in
series as shown in Figure 3. This is referred to as the

H1r--
POTENTIOMETER-1 -i---

I
I
I
I
I
I

POTENTIOMETER--{) ~
L __

LO

stacked configuration and allows the user to double the
totalend-to-end resistance ofthe part. The resolution of
the combined potentiometers will remain the same as a
single potentiometer but with a total of 512 wiper posi-
tionsavailable. Device resolution isdefined as RTOT/256
(per potentiometer); where RTOT is equal to the device
resistance value. The wiper output for the combined
stacked potentiometerwill be taken althe Sout pin, which
is the mUltiplexed output of the wiper of potentiometer-o
(WO) orpotentiometer-1 (W1). The potentiometer wiper
selected at the Sout output is governed by the setting of
the stack select bit (bit-o) ofthe 17-bit I/O shift register. If
the stack select bit has value 0, the multiplexed output,
Sout, will be that of the potentiometer-o wiper. If the
stack select bit has value 1, the multiplexed output, Sout,
will be that of the potentiometer-1 wiper.

-------------,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I____________ ..J



CASCADE OPERATION
A feature of the OS 1867 is the ability to control multiple
devices from a single processor. Multiple OS1867s can
be linked or daisy chained as shown in Figure 4. As a
data bit is entered into the 1/0 shift registerolthe OS 1867
it will appear at the Cout output after a maximum delay of
70 nanoseconds.

The Cout output of the OS 1867 can be used to drive the
00 input of another OS1867. When connecting multiple
devices, the total number of bits sent is always 17 times
the number of OS1867s in the daisy chain.

An optional feedback resistor can be placed between the
Cout terminal of the last device and the 00 input of the
first OS 1867, thus allowing the controlling processor to
read, as well as, write data or circularly clock data

through the daisy chain. The value of the feedback or
isolation resistor should be in the range from 2K to 10K
ohms.

When reading data via the Cout pin and isolation resistor,
the 00 line is left floating by the reading device. When
RST is driven high, bit 17 is present on the Cout pin,
which is fed back to the input 00 pin through the isolation
resistor. When the ClK input transitions low to high, bit
17 is loaded into the first position of the I/O shift register
and bit 16 becomes present on Cout and 00 of the next
device. After 17 bits (or 17timesthe numberof OS1867s
in the daisy chain), the data has shifted completely
around and back to its original position. When RST tran-
sitions to the low state to end data transfer, the value (the
same as before the read occurred) is loaded into the
wiper-o, wiper-1, and stack select bit I/O register.

NONVOLATILE WIPER SETTINGS
The OS1867 maintains the position of the wiper in the
absence of power. This feature is provided through the
use of EEPROM type memory cell arrays. Ouring normal
operation, the position of the wiper is determined by the
device multiplexers and stored in the shadow memory
(EEPROM). The manner in which an update occurs has
been optimized for reliability, durability, and perfor-
mance. Additionally, the update operation is totally trans-
parent to the user.

When power is applied to the OS 1867, wiper settings will
be the last recorded in the EEPROM memory cells or
shadow memory before the last power-down. Changes
to the EEPROM memory cells occurduring apredefined
power-down sequence. lithe OS 1867 detects a voltage

transistion to 4.5 volts or less, on the power supply input,
the part initiates an automatic wiper storage sequence.
This storage sequence will save in EEPROM memory
the contents of the 110 shift register before a total power-
shutdown; provided specific power-downtiming require-
ments are met. The minimum total power down time is
specified at 4 milliseconds. Power-down timing require-
ments on Vcc are shown in Figure 6.

The EEPROM memory cells are specified to accept
greater than 50,000 writes before a wear-out condition.
lithe EEPROM memory cells do reach a wear-outcondi-
tion, the OS 1867 will still function properly while power is
applied. A minimum timeof4 ms between 4.5Vand 3Vis
required to perform the proper position storage of the
wiper.
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TYPICAL APPLICATION CONFIGURATIONS
Figures 7 and 8 show two typical application configura-
tionsforthe D51867. Byconnectingthewiperterminalof
the part to a high impedance load, the effects of the wiper
resistance is minimized, since the wiper resistance can
varyfrom400to 1000 ohms depending on wiper voltage.
Figure 7 presents the device connected in an inverting
variblegain amplifier. The gain of the circuit on Figure 7
is given by the following equation:

Figure 8 shows the deivce operaing in a fixed gain atten-
uator where the potentiometer is used to attenuate an
incoming signal. Note the resistance R1 is chosen to be
much greater than the wiper resistance to minimize its
effect on circuit gain.

INVERTING VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER Figure 7
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ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE LINEARITY
Absolute linearity is defined as the difference between
the actual measured output voltage and the expected
outputvoltage. Figure 5 presents the test circuit used to
measure absolute linearity. Absolute linearity is given in
terms of a minimum increment or expected output when
the wiper position is moved one position. In the case of
the test circuit, a minimum increment (MI) would equal
1O/512volts. The equation for absolute linearity is given
in equation (1).

Eq: (1) Absolute Linearity

AL = (Vo(actual)- Vo(expected)}/MI

Relative Linearity is a measure of error between two
adjacent wiper position points and is given in terms of MI
by equation (2).

Eq: (2) Relative Linearity

RL= (Vo(n+ 1) - Vo(n)}/MI

Figure 10 is a plot of absolute linearity and relative linear-
ity versus wiper position for the OS1867 at 25°C. The
specification for absolute linearity olthe OS1867 is ±D. 75
MI typical. The specification for relative linearity of the
OS 1867 is ±O.30 MI typical.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground (Va=GND)
Voltage on Resistor Pins when Va~5.5V
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-1.0V to +7.0V
-5.5Vto+7.0V
O°C to 70°C commercial; -40°C to +85°C industrial
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum
rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 V

Input Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vee+0.5 V 1,2

Input Logic 0 VIL --0.5 +0.8 V 1,2

Substrate Bias Va -5.5 GND V

Resistor Inputs L,H,W Va Vee+0.5 V 2

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Ice 250 900 !JA

Input Leakage III -1 +1 !JA

Wiper Resistance Rw 400 1000 n
Wiper Current Iw 1 mA

Logic 1 Output @ 2.4 Volts IOH -1.0 mA 8

Logic 0 Output @ 0.4 Volts IOL 4 mA 8

Standby Current ISTBY 250 !JA

Power-Down Time tpu 4 ms 9
tpU1 2.5 ms 10

Power Trip Point 3.9 4.2 4.5 V

Recovery Time tREe 2 5 10 ms 11,14



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

End-to-End Resistor Tolerance -20 +20 %

Absolute Linearity 10.75 lSB 4

Relative Linearity 10.30 lSB 5
-

-3 dB Cutoff Frequency fCUTOFF Hz 7

Noise Figure 120 dBl(Hz)112

Temperature Coefficient +800 ppml"C

PARAMETER I SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF 3,6

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF 3,6

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

ClK Frequency fCLK DC 10 MHz 15

Width of ClK Pulse tCH 50 ns 15

Data Setup Time tDC 30 ns 15

Data Hold Time tCDH 10 ns 15

Propagation Delay Time tpLH 70 ns 13,15
low to High level
Clock to Output

Propagation Delay Time tpHL 70 ns 13,15
High to low level
Clock to Output

RST High to Clock Input High tcc 50 ns 15

RST low from Clock Input High tHLT 50 ns 15

ClK Rise Time tCR 50 ns 15

RST Inactive Time tRLT 200 ns 15



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Resistor inputs cannot exceed the substrate bias voltage, VB, in the negative direction.

3. Capacitance values apply at 25°C.

4. Absolute linearity is used to determine wiper voltage versus expected voltage as determined by wiper position.

5. Relative linearity is used to determine the change in voltage between successive tap positions.

6. Typical values are for tA=25°C and nominal supply voltage.

7. -3 dB cuttof frequency characteristics forthe DS 1867 depend on potentiometer total resistance: DS 1867 -D 10;
1 MHz, DS1867-D50; 200 KHz, DS1867-1 00; 100 KHz.

8. COUT is active regardless of the state of RST.

9. Power-down time is specified at a minimum of 4 ms. It is the time required for the DS1867 to guarantee wiper
position storage as Vcc moves from 4.5V to 3.0V.

10. This is the time from power trip point min (3.9V) to 3.0V to guarantee wiper storage.

11. tREC is the time required before the DS 1867 stored wiper position becomes valid on power-up.

12. Power trip points reference required voltage necessary for DS1867 to restore the stored wiper position setting.

13. See Figure 11.

14. During power up the wiper position will be set at 80H.

15. See Figure 3.

Absolute and Relative Linearity
(Normalized To 1 LSB)
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DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

081868
Dual Digital Potentiometer Chip

• Ultra-Iowpowerconsumption, quiet, pumplessdesign

• Two digitally controlled, 256-position potentiometers

• Serial port provides means for setting and reading both
potentiometers

• Resistors can be connected in series to provide
increased total resistance

• 2Q-pin TSSOP package

• Resistive elements are temperature compensated to
±a.3 lSB relative linearity

• Standard resistance values:
- DS1868-10~ 10Kn
- DS1868-50~ 50Kn
- DS1868-100~ 100Kn

• +5V or ±3V operation

• Temperature range of O°C to 70°C

DESCRIPTION
The DS1868 consist of two digitally controlled solid-
state potentiometers. Each potentiometer is composed
of 256 resistive sections. Between each resistive sec-
tion and both ends of the potentiometer are tap points
which are accessible to the wiper. The position of the
wiper on the resistive array is set by an 8-bit value that
controls which tap point is connected to the wiper output.
Communication and control of the device is accom-
plished via a 3-wire serial port interface. This interface
allows the device wiper position to be read or written.

Both potentiometers can be connected in series (or
stacked) for an increased total resistance with the same
resolution. For multiple device-single processor envi-
ronments, the DS1868 can be cascaded or daisy
chained. This feature provides for control of multiple
devices over a single 3-wire bus.

The OS 1868 is offered in two standard resistance values
which include 10K, 50K, and 1OOKohm versions. The
part is available in 16-pin SOIC (300 mil), 14-pin DIP,
and 2Q-pin TSSOP packages.

VB Vcc
DNC DNC

H1 DNC

l1 SOUT

W1 WO

RST HO

ClK lO

DNC COUT
DNC DNC

GND DO

VB
VB vcc H1

NC NC l1
H1 SOUT
l1 WO

W1

W1 HO RST
RST lO
ClK

ClK
COUT

GND DO GND

DS1868S 16-Pin SOIC (300 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.484

vcc
SOUT

14-Pin DIP (300 MIL)
See Mach. brawing

Pg.480

PIN DESCRIPTION
lO, l1 - low End of Resistor
HO, H1 - High End of Resistor
WO, W1 - Wiper Terminal of Resistor
SOUT - Stacked Configuration Output
RST - Serial Port Reset Input
DQ - Serial Port Data Input
ClK - Serial Port Clock Input
COUT - Cascade Port Output
VCC - +5 Volt Supply
GND - GroundConnections
NC - No Internal Connection
VB - Substrate Bias Voltage
DNC - Do Not Connect
*All GND pins must be connected to ground.



OPERATION
The OS1868 contains two 256-position potentiometers
whose wiper positions are set by an 8-bit value. These
two 8-bit values are written to a 17-bit I/O shift register
which is used to store the two wiper positions and the
stack select bit when the device is powered. A block dia-
gram of the OS 1868 is presented in Figure 1.

Communication and control of the OS1868 is accom-
plished through a 3-wire serial port interface that drives
an internal control logic unit. The 3-wire serial interface
consists of the three input signals: RST, ClK, and DO.

The RST control signal is used to enablethe3-wire serial
port operation of the device. The RST signal is an active
high input and is required to begin any communication to
the OS1868. The ClK signal input is used to provide tim-
ing synchronization for data input and output. The DO
signal line is used to transmit potentiometer wiper set-
tings and the stack select bit configuration to the 17-bit
I/O shift register of the OS1868.

Figure 9(a) presents the 3-wire serial port protocol. As
shown, the 3-wire port is inactive when the RST signal

input is low. Communication with the OS1868 requires
the transistion of the RST input from a low state to a high
state. Once the 3-wire port has been activated, data is
entered into the part on the low to high transistion of the
ClK signal inputs. Three-wire serial timing require-
ments are provided in the timing diagrams of
Figure9(b),(c).

Data written to the OS 1868 over the 3-wire serial inter-
face is stored in the 17-bit I/O shift register (see Figure
2). The 17-bit I/O shift register contains both 8-bit
potentiometerwiper position values and the stack select
bit. The composition of the I/O shift register is presented
in Figure 2. Bit 0 of the I/O shift register contains the
stack select bit. This bit will be discussed in the section
entitledStacked Configuration. Bits 1through 8 olthe I/O
shift register contain the potentiometer-1 wiper position
value. Bit 1 will contain the MSB of the wiper setting for
potentiometer-1 and bit 8 the lSB for the wiper setting.
Bits 9 through 16 olthe I/O shift register contain the value
of the potentiometer-o wiper position with the MSB for
the wiper position occupying bit 9 and the lSB bit 16.
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Transmissionof data always begins with the stack select
bit followed by the potentiometer-1 wiper position value
and lastly the potentiometer-o wiper position value.

When wiper position data is to be written to the DS1868,
17 bits (or some integer multiple) of data should always
be transmitted. Transactions which do not send a com-
plete 17-bits (or multiple) will leave the register incom-
pleteand possibly an error in the desired wiper positions.

After a communication transaction has been completed
the RST signal input should be taken to a low state to pre-
vent any inadvertent changes to the device shift register.
Once RST has reached a low state, the contents of the
I/O shift register are loaded into the respective multiplex-
ers for setting wiper position. A new wiper position will
only engage after a RST transition to the inactive state.
On device power-up, wiper position will be random.

STACKED CONFIGURATION
The potentiometers of the OS 1868 can be connected in
series as shown in Figure 3. This is referred to as the

H1r--

POTENTIOMETER-1 ---+-
I
I L1

I
I

POTENTIOMETER-<J --+--
L __

LO

stacked configuration and allows the user to double the
total end-to-end resistance of the part. The resolution of
the combined potentiometers will remain the same as a
single potentiometer but with a total of 512 wiper posi-
tionsavailable. Device resolution is defined as RTOT/256
(per potentiometer); where RTOTequals the total poten-
tiometer resistance.

The wiper output for the combined stacked potentiome-
terwill be taken at the SOUTpin, which is the multiplexed
outputofthe wiperof potentiometer-o (WO) orpotentiom-
eter-1 (W1). The potentiometer wiper selected at the
SOUToutput is governed by the setting ofthe stack select
bit (bitO) ofthe 17-bit I/O shift register. If the stack select
bit has value 0, the multiplexed output, SOUT.will be that
of the potentiometer-o wiper. If the stack select bit has
value 1, the multiplexed output, SOUT,will be that of the
potentiometer-1 wiper.
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CASCADE OPERATION
A feature of the 081868 is the ability to control multiple
devices from a single processor. Multiple 08 1868s can
be linked or daisy chained as shown in Figure 4. As a
data bit is entered into the I/O shift register ofthe 081868
a bit will appear atthe COUToutputaftera minimum delay

of 50 nanoseconds. The stack select bit of the 081868
will always be the first out the part at the beginning of a
transaction. Additionally the COUT pin is always active
regardless of the state of R8T. This allows one to read
the I/O shift register without changing its value.

The COUToutput of the 081868 can be used to drive the
00 input of another 081868. When connecting multiple
devices, the total number of bits transmitted is always 17
times the number of 081868s in the daisy chain.

An optional feedback resistor can be placed between the
CouTterminal of the last device and the first 081868 00
input thus allowing the controlling processor to read, as
well as, write data, or circularly clock data through the
daisy chain. The value of the feedback or isolation resis-
tor should be in the range from 2K to 10K ohms.

When reading data via the COUT pin and isolation resis-
tor, the 00 line is left floating by the reading device.
When R8T is driven high, bit 17 is present on the COUT
pin, which is fed back to the input 00 pin through the
isolation resistor. When the ClK input transitions low to
high, bit 17 is loaded into the first position of the I/O shift
register and bit 16 becomes present on COUT and 00 of
the next device. After 17 bits (or 17 times the number of
081868s in the daisy chain), the data has shifted com-
pletely around and back to its original position. When
R8T transitions to the low state to end data transfer, the
value (the same as before the read occurred) is loaded
into the wiper-o, wiper-1 , and stack select bit I/O regis-
ter.

ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE LINEARITY
Absolute linearity is defined as the difference between
the actual measured output voltage and the expected
output voltage. Figure 5 presents the test circuit used to
measure absolute linearity. Absolute linearity is given in
terms of a minimum increment or expected output when
the wiper is moved one position. In the "Caseof the test
circuit, a minimum increment (MI) or one l8B would
equal 10/512 volts. The equation for absolute linearity is
given as follows:

(1) AB80LUTE LINEARITY

Al={Vo(actual) - Vo(expected)}/MI

Relative Linearity is a measure of error between two
adjacentwiper position points and is given in terms of MI
by equation (2).

(2) RELATIVE LINEARITY

Rl={Vo(n+ 1) - Vo(n)}/MI

Figure 6 is a plot of absolute linearity and relative linearity
versus wiper position forthe 081868 at 25°C. The spec-
ification for absolute linearity of the 081868 is ±C.75 MI
typical. The specification for relative linearity of the
081868 is ±0.3 MI typical.
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TYPICAL APPLICATION CONFIGURATIONS
Figures 7 and 8 show two typical application configura-
tionsforthe D81868. Byconnectingthewiperterminalof
the part to a high impedance load, the effects of the wiper
resistance is minimized, since the wiper resistance can
vary from 400 to 1000 ohms depending on wipervoltage.
Figure 7 presents the device connected in a varible gain
amplifier. The gain of the circuit on Figure 7 is given by
the following equation:

Av = ~ ~5~ where N = 0 to 255

Figure8 shows the device operating in a fixed gain atten-
uator where the potentiometer is used to attenuate an
incoming signal. Note the resistance R1 is chosen to be
much greater than the wiper resistance to minimize its
effect on circuit gain.

VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER Figure 7
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground (VB=GND)
Voltage on Any Pin when VB=-3.3V
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-1.0Vto+7.0V
-3.3V to +4.7V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum
rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.5 V 1
2.7 3.3 15

Input Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vee+0.5 V 1,2

Input Logic 0 VIL -0.5 +0.8 V 1,2

Ground GND GND GND V 1

Resistor Inputs L,H,W VB-o·5 Vee+0.5 V 2,15

Substrate Bias VB -3.3 GND V 1,15

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Ice 400 l!A 12

Input Leakage III -1 +1 l!A

Wiper Resistance Rw 400 1000 Q

Wiper Current Iw 1 mA

Logic 1 Output @ 2.4 Volts IOH -1 mA 8,9

Logic 0 Output @ 0.4 Volts IOL 4 mA 8,9

Standby Current ISTBY 1 l!A 14

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

End-te-End Resistor Tolerance -20 +20 0/0

Absolute Linearity ±O.75 LSB 4

Relative Linearity ±O.3 LSB 5

-3 dB Cutoff Frequency FeuTOFF Hz 7

Noise Figure 11

Temperature Coefficient ±800 ppm/C



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF 3,6

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF 3,6

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

ClK Frequency fCLK DC 10 MHz 10

Width of ClK Pulse tCH 50 ns 10

Data Setup Time toc 30 ns 10

Data Hold Time tCoH 10 ns 10

Propagation Delay Time low to tpLH 50 ns 10,13
High level Clock to Output

Propagation Delay Time High to tpLH 50 ns 10,13
low level

RST High to Clock Input High tcc 50 ns 10

RST low from Clock Input High tHLT 50 ns 10

RST Inactive tRLT 125 ns 10

Clock low to Data Valid on a Read !cOD 30 ns 10

ClK Rise Time, ClK Fall Time tCR 50 ns 10

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Resistor inputs cannot exceed VB - 0.5V in the negative direction.

3. Capacitance values apply at 25°C.

4. Absolute linearity is used to determine wiper voltage versus expected voltage as determined by wiper position.
Device test limits ±1.6 lSB.

5. Relative linearity is used to determined the change in voltage between successive tap positions. Device test
limits ±D.5 lSB.

6. Typical values are for tA = 25°C and nominal supply voltage.

7. -3 dB cutoff frequency characteristics for the DS1868 depend on potentiometer total resistance:
DS1868--o10; 1 MHz, DS1868--o50; 200 KHz; and DS1868-100; 80 KHz.

8. Cout is active regardless of the state of RST.

9. VREF= 1.5 volts.

10. See Figure 9(a), (b), and (c).

11. Noise < -120 dB/ /HZ. Reference 1 volt (thermal).

12. Supply current is dependent on clock rate (see Figure 11).

13. See Figure 10.

14. Maximum standby current at 50°C is specified at 50 1lA.
15. When biasing the substrate minimum VB = -3.0V ± 10% and maximum Vcc = 3.0V ± 10%.
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DIM MIN MAX

AMM - 1.10

A1 MM 0.05 -

A2MM 0.75 1.05

CMM 0.09 0.18

LMM 0.50 0.70

e1 MM 0.65BSC

BMM 0.18 0.30

DMM 6.40 6.90

EMM 4.40 NOM

GMM 0.25 REF

HMM 6.25 6.55

phi 0° 8°

________l
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PRODUCT PREVIEW

DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051869
3V Dallastat™ Electronic Digital Rheostat

• Replaces mechanical variable resistors

• Operates from 3V or 5V supplies

• Electronic interface provided for digital as well as
manual control

• Wiper position is maintained in the absence of power

• Low cost alternative to mechanical controls

• Applications include volume, tone, contrast, bright-
ness, and dimmer control

• Standard resistance values for Dallastat
- DS1869-10 N 10Kn
- DS1869-50 N 50Kn
- DS1869-100 N 100Kn

• Operating Temperature Range

- Commercial: O°C to 70°C

DESCRIPTION
The DS 1869 Dallastat is a digital rheostat or potentiom-
eter. This device provides 64 possible uniform tap
points over the resistive range and is available in stan-
dard versions of 10K, 50K, and 1OOKohms. The Dallas-
tats can be controlled by either a mechanical-type con-

. tact closure input or a digital source input such as a CPU
and the DS 1869 operates from 3V or 5V supplies.
Wiper position is maintained in the absence of power
which is accomplished through the use of a EEPROM
memory cell array. The EEPROM cell array is specified
to accept greater than 50,000 writes.

(:~[]1 ~ ~~
D 3 6 Aw

(All 4 5 v-

B-Pin DIP (300 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.4BO

(AHlUB +v
UC 2 7 DC

D 3 6 Aw

(All 4 5 V-

B-Pin SOIC (200 Mill
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.4B3

RH
Rw
RL
-V, +V
UC
D
DC

Resistor High End (Option)
Resistor Wiper
Resistor Low End
Voltage Inputs
Up Contact Input
Digital Input
Down Contact Input

The DS 1869 is offered in two standard IC packages
which include an 8-pin 300 mil DIP and an 8-pin 200 mil
SOIC. The DS 1869 can be configured to operate using
a single pushbutton, dual pushbutton or digital source
input. This is illustrated in Figure 1. The DS 1869 pin-
outs allow access to both ends of the potentiometer RL,
RH, and the wiper, RW. Control inputs include the digital
source input, D, the up contact input, UC, and the down
contact input, DC. Other pins include the positive,+V,
and negative, -V , supply inputs. The DS 1869 is avail-
able in commercial temperature versions.



OPERATION
The DS1869 can be configured to operate from a single
contact closure, dual contact closure inputs or driven
using a digital source input. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
both configurations, respectively. Contact closure is
defined as the transition from a high level to a low level
on the up contact (UC), down contact (DC), or digital
source (D) inputs. These inputs are inactive when in the
high state.

The DS1869 interprets input pulse widths as the means
of controlling wiper movement. A single pulse input over
the UC, DC, or 0 input terminals will cause the wiper
position to move 1/64th of the total resistance. A transi-
tion from a high to low on these inputs is considered the
beginning of pulse activity or contact closure. A single
pulse is defined as being greater than 1 ms but lasting
no longer than 1 second. This is shown is Figures 3, 4,
and 5 (a).

Repetitive pulsed inputs can be used to step through
each resistive position of the device in a relatively fast
manner (see Figure 5b). The requirement for repetitive
pulsed inputs is that pulses must be separated by a
minimum time of 1 ms. If not, the DS1869 will interpret
repetitive pulses as a single pulse.

Pulse inputs lasting longer 1 second will cause the Wiper
to move one position every 100 ms following the initial 1
second hold time. The total time to transcend the entire
potentiometer using a continuous input pulse is given by
the formula below:

Single contact closure operation allows the user to con-
trol wiper movement in either direction from a single
push-button input. Figure 1 presents a typical single
push-button configuration. The UC input is used to
increment and decrement wiper position for single
push-button mode of operation. The DC input provides
no functionality in this mode but must be connected to
the positive supply voltage (Vee). The digital source
input (D) can be allowed to float.

On device power-up, the configuration shown in Figure
1 must exist in order to enter the single contact closure
mode of operation; especially and specifically, the (DC)
input's connection to the positive supply voltage (Vee) .

The direction of wiper movement, in single push-button
operation, is determined by prior activity; with the direc-
tion of wiper movement being opposite to that of the pre-
vious activity.

Changing the direction of wiper movement in single
push-button mode is accomplish by a period of inactiv-
ity on the UC input of a (minimum) 1 second or greater.
Also, in single push-button mode, as the wiper reaches
the end of the potentiometer range its direction of move-
ment reverses. This will occur, regardless, if the input
is a continuous pulse, a sequence of repetitive pulses or
a single pulse.

Dual push-button mode of operation is accomplished
when the DC input is floated on power-up. If interfacing
contact closure control inputs to digital logic, the DC
input must be interfaced to an open drain drive which is
high impedance during power-up. This will prevent the
device from entering a single push-button mode of
operation.

In dual push-button mode, each direction is controlled
by the up contact (UC) and down contact (DC) inputs,
respectively. No wait states are required to change
wiper direction in dual push-button mode. In dual
push-button mode, as the wiper position reaches the
end of the potentiometer, the direction of wiper move-
ment will not change. Wiper position will remain at the
potentiometers' end until an opposite direction input is
given.

All contact closure control inputs, UC, DC, and 0 are
internally pulled-up by a 1OOK ohm resistance. The UC
and DC inputs are internally debounced and require no
external components for input signal conditioning.
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The DS1869 is provided with two supply inputs -V and
+V. The maximum voltage difference between the two
supply inputs is + 8.0 volts while the minimum voltage
difference is 2.7 volts. All input levels are referenced to
the negative supply input, -V. The voltage applied to
any Dallastat terminal must not exceed the negative
supply voltage (-V) by --0.5 or the positive supply volt-
age (+V) by + 0.5 volts. The minimum logic high level
must be +2.4 volts with reference to the -V supply volt-
age input for +V=5V. A logic low level with reference to
the -V supply voltage has a maximum value of +0.8
volts. Dallastats exhibit a typical wiper resistance of 400
ohms with a maximum wiper resistance of 1000 ohms.
The maximum wiper current allowed through the Dallas-
tat is specified at 1 milliamps (see DC Electrical Charac-
teristics).

NONVOLATILE WIPER SETIINGS
Dallastats maintain the position of the wiper in the
absence of power. This feature is provided through the
use of EEPROM type memory cell arrays. During nor-
mal operation the position of the wiper is determined by
the input multiplexer. Periodically, the multiplexer will
update the EEPROM memory cells. The manner in
which an update occurs has been optimized for reliabil-
ity, durability, and performance. Additionally, the update
operation is totally transparent to the user.

When power is applied to the Dallastat, the wiper setting
will be the last recorded in the EEPROM memory cells.
If the Dallastat setting is changed after power is applied,
the new value will be stored after a delay of 2 seconds.
The initial storage of a new value after power-up occurs
when the first change is made, regardless of when this
change is made.

After the initial change on power-up, subsequent
changes in the Dallastat EEPROM memory cells will
occur only if the wiper position of the part is moved
greater than 12.5% of the total resistance range. Any
wiper movement after initial power-up which is less
than 12.5% will not be recorded in the EEPROM
memory cells. Since the Dallastat contains a 64-to-1
multiplexer, a change of greater than 12.5% corre-
sponds to a change of the fourth LSB.

Changes or storage to the EEPROM memory cells must
allow for a 2 second delay to guarantee that updates will
occur. The EEPROM memory cells are specified to
accept greater that 50,000 writes before a wear-out
condition. If the EEPROM memory cells do reach a
wear-out condition, the Dallastat will still function prop-
erly while power is applied. However, on power-up the
device's wiper position will be that of the position last
recorded before memory cell wear out.





ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to-V
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-V --(J.5V + 8.0V
O°C to 70°C commercial
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

+ Supply Voltage +V -V + 2.7 -V + 8.0 V

- Supply Voltage -V +V - 8.0 +V -2.7 V

Rheostat Inputs RH,Rw.RL -V - 0.5 +V + 0.5 V

Logic Input 1 VIH +2.4 V 1,2,10

Logic Input 0 VIL +0.8 V 1,2,10

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

+, - Supply Current ICC1 1 2 mA 3

Supply Current, Idle State ICC2
At 3.3V 2 lJA 9
At8.0V 10

Wiper Resistance Rw 400 1000 n
Wiper Current Iw 1 mA 5

Rheostat Current IH,IL 1 mA 5

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Wi9th (D-input) tpw 1 DC lis 1,7,8

Contact Pulse Width tcpw 1 DC ms 1,7,8
(UC, DC inputs)

Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF 6

Repetitive Input Pulse High Time tHPW 1 DC ms 1,7,8

Continuous Input Pulse tccp 1 DC s 1,7,8



TIMING DIAGRAMS Figure 5

(A) SINGLE PULSE INPUTS

-1
//II

NOTES:
1. All inputs; UC, DC, and D are internally pUlled up with a resistance of 100Kn.

2. Input logic levels are referenced to -V.

3. lee is the internal current that flows between -V and +V.

4. Input leakage applies to contact inputs UC and DC and digital input (D).

5. Wiper current and rheostat currents are the maximum current which can flow in the resistive elements.

6. Capacitance values apply at 25°C.

7. Input pulse width is the minimum time required for an input to cause an increment or decrement. If the UC,
DC or D input is held active for longer than 1 second, subsequent increments or decrements will occur on 100
ms intervals until the inputs UC, DC, and/or D is released to VIH.

8. Repetitive pulsed inputs on UC, DC, or D will be recognized as long as the pulse repetition occurs within 1
second of each other. Pulses occurring faster than 1 ms apart may not be recognized as individual inputs but
can be interpreted a constant input. Tolerances for pulse timing ±1 0% on minimum inputs.

9. Idle state supply current is measured with no pushbutton pressed and with the wiper Rw tied to a CMOS
load.





DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051228
+5V Powered Dual RS-232

Transmitter/Receiver

FEATURES

• Operates from a single 5V power supply

• Meets all EIA RS-232-C specifications

• On-board voltage doubler

• ± 30V input levels

• ± 9V output levels with + 5V supply

• Low-power CMOS

• Pin-compatible with the MAX 232

• Optional 16-pin SOIC surface mount package

DESCRIPTION
The OS1228 is a dual RS-232-C ReceiverlTransmitter
that meets all EIA specifications while operating from a
single, +5 volt supply. The OS1228 has two internal
charge pumps. One of the charge pumps is used to gen-
erate +10 volts. The other is used to generate -10 volts.
The OS 1228 also contains four level translators. Two of
the level translators are RS-232 transmitters which con-
vert TTUCMOS inputs into ±9V RS-232 outputs. The
other two level translators are capable of operating with

PIN ASSIGNMENT

C1+ vcc

v+ GND

C1- TlOUT C1+ vcc

v+ GND
C2+ R11N

TlOUTC1·

C2- RlOUT C2+ RlIN

C2· R10UT
v- T11N

v· T11N

T20UT T21N T20UT T21N

R20UT R21N R20UT
R21N

1&-Pin DIP (300 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480

1&-Pin SOIC (300 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.484

C1+,C1
C2+,C2
V+, V-
T1IN, T21N
T10UT, T20UT
R1IN, R21N
R10UT, R20UT
VCC
GNO

- Capacitor 1 Connections
Capacitor 2 Connections
± 10 Volts
Transmitter In
Transmitter Out
Receiver In
Receiver Out
+5 Volts
Ground

up to ±30V inputs. The OS 1228 is suitable for all RS-232
communications and is particularly valuable where
higher voltage power supplies for RS-232 drivers are
not available. The power supply section of the OS1228
supplies ±10 volts from the Vcc input.

See the OS 1229 data sheet for electrical specifications
and operation.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051229
+5V Powered Triple RS-232

Transmitter/Receiver

• Meets all EIA RS-232-C specifications

• Onboard voltage doubler

• Onboard voltage inverter

• ±30V input levels

• ±9V output levels with ±5V supply

• Low-power CMOS

• Optional 20-Pin SOIC surface mount package

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1229 is a triple RS-232-G receiver/transmitter
that meets all EIA specifications while operating from a
single +5V supply. The OS1229 has two intemal charge
pumps which are used to generate ±10V. The OS1229
also contains six level translators, three of which are
RS-232 transmitters that convert TTUCMOS inputs
into +9V RS-232 outputs. The other three level transla-
tors are R8-232 receivers that convert R8-232 inputs

VCC

GND
T10UT
R11N
RlOUT

T11N
T21N

R20UT
T31N
R30UT

VCC

GND

T10UT

20-Pin SOIC (300 MIL)
See Mach. Drawing

Pg.484

Capacitor 1 Connections
Capacitor 2 Connections
±10 Volts
Transmitter In
Transmitter Out
Receiver In
Receiver Out
+5 Volts
Ground

to 5V TTUCMOS outputs. These receivers are capable
of operating with up to ±30V inputs. The OS1229 is suit-
able for all RS-232-C communications and is particu-
larly valuable where higher voltage power supplies for
RS-232 drivers are not available. The power supply
section of the OS1229 supplies ±10V from the Vcc in-
put.

R10UT C1·
C2+

C2·
v-

T20UT
R20UT R21N

T31N T30UT
R31N

T20UT

R21N

R31N 10 11 R30UT

20-Pin DIP (300 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480

PIN DESCRIPTION
C1+, C1-
C2+, C2-
V+, V-
T1IN, T2IN, T31N
TlOUT, T20UT, T30UT
R1IN, R2IN, R31N
R10UT, R20UT, R30UT
Vcc
GNO



OPERATION
The OS1229 consists of three major sections: a triple
transmitter, a triple receiver and a dual charge pump
which generates ±1 OV from the 5V supply.

CHARGE PUMP SECTION
The dual charge pumps within the OS1229 are used to
generate the voltages necessary for level conversion
from TTUCMOS to RS-232. One charge pump uses ex-
ternal capacitorC1 to double the Vcc inputto +10V. The
second charge pump uses external capacitor C2 to in-
vert the +1OVto -1 OV.Capacitors C3 and C4 are used to
filter the +1 OV and -10V power supply. The recom-
mended size of capacitors C1-C4 is 221lF but the value
is not critical. Increasing the value of C3 and C4 will low-
er the 16 KHz ripple on the + 1OV supplies and the
RS-232 outputs. The value of C1 and C4 can be lowered
to 1 IlF where size is critical.

TRANSMITIER SECTION
The three transmitters are CMOS inverters powered by
the internal + 1OV supply. The input is TTUCMOS-com-
patible. Each input has an internal 750K pull-up resistor
so that unused transmitter inputs can be left uncon-

nected. Unused transmitter inputs will force the outputs
low. The open circuit output voltage swing is from +1OV
to -10V. Worst-case conditions for RS-232-C of ±5V
driving a 3K load are met at maximum allowable ambi-
ent temperature and aVec level of 5.0V. Typical voltage
swings of ±9V occur with outputs of 5K and Vcc equal to
5V. The slew rate at the output is limited to less than 30V /
us and the power-down output impedance will be a mini-
mum of 300 ohms with ±2V applied to the outputs and
Vcc at zero volts. The outputs are also short-circuit-pro-
tected and can be short-circuited to ground indefinitely.

RECEIVER SECTION
The three receivers conform fully to the RS-232-C spec-
ifications. The input impedance is between 3K ohms
and 7K ohms and can withstand up to ±30V with or with-
out Vcc applied. The input switching thresholds are
within the ±3V limit of RS-232-C specification with a VIL
ofO.7V and a VIH of2.4V. The receivers have 0.5 volts of
hysteresis to improve noise rejection. The TTUCMOS
compatible output of the receiver will be low whenever
the RS-232 input is greater than 2.4 volts. The receiver
output will be high when the input is floating or driven be-
tween +0.8V and -30 V.



+SVTO 10V

VOLTAGE DOUBLER

+10VTO-10V

VOLTAGE INVERTER



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Vcc
V+
V-
Transmitter Inputs
Receiver Inputs
Transmitter Outputs
Receiver Outputs
Storage Temperature

7.0V
+12 volts
-12 volts
-0.3V to (Vcc +0.3V)
±30volts
(V+ + 0.3V) to (V - -0.3V)
-0.3V to (Vcc + 0.3V)
-55°C to + 125°C

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Power Supply Voltage Vcc 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Logic 1 Input VIH 2.2 Vcc +0.3 V 1

Logic 0 Input VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

RS-232 Input Voltage VRS -30 +30 V 1,2,11

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

RS-232 Output Voltage VORS ±4 ±9 ±10 V 3,12

Power Supply Current 'DO 5 10 mA 4

Transmitter Pull-up Current ITP 5 200 J.1A 5

RS-232 Input Threshold Low VTL 0.7 1.2 V 6

RS-232 Input Threshold High VTH 1.7 2.4 V 6

RS-232 Input Hysteresis VHY 0.2 0.5 1.0 V

Receiver Output Current @ 2.4V IOH -1.0 mA

Receiver Output Current @ O.4V IOL 3.2 mA

Output Resistance ROUT 300 ohms 7

RS-232 Output Current @ 0.4 V Isc ±25 mA

Propagation Delay tpo 3 liS 8

Transmitter Output Instantaneous tSR 30 VIliS 9
Slew Rate

Transmitter Output Transition tTSR 3 V/llS 10
Slew Rate



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Applies to Receiver Inputs only.

3. T1, T2, and T3 loaded with 3K ohms to ground.

4. All outputs are unloaded.

5. T1, T2, and T3 Inputs = 0 volts.

6. Vcc = +5 volts.

7. VOUT = ±2 volts.

8. RS-232 to TTL or TTL to RS-232.

9. CL = 10 pF, RL = 3K, tA = O°C. This parameter is sample tested only.

10. RL = 3K, CL = 2500 pF measured from +3 volts to -3 volts or -3 volts to +3 volts.

11. This parameter is sample tested only.

12. Negative output level of -5V is increased to -4.0 for the OS 1229 only. Positive output level remains at +5V.
Use of a +10%, -5% power supply will restore the negative level to -5V.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051275
Line-Powered RS-232 Transceiver Chip

• Low-power serial transmitter/receiver for bat-
tery-backed systems

• Transmitter steals power from receive signal line to
save power

• Ultra-low static current, even when connected to
RS-232-C port

• Compatible with RS-232-C signals

• Available in 8-pin, 150-mil wide SOIC package
(DS1275S)

DESCRIPTION
The DS 1275 Line-Powered RS-232 Transceiver Chip is
a CMOS device that provides a low-cost, very low-pow-
er interface to RS-232 serial ports. The receiver input
translates RS-232 signal levels to common CMOSITTL
levels. The transmitter employs a unique circuit which
steals current from the receive RS-232 signal when that
signal is in a negative state (marking). Since most serial
communication ports remain in a negative state statical-

~:~:o:: ::~
GND 4 5 TXOUT

DS1275 8-Pin DIP (300 Mil.)
See Mech. Drawing - Pg. 480

DOUT

VORV
DIN
GND
TXOUT
NC
RXIN
VCC

- Digital data out
Transmit driver +V
Digital data in
System ground (OV)
Transmit RS-232 out
No connection
Receive RS-232 in
System logic supply (+5V)

Iy, using the receive signal for negative power greatly re-
duces the DS1275's static power consumption. This
feature is especially important for battery-powered sys-
tems such as laptop computers, remote sensors, and
portable medical instruments. During an actual commu-
nication session, the DS1275's transmitter will use sys-
tem power (5-12 volts) for positive transitions while still
employing the receive signal for negative transitions.



OPERATION
Designed for the unique requirements of bat-
tery-backed systems, the DS1275 provides a low-pow-
er half-duplex interface to an RS-232 serial port. Typi-
cally, a designer must use an RS-232 device which uses
system power during both negative and positive transi-
tions of the transmit signal to the RS-232 port. If the con-
nector to the RS-232 port is left connected for an appre-
ciable time after the communication session has ended,
power will statically flow into that port, draining the bat-
tery capacity. The DS1275 eliminates this static current
drain by stealing current from the receive line (RXIN) of
the RS-232 port when that line is at a negative level
(marking). Since most asynchronous communication
over an RS-232 connection typically remains in a mark-
ing state when data is not being sent, the DS1275 will
not consume system power in this condition. System
power would only be used when positive-going transi-
tions are needed on the transmit RS-232 output
(TXOUT) when data is sent. However, since synchro-
nous communication sessions typically exhibit a very
low duty-cycle, overall system power consumption re-
mains low.

RECEIVER SECTION
The RXIN pin is the receive input for an RS-232 signal
whose levels can range from ±3 to ±15 volts. A negative

NEGATIVE
CURRENT

SWITCH

data signal is called a mark while a positive data signal is
called a space. These signals are inverted and then lev-
el-shifted to normal +5 volt CMOSITTL logic levels. The
logic output associated with RXIN is DOUTwhich swings
from +Vcc to ground. Therefore, a mark on RXIN pro-
duces a logic 1 at DOUT: a space produces a logic O.

The input threshold of RXIN is typically around 1.8 volts
with 500 millivolts of hysteresis to improve noise rejec-
tion. Therefore, an input positive-going signal must ex-
ceed 1.8 volts to cause DOUT to switch states. A nega-
tive-going signal must now be lower than 1.3 volts
(typically) to cause DOUT to switch again. An open on
RXIN is interpreted as a mark, producing a logic 1 at

DOUT·

TRANSMITTER SECTION
DIN is the CMOSITTL-compatible input for digital data
from the user system. A logic 1 at DIN produces a mark
(negative data signal) atTXOUT while a logic 0 produces
a space (positive data signal). As mentioned earlier, the
transmitter section employs a unique driver design that
uses the RXIN line for swinging to negative levels. The
RXIN line must be in a marking or idle state to take ad-
vantage of this design; if RXIN is in a spacing state,
TXOUT will only swing to ground. When TXOUT needs to



transition to a positive level, it uses the VORV power pin
forth is level. VORVcan be a voltage supply between 5 to
12 volts, and in many situations it can be tied directly to
the +5 volt Vcc supply. It is important to note that VORV
must be greater than or equal to Vcc at aI/ times.

The voltage range on VORV permits the use of a 9-volt
battery in order to provide a higher voltage level when
TXOUT is in a space state. When Vcc is shut off to the
DS1275 and V ORVis still powered (as might happen in a
battery-backed condition) , only a small leakage current
(about 50-1 00 nA) will be drawn. If TXOUT is loaded dur-
ing such a condition, VORVwill draw current only if RXIN
is not in a negative state. During normal operation
(Vcc=5 volts), VORV will draw less than 2 uA when
TXOUT is marking. Of course, when TXOUT is spacing,
VORVwill draw substantially more current - about 3 mA
depending upon its voltage and the impedance that
TXOUT sees.

The TXOUT output is slew-rate limited to less than 30
volts/us in accordance with RS-232 specifications. In
the event TXOUT should be inadvertently shorted to
ground, internal current-limiting circuitry prevents dam-
age, even if continuously shorted.

RS-232 COMPATIBILITY
The intent of the DS 1275 is not so much to meet all the
requirements of the RS-232 specification as to offer a
low-power solution that will work with most RS-232
ports with a connector length of less than 10 feet. As a
prime example, the DS1275 will not meet the RS-232
requirement that the signal levels be at least ±5 volts
minimum when terminated by a 3K ohm load and VORV=
+5 volts. Typically a voltage of 4 volts will be present at
TXOUT when spacing. However, since most RS-232 re-
ceivers will correctly interpret any voltage over 2 volts as
a space, there will be no problem transmitting data.

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION
The DS1275 is designed as a low-cost, RS-232-C inter-
face expressly tailored for the unique requirements of
battery-operated handheld products. As shown in the
electrical specifications, the DS1275 draws exception-
ally low operating and static current. During normal op-
eration when data from the handheld system is sent
from the TXOUT output, the DS1275 only draws signifi-
cant VORV current when TXOUT transitions positively
(spacing). This current flows primarily into the RS-232

receiver's 3-7K ohm load at the other end of the attach-
ing cable. When TXOUT is marking (a negative data sig-
nal), the VORVcurrent falls dramatically since the nega-
tive voltage is provided by the transmit signal from the
other end of the cable. This represents a large reduction
in overall operating current, since typical RS-232 inter-
face chips use charge-pump circuits to establish both
positive and negative levels at the transmit driver out-
put.

To obtain the lowest power consumption from the
DS1275, observe the following guidelines. First, to mini-
mize VORV current when connected to an RS-232 port,
always maintain DIN at a logic 1 when data is not being
transmitted (idle state). This will force TXOUT into the
marking state, minimizing VORV current. Second, VORV
current will drop to less than 100 nA when Vcc is
grounded. Therefore, if VORV is tied directly to the sys-
tem battery, the logic +5 volts can be turned off to
achieve the lowest possible power state.

FULL-DUPLEX OPERATION
The DS 1275 is intended primarily for half-duplex opera-
tion; that is, RXIN should remain idle in the marking state
when transmitting data out TXOUTand visa versa. How-
ever, the part can be operated full-duplex with most
RS-232-C serial ports since signals swinging between 0
and +5V will usually be correctly interpreted by an
RS-232-C receiver device. The 5-volt swing occurs
when TXOUT attempts to swing negative while RXIN is at
a positive voltage, which turns on an internal weak
pull-down to ground for the TXOUT driver's negative ref-
erence. So, transmit mark signals at TXoUT may have
voltage jumps from some negative value (correspond-
ing to RXIN marking) to approximately ground. One pos-
sible problem that may occur in this case is if the receiv-
er at the other end requires a negative voltage for
recognizing a mark. In this situation, the full- duplex cir-
cuit shown in Figure 3 can be used as an alternative.
The 2211F capacitor forms a negative-charge reservoir;
consequently, when the TXD line is spacing (positive),
TXOUT still has a negative source available for a time
period determined by the capacitor and the load resis-
tance at the other end (3-7K ohms). This circuit was
tested from 150-19,200 bps with error-free operation
using a SN75154 Quad Line Receiver as the receiver
for the TXOUT signal. Note that the SN75154 can have a
marking input threshold below ground; hence there is
the need for TXOUT to swing both positive and negative
in full-duplex operation with this device.
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NOTE: The Scottky diode shown is recommended only if RXIN RJ-11
can be connected to a negative signal while VDRV is floating.
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+
TXD

GND

PC SERIAL
PORT

(D8-25)

NOTE:
The capacitor stores negative charge whenever the TXD signal from the PC serial port is in a marking data state (a
negative voltage that is typically -10 volts). The top OS 1275's TXOUT uses this negative charge reservoir when it is in a
marking state. The capacitor will discharge to 0 volts when the TXD line is spacing (and TXOUT is still marking) at a
time constant determined by its value and the value of the load resistance reflected back to TXOUT. However, when
TXD is marking, the capacitor will quickly charge back to -10 volts. Note that TXD remains in a marking state when
idle, which improves the performance of this circuit.



LATCHUP PROTECTION
In most cases the OS 1275 offers a high level of ESD and
latchup protection. However, latchup can occur if VORV
is left floating (high impedance) while a negative signal
is attached to RXIN. One possible scenario for this is as
follows: if the handheld device is powered off with a FET
switch, floating VORV,and at the same time the user still

. has the the RS-232-C port connected. In order to elimi-
nate this latchup potential, a Schottky diode from VORV
to ground is recommended as shown in Figure 2. The
lower clamp voltage of the Schottky (300 mY) is re-
quired to prevent an internal silicon diode on the
OS 1275 from turning on, which precipitates the latchup
condition.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Vee
VORV
RXIN
DIN
TXOUT
DOUT
Storage Temperature
Operating Temperature

-0.3 to +7 volts
-0.3 to +13 volts
±15 volts
-0.3 to Vee + 0.3 volts
±15 volts
-0.3 to Vee + 0.3 volts
-55°C to +125°C
O°C to 70°C

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Logic Supply Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Transmit Driver Supply VORV 4.5 5-12 13.0 V 1

Logic 1 Input VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 2

Logic 0 Input VIL -0.3 + 0.8 V

RS-232 Input Range (RXIN) VRS -15 +15 V

Dynamic Supply Current
DIN = Vee IORVl 0.1 5.0 mA 3

leel 0.5 5.0 mA
DIN =GND IORVl 3.8 5.0 mA

leel 0.5 5.0 mA

Static Supply Current
DIN = Vee IORV2 1.5 15.0 l1A 4

lee2 10.0 15.0 llA
DIN = GND IORV2 3.8 5.0 mA

lee2 10.0 30.0 l1A

Driver Leakage IORV3 0.05 1.0 llA 5
Current (Vee= OV)



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
TXOUT Level High VOTXH 3.5 4.0 4.5 V 6

TXOUT Level Low VOTXL -8.5 -9.0 V 7

TXOUT Short Circuit Current Isc +60 +85 mA

TXOUT Output Slew Rate tSR 30 V/llS

Propagation Delay tpo 5 ~s 8

RXIN Input Threshold Low VTL 0.8 1.2 1.6 V

RX1N Input Threshold High VTH 1.6 2.0 2.4 V

RXIN Threshold Hysteresis VHYS 0.5 0.8 V 9

DOUT Output Current @ 2.4 V IOH -1.0 mA

DOUT Output Current @ 0.4 V IOL 3.2 mA

NOTES:
1. VORV must be greater than or equal to Vcc.

2. Vcc =VORV = 5V ± 10%.

3. See test circuit in Figure 4.

4. See test circuit in Figure 5.

5. See test circuit in Figure 6.

6. DIN = VIL and TXOUT loaded by 3K ohms to ground.

7. DIN = VIH, RXIN = -10 volts and TXOUT loaded by 3K ohms to ground.

8. DIN to TXOUT - see Figure 7.

9. VHYS = VTH - VTL·
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•• IORV1
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I + 5V + 5Vcc. .IORV1 2.0V

VCC VORV
DIN 50% 50%

0.8V

DIN DIN TXOUT
tpo tpo

R=3K C = 50PF

T VOTXH
TXOUT

VOTXL

DOUT RXIN 0

GND
0.8(V OTXH - V OTXL)

tSR tF or tR







SELECTION GUIDE

DELAY LINES (HYBRID REPLACEMENTS)
MUltiple-Tap Delays

# Taps Part # Packages Features
5 DS1000 DIP, Gull, 4 to 500ns delays

80, Clip Pin-compatible with standard hybrids

D81004 DIP, Gull, 2 to 5ns tap-to-tap increments
80 Temperature and voltage compensation

D81005 DIP, Gull, 12 to 500ns delays
80, Clip Temperature and voltage compensation

10 DIP, Gull, 5 to 500ns delays
D81010 80 Pin-compatible with standard hybrids

Multiple Independent Delays
# Delays Part # Packages Features

3 D81013 DIP, Gull, 10 to 200ns delays
80 Pin-compatible with standard hybrids

D81033 DIP, 80 8 to 30ns delays
T880P 3 to 5V operation

D81035 DIP, 80 6 to 30ns delays
T880P High-speed, low-power

4 D81044 DIP,Gull, 6 to 30ns delays
80 Pin-compatible with standard hybrids

7 D81007 DIP,Gull, 3 to 40ns delays
80

DELAY LINES (SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT)
# Delays Part # Packaoes Features

1 D81003 DIP, Gull 4-tap delay for RI8C processors
+0.75ns tap-to-tap tolerance

1 D81020 DIP,80 8-bit programmable
0.15 to 2ns steps

2 D81012 DIP,Gull, 3 to 50ns delays
80 On-chip logic, can be used as frequency doubler

2 D81045 DIP, 80 4-bit programmable
9 to 84ns delays

SYSTEM TIMING FUNCTIONS
Description Part # Packages Key Features

Programmable one-shot D81040 DIP, Gull, 5 to 500ns pulse width
80 No external components

Crystalless Oscillator D81055 DIP,80, 5 to 66 MHz operation
Available 3094 T880P No external components



DALLAS
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081000
5-Tap Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon time delay

• 5 taps equally spaced

• Delays are stable and precise

• Both leading and trailing edge accuracy

• Delay tolerance ±5% or ±2 ns, whichever is greater

• Economical

• Auto-insertable, low profile

• Low-power CMOS

• TTUCMOS-compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderable

• Custom delays available

• Fast turn prototypes

• Extended temperature range available

DESCRIPTION
The DS1 000 series delay lines have five equally spaced
taps providing delays from 4 ns to 500 ns. These de-
vices are offered in a standard 14-pin DIP that is
pin-compatible with hybrid delay lines. Alternatively,
8-pin DIPs and surface mount packages are available to
save PC board area. Low cost and superior reliability
over hybrid technology is achieved by the combination
of a 100% silicon delay line and industry standard DIP
and SOIC packaging. In order to maintain complete pin
compatibility, DIP packages are available with hybrid
lead configurations. The DS1 000 series delay lines pro-

PIN ASSIGNMENT

IN Vcc

NC NC

NC TAP 1

TAP2 NC

NC TAP3

TAP4 NC

GND TAP5

IN

NC
NC

TAP2
NC

TAP4
NC

GND

Vcc
NC

NC

TAP 1
NC

TAP3
NC

TAP5

DS1000S16-PINSOIC
(300MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.484DS100014-PINDIP (300MIL)

DS1000G14-PINGULLWING(300MIL)
DS1000K14-PINSHEAREDNC

See Mech.Drawings
Pgs.480 & 491

IN D8 Vcc IN08 Vcc
TAP2 2 7 TAP 1 TAP2 2 7 TAP 1

TAP4 3 6 TAP3 TAP4 3 6 TAP3

GND 4 5 TAP5 GND 4 5 TAP5

DS1000M8-PIN DIP (300MIL) DS1000Z8-PIN SOIC
DS1000H8-PINGULLWING(300MIL) (150MIL)

See Mech. Drawings See Mech.Drawing
Pgs.480 & 491 Pg. 483

PIN DESCRIPTION
TAP 1-TAP 5 - TAP Output Number
Vcc - +5 Volts
GND - Ground
NC - No Connection
IN - Input

vide a nominal accuracy of ±5% or ±2 ns, whichever is
greater. The DS1000 5-Tap Silicon Delay Line repro-
duces the input logic state at the output after a fixed
delay as specified by the extension of the part number
after the dash. The DS1000 is designed to reproduce
both leading and trailing edges with equal precision.
Each tap is capable of driving up to ten 74LS loads.

Dallas Semiconductor can customize standard prod-
ucts to meet special needs. For special requests and
rapid delivery, call (214) 450-5348.



lOGIC DIAGRAM Figure 1

TAP 1 TAP 2 TAP 3 TAP 4 TAP 5

~_-20=% ~ 20% ~ 20% ~ 2~ ~ 20% )

PART NO. TAP 1 TAP 2 TAP 3 TAP 4 TAP 5

081000-20 4 ns 8 ns 12 ns 16 ns 20 ns

081000-25 5 ns 10 ns 15 ns 20 ns 25 ns

081000-30 6 ns 12 ns 18 ns 24 ns 30 ns

081000-35 7 ns 14 ns 21 ns 28 ns 35 ns

081000-40 8 ns 16 ns 24 ns 32 ns 40 ns

081000-45 9 ns 18 ns 27 ns 36 ns 45 ns

081000-50 10 ns 20 ns 30 ns 40 ns 50 ns

081000-60 12 ns 24 ns 36 ns 48 ns 60 ns

081000-75 15 ns 30 ns 45 ns 60 ns 75 ns

081000-100 20 ns 40 ns 60 ns 80 ns 100 ns

081000-125 25 ns 50 ns 75 ns 100 ns 125 ns

081000-150 30 ns 60 ns 90 ns 120 ns 150 ns

081000-175 35 ns 70 ns 105 ns 140 ns 175 ns

081000-200 40 ns 80 ns 120 ns 160 ns 200 ns

081000-250 50 ns 100 ns 150 ns 200 ns 250 ns

081000-350 70 ns 140 ns 210 ns 280 ns 350 ns

081000-450 90 ns 180 ns 270 ns 360 ns 450 ns

081000-500 100 ns 200 ns 300 ns 400 ns 500 ns



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYM TEST CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input VIH 2.2 Vee + 0.5 V 1
Voltage

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1

Input Leakage Current II O.OV ~ VI ~ Vee -1.0 1.0 uA

Active Current Ice Vee= Max; Period= 35 75 mA 2,8
Min.

High Level Output IOH Vee=Min. VOH=4 -1 mA
Current

Low Level Output IOL Vee=Min. VOL=0.5 12 mA
Current ,

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Width tWI 40% of ns 7
Tap 5
tpLH

Input to Tap Delay (leading edge) tpLH Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6,9

Input to Tap Delay (trailing edge) tpHL Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6,9

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

Period 4 (tWI) ns 7

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Vee= 5V @25°C. Delays accurate on both rising and falling edges within 12 ns or 5%, whichever is greater.

4. For DS1 000 delay lines with a TAP 5 delay of 50 ns or greater, temperature variations from 25°C to DoC or
70°C may produce an additional input to tap delay shift of ± 1 ns or ± 3%, whichever is greater.

5. For DS1 000 delay lines with a TAP 5 delay less than 50 ns, temperature variations from 25°C to DoC or 70°C
may produce an additional input to tap delay shift of ± 1 ns or ± 10%, whichever is greater.

6. All tap delays tend to vary unidirectionally with temperature or voltage changes. For example, if TAP 1 slows
down, all other taps also slow down; TAP3 can never be faster than TAP2.

7. Pulse width and period specifications may be exceeded; however, accuracy will be application-sensitive (de-
coupling, layout, etc.).

8. Ice is a function of frequency and TAP 5 delay. Only a -25 operating with a 40 ns period and Vee = 5.25V will
have an Ice = 75 mA. For example a -1 00 will never exceed 30 mA, etc.

9. See "Test Conditions" section at the end of this data sheet.

PERIOD ..
tRISE tFALL

VIH---

O.6V
1.5V

IN VIL

tWI .-
•• tpHL

tpLH ~

1.5V



TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL(Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of any tap output
pulse.

START

TIP

TIME
INTERVAL
COUNTER

STOP

TIP (TIME INTERVAL PROBE)

VHFSWITCH
CONTROL UNIT

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of any tap output
pulse.

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 3 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the DS1 000. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected
between the input and each tap. Each tap is selected
and connected to the counter by a VHF switch control
unit. All measurements are fUlly automated, with each
instrument controlled by a central computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.



TEST CONDITIONS

INPUT:
Ambient Temperature:
Supply Voltage (Vccl:
Input Pulse:

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Time:

Pulse Width:
Period:

25°e ± 3°e
5.0V±0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1V
Low = O.OV ± 0.1V

50 ohm Max.
3.0 ns Max. (measured
between 0.6V and 2.4V)
500 ns (1 J.l.S for -500)
1 ~s (2 J.l.S for -500)

OUTPUT:
Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04
input gate. Delay is measured at the 1.5V level on the
rising and falling edge.

NOTE:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
operation of the device under other data sheet condi-
tions.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051003
4-Tap Silicon Delay Line

for RiSe Applications

• All-silicon time delay

• Four delayed clock phases from input

• Input frequency independent

• Precise tap-to-tap delays

• Leading and trailing edge precision

• Preserves input symmetry

• Output rise time minimizes ringing

.8- and 14-pin packages available in DIP and surface
mount

• TTUCMOS-compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderable

• Custom delays and pinouts available

• Fast turn prototypes

DESCRIPTION
The DS 1003 Delay Line has been specifically designed
to supply the four independent clock timing phases re-
quired by some RISC microprocessors and their related
coprocessors. For optimum compatibility, the DS 1003
accepts TTL input levels and supplies CMOS and TTL
compatible output levels. The DS1003 is offered in 8-
and 14-pin DIP and gullwing packages for surface
mounting. Low cost and superior reliability is achieved
by the combination of a 100% silicon delay line and in-
dustry standard packaging. The DS1 003 series of delay
lines provides precise tap-to-tap delays while preserv-

IN Vcc

NC TAP 1

NC NC

NC TAP 2

TAP 3 NC

NC NC

GND TAP 4

DS100314-PIN DIP
(300 MIL)

DS1003G 14-PIN GULLWING
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480 & 491

TAP 1 - TAP 4

VCC
GND
NC
IN

IN[]8 VccNC 2 7 TAP 1

TAP 3 3 6 TAP 2

GND 4 5 TAP 4

DS1003M 8-PIN DIP
(300 MIL)

DS1003H 8-PIN GULLWING
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480 & 491

- TAP Output Number
+5 Volts
Ground
No Connection
Input

ing input waveform symmetry. Since the DS1 003 is not
based on Phase Locked Loop (PLL) technology, timing
is input frequency-independent. Each tap is capable of
driving a minimum of four LSTTL or CMOS loads. Tap-
to-tap timing accuracy is not affected by the addition of
equal capacitive loads (e.g. coprocessors).

Dallas Semiconductor can customize standard prod-
ucts to meet special needs. For special requests and
rapid delivery, call (214) 450-5348.



IN~~~DmYO ~ DE~Y1 IIDE~Y2 j
PART NO. 051003·16 051003-20 051003·25 051003-33 051003-40

INPUT - TAP 1 Oelay 0 8 ns ± 2 ns 8 ns ± 2 ns 8 ns ± 2 ns 6 ns ± 2 ns 6ns±2ns

TAP 1 - TAP 2 Oelay 1 6 ns ± .75 ns 6 ns ± .75 ns 6 ns ±.5 ns 4.5 ns ±.5 ns 4.0 ns ±.5 ns

TAP 1 - TAP 4 Oelay 1+ 16 ns ± 1 ns 14 ns ± 1 ns 12ns±.75ns 9 ns ± .75 ns 8 ns± .75 ns
Oelay 2

TAP 2 - TAP 3 -- 0.2 ns ± 0.2 ns ± 0.2 ns ± 0.2 ns ± 0.2 ns ±
(Note 10) .2 ns .2 ns .2 ns .2 ns .2 ns

TAP 3 - TAP 4 Oelay 2 10ns±.75ns 8 ns ± .75 ns 6 ns ±.5 ns 4.5 ns ±.5 ns 4.0 ns ±.5 ns

PERIOD tWI
PART NO. MIN NOM MAX MIN NOM MAX

081003-16 29 ns 30 ns 00 12 ns 15 ns 00

081003-20 24 ns 25 ns 00 10 ns 12.5 ns 00

081003-25 19 ns 20 ns 8 ns 10 ns
.

00 00

081003-33 14 ns 15 ns 00 6 ns 7.5 ns 00

081003-40 12 ns 12.5 ns 00 5 ns 6.25 ns 00

lee
PART NO. TYP MAX

081003-16 65mA 75mA

081003-20 75mA 85mA

081003-25 85mA 95mA

081003-33 100 mA 110 mA

081003-40 115 mA 125 mA



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

TEST
PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TVP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input VIH 2.2 Vee+ V 1
Voltage 0.5

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1

Input Leakage Current II O.OV ~ VI ~ Vec -1.0 1.0 IlA

Active Current Ice Vee= Max; Table 3 Table 3 mA 2
Period = Min.

High Level Output IOH Vee = Min. -1 mA
Current VOH = 4

Low Level Output IOL Vee = Min 12 mA
Current VOH = 0.5

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Width tWI Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 ns 6

TAP to TAP Delay (leading edge) tpLH Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6,7

TAP to TAP Delay (trailing edge) tPHL Note 9 ns 9

Output Symmetry (Input: 50%15%) 40 50 60 % 3,5

Output Rise Time tOR 2.0 2.5 ns 8,10

Output Fall Time tOF 2.0 2.5 ns 8,10

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

Period Period Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 ns

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF 10



NOTES:
1. All voltages are reference to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open, minimum period.

·3. Vcc = 5V@ 25°C.

4. Temperature variations from 25°C to O°C or 70°C may produce an additional tap-to-tap delay shift of ±0.5 ns.
Voltage variations from 5.0V to 4.75V or 5.25V produce a worst case tap-to-tap delay shift of 5%.

5. All tap-to-tap delays vary unidirectionally over temperature or voltage range. For example, if the TAP 1 - TAP
2 delay, tpLH, slows down, the TAP2 - TAP 4 delay, tpLH, will also slow down. Since tpHL tracks tpLH, symme-
try is preserved.

6. See "Test Conditions" section at the end of this data sheet.

7. Since all four taps have identical output stages, tap-to-tap delays and waveform symmetry will exhibit minimal
variation when capacitive loading is increased identically on all taps at the same time (e.g., the addition of one
or more RISC coprocessors).

8. Vcc = Min; CL = 30 pF

9. Trailing edge delays, tpHL, are adjusted to maintain waveform symmetry.

10. Guaranteed by design. Periodically tested.

tWI

'.. tpHL ~

NEXT TAP •• t_P_LH tsV'~,4---------



A··75V+-- tpu
Vcc

tlR ----...t{ tlF
2.'V

~.6V

tPLHt two >1
T_A_P ~/f,; 15V ~ _

START TIP
(TIME INTERVAL PROBE)

TIME
INTERNAL
COUNTER

VHFSWITCH
CONTROL UNIT

---{>-
BUFFER



R3000
CPU

TAP 1
TAP 2
TAP 3
TAP 4

Clk2xSys
Clk2xRd
Clk2xSmp
Clk2xPhi

TAP1 R3010
CIk2xSys 1 COPROCESSOR

TAP2 ~ IRD
CIk2xRd I~
TAP3 ~ ISMP

Clk2xSys
CIk2xRd

CIk2xSmp 1-- CIk2xSmp

TAP4 ISYS
Clk2xPhi

Clk2xPhi I

TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first trigger pulse and the leading edge of the follow-
ing pulse.

Symmetry: That percent of the Period when the input or
output is above 1.5V.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge, or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tlR (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between O.6V
and 2.4V on the leading edge of the input pulse.

tlF (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between 2.4V
and O.6V on the trailing edge of the input pulse.

tOR (Output Rise Rime ): The elapsed time between
O.4V and 3.0V on the leading edge of the output pulse.

tOF (Output Fall Time): The elapsed time between
3.0V and O.4V of the trailing edge output pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): Input-to-tap or tap-to-tap
delay measured between the 1.5V points on the leading
edges.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): Input-to-tap or tap-to-tap
delay measured between the 1.5V points on the trailing
edges.

tpu (Power-up Time): After Vcc is valid, the time re-
quired before timing specifications are within tolerance.



TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 4 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the 081003. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution connected
between the input and each tap). Each tap is selected
and connected to the counter by a VHF switch control
unit. All measurements are fUlly automated, with each
instrument controlled by a central computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.

TEST CONDITIONS

Input:
Ambient Temperature:
Supply Voltage (Vcc):
Input Pulse:

25°C ± 3°C
5.0V ± 0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1V
Low = O.OV± 0.1

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Time:

50 ohm max.
3.0 ns max. (measured
between 0.6V and 2.4)

Pulse Width:
Period:

500 ns
1000 ns

Output:
Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04
input. Delays are measured at the 1.5V level.

Note:
Above conditions are for test only. The adjusted test lim-
its and guardbands used assure operation to data sheet
timing specifications.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051004
5-Tap High-Speed Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon timing circuit

• Five equally delayed clock phases per input

• Precise tap-te-tap delay tolerances of
±0.5, ±0.75, or ±1 ns

• Input-te-tap 1 delay of 5 ns

• Delay tolerances of ±1.5 ns over temperature and
voltage

• Leading and trailing edge precision preserves the
input symmetry

• CMOS design with TTL compatibility

• Standard 8-pin DIP and 150 mil 8-pin SOIC

• Vapor phasing, IR and wave solderable

• Available in Tape and Reel

DESCRIPTION
The DS1004 is a 5-tap all silicon delay line which can
provide 2, 3, 4, or 5 ns tap-to-tap delays within a stan-
dard part family. The device is Dallas Semiconductor's
fastest 5-tap delay line. It is available in a standard
8-pin DIP and 150 mil 8-pin mini-SOIC. The device
features precise leading and trailing edge accuracies
and has the inherent reliability of an all-silicon delay line
solution.

The DS1004 is specified for tap-te-tap tolerances as
shown in Table 1. Each device has a minimum input-

IN[]8 Vcc
TAP 2 2 7 TAP 1

TAP 4 3 6 TAP 3

GND 4 5 TAP 5

DS1004M 8-PIN DIP
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.480

INu8
VCC

TAP 2 2 7 TAP 1
TAP 4 3 6 TAP 3

GND 4 5 TAP 5

DS1004Z 8-PIN SOIC
(150 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.483

TAP 1-5
VCC
GND
IN

- TAP Output Number
+5 Volt Supply
Ground
Input

te-tap 1 delay of 5 ns. Subsequent taps (taps 2 through
5) are precisely delayed by 2, 3, 4, or 5 ns. See Table 1
for details. Tolerance over temperature and voltage is
±1.5 ns. Nominal tap-to-tap tolerances range from
±0.5 ns to ±1.0 ns. Each output is capable of driving up
to 10 LS loads.

For customers needing non-standard delay values, the
Late Package Program (LPP) is available. Customers
may contact Dallas Semiconductor at 214-450-5348
for further details.



INPUT-To-TAP TAP-To-TAP

PART TOLERANCE VARIATION INCREMENT TOLERANCE VARIATION
NUMBER NOMINAL OVER TEMP & NOMINAL OVER TEMP &

VOLTAGE VOLTAGE

DS1004M-002 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 2 ns ±0.5 ns ±O.75 ns

DS1004M-003 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 3 ns ±0.75 ns ±O.75 ns

DS 1004M-004 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 4 ns ±1.0 ns ±O.75 ns

DS1004M-005 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 5 ns ±1.0 ns ±0.75 ns

DS 1004Z -002 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 2 ns ±0.5 ns ±0.75 ns

DS 1004Z -003 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 3 ns ±0.75 ns ±0.75 ns

DS 1004Z -004 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 4 ns ±1.0 ns ±0.75 ns

DS1004Z-005 5 ± 1.5 ns ±1.5 ns 5 ns ±1.0 ns ±0.75 ns

NOTES:
1. Nominal conditions are +25°C and Vcc=+5.0 volts.

2. Temperature and voltage variations cover the range from Vcc=5.0 volts ± 5% and temperature range from
O°C to +70°C.

PART NOMINAL VALUES (FOR REFERENCE ONLY)
NUMBER INPUT-To-TAP1 INPUT-TO- TAP2 INPUT-To-TAP3 INPUT-To-TAP 4 INPUT-To-TAP 5

DS1004M-002 5 ns 7 ns 9 ns 11 ns 13 ns

DS1004M-003 5 ns 8 ns 11 ns 14 ns 17 ns

DS1004M-004 5 ns 9 ns 13 ns 17 ns 21 ns

DS1004M-005 5 ns 10 ns 15 ns 20 ns 25 ns

DS1004Z-002 5 ns 7 ns 9 ns 11 ns 13 ns

DS1004Z-003 5 ns 8 ns 11 ns 14 ns 17 ns

DS1004Z-004 5 ns 9 ns 13 ns 17 ns . 21 ns

DS1004Z-005 5 ns 10 ns 15 ns 20 ns 25 ns



UNIT
UNDER
TEST

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters of the DS1004. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected

VHF
SWITCH

CONTROL OUT
UNIT

to the output. The DS 1004 output taps are selected and
connected to the interval counter by a VHF switch con-
trol unit. All measurements are fully automated with
each instrument controlled by the computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYM TEST CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

Active Current Ice Vee=5.25V 35 75 mA
PERIOD=1 Ils

High Level Input Voltage VIH 2.2 Vee + 0.5 V 1

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1

Input Leakage II O.OV~ VI ~ Vee -1.0 1.0 IlA

High Level Output Current IOH Vee=4.75V -1.0 mA
VOH = 4V

Low Level Output Current IOL Vee=4.75V 12 mA
VOL = 0.5V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Period tPERIOD 4 (tWI) ns 3

Input Pulse Width tWI 40% of ns 3
tap 5 tpLH

Input to Tap 1 Output Delay tpLH, Table 1 ns 2
tpHL

Tap-to- Tap Delays tpLH Table 1 ns 2

Output Rise or Fall Time tOR. tOF 2.0 2.5 ns

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 10 pF

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Vee=5 volts and 25°C. Delay accuracy on both the rising and falling edges within tolerances given in Table 1.

3. Pulse width and duty cycle specifications may be exceeded, however, accuracy will be application sensitive
with respect to decoupling, layout, etc.



TEST CONDITIONS
INPUT:
Ambient Temperature:

Supply Voltage (Veel:

Input Pulse:

25°C ± 3°C

5.0V ± 0.1V

High = 3.0V ± 0.1 V

Low = O.OV± 0.1 V
50 ohm max.
3.0 ns max. (measured
between 0.6V and 2.4Vl
500 ns
1 lls

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Time:

Pulse Width:
Pulse Period:
Output Load
Capaci!ance:

TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge. .

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

OUTPUT:
Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04
input gate. Data is measured at the 1.5V level on the ris-
ing and falling edge.

NOTE:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
devices under other data sheet conditions.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the output pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the falling edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the falling edge of the output pulse.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051005
5-Tap Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon time delay

• 5 taps equally spaced

• Stable and precise over temperature and voltage
range

• Leading and trailing edge accuracy

• Economical

• Auto-insertable, low profile

• Standard 14-pin DIP, 8-pin DIP, or 16-pin SOIC

• Tape and reel available for surface-mount

• Low-power CMOS

• TTUCMOS compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderability

• Custom delays available

• Quick turn prototypes

• Extended temperature range available

DESCRIPTION
The DS1005 5-Tap Silicon Delay Line provides five
equally spaced taps with delays ranging from 12 ns to
250 ns, with an accuracy of ±2 ns or ±3%, whichever is
greater. This device is offered in a standard 14-pin DIP
making it compatible with existing delay line products.
Space-saving 8-pin DIPs and 16-pin SOICs are also
available. The 14-pin DIP and 8-pin DIP are available in
a surface mountable gullwing construction. Both en-
hanced performance and superior reliability over hybrid
technology is achieved by the combination of a 100%
silicon delay line and industry standard DIP and SOIC

PIN ASSIGNMENT

IN vcc IN

NC NC NC

NC
NC TAP 1

TAP 2

TAP 2 NC NC

TAP 4
NC TAP 3

NC

TAP 4 NC GND

GND TAP 5

vcc
NC

NC

TAP 1

NC
TAP 3

NC

TAP 5

DS1005S 16-PIN SOIC
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.484DS1005 14-PIN DIP (300 MIL)

DS1005G 14-PIN GULLWING (300 MIL)
DS1005K 14-PIN SHEARED NC

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480 & 491

INU8 Vcc

TAP 2 2 7 TAP 1

TAP 4 3 6 TAP 3

GND 4 5 TAP 5

DS1005M 8-PIN DIP (300 MIL)
DS1005H 8·PIN GULLWING (300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480 & 491

TAP 1 - TAP 5
Vcc
GND
NC
IN

- TAP Output Number
+5 Volts
Ground
No Connection
Input

packaging. In order to maintain complete pin compatibil-
ity, DIP packages are available with hybrid lead configu-
rations. The DS1 005 reproduces the input logic level at
each tap after the fixed delay specified by the dash num-
ber in Table 1. The device is designed with both leading
and trailing edge accuracy. Each tap is capable of driv-
ing up to ten 74LS loads. Dallas Semiconductor can
customize standard products to meet special needs.
For special requests and rapid delivery, call (214)
450-5348.



LOGIC DIAGRAM Figure 1

TAP 1 TAP 2 TAP 3 TAP 4 TAP 5

2a% ~ 2a% ~ 2a% ~ 2a% ~ 2a% ~

IN--{>:>--(

PART NO. TAP 1 TAP 2 TAP 3 TAP 4 TAPS

081005-60 12 ns 24 ns 36 ns 48 ns 60 ns

081005-75 15 ns 30 ns 45 ns 60 ns 75 ns

081005-100 20 ns 40 ns 60 ns 80 ns 100 ns

081005-125 25 ns 50 ns 75 ns 100 ns 125 ns

081005-150 30 ns 60 ns 90 ns 120 ns 150 ns

081005-175 35 ns 70 ns 105 ns 140 ns 175 ns

081005-200 40 ns 80 ns 120 ns 160 ns 200 ns

081005-250 50 ns 100 ns 150 ns 200 ns 250 ns



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL TESTCOND. MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input Voltage VIH 2.2 Vee+0.5 V 1

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1

Input Leakage Current II O.OV 5. VI 5. Vee -1.0 1.0 uA

Active Current Ice Vee = Max; 40 70 mA 2
Period = Min.

High Level Output Current IOH Vee = Min. -1.0 mA
VOH = 4

Low Level Output Current IOL Vee= Min. 12 mA
VOL = 0.5

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Width tWI 40% of ns 7
TAP 5
tpLH

Input to Tap Delay (leading tpLH Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6
edge)

Input to Tap Delay (trailing edge) tpHL Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

Period 4 (tWI) ns 7

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF



1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Vee = 5V @ 25°C. Delays accurate on both rising and falling edges within ±2 ns or ±3%, whichever is greater.

4. See Test Conditions.

5. The combination of temperature variations from 25°C to O°C or 25°C to 70°C and voltage variations from 5.0V
to 4.75V or 5.0V to 5.25V may produce an additional input-to-tap delay shift of ±1.5 ns or ±4%, whichever is
greater.

6. All tap delays tend to vary unidirectionally with temperature or voltage. For example, if TAP 1 slows down, all
other taps will also slow down; TAP 3 can never be faster than TAP 2.

7. Pulse width and duty cycle specifications may be exceeded; however, accuracy will be application-sensitive
(decoupling, layout, etc.).

TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge, or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of any tap output
pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of any tap output
pulse.

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 3 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the DS1 005. The

input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected
between the input and each tap. Each tap is selected
and connected to the counter by a VHF switch control
unit. All measurements are fully automated, with each
instrument controlled by a central computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.

TEST CONDITIONS

INPUT:
Ambient Temperature
Supply Voltage (Vee)
Input Pulse .

25°C ± 3°C
5.0V±0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low = O.OV ± 0.1V
50 ohm maximum
3.0 ns maximum
500 ns
1 !!s

Source Impedance
Rise and Fall Time
Pulse Width
Period

OUTPUT:
Each output is loaded with the equivalent of a 74F04 in-
put gate. Delay is measured at the 1.5V level on the ris-
ing and falling edge.

NOTE:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
operation of the device under other data sheet condi-
tions.



2.4V 2.4V
1.5V 1.5V

O.6V O.6V
IN VIL

tWI •• tWI

•• IpHL

tpLH ••

START

TIP

TIME
INTERVAL
COUNTER

STOP

TIP (TIME INTERVAL PROBE)



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051007
7-in-1 Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon time delay

• 7 independent buffered delays

• Delay tolerance ±2 ns

• Four delays can be custom set between 3 ns and
10 ns

• Three delays can be custom set between 9 ns and
40 ns

• Auto-insertable, low profile

• Surface mount 16-pin SOIC

• Low-power CMOS

• TTUCMOS-compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderable

• Custom specifications available

• Quick turn prototypes

• Extended temperature range available

DESCRIPTION
The DS 1007 7-in-1 Silicon Delay Line provides seven
independent delay times which are set by Dallas Semi-
conductor to the customer's specification. The delay
times can be set from 3 ns to 40 ns with an accuracy of
±2 ns at room temperature. The device is offered in both
a 16-pin DIPanda 16-pinSOIC. Since the DS1007isan
all-silicon solution, better economy and reliability are

IN1 IN3

OUT1 OUT3

IN2 IN4
IN1 IN3

OUT2 OUT4 OUT1 OUT3

IN2 IN4
vcc GND

OUT4OUT2

INS OUT? . vcc GND

INS OUT7
OUTS IN7

OUTS IN7

IN6 OUT6 IN6 OUT6

DS100716-PIN DIP (300 MIL) DS1007S 16-PIN SOIC

See Mech. Drawing (300 MIL)

Pg.480 See Mech. Drawing
Pg.484

IN1 -IN7
Out1 - Out7
GND
VCC

- Inputs
Outputs
Ground
+5 Volts

achieved when compared to older methods using hybrid
technology. The DS 1007 reproduces the input logic
state at the output after the fixed delay. Dallas Semicon-
ductor can customize standard products to meet special
needs. For special requests and rapid delivery, call
(214) 450-5348.



LOGIC DIAGRAM Figure 1

IN

PART # OUT1 OUT2 OUT3 OUT4 OUTS OUT6 OUT7

081007-1 3ns 4ns 5ns 6ns 9ns 13ns 18ns

081007-2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

081007-3 3 3 3 3 10 10 10

081007-4 4 4 4 4 12 12 12

081007-5 5 5 5 5 15 15 15

081007-6 6 6 6 6 20 20 20

081007-7 7 7 7 7 25 25 25

081007-8 8 8 8 8 30 30 30

081007-9 9 9 9 9 35 35 35

081007-10 10 10 10 10 40 40 40

081007-11 3 4 6 8 10 12 14

081007-12 3 4 6 8 10 15 20

081007-13 3 4 6 8 12 15 20

081007-14 7 7 7 7 9 9 9

Custom delays available. Out 1 through Out 4 can be custom set from 3 to 10ns. (Leading edge only accuracy.)
Out 5 through Out 7 can be custom set from 9 to 40ns. (Both leading and trailing edge accuracy.)
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TIP
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TIP (TIME INTERVAL PROBE)



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0Vto+7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL TEST MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
CONDITIONS

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input Voltage VIH .. 2.2 Vee+0.5 V 1

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1

Input Leakage Current II O.OV5 VI5 Vee -1.0 1.0 uA

Active Current Ice Vcc: Max; 40.0 70.0 mA 2
Period: Min.

High Level Output IOH Vee: Min. -1.0 mA
Current Vow 2.4V

Low Level Output IOL Vee: Min. 12.0 mA
Current VOL: 0.5V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Width tWI 100% of ns
tpLH

Input to Output (leading edge) tpLH Table 1 ns 3,4,5

Power-up lime tpu 100 ms 7

Period 3 (tWI) ns 6

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Vee = 5V @25°C. Delays accurate on rising edges within ±2 ns.

4. See Test Conditions below.

5. All output delays in the same speed output tend to vary unidirectionally with temperature or voltage range
(Le., if OUT 2 slows down, all other outputs also slow down).

6. Period specifications may be exceeded; however, accuracy will be application-sensitive (decoupling, layout,
etc.).

7. tpu = 0 ms for OUT 1 through OUT 4.

TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge, and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge ofthe input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the corresponding
output pulse.

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 3 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the DS1007. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected

between the input and each output. Each output is se-
lected and connected to the counter by a VHF switch
control unit. All measurements are fully automated, with
each instrument controlled by a central computer over
an IEEE 488 bus.

TEST CONDITIONS

INPUT:
Ambient Temperature:
Supply Voltage (Vee):
Input Pulse:

25°C ± 3°C
5.0V ± 0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low = O.OV± 0.1V
50 ohm Max.
3.0 ns Max.
500 ns
1J.l.S

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Time:
Pulse Width:
Period:

OUTPUT:
Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04
input gate. Delay is measured at the 1.5V level on the
rising edge.

NOTE:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
operation of the device under other data sheet condi-
tions.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051010
10-Tap Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon time delay

• 10 taps equally spaced

• Delays are stable and precise

• Leading and trailing edge accuracy

• Delay tolerance ±5% or ±2 ns, whichever is greater

• Economical

• Standard 14-pin DIP or 16-pin SOIC

• Low-power CMOS

• nUCMOS-compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderable

• Custom delays available

• Fast turn prototypes

• Extended temperature range available

DESCRIPTION
The DS1 01 0 series delay line has ten equally spaced
taps providing delays from 5 ns to 500 ns. The devices
are offered in a standard 14-pin DIP which is pin-com-
patible with hybrid delay lines. Alternatively, a 16-pin
SOIC is available for surface mount technology which
reduces PC board area. Since the DS 1010 is an ail-sili-
con solution, better economy is achieved when com-
pared to older methods using hybrid techniques. The
DS1 01 0 series delay lines provide a nominal accuracy

PIN ASSIGNMENT

IN1 vcc

NC TAP 1 vccIN

TAP 2 TAP 3 NC NC

TAP 4 NC TAP 1
TAPS

TAP 2 TAP 3

TAP 6 TAP 7 TAP 4 TAPS

TAP 9 TAP 6 TAP 7
TAP 8

TAP 8 TAP 9

GND TAP 10 GND TAP 10

DS1010 14-PIN DIP
(300 MIL)

DS1010G 14-PIN GULLWING
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480 & 491

DS1010S 16-PIN SOIC
(300 MIL)

See Mach. Drawing
Pg.484

TAP 1-TAP 10
Vcc
GND
NC
IN

- TAP Output Number
5 Volts
Ground
No Connection
Input

of ±5% or ±2 ns, whichever is greater. The DS 1010 re-
produces the input logic state at the TAP 10 output after
a fixed delay as specified by the dash number extension
ofthe part number. The DS1 01 0 is designed to produce
both leading and trailing edge with equal precision.
Each tap is capable of driving up to ten 74LS type loads.
Dallas Semiconductor can customize standard prod-
ucts to meet special needs. For special requests and
rapid delivery, call (214) 450-5348.



LOGIC DIAGRAM Figure 1

TAP 1 TAP 9 TAP 10

S S~-(~10-% ~ 10% j
CATALOG PIN TOTAL DELAY DELAYITAP (ns)

081010-50 50 5

081010-60 60 6

081010-75 75 7.5

081010-80 80 8

081010-100 100 10

081010-125 125 12.5

081010-150 150 15

081010-175 175 17.5

081010-200 200 20

081010-250 250 25

081010-300 300 30

081010-350 350 35

081010-400 400 40

081010-450 450 45

081010-500 500 50



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL TESTCOND. MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input VIH 2.2 Vee+0.5 V 1
Voltage

Low Level Input VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1
Voltage

Input Leakage Current II O.OV ~ VI ~ Vee -1.0 1.0 I!A

Active Current Ice Vee=Max: 40 150 mA 2
Period=Min.

High Level Output IOH Vee=Min. -1.0 mA
Current VOH=4

Low Level Output IOL Vee=Min. 12 mA
Current VOL=0.5

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Width tWI 40% of ns 8
TAP 10

tpLH

Input to Tap Delay (leading edge) tpLH Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6,7,9

Input to Tap Delay (trailing edge) tpHL Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6,7,9

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

Period 4(twr) ns 8

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX I UNITS I NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 I pF I



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. VCC= 5V @ 25°C. Input-to-tap delays accurate on both rising and falling edges within ±2 ns or ±5% whichever
is greater.

4. See "Test Conditions" section.

5. For OS1 01 0 delay lines with a TAP 10 delay of 100 ns or greater, temperature variations from 25°C to O°C or
70°C may produce an additional input-to-tap delay shift of ±2ns or ±3%, whichever is greater.

6. For OS1010 delay lines with a TAP 10 delay less than 100 ns, temperature variations from 25°C to O°C or
70°C may produce an additional input-to-tap delay shift of ±1 ns or ±9%, whichever is greater.

7. All tap delays tend to vary unidirectionally with temperature or voltage changes. For example, if TAP 1 slows
down, all other taps will also slow dow; TAP 3 can never be faster than TAP 2.

8. Pulse width and period specifications may be exceeded; however, accuracy will be application-sensitive (de-
coupling, layout, etc.).

9. Certain high-frequency applications not recommended for -50 in 16-pin package. Consult factory.

tRISE - - tFALL

VIH --- 2.4V 2.4V

1.5V 1.5V

O.6V
O.6V

IN VIL

tWI ••• tWI

..• tpHL

tpLH ••

1.5V

OUT



TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge, or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the input pulse and

the 1.5V point on the leading edge of any tap output
pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of any tap output
pulse.

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 3 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the DS1 01 O. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected
between the input and each tap. Each tap is selected
and connected to the counter by a VHF switch control
unit. All measurements are fully automated, with each
instrument controlled by a central computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.



TEST CONDITIONS

INPUT:
Ambient Temperature:
Supply Voltage (Veel:
Input Pulse:

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Time:
Pulse Width:
Period:

25°e ± 3°e
5.0V±0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low = O.OV ± 0.1V
50 ohm Max.
3.0 ns Max.
500 ns (1 Ils for -500)
1 Ils (2 IlS for -500)

OUTPUT:
Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04
input gate. Delay is measured at the 1.5V level on the
rising and falling edge.

NOTE:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
operation of the device under other data sheet condi-
tions.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051012
2-in-1 Sub-Miniature Silicon

Delay Line with Logic

• All-silicon time delay

• 53 IlW max. CMOS quiescent mode

• Surface mount 8-pin mini-SOIC and standard 8-pin
DIP

• 2 independent buffered delays per input

• Option of complemented output(s)

• Option of timed AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR,
XNOR, HALF-XOR and HALF-XNOR logic outputs

±1.5 ns (delays: 3-10 ns),
±2.0 ns (delays: 11-40 ns)

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderability

• TTUCMOS-compatible

• Quick turn prototypes

• Custom delays and logic options available

DESCRIPTION
In its most simple configuration, the OS1012 2-in-1
Sub-Miniature Silicon Delay Line Chip provides two in-
puts, each of which in turn provides independent delays
to a pair of outputs. Any of the four outputs can be in-
verted at the time of manufacture. The OS1012-1 and
OS1 012-3 are examples of catalog parts having this ba-
sic configuration.

For applications requiring two-input timed logic func-
tions, at the time of manufacture the simple delay on
OUT4 can be replaced by one of the following: OR,
NOR, XOR, or XNOR. Similarly, a timed AND, NAND,
HALF-XOR (03 AND 04), or NOT HALF-XOR (03 OR
04) can be substituted for the simple delay on OUT3.
OS1012-2, OS1012-4, and OS1012-5 are examples of

~~o~~
GND~ OUT4

DS1012M8-PIN DIP (300 MIl)
DS1012H8-PIN GULLWING

See Mach. Drawing- Pgs.480 & 491

IN108 Vcc
OUT3 2 7 IN2

OUT1 3 6 OUT2

GND 4 5 OUT4

DS1012Z8-PIN SOIC (150 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing- Pg. 483

IN1,IN2
OUT1.0UT2
OUT3,OUT4
GNO
VCC

- Inputs
Outputs (delays)
Outputs (delays, logic)
Ground
+5 Volts

catalog parts configured with logic functions on OUT3
and OUT4. Note that OS1012-2 also utilizes an output
inversion on OUT2.

In any configuration, delays 01 (tD1) and 02 (tD2) can be
specified within the range of -3 ns to 10 ns. Delays 03
(tD3) and 04 (tD4) can be specified to have values be-
tween -3 ns and 40 ns. The worst case leading edge
delay accuracy at nominal voltage and room tempera-
ture is ±2 ns. The OS1 012 is offered in two packages: an
8-pin DIP and an 8-pin 150 mil wide mini-SOIC.

Dallas Semiconductor offers the OS1 012 in a wide vari-
ety of custom delay and logic configurations. For special
requests and quick turn delivery, call (214) 450-5348.



Function f3 can be one of the following:
03
03 AND 04
03 HALF-XOR 04

Function f4 can be one of the following:
04
03 OR 04
03 XOR 04

03
03 NAND 04
03 HALF-XNOR 04

04
03 NOR 04
03XNOR 04

NOTE: Any output(s) can be inverted at time of manufacture.
If 01 > 10 ns, 01 = 03.
If 02 > 10 ns, 02 = 04.



CATALOG t01 t02 t03 t04 OUT1 OUT2 OUT3 OUT4
PIN (n5) (n5) (n5) (n5)

OS1012-1 5 5 10 10 01 02 03 04

OS1012-2 5 5 10 10 01 02 03.04 03+04

OS1012-3 3 7 10 40 01 02 03 04

OS1012-4 5 5 25 25 01 02 03HX04 03X04

OS1012-5 10 10 5 5 01 02 03.04 03+04

OS1012-7 15 4 4 14 01 02 03 03X04

OS1012-9 5 25 5 25 01 02 03HX04 03X04

OS1012-016 4 19.6 4 19.6 01 02 03.04 03X04

OS1012-020 4 16.5 4 16.5 01 02 03.04 03X04

OS1012-025 4 14 4 14 01 02 03.04 03X04

OS1012-033 4 11.5 4 11.5 01 02 03.04 03X04

OS1012-050 4 9 4 9 01 02 03.04 03X04

OS1012-V20 25 50 25 50 01 02 03.04 03+04

OS1012-V40 12.5 25 12.5 25 01 02 03.04 03X04

OS1012-V50 10 20 10 20 01 02 03.04 03X04

OS1012-V60 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 01 02 03.04 03+04

NOTE: . = ANO, + = OR, X = XOR, HX = HALF-XOR

Contact Oallas Semiconductor for information on custom configurations and timing delays.

START TIP
(TIME INTERVAL

PROBE)

TIME
INTERVAL
COUNTER

DEVICE
UNDER
TEST

VHF
SWITCH

CONTROL
UNIT



TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the DS1012. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control connected to the inputs by
VHF switch control units. Time delays are measured by
a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected be-
tween the inputs and the outputs. Outputs are con-
nected to the counter by a VHF switch control unit. All
measurements are fully automated, with each instru-
ment controlled by a central computer over an IEEE 488
bus.

TEST CONDITIONS
INPUT:

Ambient Temperature:
Supply Voltage (Vcc):
Input Pulse:

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Time:
Pulse Width:
Period:

25°C ± 3°C
5.0V ± 0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1V
Low = O.OV± 0.1V
50 ohms max.
3.0 ns max.
50 ns
100 ns

OUTPUT:
Each output is loaded with a 74F04. Delay is measured
between the 1.5V level of the rising edge of the input sig-
nal and the 1.5V level of the corresponding edge of the
output.

NOTE: These conditions are for test only and do
not restrict the operation of the, device un-
der other data sheet conditions.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-1.0Vto +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL TEST MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input Voltage VIH 2.2 Vcc+0.5 V 1

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1

Input Leakage Current II O.OV ~ VI ~ Vcc -1.0 1.0 ~A

Active Current ICC1 Vcc = MAX; 40.0 70.0 mA 2
PERIOD = MIN

Quiescent Current ICC2 Vcc= MAX. 10 ~A 5

High Level Output Current IOH Vcc= MIN -1.0 mA
VOH = 2.4V

Low Level Output Current IOL Vcc= MIN. 8.0 mA
VOL = 0.5V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Width tWI ns 6

Input to Output (leading edge) t01, t02, ns 3,4
t03. t04

Power-up Time tpu 0 ns 7

Period 2(twl) ns

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF



IN1
tWI tWI

IN2
t01 -t01

OUT1

t02 t02

.OUT2
t03 -t03

OUT3
"INVERT"

OUT4 t~1 -t~}---
"INVERT"

LOGIC FUNCTIONS Figure 4

PERIOD

IN1
tWI tWI

IN2
t04 -t03

OUT3
"AND"

t03 -t04

OUT4
"OR" t04

t03

"H~~~~
t04 -t04

t03

OUT4
"XOR"

t03 < t04



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open, minimum period. ICC1 (max.) for any value of Period can be calculated using the
formula:

ICC1 (Max) in mA = 840 mA-ns/50 ns + 0.01 mA = 16.81 mA

3. Vcc = 5V @ 25°C. Delays referenced to leading (input rising) edges are accurate within ±1.5 ns for values
between 3 to 10 ns and ±2 ns for values between 11 to 40 ns. Delays referenced to trailing (input falling)
edges will typically equal the corresponding leading edge delay within ±1 ns.

4. See the section entitled "Test Conditions."

5. For the quiescent mode, both inputs must meet the conditions
0.3V> VI or VI> Vcc - 0.3

6. For specified accuracy, tWI (min) is the longer of 3(t01), 3(t02), 3(to3), or 3(t04)' Pulse doublers designed for
single frequency use will meet specified accuracies at 50% duty cycle; i.e., 2(twl) = 1/FREQ = PERIOD. Cus-
toms will be adjusted to be accurate at customer input width specifications when tWI is longer than t01, t02,
t03, and t04·

7. On power-up, the DS1012 will supply timing and logic functions with specified accuracy as soon as Vcc
achieves nominal value.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051013
3-in-1 Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon time delay

• 3 independent buffered delays

• Delay tolerance ±2ns for -10 through -65

• Stable and precise over temperature and voltage
range

• Leading and trailing edge accuracy

• Standard 14-pin DIP, 8-pin DIP, or 16-pin SOIC

• Low-power CMOS

• TIUCMOS-compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderable

• Custom delays available

• Quick turn prototypes

• Extended temperature ranges available

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1013 series of delay lines has three independent
logic buffered delays in a single package. The devices
are offered in a standard 14-pin DIP which is pin-com-
patiblewith hybrid delay lines. Alternative 8-pin DIP and
surface mount packages are available which save PC
board area. Since the DS1013 products are an all sili-
con solution, better economy is achieved when com-
pared to older methods using hybrid techniques. The
DS1 013 series delay lines provide a nominal accuracy
of ±2ns for delay times ranging from 10 ns to 65 ns, in-

IN 1 Vcc IN 1 vcc

NC NC NC NC
NC NC

IN2 OUT 1 IN2 OUT 1

NC NC NC NC

IN3 OUT2
IN3 OUT2

NC NC

NC NC GND OUT3

GND OUT3 DS1013S 16-PIN SOIC
(300 MIL)

See Mach. Drawing
DS101314-PIN DIP (300 MIL) Pg.484

DS1013G 14-PIN GULLWING (300 MIL)
DS1013K 14-PIN SHEARED NC

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480 & 491

IN1[J8 VccIN 2 2 7 OUT 1

IN 3 3 6 OUT2

GND 4 5 OUT 3

DS1013M 8-PIN DIP (300 MIL)
DS1013H 8-PIN GULLWING (300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 480 & 491

PIN DESCRIPTION
IN 1, IN 2, IN 3
OUT 1, OUT 2, OUT 3
GND
Vcc
NC

- Inputs
- Outputs
- Ground
- +5 Volts
- No Connection

creasing to 5% for delays of 150 ns. The OS 1013 delay
line reproduces the input logic state at the output after a
fixed delay as specified by the dash number extension
of the part number. The DS1 013 is designed to repro-
duc;e both leading and trailing edges with equal preci-
sion. Each output is capable of driving up to ten 74LS
loads. Dallas Semiconductor can customize standard
products to meet special needs. For special requests
and rapid delivery, call (214) 450-5348.



PART NO. DELAY PER OUTPUT (ns)

081013-10 10/10/10

081013-12 , 12/12/12

081013-15 15/15/15

081013-20 20/20/20

081013-25 25/25/25

081013-30 30/30/30

081013-35 35/35/35

081013-40 40/40/40

081013-45 45/45/45

081013-50 50/50/50

081013-55 .., 55/55/55

081013-60 60/60/60

081013-65 65/65/65

081013-70' 70/70/70

081013-75' 75/75/75

081013-80' 80/80/80

081013-90' 90/90/90

081013-100' 100/1 00/1 00

081013-150" 150/150/150

081013-200" 200/200/200

Custom delays available .
• ±3% tolerance .

•• ±5% tolerance.



TIME
INTERVAL
COUNTER



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL TESTCOND. MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input VIH 2.2 Vee+O.5
Voltage

Low Level Input VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1
Voltage

Input Leakage Current I, O.OV~ VI ~ -1.0 1.0 ~A
Vee

Active Current Ice Vee= Max 40 70 mA 2
Period= Min.

High Level Output IOH Vee= Min. -1.0 mA
Current VOH= 4.0V

Low Level Output IOL Vee=Min 12.0 mA
Current VOL=0.5V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Pulse Width tWI 100% of ns
tpLH

Input to Output Delay (leading tpLH Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6
edge)

Input to Output Delay (trailing tpHL Table 1 ns 3,4,5,6
edge)

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

Period 3(twl) ns 7

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Vcc= 5V @ 25°C. Delays accurate on both rising and falling edges within ±2 ns for -10 to -65, ±3% for -70 to
-100 and ±5% for -150 and longer delays.

4. See "Test Conditions" section.

5. The combination of temperature variations from 25°C to O°C or 25°C to 70°C and voltage variations from 5.0V
to 4.75V or 5.0V to 5.25V may produce an additional delay shift of ±1.5 ns or ±3%, whichever is greater.

6. All output delays tend to vary unidirectionally over temperature or voltage ranges (Le., if OUT 1 slows down,
all other outputs also slow down).

7. Period specifications may be exceeded; however, accuracy will be application-sensitive (decoupling, layout,
etc.).

TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge, orthe 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on tRe leading edge of the corresponding
output pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the corresponding
output pulse.

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 3 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the DS1013. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-

ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected
between each input and corresponding output. Each
output is selected and connected to the counter by a
VHF switch control unit. All measurements are fully au-
tomated, with each instrument controlled by a central
computer over an IEEE 488 bus.

TEST CONDITIONS

INPUT:
Ambient Temperature:
Supply Voltage (Vcc):
Input Pulse:

25°C ± 3°C
5.0V ± 0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low = O.OV ± 0.1V
50 ohms Max.
3.0 ns Max.
500 ns
1J.1S

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Time:
Pulse Width:
Period:

OUTPUT:
Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04
input gate. Delay is measured at the 1.5V level on the
rising and falling edge.

NOTE:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
operation of the device under other data sheet condi-
tions.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051020
Programmable 8-Bit Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon time delay

• Models with 0.15 ns, 0.25 ns, 0.5 ns, 1 ns, and 2 ns
steps

• Programmable using 3-wire serial port or 8-bit parallel
port

• Auto-insertable, low profile

• Low-power CMOS

• TIUCMOS-compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderable

DESCRIPTION
The DS1020 Programmable 8-Bit Silicon Delay Line
consists of an 8-bit, user-programmable CMOS silicon
integrated circuit. Delay values, programmed using ei-
therthe 3-wire serial port or the 8-bit parallel port, can be
varied over 256 equal steps. The fastest model (-015)
offers a maximum delay of 48.25 ns with an incremental
delay of 0.15 ns, while the slowest model (-200) has a
maximum delay of 520 ns with an incremental delay of
2 ns. All models have an inherent (step zero) delay of
10 ns. After the user-determined delay, the input logic

IN vcc

E OUT

Q/PO S

P1 P7

P2 P6

P3 C

P4 P5

GND D

IN

E

Q/PO

P1

P2

P3

P4

GND

DS1020 16-PIN DIP
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.480

DS1020S 16-PIN SOIC
(300 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.484

IN
POoP?
GND
OUT
VCC
S
E
C
Q

D

- Delay Input
Parallel Program Pins
Ground
Delay Output
+5 Volts
Mode Select
Enable
Serial Port Clock
Serial Data Output
Serial Data Input

state is reproduced at the output without inversion. The
DS1020 is TIL- and CMOS-compatible, capable of
driving 10? 4LS-type loads, and features both rising and
falling edge accuracy.

The all-CMOS DS1020 integrated circuit has been de-
signed as a reliable, economic alternative to hybrid pro-
grammable delay lines. It is offered in a standard 16-pin
auto-insertable DIP and a space-saving surface mount
16-pin SOIC.



PARALLEL MODE (5 = 1)
In the PARALLEL programming mode, the output of the
DS1 020 will reproduce the logic state of the input after a
delay determined by the state of the eight program input
pins PO - P7. The parallel inputs can be programmed
using DC levels or computer-generated data. For infre-
quent modification of the delay value, jumpers may be
used to connect the input pins to Vcc and ground. For
applications requiring frequent timing adjustment, DIP
switches should be used. The enable pin (E) must be at
a logic 1 in hardwired implementations.

Maximum flexibility is obtained when the eight parallel
programming bits are set using computer-generated
data. When the data setup (tOSE) and data hold (tOHE)
requirements are observed, the enable pin can be used
to latch data supplied on an 8-bit bus. Enable must be
held at a logic 1 if it is not used to latch the data. After
each change in delay value, a settling time (tEDVor tpov)
is required before input logic levels are accurately
delayed.

Since the DS1 020 is a CMOS design, unused input pins
(0 and C) must be connected to well-defined logic lev-
els; they must not be allowed to float.

SERIAL MODE (5 = 0)
In the SERIAL programming mode, the output of the
DS 1020 will reproduce the logic state of the input after a
delay time determined by an 8-bit value clocked into se-
rial port D. While observing data setup (tose) and data
hold (tOHe) requirements, timing data is loaded in
MSB-to-LSB order by the rising edge of the serial clock
(C). The enable pin (E) must be at a logic 1 to load or
read the internal 8-bit input register, during which time
the delay is determined by the last value activated. Data
transfer ends and the new delay value is activated when
enable (E) returns to a logic O. After each change, a
settling time (tEDv) is required before the delay is accu-
rate.

As timing values are shifted into the serial data input (D),
the previous contents of the 8-bit input register are
shifted out of the serial output pin (0) in MSB-to-LSB or-
der. By connecting the serial output of one DS1020 to
the serial input of a second DS1020, multiple devices
can be daisy-chained (cascaded) for programming pur-
poses (Figure 3). The total numberofserial bits must be
eight times the number of units daisy-chained and each
group of 8 bits must be sent in MSB-to-LSB order.

Applications can read the setting of the DS1020 delay
line by connecting the serial output pin (0) to the serial
input (D) through a resistor with a value of 1K to 10K
ohms (Figure 2). Since the read process is destructive,
the resistor restores the value read and provides isola-
tion when writing to the device. The resistor must con-
nect the serial output (0) of the last device to the serial
input (D) of the first device of a daisy-chain (Figure 3).
For serial readout with automatic restoration through a
resistor, the device used to write serial data must go to a
high impedance state.

To initiate a serial read, enable (E) is taken to a logic 1
while serial clock (C) is at a logic O. After a waiting time
(tEQv), bit 7 (MSB) appears on the serial output (0). On
the first rising (0 --> 1) transition of the serial clock (C),
bit 7 (MSB) is rewritten and bit 6 appears on the output
after a time tCQv, To restore the input register to its origi-
nal state, this clocking process must be repeated 8
times. In the case of a daisy-chain, the process must be
repeated 8 times per package. If the value read is re-
stored before enable (E) is returned to logic 0, no
settling time (tEDv) is required and the programmed
delay remains unchanged.

Since the DS1 020 is a CMOS design, unused input pins
(P1 - P7) must be connected to well-defined logic levels;
they must not be allowed to float. Serial output O/PO
should be allowed to float if unused.



PO P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
(LSB) (MSB)

1KQ TO 10KQ
FEEDBACK
RESISTOR

TO
READING
DEVICE



FROM
WRITING
DEVICE WITH
FLOATING
OUTPUT
STATE

TO
READING
DEVICE

I
I
I

I IL ~--------~
1KQ TO 10KQ

OPTIONAL FEEDBACK
RESISTOR

DELAYS AND TOLERANCES (IN ns)

PART NUMBER STEP ZERO MAX DELAY DELAY CHANGE MAX DEVIATION FROM
DELAY TIME TIME (NOM) PER STEP (NOM) PROGRAMMED DELAY

OS1020-o15 10±2 48.25 0.15 ±4

OS1020-025 10 ±2 73.75 0.25 ±6

OS1020-050 10 ±2 137.5 0.5 ±8

OS1 020-1 00 10± 2 265 1 ±20

OS1020-200 10±3 520 2 ±40

w...J ...J

~
...J ~ •...

STEP
<•...

)(...J a: a: a: a:
ZERO <w ~~ wO::iio (J)Q.

BINARY 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 P7 MSB
PROGRAMMEO
VALUE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 P6

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 P5

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 P4

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 P3

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 P2

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 P1
PART
NUMBER 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 PO LSB

OS1020-015 10.00 10.15 10.30 10.45 10.60 10.75 47.95 48.10 48.25

OS1020-025 10.00 10.25 10.50 10.75 11.00 11.25 73.25 73.50 73.75

OS1020-050 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 136.5 137.0 137.5

OS1020-100 10 11 12 13 14 15 263 264 265

OS1020-200 10 12 14 16 18 20 516 518 520



z~ = 500

DEVICE UNDER
TEST

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 4 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters of the 081020. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected
to the output. The 081020 serial and parallel ports are
controlled by interfaces to a central computer. All mea-
surements are fully automated with each instrument
controlled by the computer over an IEEE 488 bus.

TEST CONDITIONS
INPUT:

Ambient Temperature:
8upply Voltage (Vee):
Input Pulse:

25°e ± 3°e
5.0V ± 0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low = O.OV± 0.1V
50 ohms max.

TIME
INTERVAL
COUNTER

3.0 ns max.
(measured between
0.6V and 2.4V)
500 ns (081020--015)
500 ns (081020--025)
2 ~s (081020--050)
4 ~s (081020-100)
4 ~s (081020-200)
1 ~s (081020--015)
1 ~s (081020--025)
4 ~ (081020--050)
8 ~ (081020-100)
8 ~s (081020-200)

NOTE: Above conditions are for test only and do
not restrict the operation of the device un-
der other data sheet conditions.

OUTPUT:
Output is loaded with a 74F04. Oelay is measured be-
tween the 1.5V level of the rising edge of the input signal
and the 1.5V level of the corresponding edge of the out-
put.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

TEST
PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input Voltage VIH 2.2 Vee+0.5 V 1

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1

Input Leakage Current 11 o ~ VI ~ Vee -1.0 1.0 ~A

Active Current Ice Vee = MAX; 30.0 mA 3
PERIOD = 1 ~

High Level Output Current IOH Vee = MIN -1.0 mA
VOH = 2.7V

Low Level Output Current IOL Vee = MIN. 8 mA 5
VOL = 0.5V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TVP MAX UNITS NOTES

Clock Frequency fe 10 MHz

Enable Width tEw 50 ns

Clock Width tew 50 ns

Data Setup to Clock tose 30 ns

Data Hold from Clock tOHe 10 ns

Data Setup to Enable tOSE 30 ns

Data Hold from Enable tOHE 20 ns

Enable to Serial Output Valid tEQV 50 ns

Enable to Serial Output High Z tEQZ 0 50 ns

Clock to Serial Output Valid teQv 50 ns

Clock to Serial Output Invalid teQx 10 ns

Enable Setup to Clock tES 50 ns

Enable Hold from Clock tEH 50 ns



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Parallel Input Valid to Delay Valid tpDV 50 JlS

Parallel Input Change to Delay tpDX 0 ns
Invalid

Enable to Delay Valid tEDV 50 Jls

Enable to Delay Invalid tEDx 0 ns

Vcc Valid to Device Functional tpu 100 ms

Input Pulse Width tWI 100% of ns
Output
Delay

Input to Output Delay tpLH. tpHL Table 2 ns 2

Input Period Period 3(twl) " ns 4

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 10 pF

PERIOD

IRISE • ---- _ lFAll

VIH --- 2.4V 2.4V
1.5V 1.5V

IN O.6V
Vil O.6V

tWI "4 tWI

..• tpHl

lplH ••



TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge, or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the output pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the output pulse.

PARALLEL
INPUTS

Po-P7

PARALLEL
INPUTS

Po-P7



SERIAL
INPUT

(0)

SERIAL
INPUT

(Q)

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. @VCC = 5V and 25°C. Delay accurate on both rising and falling edges within tolerances given in Table 1.

3. Measured with output open.

4. Period specifications may be exceeded; however, accuracy will be application-sensitive (decoupling, layout,
etc.).

5. The "Q" output will only source 4 mA. This pin is only intended to drive other D51020s.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051033
3-in-1 Low Voltage Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon timing circuit

• Three independent buffered delays

• Initial delay tolerance ±1.5 ns

• Stable and precise over temperature and voltage

• Leading and trailing edge precision preserves the
input symmetry

• Standard 8-pin DIP, 8-pin SOIC (150 mil) and 20-pin
TSSOP

• Vapor phasing, IR and wave solderable

• Available in Tape and Reel

DESCRIPTION
The OS 1033 series is a low-power +3.3 Volt version of
the DS1 035. It is characterized for operation over the
range of 2.7V to 3.6V.

The DS1033 series of delay lines have three indepen-
dent logic buffered delays in a single package. It is avail-
able in a standard 8-pin DIP, 150 Mil 8-pin Mini-SOIC
and 20-pin TSSOP.

'N1D8 Vcc
.IN2 2 7. OUT1
IN3 3 6 OUT2

GND 4 5 OUT3

DS1033M8-PIN DIP
See Mech.Drawing

Pg.480

IN1U8 Vcc
IN2 2 7 OUT1

IN3 3 6 OUT2

GND 4 5 OUT3

DS1033Z8-PIN sOle (150 MIL)
See Mech.Drawing

Pg,483

DS1033E2o-PIN TSSOP
(CONTACTFACTORYFORAVAILABILITY)

See Mech.Drawing
Pg,485

IN1-IN3
OUT1-0UT3
NC
VCC
GND

- Input Signals
Output Signals
No Connection
Supply Voltage
Ground

The device features precise leading and trailing edge
accuracies. It has the inherent reliability of an all-silicon
delay line solution. The DS1033's nominal tolerance is
±1.5 ns and an additional tolerance over temperature
and voltage of ±1.0 ns for the faster delays. Detailed
specifications are shown in Table 1.

Standard delay values are indicated in Table 1. Cus-
tomers may contact Dallas Semiconductor at
214-450-5348 for further information.



_IN _~~ _~OUT

DELAY PER INITIAL TOLERANCE OVER TEMPERATURE

PART NUMBER OUTPUT (ns) TOLERANCE AND VOLTAGE (note 2)

(note 1) (note 1) Vcc=3.3V ± O.3V Vcc=2.7V

081033-08 8/8/8 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns ±1.5 ns

081033-10 10/10/10 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns ±1.5 ns

081033-12 12112112 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns ±1.5 ns

081033-15 15/15/15 ±1.5 ns ±1.5 ns ±2.0 ns

081033-20 20/20/20 ±1.5 ns ±1.5 ns ±2.5 ns

081033-25 25/25/25 ±2.0 ns ±2.0 ns ±3.5 ns

081033-30 30/30/30 ±2.0 ns ±2.0 ns ±5.0 ns

NOTES:
1. Nominal conditions are +25°e and Vcc=+3.3 volts.

2. Temperature range of ooe to lOoe.

3. Oelay accuracy is for both leading and trailing edges.



TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters of the DS1033. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected

to the output. The DS 1033 output taps are selected and
connected to the interval counter by a VHF switch con-
trol unit. All measurements are fully automated with
each instrument controlled by the computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.

PULSE
GENERATOR

START TIME INTERVAL
COUNTER

l!
son •3/ IN

•

"7
STOP

UNIT UNDER VHF
TEST SWITCH

CONTROL
UNIT OUT

• son
OUTPUTS 1-3 :

"7



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +6.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

TEST
PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS
Supply Voltage Vee 2.7 3.3 3.6 V

Active Current Ice Vee=3.6V 25 mA
Period=1J.l.s

High Level Input Voltage VIH 2.0 Vee+0.5 V

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V

Input Leakage IL OV-:;VI-:;Vee -1.0 1.0 J.l.A

High Level Output Current IOH Vee=2.7V -1.0 mA
VOH=2V

Low Level Output Current IOL Vee=2.7V 8 mA
VOL=O.4V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Period tPERIOD 2 (twil ns 2

Input Pulse Width tWI 100% of ns 2
Tap Delay

Input-to- Tap Output Delay tpLH. tpHL Table 1 ns

Output Rise or Fall Time tOR. tOF 2.0 2.5 ns 3
3.0 3.5 ns 4

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Input Capacitance CIN 10 pF



TEST CONDITIONS
Ambient Temperature: 25°C ± 3°C
Supply Voltage (Veel: 3.3V ± 0.1 V
Input Pulse:

High: 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low: O.OV ± 0.1V

Source Impedance: son Max.
Rise and Fall Time: 3.0 ns Max. - Measured between 0.6V and 2.4V.
Pulse Width: 500 ns
Pulse Period: 1 lis
Output Load Capacitance: 15 pF
Output: Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04 input gate.

Data is measured at the 1.5V level on the rising and falling edges.
Note: The above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the devices under other data sheet conditions.

1.5V

O.6V

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Pulse width and duty cycle specifications may be exceeded, however, accuracy will be application sensitive
with respect to de-coupling, layout, etc.

3. Vee=3.3V± 10%

4. Vee=2.7V



TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse
between the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge and the
1.5 volt point on the trailing edge or the 1.5 volt point on
the trailing edge and the 1.5 volt point on the leading
edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge on the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge of the input pulse
and the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge of the output
pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5 volt point on the falling edge of the input pulse
and the 1.5 volt point on the falling edge of the output
pulse.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051035
3-in-1 High-Speed Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon timing circuit

• Three independent buffered delays

• Initial delay tolerance ±1.5 ns

• Stable and precise over temperature and voltage

• Leading and trailing edge precision preserves the
input symmetry

• Standard 8-pin DIP, 8-pin SOIC (150 mil) and 2O-pin
TSSOP

• Vapor phasing, IR and wave solderable

• Available in Tape and Reel

DESCRIPTION
The DS1 035 series is a low-power +5 Volt high speed
version of the popular DS1013 and compliments the
DS1033 +3.3 Volt version.

The DS1035 series of delay lines have three indepen-
dent logic buffered delays in a single package. The
device is Dallas Semiconductor's fastest 3-in-1 delay
line. It is available in a standard 8-pin DIP, 150 Mil8-pin
Mini:-SOIC and 20-pin TSSOP.

IN1[]8 VccIN2 2 7 OUT1

IN3 3 6 OUT2

GND 4 5 OUT3

DS1035M8-PIN DIP
See Mach. Drawing

Pg.480

IN1U8 vcc

IN2 2 7 OUT1

IN3 3 6 OUT2

GND 4 5 OUT3

DS1035Z8-PIN SOIC (150 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.483

DS1035E 2o-PIN TSSOP
(CONTACTFACTORYFORAVAILABILITY)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.485

INl-IN3
OUT1-QUT3
NC
VCC
GND

- Input Signals
Output Signals
No Connection
+5 Volt Supply
Ground

The device features precise leading and trailing edge
accuracies. It has the inherent reliability of an all-silicon
delay line solution. The DS1 035's nominal tolerance is
±1 .5 ns and an additional tolerance over temperature
and voltage of ±1 .0 ns for the faster delays. Each output
is capable of driving up to 10 LS loads.

Standard delay values are indicated in Table 1. Cus-
tomers may contact Dallas Semiconductor at
214--450-5348 for further information.
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PART NUMBER DELAY PER OUTPUT INITIAL TOLERANCE TOLERANCE OVER
(ns) (temp and voltage)

051035-06 6/6/6 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

051035-08 8/8/8 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

051035-10 10/10/10 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

051035-12 12/12/12 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

051035-15 15/15/15 ±1.5 ns ±1.5 ns

051035-20 20/20/20 ±1.5 ns ±1.5 ns

051035-25 25/25/25 ±2.0 ns ±1.5 ns

051035-30 30/30/30 ±2.0 ns ±1.5 ns

NOTES:
1. Nominal conditions are +25°e and Vcc=+5.0 Yolts.

2. Temperature range of ooe to 700e and Yoltage range of 4.75 YOIts to 5.25 Yolts.

3. Oelay accuracy are for both leading and trailing edges.



TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters of the OS1035. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected

to the output. The OS 1035 output taps are selected and
connected to the interval counter by a VHF switch con-
trol unit. All measurements are fully automated with
each instrument controlled by the computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.

VHF
SWITCH

CONTROL
UNIT



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

TEST
PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V

Active Current Ice Vee=5.25V 35 mA
Period=1~s

High Level Input Voltage VIH 2.2 Vee+0.5 V

Low Level Input Voltage Vil -0.5 0.8 V

Input Leakage Il OV:sVI:5Vee -1.0 1.0 ~
High Level Output Current IOH Vee=4.75V -1.0 mA

VOH=4V

Low Level Output Current IOl Vee=4.75V 12 mA
VOl=0.5V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Period tPERIOD 2 (tWI) ns 3

Input Pulse Width tWI 100% of ns 3
Tap Delay

Input-ter- Tap Output Delay tPlH. tpHl Table 1 ns

Output Rise or Fall Time taR. taF 2.0 2.5 ns

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 10 pF



TEST CONDITIONS
Ambient Temperature: 25°C ± 3°C
Supply Voltage (Vcc): 5.0V ± 0.1 V
Input Pulse:

High: 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low: 0.OV±0.1V

Source Impedance: 50n Max.
Rise and Fall Time: 3.0 ns Max. - Measured between 0.6V and 2.4V.
Pulse Width: 500 ns
Pulse Period: 1 ~s
Output Load Capacitance: 15 pF
Output: Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04 input gate.

Data is measured at the 1.5V level on the rising and falling edges.
Note: The above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the devices under other data sheet conditions.

1.5V

O.6V

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. @ Vcc=5 volts and 25°C, delay accuracy on both the rising and falling edges within tolerances given in
Table 1.

3. Pulse width and duty cycle specifications may be exceeded, however, accuracy will be application sensitive
with respect to de-coupling, layout, etc.



TERMINOLOGY
Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse
between the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge and the
1.5 volt point on the trailing edge or the 1.5 volt point on
the trailing edge and the 1.5 volt point on the leading
edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge on the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge of the input pulse
and the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge of the output
pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5 volt point on the falling edge of the input pulse
and the 1.5 volt point on the falling edge of the output
pulse.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051040
Programmable One-Shot

Pulse Generator

• All-silicon pulse width generator

• Five programmable widths

• Equal and unequal increments available

• Maximum pulse widths from 50 ns to 500 ns

• Widths are stable and precise

• Rising edge-triggered

• Inverted and non-inverted outputs

• Width tolerance ±5% or ±2 ns, whichever is greater

• Auto-insertable, low profile

• Low-power CMOS

• TTUCMOS-compatible

• Vapor phase, IR and wave solderable

• Custom widths available

• Fast turn prototypes

• Extended temperature range available

DESCRIPTION
The DS1040 Pulse Generator is a user-programmable
one-shot with a choice offive precise pulse widths. Max-
imum widths range from 50 ns to 500 ns; increments
range from 2.5 ns to 100 ns. For maximum fleXibility in
applications such as magneto-optical read/write disk la-
ser power control, varieties are offered with equal and
unequal increments. The DS 1040 is offered in standard
8-pin DIPs and 8-pin mini-SOICs. Low cost and superior
reliability over hybrid technology are achieved by the
combination of a 100% CMOS silicon design and indus-
try standard packaging. The DS1040 series of pulse
generators provide a nominal width accuracy of ±5% or

~[]BvccOUT 2 7 PO

OUT 3 6 P1

GND 4 5 P2

DS1040MB-PINDIP (300 MIL)
DS1040HB-PINGULLWING(300 MIL)
See Mech. Drawings- Pgs. 4BO& 491

INUB Vcc
OUT 2 7 PO

OUT 3 6 P1

GND 4 5 P2

DS1040ZB-PINSOIC (150 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing- Pg.4B3

Also Available
In Die Form

PIN DESCRIPTION
IN - Trigger Input
PO-P2 - Programming Pins
GND - Ground
OUT - Pulse Output
OUT - Inverted Pulse Output
VCC - +5V

±2 ns, whichever is greater. In response to the rising
edge of the input (trigger) pulse, the DS1 040 produces
an output pulse with a width determined by the logic
states of the three parallel programming pins. For con-
venience, both inverting and non-inverting outputs are
supplied. The intrinsic delay between the trigger pulse
and the output pulse is no more than 10 ns. Each output
is capable of driving up to five 74LS loads.

Dallas Semiconductor can customize standard prod-
ucts to meet special needs. For special request and rap-
id delivery, call (214) 450-5348.



elK
RESET

PROGRAMMING MAX MAX > MAX MAX MAX
PINS WIDTH WIDTH WIDTH WIDTH WIDTH

M8B P2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
P1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

L8B PO 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
PART

NUMBER

081040-75 75 15 30 45 60 75 75 75
081040-100 100 20 40 60 80 100 100 100
081040-150 150 30 60 90 120 150 150 150
081040-200 200 40 80 120 160 200 200 200
081040-250 250 50 100 150 200 250 250 250
081040-500 500 100 200 300 400 500 500 500
081040-B50 50 30 35 40 45 50 50 50
081040-060 60 20 30 40 50 60 60 60
081040-A15 15 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 15 15
081040-A20 20 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 20 20
081040-A32 32.5 22.5 25 27.5 30 32.5 32.5 32.5
081040-B40 40 20 25 30 35 40 40 40
081040-070 70 30 40 50 60 70 70 70

All times in nanoseconds.
Custom pulse widths available.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL TEST MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply Voltage Vcc 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 1

High Level Input VIH 2.2 V8c+ V 1
Voltage .5

Low Level Input VIL -0.5 0.8 V 1
Voltage

Input Leakage II 0.05. VI 5. Vcc -1.0 1.0 mA
Current

Active Current Icc Vcr:;,= Max; 35 75 mA 2,6
Period = Min

High Level Output IOH V~c = Min -1 mA
Current OH =4

Low Level Output taL Vcc = Min 8 mA
Current VOL = 0.5

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Programming Setup tps 5 ns

Programming Hold tpH 0 ns

Input Pulse Width at Logic 1 tWIH 5 ns

Input Pulse Width at Logic 0 tWIL 5 ns

Intrinsic Delay tD 0 5 10 ns

Output Pulse Width two Table 1 ns 3,4,5,7

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

Period Period two + 50 ns

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open, minimum period.

3. Vee = 5V @ 25°C. Width accurate to within ±2 ns or 5%.

4. Temperature variations between O°C and 70°C may increase or decrease width by an additional ± 1 ns or
±3%, whichever is greater.

5. For DS1040 pulse generators with maximum widths less than 50ns, temperature variations between O°C and
70°C may increase or decrease width by ± 1 ns or ±9%, whichever is greater.

6. Ice is a function of frequency and maximum width. Only a pulse generator operating with 40 ns period and
Vee=5.25V will have an lee=75 mA. For example, a -100 will never exceed 30 mA, etc.

7. See "Test Conditions" sections at the end of this data sheet.
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Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first trigger pulse and the leading edge of the follow-
ing trigger pulse.

tWIH, WIL, wo (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the
pulse between the 1.5V point on the leading edge and
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge, or the 1.5V point on
the trailing edge and the 1.5V point on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL(Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

to (Intrinsic Delay): The elapsed time between the 1.5
point on the leading edge of the input trigger pulse and
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of output pulse.

tpu (Power-up Time): After Vcc is valid, the time re-
quired before timing specifications is within tolerance.

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 4 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters on the DS1 040. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. The intrinsic delay is mea-
sured by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) con-
nected between the input and each output. Outputs are
selected and connected to the counter by a VHF switch
control unit. Width measurements are made by directing

same output. All measurements are fully automated,
with each instrument controlled by a central computer
over an IEEE 488 bus.

TEST CONDITIONS

Input:
Ambient Temperature:
Supply Voltage (Vccl:
Input Pulse:

25°e ± 3°e
5.0V±0.1V
High = 3.0V ± 0.1V
Low = O.OV± 0.1

Source Impedance:
Rise and Fall Tim.e:

50 ohm max.
3.0 ns max. (measured
between 0.6V and 2.4)

Pulse Width:
Period:

500 ns (1 I1s for -500)
1 I1S(2 I1s for -500)

Output:
The output is loaded with a 74F04. Delay is measured at
the 1.5V level on the rising and falling edge.

Note:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
operation of the device under other data sheet condi-
tions.
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DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

OS1044
4-in-1 High-Speed Silicon Delay Line

• All-silicon timing circuit

• Four independent buffered delays

• Initial delay tolerance ±1 .5 ns

• Stable and precise over temperature and voltage

• Leading and trailing edge precision preserves the
input symmetry

• Standard 14-pin DIP, 14-pin SOIC (150 mil) and
14-pin DIP Gullwing

• Vapor phasing, IR and wave solderable

• Available in Tape and Reel

DESCRIPTION
The DS1044 series is a 4-in-1 version of the low-
power, +5 Volt, high speed, DS1035.

The DS 1044 series of delay lines have four independent
logic buffered delays in a single package. The device is
Dallas Semiconductor's fastest 4-in-1 delay line. It is
available in a standard 14-pin DIP, 14-pin SOIC and
14-pin DIP Gullwing.

The device features precise leading and trailing edge
accuracies. It has the inherent reliability of an all-silicon

PIN ASSIGNMENT

IN1 Vcc
NC NC

IN2 OUT1

IN3 NC

IN4 OUT2

NC OUT3

GND OUT4

DS104414-PIN DIP
OS1044G 14-PIN GULLWING

DS1044R 14-PIN SOIC (150 MIL)
See Mech. Drawing
Pgs. 480, 484 & 491

IN1-IN4
OUT1-DUT4
NC
VCC
GND

- Input Signals
Output Signals
No Connection
+5 Volt Supply
Ground

delay line solution. The DS1044's nominal tolerance is
±1 .5 ns and an additional tolerance over temperature
and voltage of ±1.0 ns for the faster delays. Each output
is capable of driving up to 10 LS loads.

Standard delay values are indicated in Table 1. Cus-
tomers may contact Dallas Semiconductor at
214-450-5348 for further information.
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PART NUMBER DELAY PER OUTPUT INITIAL TOLERANCE TOLERANCE OVER
(ns) (temp and voltage)

081044-05 5 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

081044-06 6 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

081044-07 7 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

081044-08 8 ±1..5 ns. ±1.0 ns

081044-10 10 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

081044-12 12 ±1.5 ns ±1.0 ns

081044-14 14 ±1.5 ns ±1.5 ns

081044-18 18 ±1.5 ns ±1.5 ns

081044-20 20 ±1.5 ns ±1.5 ns

081044-25 25 ±2.0 ns ±1.5 ns

NOTES:
1. Nominal conditions are +25°C and Vcc=+5.0 volts.

2. Temperature range of O°Cto 70°C and voltage range of 4.75 volts to 5.25 volts.

3. Oelay accuracy are for both leading and trailing edges.



TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters of the OS1044. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured
by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected

to the output. The OS 1044 output taps are selected and
connected to the interval counter by a VHF switch con-
trol unit. All measurements are fully automated with
each instrument controlled by the computer over an
IEEE 488 bus.

VHF
SWITCH

CONTROL
UNIT



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

TEST
PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.00 5.25 V

Active Current Ice Vee=5.25V 45 mA
Period=lJ.ls

High Level Input Voltage VIH 2.2 Vee+0.5 V

Low Level Input Voltage VIL -0.5 0.8 V

Input Leakage IL OVsVl5Vee -1.0 1.0 J.lA

High Level Output Current IOH Vee=4.75V -1.0 mA
VOH=4V

Low Level Output Current IOL Vee=4.75V 12 mA
VOL=0.5V

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Period tPERIOD 2 (tWI) ns 3

Input Pulse Width tWI 100% of ns 3
Tap Delay

Input-to- Tap Output Delay tpLH. tpHL Table 1 ns

Output Rise or Fall Time tOR. toF 2.0 2.5 ns

Power-up Time tpu 100 ms

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 10 pF



TEST CONDITIONS
Ambient Temperature: 25°C ± 3°C
Supply Voltage (Vcc): 5.0V ± 0.1V
Input Pulse:

High: 3.0V ± 0.1 V
Low: O.OV± 0.1V

Source Impedance: son Max.
Rise and Fall Time: 3.0 ns Max. - Measured between 0.6V and 2.4V.
Pulse Width: 500 ns
Pulse Period: 1 /.lS

Output Load Capacitance: 15 pF
Output: Each output is loaded with the equivalent of one 74F04 input gate.

Data is measured at the 1.5V level on the rising and falling edges.
Note: The above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the devices under other data sheet conditions.

1.5V

O.6V

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. @ Vcc=5 volts and 25°C, delay accuracy on both the rising and falling edges within tolerances given in
Table 1.

3. Pulse width and duty cycle specifications may be exceeded, however, accuracy will be application sensitive
with respect to de--coupling, layout, etc.



Period: The time elapsed between the leading edge of
the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse
between the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge and the
1.5 volt point on the trailing edge or the 1.5 volt point on
the trailing edge and the 1.5 volt point on the leading
edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

',"ALL ('''t'u, I a" I """). Ill" ",apseo time oetween the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge on the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge of the input pulse
and the 1.5 volt point on the leading edge of the output
pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5 volt point on the falling edge of the input pulse
and the 1.5 volt point on the falling edge of the output
pulse.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051045
4-Bit Dual Programmable Delay Line

• All-silicon time delay

• Two programmable outputs from a single input pro-
duce output-to-output delays between 9 and 84 ns
depending on device type

• Programmable via four input pins

• Programmable increments of 3 to 5 ns with a mini-
mum of 9 ns and a maximum of 84 ns

• Output pulse is a reproduction of input pulse after
delay with both leading and trailing edge accuracy

• Standard 16-pin DIP or surface mount 16-pin SOIC

• Auto-insertable

DESCRIPTION
The DS1 045 is a programmable silicon delay line hav-
ing one input and two 4-bit programmable delay out-
puts. Each 4-bit programmable output offers the user 16
possible delay values to select from, starting with a mini-
mum inherent DS1045 delay of 9 ns and a maximum
achievable delay in the standard DS 1045 family of 84
ns. The standard DS 1045 product line provides the user
with three devices having uniform delay increments of 3,
4, and 5 ns depending on the device. Table 2 presents
standard device family and delay capability. Additionally,

IN vcc

vcc E8

EA OUT8
IN vcc

AO 80 vcc E8

81 EA OUTB
A1

AO 80

A2 82 A1 81

A2 82
A3 83

A3 83

GND OUTA GND OUTA

DS1045 16-PIN DIP (300 MIL)
See Mach. Drawing

Pg.480

DS1045S 16-PIN SOIC (300 MIL:
See Mach. Drawing

Pg.484

IN
OUTA,OUTB
AO-A3
BO-B3
EA,EB
Vcc
GND

Delay Line Input
Delay Line Outputs
Parallel Program Inputs for OUT1
Parallel Program Inputs for OUT2
Enable A and B Inputs
+5 Volt Input
Ground

custom delay increments are available for special order
through Dallas Semiconductor.

The DS 1045 is TIL and CMOS-compatible and capable
of driving ten 74LS-type loads. The output produced by
the DS1045 is both rising and falling edge precise. The
DS1045 programmable silicon delay line has been de-
signed as a reliable, economic alternative to hybrid pro-
grammable delay lines. It is offered in a standard 16-pin
auto-insertable DIP and a space-saving surface mount
16-pin SOIC package.



PARALLEL PROGRAMMING
Parallel programming of the DS1045 is accomplished
via the set of parallel inputs Ao-A3 and Bo-B3 as shown
in Figure 1. Parallel input Ao-A3 and Bo-B3 accept TIL
levels and are used to set the delay values of outputs
OUTA and OUTB, respectively. Sixteen possible delay
values between the minimum 9 ns delay and the maxi-
mum delay of the DS 1045-x device version can be se-
lected using the parallel programming inputs AO-A3 or
Bo-B3 (see Table 2, "Delay vs. Programmed Input").
For example, the DS1045-3 outputs OUTA or OUTB
and can be programmed to produce 16 possible delays
between the 9 ns (minimum) and the 54 ns (maximum)
in 3 ns increment levels.

For applications that do not require frequent reprogram-
ming, the parallel inputs can be set using fixed logic lev-

els, as would be produced by jumpers, DIP switches, or
TIL levels as produced by computer systems. Maxi-
mum flexibility in parallel programming can be achieved
when inputs are set by computer-generated data. By us-
ing the enable input pins for each respective pro-
grammed output and observing the input setup (tOSE)
and hold time (to HE) requirements, data can be latched
on an 8-bit bus. If the enable pins, EA and EB, are not
used to latch data, they should be set to a logic level 1.
After each change in the programmed delay value, a
settling time (tEDv) or (tpov) is required before the
delayed output signal is reliably produced. Since the
DS1 045 is a CMOS design, undefined input pins should
be connected to well defined logic levels and not left
floating.

PART NUMBER STEP ZERO DELAY MAX DELAY TIME MAX DELAY TOLERANCE

DS1045-3 9 ± 1 ns 54 ns ±2.5 ns

DS1045-4 9 ± 1 ns 69 ns ±3.3 ns

DS1045-5 9 ± 1 ns 84 ns ±4.1 ns

NOTE:
Additional delay step times are available from Dallas Semiconductor by special order. Consult factory for availability.



PART NUMBER OUTPUT DELAY VALUE

051045-3 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54

051045-4 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69

051045-5 9 14 19 24 29 34 39 44 49 54 59 64 69 74 79 84

PROGRAM VALUES FOR EACH DELAY VALUE

AOOR 80 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

A1 OR 81 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

A20R 82 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

A30R 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

DUT

DS1045

TEST SETUP DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 illustrates the hardware configuration used for
measuring the timing parameters of the 051045. The
input waveform is produced by a precision pulse gener-
ator under software control. Time delays are measured

by a time interval counter (20 ps resolution) connected
to the output. The 051045 parallel inputs are controlled
by an interface to a central computer. All measurements
are fully automated with each instrument controlled by
the computer over an IEEE 488 bus.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature
Short Circuit Output Current

-1.0V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
250°C for 10 seconds
50 mA for 1 second

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL TEST CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 1

Input Logic 1 VIH 2.2 Vee+ V 1
0.5

Input Logic 0 VIL -0.5 0.8 IlA 1

Input Leakage II 05 VI5 Vee -1.0 1.0 mA

Active Current Ice Vee=5.25V 35.0 mA
PERIOD=1 J.ls

Logic 1 Output IOH Vee = 4.75V VOH = 4.0V -1.0 mA
Current

Logic 0 Output IOL Vee = 4.75V VOL = 0.5V 8 mA
Current

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Period tpERIOO 4 xtWI ns

Pulse Width tWI 100% of output delay size

Input to Output Delay tpLH, tpHL Table 1 2

Parallel Input Change to Delay In- tpox 0 ns
valid

Parallel Input Valid to Delay Valid tpov 10 ns

Enable Width tEW 15 ns

Data Setup to Enable tOSE 10 ns

Data Hold from Enable tOHE 0 ns

Enable to Delay Invalid tEDX 5 ns

Enable to Delay Valid tEDV 15 ns

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 10 pF



TEST CONDITIONS
TA 25°C ±3°C
Vcc 5.0V±0.1V
Input Pulse = 3.0V high to O.OV low ± 0.1 V
Input Source Impedance = 50 ohms maximum
Rise and fall times =3.0 ns max. between 0.6Vand 2.4V
Pulse Width = 250 ns
Period = 500 ns
Output Load = 74F04
Measurement Point = 1.5V on inputs and outputs
Output Load Capacitance = 15 pF

NOTE:
Above conditions are for test only and do not restrict the
operation of the device under other data sheet condi-
tions.

PARALLEL
INPUTS

AO-A3, 80-83

PARALLEL
INPUTS

AO-A3, 80-83



TERMINOLOGY
PERIOD: The time elapsed between the leading edge
of the first pulse and the leading edge of the following
pulse.

tWI (Pulse Width): The elapsed time on the pulse be-
tween the 1.5V point on the leading edge and the 1.5V
point on the trailing edge, or the 1.5V point on the trailing
edge and the 1.5V on the leading edge.

tRISE (Input Rise Time): The elapsed time between the
20% and the 80% point on the leading edge of the input
pulse.

tFALL (Input Fall Time): The elapsed time between the
80% and the 20% point on the trailing edge of the input
pulse.

tpLH (Time Delay, Rising): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the leading edge of the output pulse.

tpHL (Time Delay, Falling): The elapsed time between
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the input pulse and
the 1.5V point on the trailing edge of the output pulse.

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. @ Vcc = 5V and 25°C. Delay accurate on both
rising and falling edges within tolerances given in
Table 1.







DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

OS1206
Phantom Serial Interface Chip

• Minimum expense add-on serial port

• Converts standard bytewide or DRAM memory
waveforms into a 3-wire serial port

• Software-generated memory cycles activate serial
port and transfer data

• High bandwidth - 1-bit data transfer per two memory
cycles

• Intercepts memory signals so that pass-through
connections to memory can be maintained

• Controls communications for as many as ten DS1201
Electronic Tags, DS1204U Electronic Keys, DS1207
TimeKeys or DS1290 Eliminators

• low-power CMOS circuitry

• Optional 16-pin SOIC surface mount package

DESCRIPTION
The DS1206 Phantom Serial Interface Chip is a CMOS
circuit which intercepts the standardized memory bus
found in computer systems and adapts the bus to a
3-wire serial port. Multiple memory cycles are used as a
basis for generating the appropriate signals to control

PIN ASSIGNMENT

NC vcc

A3 RST

A2 DO

A1 ClK

AO CEICAS In

DOOul CE/CASOul

14-Pin DIP (300 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480

A3

NC

A2
A1

AO
DOOul

NC

GND

vcc
RST

DO
ClK

CE/CAS In

CE/CASOut

NC
RAS/OE In

16-Pin SOIC (300 Mil)
See Mach. Orawing

Pg.484

PIN DESCRIPTION
NC - No Connection
AD-A3 - Memory Address Bus
DQ Out - Data Out To Memory Bus
GND - Ground
RAS/OE In - Output Enable or RAS input from

memory bus
CE/CAS In - Chip enable or CAS from memory bus
CE/CAS Out - Chip enable or CAS to memory circuit
ClK - Clock for Serial Port
DQ - Data 1/0 for Serial Port
RST - Reset for Serial Port
Vcc - +5 Volts

the serial port. A sequence of software-generated
memory cycles encodes commands and transfers data
with low pin count. The serial port signaling is derived
from the memory address bus lines AO through A3, the
CE/CAS signal and RAS/OE signal without affecting



memory bus. Commu'nications ar~ established under
software control by an address pattern recognition se-
quence (serial port protocol) which disables a bytewide
or DRAM memory via CEICAS output. An additional ad-
dress sequence is required to generate the 3-wire port
signals: RESET (RST), Data (DO), and Clock (ClK).
The add-on serial port provides a minimum cost inter-
face to the DS1201, DS1204U, DS1207, DS1223, and
DS1290.

OPERATION
The main parts of the DS1206 are shown in the block
diagram of Figure 1. Information presented on address
inputs is latched into the DS1206 on the falling edge of a
strobe signal derived from the logical combination of
CEICAS In and RAS/OE In. When redirecting informa-
tion from a DRAM memory bus, both RAS and CAS in-
puts are required and the column addresses are used
for signaling.

For a bytewide memory bus, only a CE input is required
and the RAS/OE input can be tied low or connected to
the memory OE input signal. The rising edge of the
strobe will cause the address information to be pres-
ented for comparison to the 4-bit serial interface proto-
col and to logic which will generate signals for the serial
port. The serial interface protocol is derived from ad-
dress inputs AO, A 1, and A2.

A 1 is an enable signal which activates the communica-
tions sequence. AO defines the data which is compared
for recognition. A2 is used to clock in information de-
fined by AO. Initially the A 1 input must be set high to en-
able serial interface communications. A 1 must remain
high during the pattern recognition sequence and sub-
sequent communications with the serial port after the
protocol pattern match is established. If the A 1 input is
set low, all communications are terminated and future
access to the serial port is denied.

matching a 24-bit p~ttern as shown in Figure 2. This
pattern is presented to a register on each rising edge of
strobe. Data is input for comparison to the serial inter-
face protocol at the end of each memory cycle (see
Figure 3). The proper information must be presented on
AO to match the 24-bit pattern while keeping A1 high.
Address input A2 is used to generate the shift signal
which causes data to enter the 24-bit register for com-
parison to the 24-bit pattern. Information is loaded one
bit at a time on the rising edge of shift. Each shift cycle
must be generated from two memory cycles.

The first memory cycle sets A2 low and establishes the
shift clock low. The second memory cycle sets A2 high
and causes the transition necessary to shift a bit of data
into the 24-bit register. Data on AO is kept at the correct
level for both memory cycles. Address input A3 is used
to control the direction of data going to and from the seri-
al port. This input is not used during pattern recognition
of the protocol. After the 24-bit pattern has been correct-
ly entered, a match signal is generated. The match sig-
nal is logically combined with the enable signal to gener-
ate the RST signal for the serial port. The match signal
is also used to disable Chip Enable to the memory bus
and to enable a gate which allows the serial port DO to
drive the DO out line to the memory bus.

When RST is driven high, devices attached to the serial
port become active. Subsequent shift signals derived
from A2 will now be recognized as the serial port clock.
The data signal for the serial bus is derived from AO con-
ditioned on the level of the direction signal derived from
A3. When A3 is set high, data as defined by AO will be
sent out on the serial port DO. When A3 is set low, de-
vices attached to the serial port can drive the memory
bus DO out line. The data direction bit must be set low
when reading data from the serial port DO.
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PHANTOM SERIAL INTERFACE SIGNALS Figure 3
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ABSOLUTE MAXI.MUM RATINGS·
Voltage on any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V 1

Logic 0 VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

Supply VCC 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Leakage IlL -1 1 ~
Output Leakage ILO 1 ~
Output Current @ 2.4V IOH -1 mA

Output Current@ .4V IOL +4 mA

RST Output Current @ 3.8V IOHR 16 mA

Supply Current Icc 6 mA 2

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF

InpuVOutput CliO 5 10 pF

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Address Setup tAS 0 ns

Address Hold tAH 50 ns

RAS to CAS Overlap tRC 60 ns

CE Pulse Width tCE 60 ns

Key Signals Valid tpo 60 ns 3

Key Data Out too 10 ns 3

CE Inactive tCH 30 ns



_
__ ~~DDOOul _

Becomes active only
when direction is set
lowviaA3

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Measured with a load as shown in Figure 4.

t +5 Volts

$: 1.1KOhms

l



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051222
BankSwitch Chip

• Provides bank switching for 16 banks of memory

• Bank switching is software-controlled by a pattern
recognition sequence on four address inputs

• Automatically sets all 16 banks off on power-up

• Bank switching logic allows only one bank on at a time

• Custom recognition patterns are available to prevent
unauthorized access

• Full ±10% operating range

• Low-power CMOS circuitry

• Can be used to expand the address range of
microprocessors and decoders

DESCRIPTION
The OS1222 BankSwitch Chip is a CMOS circuit de-
signed to select one of sixteen memory banks under
software control. Memory bank switching allows for an
increase in memory capacity without additional address
lines. Continuous blocks of memory are enabled by se-
lecting the proper memory bank through a pattern rec-
ognition sequence on four address inputs. Custom pat-
terns available from Oallas Semiconductor can provide
security through uniqueness and prevent unauthorized
access. By combining the OS1222 with the OS1212
Nonvolatile Controller x16 Chip, up to 16 banks of static
RAMs can be selected.

CEI Vcc

PFI CEO
CEI

AW BS1 NC

AX BS2
PFI

AW
AY BS3 AX
AZ BS4 AY

GND
AZ

NC GND

DS1222 14-Pin DIP
(300 Mil.)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.480

PIN DESCRIPTION

DS1222S16-Pin SOiC
(300 Mil.)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.484

Aw-Az
CEI
CEO
NC
BS1,BS2,
BS3,BS4
PFI
Vcc
GNO

- Address Inputs
Chip Enable Input
Chip Enable Output
No Connection
Bank Select Outputs
Bank Select Outputs
Power Fail Input
+5 Volts
Ground

OPERATION - BANK SWITCHING
Initially, on power-up all four bank select outputs are low
and the chip enable output (CEO) is held high. (Note:
the power fail input [PFI] must be low prior to power-up
to assure proper initialization.) Bank switching is
achieved by matching a predefined pattern stored within
the OS1222 with a 16-bit sequence received on four ad-
dress inputs. Prior to entering the 16-bit pattern, which
sets the bank switch, a read cycle of 1111 on address in-
puts AW through AZ should be executed to guarantee
that pattern entry starts with bit o. Each set of address
inputs is clocked into the OS1222 when CEI is driven
low. AII16 inputs must be consecutive read cycles. The
first eleven cycles must match the exact bit pattern as



Switching to a selected bank of memory occurs on the
rising edge of CEI when the last set of bits is input and a

match has been established. After bank selection CEO
always follows CEI with a maximum propagation delay
of 15 ns. The bank selected is determined by the levels
set on Bank Select 1 through Bank Select 4 as per Table
2. These levels are held constant for all memory cycles
until a new memory bank is selected.

shown in Table 1. The last five cycles must match the
exact bit pattern as shown for addresses AX, AV, and
AZ. However, address line AW defines the bank num-
ber to be enabled as per Table 2.

BIT SEQUENCE

ADDRESS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
INPUTS

Aw 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 x x x x x

Ax 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

Ay 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

Az 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

Bank Aw Bit Sequence Outputs

Selected 11 12 13 14 15 BS1 BS2 BS3 BS4

-Banks Off 0 X X X X Low Low Low Low

Bank 0 1 0 0 0 0 Low Low Low Low

Bank 1 1 0 0 0 1 High Low Low Low

Bank 2 1 0 0 1 0 Low High Low Low

Bank 3 1 0 0 1 1 High High Low Low

Bank 4 1 0 1 0 0 Low Low High Low

Bank 5 1 0 1 0 1 High Low High Low

Bank 6 1 0 1 1 0 Low High High Low

Bank 7 1 0 1 1 1 High High High Low

Bank 8 1 1 0 0 0 Low Low Low High

Bank 9 1 1 0 0 1 High Low Low High

Bank 10 1 1 0 1 0 Low High Low High

Bank 11 1 1 0 1 1 High High Low High

Bank 12 1 1 1 0 0 Low Low High High

Bank 13 1 1 1 0 1 High Low High High

Bank 14 1 1 1 1 0 Low High High High

Bank 15 1 1 1 1 1 High High High High



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

-0.3V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Power Supply Voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Logic 1 VIH 2.2 Vee+0.3 V 1

Logic 0 VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Leakage Current IlL -1.0 +1.0 ~
I/O Leakage Current ILO -1.0 +1.0 ~A

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH -1.0 mA 2

Output Current @ OAV IOL +4.0 mA 2

Operating Current Ice 15 mA

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 10 pF

Input/Output Capacitance CliO 5 10 pF

-
PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Address Setup tAS 5 ns

Address Hold tAH 50 ns

Read Recovery tRR 40 ns

Propagation Delay tpD 15 ns 2

Power Fail Input to First CEI tpF 50 ns

Chip Enable Low tew 110 ns

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with a load as shown in Figure 1.



t +5 Volts

~ 1.1KOhms

~x~_



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

DS129x
Eliminator

• Replaces 8 or 16 hard-to-get-at manual switches

• Options printed circuit board via software

• Modular expansion by cascading packages

• Set or interrogate with only three signals

• Requires no pull-up resistors

• Links to system bus with the OS1206 Phantom Serial
Interface Chip

• Low-power CMOS

• Switch setting changes occur simultaneously

• OS1290 and OS1292 maintain settings in the
absence of power; OS1291 and OS1293 are volatile

• Over 10 years of data retention for OS1290 and
OS1292

DESCRIPTION
The OS129x Eliminator replaces manual switches used
to option printed circuit boards. Up to sixteen output pins
can be set to a logic level or interrogated by three sig-
nals: clock, data and transfer. The Eliminator can be
controlled with software using the OS1206 Phantom In-
terface to synthesize the clock, data and transfer sig-
nals from a system bus. Multiple packages can be
strung together for modular expansion. Once pro-
grammed, the OS1290 and OS1292 will maintain high
or low level outputs, duplicating the effects of a mechan-
ical switch and pull-up resistor. The technical support
needed to configure a system is minimized with the
Eliminator, Phantom Interface and menu-driven soft-
ware.

PIN ASSIGNMENT

GND2 GND3 1 241

T vcc T 2 231 VCC

DI OA DI 3 221 OA

OQ OB 00 4 211 OB

00 OC 00 5 201 OC

ON OD ON 6 191 OD

OM OE OM 7 181 OE

OL OF OL 8 171 OF

OK OG OK 9 161 OG

OJ OH OJ 10 151 OH

01 CLEAR 01 11 141 CLEAR

GND CLOCK GND 12 131 CLOCK

DS1293 24·Pin DIP (300 Mil) DS1292 24-Pin Encapsulated
See Mech. Drawing Package (450 Mil) See Mech.

Pg.480 Drawing - Pg. 492

GND2 GND3

T VCC T
DI OA DI

OM OB OM

OG OC OG

OF OD OF

OE CLEAR OE

GND CLOCK GND

11 161

12 151

13 141

14 131

15 121

16 nl
17 101

18 91

VCC

OA

OB

OC
OD

CLEAR

CLOCK

DS1291 16-Pin DIP (300 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.480

DS1290 16-Pin Encapsulated
Package (450 Mil) See Mech.

Drawing - Pg. 492

T
01
°A-00
CLOCK
CLEAR
VCC
GNO
GN02

Transfer
Oata Input
Switch Outputs
Clock Input
All Outputs Set Low
+5 Volts
Ground
Missing on OS1292. Must be
grounded on OS1293.
Missing on OS1292. Must be
grounded on OS1293.



OPERATION
The OS129210S1293 Eliminator is a 16-bit shift register
that has a clocked serial input, an asynchronous clear,
and an output transfer control (see "Block Diagram" in
Figure 1). The OS1290/0S1291 Eliminator is an 8-bit
shift register that has a clocked serial input, an asynch-
ronous clear, and an output transfer control. Data can be
entered into the registers only when the transfer input
(1') is at a high level. While at a high level, the transfer
function allows serial entry of data via the data input pin
(01). The outputs 00 through 0B remain in the state that
was set prior to f being driven to a high level. Output 0A
will change state as new data is entered. This output
provides a method of feeding back actual output set-
tings prior to setting the f input low (Figure 2). When the
f input is driven low, new data that has been input into
the 16-bit shift register is now locked at outputs 00
through 0A. When the f input is low, all clock and data
inputs are ignored. Valid data is clocked into the elimina-
tor while f is high on the low-to-high transition of the
CLOCK input. Data can be changed while the CLOCK
input is high or low, but only data meeting the setup re-
quirements will enter the shift register. The CLEAR input
will always set all outputs to low level regardles's of the
level of the CLOCK or f input.

DATA RETENTION MODE
The OS129x Eliminator provides full functional capabili-
ty when Vcc is greater than 4.5 volts and will ignore all
inputs when Vcc reaches 4.25 volts typical. In this man-
ner, the settings of each register remain intact during

power transients. As Vcc falls below approximately 3
volts, an internal power switching circuit connects a lithi-
um energy source to the shift register to maintain data.
During power-up when Vcc rises above approximately
3 volts, the power switching circuit connects external
Vcc to the shift register and disconnects the lithium en-
ergy source. Normal operation can resume after Vcc
exceeds 4.5 volts for 10 ms minimum. During power
transients the 16 outputs will track the level of Vcc if set
to logic 1 and will remain at ground level if set to Logic O.

TYPICAL APPLICATION - ELIMINATOR
The OS129x and OS1206 combine to make a program-
mable nonvolatile DIP switch that can be transparently
set in systems without disturbing other operations. Be-
cause the switches are nonvolatile, they need only be
set once; they will remain in the programmed state in-
definitely. The block diagram of Figure 2 shows the
Eliminator implemented with the DS1206 Phantom Se-
rial Interlace Chip. The OS1206 samples four address
lines and the chip enable signal looking for a special pat-
tern for 24 consecutive cycles (see the OS1206 data
sheet). When a proper match is found, the address lines
and one data line become control and data signals that
are used to program and verify the settings of the
DS129x. All of the signaling sent to the OS1206 and
subsequently to the OS 1292 is generated by soft-
ware-controlled read cycles that have no effect on the
rest of system operation. The clear signal can be used to
restore a system back to an unconfigured state.

elK
R



PHANTOM INTERFACE AND ELIMINATOR TYPICAL APPLICATION Figure 2
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.3Vto +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to +70°C
260°C for 10 seconds

* This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Logic 1 V,H 2.2 Vcc+0.3 V 1

Logic 0 V,L -0.3 +0.8 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current Icc 3 5 mA

Input Leakage I'L -1.0 +1.0 IlA 4

Output Leakage ILO -1.0 +1.0 IlA

Logic 1 Output @ 2.4V IOH -1.0 mA 2

Logic 0 Output @ 0.4V IOL 4.0 mA 2

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance C,N 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Clock Frequency fCLOCK 10 MHz

Width of Clock Pulse twCLOCK 50 ns 3

Width of Clear Pulse twCLEAR 50 ns 3

Data Setup Time tsu 30 ns 3

Data Hold Time tH 10 ns 3

Propagation Delay Time High to tpHLC 70 ns 3
Low Level Clear to Output

Propagation Delay Time Low to tPLH 50 ns 3
High Level Clock to Output



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Propagation Delay Time High to tpHL 50 ns 3
Low Level Clock to Output

Recovering on Power-Up tREe 10 ms

Propagation Delay Time High to tpLX 50 ns 3
Low Level Transfer to 0 Out

Transfer High to Clock Input High tHHT 50 ns 3

Transfer Low from Clock Input High tHLT 50 ns 3

_---+ tPHLct
OUTPUTS _



0ff50~ _INPUTSA_CCEPTE_D __

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with a load as shown in Figure 4.

3. VREF = 1.5 volts.

4. Clock and transfer inputs have internal pull-down resistors of 20K ohms typical. Clear has an internal pull-up
resistor of 20K ohms typical.

t +5 Volts

~ 1.1KOhms
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051336
Afterburner Chip

• Provides power switching of up to 1.5 amps at
voltages between 3 and 5 volts

• Five separate power switches

• Selectable battery switches for use with
battery-backed systems

• Very low on impedance of 0.70

• Battery backup current of 4 mA

• Diode-isolated battery path

• Available in 16-pin DIP or 16-pin SOIC surface mount
package

• Low voltage drop battery path

• Connects directly to a variety of Dallas
Semiconductor devices adding increased switching
capability for large battery backup current applica-
tions

DESCRIPTION
The DS1336 Afterburner Chip is designed to provide
power switching between a primary power supply (Vee)
and a backup battery power supply (VSAT). Five Vee
and two battery paths are provided which can be used
individually or in parallel to supply uninterrupted power
in applications such as SRAM networks. When used
with one of the Dallas power monitoring devices listed in
Section 10, Page 119, Table 1, the DS1336 allows a load
to be switched from its main power supply Vee to a bat-
tery backup supply when Vee falls out of tolerance. A

OUTS
PF
INS
IN2
IN4

VBATI
BBAT02

OUT4

VCcllN1

PF
GND

OUT1
OUT2
OUT3
VBAT01
IN3

OUTS
PF
INS
IN2
IN4

VBATI
BBAT02

OUT4

VCC/IN1
PF
GND

OUT1
OUT2
OUT3
VBAT01
IN3

VecllN1
IN2 -INS
OUT1-5

VSATIN
VSAT01
VSAT02
PF, PF
GND

+5Vlnputand Input 1
Inputs 2 - 5
Outputs 1 - 5
External Battery Input
Diode Protected Battery Output
Low Voltage Drop Battery Output
Power Fail Inputs
Ground

user may selectively tie together any combination of the
output pins to provide the desired high current supply,
providing up to 300mA per OUT pin or a maximum of
1.5A. Depending upon the user's backup supply load
requirements, either of the VSAT outputs may be tied to
the OUT pins to supply current when Vee is out of toler-
ance. The DS1336 switches back to the higher current
Vee from battery current when PF and PF become inac-
tive.



OPERATION
The required PF or PF input which controls the switch-
ing between the main Vcc and backup battery can be
supplied by any of the devices listed in Table 1. All of the
devices provide the DS1336 with a PF or PF signal,
switching between a main supply Vcc and backup sup-
ply VBAT when Vcc falls out of tolerance. For applica-
tions requiring switching from the Vcc supply inputs to
VBAT, the required PF or PF input to the DS1336 can be
provided by the DS1236, DS1239, DSS001, or DSS340.
For applications requiring switching from the Vcc inputs
to the VBAT input when Vcc begins falling out of toler-
ance, any of the Dallas Semiconductor devices listed in
Table 1 can provide the DS1336 with the required
switching input. A typical application is shown in Figure
1. For applications where switching between Vcc and
VBAT must occur at a voltage level such that Vcc is still
greater than VBAT, the OUTS pin is recommended as it
provides a diode path which will provide for a gradual

veel1

PF
GND

Veeol

vee02

veeo3

VBATOl

Veel3

transition between Vcc and VBAT. OUTS can be tied to
the other OUTPUT pins to provide a gradual transition
for all five current paths. In applications where tri-state
switching is desired, OUTS should be omitted. Only the
PF/PF pin is required for SWitching. In cases where the
PF input will not be used, it should be connected to
GND.

When either PF or PF is active, either of the VBATOX out-
puts is available, although they should not be tied to-
gether (Figure 2, "DS1336 Block Diagram"). VBAT01 is
recommended for sensitive applications such as provid-
ing backup current to timekeepers, because its diode
isolated path provides for increased protection. VBAT02

is not recommended for applications where it would be
tied to an OUTPUT pin supplying a voltage greater than
that of the backup battery because VBAT02 is not a diode
isolated current path.

+3V
VBAl

1 RST

} TO~PVeeo
2 RST

vee
3

'"GND
4

M FROMN

PF c;, DECODER
5 Cl TOSRAM

PF
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DEVICE SWITCH> VBAT SWITCH AT DEVICE SWITCH> VBAT SWITCH AT
VBAT VBAT

051211 X 051238 X X

051212 X 051239 X X

051231 X 051259 X

051232 X 051260 X

051233 X 051610 X

051233A X 051632 X

0512330 X 051833 X

051234 X 055001 X X

051236 X X 055340 X X

051237 X



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.3V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage . VCC1 3.0 5.0 5.5 V 1

Supply Current ICC1 0.25 1 mA

Supply Current ICC2 50 100 nA 3

Input Low Voltage VIL 0.8 V 1

Input High Voltage VIH 2.0 VCC V 1

Current Output Icco 300 mA 2
VCC=VCC1, PF=0,PF=1

Current OutpuL- ISAT02 4 mA 4
Vcc=0,PF=1,PF=0

Current, Forward Bias of VCC5 IFS 20 mA
Diode

Off Impedance ROFF1 5 MQ 5

Off Impedance ROFF2 10 MQ 6

On Impedance RON1 0.7 Q 7

On Impedance RON2 50 Q 8

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Propagation Delay tpD 10 ns 9

Switch Delay Power Fail tpF 100 ns

Switch Delay Power On tpON 100 ns

Capacitance PF, PF CI 7 pF

NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.
2. Icco with a voltage drop of 0.2V from any Vcco output.
3. Vcc=O, VSATIN=3.0V.
4. VSAT02 with a voltage drop of 1.0V.

5. ROFF1 applies to VCC01,2,3,4.
6. ROFF2 applies to VSAT01,2.
7. Applies to VCC01-5, 300 mA.
8. Applies to VSAT01-2, 4 mA.
9. VCCI3 to VCC03 delay when used as chip enable control for write protection of a memory device. In this appli-

cation a current 8 mA source current on VCCI3 with 50 pF load on VCC03 can be accommodated.
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DS1611
Programmable System Monitor

FEATURES

• Monitors tolerance of up to four different supply volt-
ages. between 2.7V to 18V

• Provides six programmable voltage monitoring out-
puts OUTX

• All monitor settings are maintained in the absence of
power in a backup EEPROM array

• System access is through 3-wire serial interface

• Available in an industrial temperature operation range
of -40°C to +85°C

• Operates from single 2.7 to 5.5 volt supply

• 1.25V voltage reference output

• Voltage trip points for each OUTx output are user-
programmable

OUTPUTS
1,2,3
4,5,6
4,5,6

VOLTAGE
RANGE

2.7V to 6V
6V to 12V
12V to 18V

RESOLUTION
100 mV
250 mV
500mV

DESCRIPTION
The DS1611 Programmable System Monitor provides
critical system power supply monitoring functions for
four independent power supply inputs. A precision tem-
perature-compensated reference and comparator cir-
cuit is used to monitor the status of the power supplies
(V,N 1-4). Users may program the DS1611 to monitor
the input voltages for voltage-in-tolerance for any volt-
age between 2.7V and 18V. When an out-<lf-tolerance
condition is detected, an internal power fail signal is
generated which forces the corresponding OUTX out-

PIN ASSIGNMENT

ClK vcc

DO OUTl

RST OUT2

VIN1 OUT3

VIN2 OUT4

VIN3 OUTS

VIN4 OUTS

GND VREF

16-PIN DIP OR SOIC

NC Vcc

ClK NC

DO OUTl

RST OUT2

VINl OUT3

VIN2 OUT4

VIN3 OUTS

VIN4 OUTS

NC VREF

GND NC

2o-PIN TSSOP

PIN DESCRIPTION
Vcc
GND
ClK
DO
RST
V,Nl-4
OUT1-6
VREF

- Supply Voltage
System Ground
Clock .
Data I/O
Reset
Power Supply Monitor Inputs
Power Supply Monitor Outputs •
1.25V voltage reference

put to the active state. When the voltage input returns to
an in-tolerance condition, the OUTX signal is kept in the
active state for approximately 200 ms to allow the power
supply and processor to stabilize. Multiple user pro-
grammable OUTX outputs are provided so that a sys-
tem can monitor its supplies over a range of voltages to
execute an orderly system shutdown during a power
brownout or failure. The DS1611 also provides a 1.25V
voltage reference output.
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STATUS REGISTER

ClK I 0 0 0 0 0 0 o NVBI
COMMAND

DO BYTE
CONTROL

RST lOGIC

DATA BYTE

X X X PS X X X X X X X

OUT2 Ips X X X X X X xl PS X X X X X X X

OUT3 Ips X X X X X X xl PS X X X X X X X

OUT4 Ips X X X X X X X f---. PS X X X X X X X

OUTS Ips X X X X X X X PS X X X X X X X

OUT6 Ips X X X X X X X PS X X X X X X X

UNUSED I X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

UNUSED I X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

OUTPUT REGISTERS SCRATCHPAD OUTPUT REGISTERS EEPROM

OPERATION
The user programmable voltage monitor trip point set-
tings are maintained in scratch pad during normal opera-
tion and can be transferred to an EEPROM array for
nonvolatile storage in the absence of power. The
scratchpad memory locations can be individually read
and written as needed, but the EEPROM can only be

COMMAND BYTE
Each data transfer is initiated by a command byte (see
Table 1). The MSB of bit 7 is reserved for internal use and
must be logic 1 for all valid operations. The lower seven
bits of the command byte specify what type of data trans-
fer is to be performed. These bits must be set to the value
0101010 for a block transfer from scratchpad to
EEPROM (EEPROM write) or to the value 1000101 for a
block transfer from EEPROM to scratch pad (EEPROM
read). To read or write a single output register in the

read or written via block transfers to and from the
scratch pad. Block transfers, status register reads, and
scratch pad accesses are all initiated by a command
byte (see Table 1). Scratchpad accesses and status
register read operations require that additional data be
read or written following the command byte. The com-
mand byte is always input starting with the LSB (bit 0).

scratchpad, bits 6, 5, and 4 of the command byte should
be set to 111 with bits 3, 2, and 1 (A2, A 1, AD) containing
the binary address of the output register to be indexed.
Table 2, Output Register Index shows where the six out-
put registers are mapped in the scratch pad memory
space. Bit 0 (RJW) specifies whether a read or write
operation to the scratch pad is to be performed. RJW must
be logic 1 for a read operation or logic 0 for a write opera-
tion. Note that after bit 7 of a block transfer command
byte is written, RST must transition low.

COMMAND 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
EEPROM Read (Block Transfer) 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

EEPROM Write (Block Transfer) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Scratch pad ReadlWrite (Single Byte) 1 1 1 1 A2 A1 AO RIW

Scratch pad ReadlWrite (Burst) 1 1 ·1 0 0 0 0 RIW

Read Status Register 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1



A2 A1 Ao OUTX

0 0 0 OUT1

0 0 1 OUT2

0 1 0 OUT3

0 1 1 OUT4

1 0 0 OUT4

1 0 1 OUT6

1 1 0 Unused

1 1 1 Unused

RESET AND CLOCK CONTROL
The 3-wire serial port consists of clock (ClK), reset
(RST), and data I/O (DO). All data transfers are initiated
by driving the RST input high. The RST input serves two
functions. First, RST turns on the control logic which
allows access to the shift register for the address/com-
mand sequence. Second, the RST signal provides a
method of terminating data transfers.

A clock cycle is a sequence of falling edge followed by a
rising edge. For data inputs, data must be valid during
the rising edge of the clock and data bits are output on
the falling edge of the clock. If the RST input is low all
data transfer terminates and the DO pin goes to a high
impedance state. At power-up, RST must be a logic 0
for tREC after VCC rises above 2.7 volts. Also, ClK must
be a logic 0 when RST is initially driven to a logic 1 state.

SCRATCH PAD WRITE/READ
Following the eight ClK cycles that specify a scratch-
pad write command, a scratch pad data byte (see Table
3) is input on the rising edge of the next eight ClK
cycles. Additional ClK cycles are ignored should they
inadvertently occur. Data is input starting with the lSB
(bit 0).

Following the eight ClK cycles that specify a scratch-
pad read command, a scratchpad data by1e is output on
the falling edge of the next eight ClK cycles. Note that
the first data bit to be transmitted occurs on the falling
edge after the last bit of the command by1e is written.
Additional ClK cycles are ignored should they inadver-
tentlyoccur. Also, the DO pin is tristated upon each ris-
ing edge of ClK. Data is output starting with the lSB
(bit 0).

The MSB of a data by1e (PS), polarity select, determines
the active high/active low polarity of the corresponding
OUTX output. logic 1 selects an active high setting
while logic 0 selects active low. The binary value held in
the lower seven bits (INC) of a data by1e specify a com-
parison voltage for that voltage input. OUTX will
become active ifthe associated input votlage falls below
this value. Each increment of the OUTX registers adds
100 mV to the minimal 2.7V trip points of the OUT1-3 or
either250 mVor500 mV to the minimal 6.0Vtrip point of
OUT4-6.

For OUT1-3, the reference voltage is computed to be
2.7V + (100 mV • INC). For example, a value of
10000000 in OUT2 indicates an active high trip point of
2.7V + (100 mV' 0) = 2.7V. A value of 00010010 in
OUT3 indicates and active lowtrip point of 2.7V + (100
mV' 18) = 4.5V.

Foru OUT4-6, the reference voltate is 6V + (250 mV •
min(INC, 24)) + (500 mV • max (INC - 24, 0)). In other
words, the first 24 increments are 250 mV in size and
increments thereafter are 500 mV in size. For example,
a value of 00100000 in OUT6 indicates an active low trip
point of 6V + (250 mV • 24) + (500 mV • 8) = 16V.

Binary INC values in OUT1-3 should not exceed
0100001, corresponding to 2.7V + 3.3V or the maximum
6V trip point, nor should INC values in OUT4-6 exceed
0100100, corresponding to 6V + 12V or the maximum
18V trip point. Binary INC values greater than these will
be accepted but will set the trip points to the maximum
trip point voltage, either 6V or 18V.



INC

A2-AO 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

000 PS x x x x x x X OUT1

001 PS X X X X X X X OUT2

010 PS X X X X X X X OUT3

011 PS X X X X X X X OUT4

100 PS X X X X X X X OUT5

101 PS X X X X X X X OUT6

110 X X X X X X X X Unused

111 X X X X X X X X Unused

PS = Polarity Select Bit
Note: On power-up, data in the EEPROM is automatically transferred to scratchpad.

BURST MODE
Scratchpad read and write burst modes may be speci-
fied by the command byte. Burst mode permits continu-
ous read and write capability. Reads or writes in burst

mode start with bit 0 of OUT1 output register and will
continue through address 111 and wrap around continu-
ously until RST is asserted low. Single byte and burst
modes are illustrated in Figure 5.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Data to ClK Setup toc 35 ns 5

ClK to Data Hold tCOH 40 ns 5

ClK to Data Delay tcoo 100 ns 5,6,7

ClK low Time tCl 250 ns 5

ClK High Time tCH 250 ns 5

ClK Frequency tClK DC 2.0 MHz 5

ClK Rise & Fall tR,tF 500 ns

RST to ClK Setup tec 1 Ils 5

ClK to RST Hold tCCH 60 ns 5

RST Inactive Time tCWH 250 ns 5

ClK to DO High Z tccz 50 ns 5

RST Inactive Time tCEH 20 ms 5,8

RST to DO High Z tcoz 50 ns 5
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SCRATCH PAD READIWRITE SUMMARY Figure 5

SINGLE BYTE READIWRITE

L

BLOCK TRANSFER
Data is transferred to the output registers scratchpad
from the output registers EEPROM following a
EEPROM read (block transfer) command word. An
EEPROM write (block transfer) will transfer data from
the output registers scratch pad to the output registers
eeprom. RST should be asserted low for tCEHfollowing
an EEPROM write to ensure completion of EEPROM
write. Another way of checking the status of the
EEPROM output registers is by reading the status regis-
ters.

STATUS REGISTER
The LSB (bit 0) of the status registers contains a nonvol-
atile busy flag (MVB). This bit specifies whether an
EEPROM write block transfer is in progress (see Table
4). Following the eight CLK cycles that specify a status
register read cycle, the status register is output on the
falling edge of the next eight CU< cycles. A status regis-
ter read occurs exactly as a scratch pad read and data is
output starting with LSB (bit 0).

STATUS REGISTER (READ ONLY) Table 4

I : I : I : I : 1--:-- __~ : N_~_B_I Statu, Reg;,,", 1
NVB Nonvolatile Busy Flag (write to EEPROM in process)
"1" Copy from scratchpad to EEPROM in progress
"0" EEPROM is not busy
NOTE: A copy to EEPROM may take from 2 ms to 20 ms (taking longer at lower supply voltages).
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on VIN3-4 in Reference to Ground
Voltage on All Other Pins in Reference to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.3V to +20.0V
-o.3V to +7.0V
-40°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vee 2.7 5.5 V 1

Voltage Monitors VIN1-VIN2 0.0 6.6 V 1
VIN3-VIN4 0.0 19.6 V 1

Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 1

Logic 0 VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Leakage IlL -1.0 +1.0 I!A

Voltage Monitor Input Current IVM -5.0 +5.0 !!A
VtN1-4

Output Current @ 2.4V IOH -1.0 mA

Output Current @ O.4V IOL 2.0 mA

Operating Current Ice 400 I!A 2

OUT1-3 Voltage Trip Points °TP1-3 2.7 6.0 V 1,3

OUT4-6 Voltage Trip Points °TP4-6 6.0 18.0 V 1,4

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 10 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 10 pF



OUTX
POLARITY SELECT BIT =0

OUTX
POLARITY SELECT BIT =1

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

VINX Detect to OUTX Active tRPD 100 I!s

VINX Detect to OUTX Inactive tRPU 100 200 300 ms

CLK~



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Vcc Slew Rate Power Down tFB 0 I!S

Vcc Slew Rate Power Up tRB 30 I!s

Recovery at Power Up tREC 1 ms

RST Inactive before Power Down tRC 10 ms 9

NOTES:
1. All voltages referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. OUT1-0UT3 trip points can be varied between 2.7V and 6V in 100 mV increments.

4. OUT4-0UT6 trip points can be varied between 6V and 12V in 250 mV increments or between 12V and 18V
in 500 mV increments.

5. VIH=2.0V or VIL=0.8V with 10 ns maximum rise and fall times.

6. VOH=2.4V and VOL=OAV.

7. Load capacitance = 50 pF.

8. tCEH must be met to ensure data integrity.

9. tCR must be met following an EEPROM write to ensure data integrity.



PKG 16-PIN

DIM MIN MAX

AIN. 0.740 0.780
MM 18.80 19.81

BIN. 0.240 0.260
MM 6.10 6.60

CIN. 0.120 0.140
MM 3.05 3.56

DIN. 0.300 0.325
MM 7.62 8.26

EIN. 0.015 0.040
MM 0.38 1.02

FIN. 0.120 0.140
MM 3.04 3.56

GIN. 0.090 0.110
MM 2.29 2.79

HIN 0.320 0.370
MM 8.13 9.40

JIN 0.008 0.012
MM 0.20 0.30

KIN. 0.015 0.021
MM 0.38 0.53
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• Contains four P channel power FET switches that can
each supply over 300 mA @ 0.2 volts drop

• Controlled directly from CMOS or TTL level signals

• Fast switching time of less than 10 J.lsat rated supply
current

• 16-pin 01P or 16-pin SOIC surface mount package

• Positive logic signal turns each FET on and ground or
low level signal turns each FET off

• Off condition allows less than SO nA of current flow

• Low control gate capacitance of less than S pF

• FET gates can either follow inputs or be latched

• Designed for use with power supplies ranging from +3
to +S volts

DESCRIPTION
The DS1640 contains four P channel power MOS FET's
designed as switches to conserve power in personal
computer systems. When connected to power man-
agement control units, power consuming devices like
disk drives or display panel backlights can be routinely
shut down to conserve battery or main power supply en-

DS1640/DS1640C
Personal Computer Power FET

IN1

GATE1

OUT1

LATCH

GND

OUT2

GATE2

IN2

IN4

GATE4

OUT4

NC

vcc
OUT3

GATE3

IN3

IN1

GATE1

OUT1

LATCH

GND

OUT2

GATE2

IN2

IN4

GATE4

OUT4

NC

vcc
OUT3

GATE3

IN3

PIN DESCRIPTION
vcc - +3 to +S Volt Input
GND - Ground
IN1-IN4 - FET Sources
OUT1-0UT4 - FET Drains
GATE1-GATE4 - FET Control Gates
NC - No Connection
LATCH - Gate Inputs Latch Control

ergy. The P channel power MOS FET's are individually
controlled and are capable of handling 300 mA each
continuously with less than 0.2 volts drop from input to
output. The device requires a +3 -- +S volt power supply
input which is used to power internal logic and to oper-
ate a gate bias generator.



OPERATION
With +3 .• +5 volts applied between the Vcc pin and
ground, anyone of four inputs can be connected or dis-
connected from its respective output based on the bias
applied to the control gate (see Figure 1). A set of four
internal latches is controlled by the latch input. The logic
levels passed to the FET gates are controlled by the
gate inputs and latch pin status. When the latch pin is
logic 0, the gate input levels are inverted and passed di-
rectly to the control gates, enabling the switches to be
switched both independently and asynchronously. With
a transition from logic 0 to logic 1 on the latch pin, the
input levels present on the gate inputs are locked by the
four internal latches, maintaining the corresponding
FET gates at those levels. As long as the latch input is
maintained at logic 1, the FET gate levels are main-
tained. When the latch input is returned to logic 0, the

gate inputs again are inverted and passed to the FET
control gates without being latched. A TTL or CMOS
logic 1 turns a switch completely on and TTL or CMOS
logic 0 turns a switch completely off. The four switches
can be operated independently or two or more can be
connected in parallel for added current carrying capabil-
ity. The four switches contained within the DS1640 are
not designed to be operated in a linear manner. When
Vcc is not applied to the DS1640 or if Vcc is not within
nominal limits, the output levels and current carrying ca-
pability of the four switches are not guaranteed. When
all four gate inputs are off (logic 0) the device enters a
low Vcc current standby mode because the onboard
charge pump is turned off. The gate and latch inputs are
CMOS-compatible throughout the entire Vcc range and
are TTL-compatible when Vcc falls between 4.5 and
5.5V.

IN2 D~------U
CJ

IN3 D~------U
CJ

SUBrRATE

vcc -----------1 C~e~~EI



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.3V to +7.0V
O°C to 70°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 3.0 5.5 V 1,2

Logic 0 Input 3.0 V ~ Vcc ~ 4.5 V VIL2 -0.3 +0.5 V

Logic 0 Input 4.5 V ~ Vcc ~ 5.0 V VIL1 -0.3 +0.8 V 1

Logic 1 Input 3.0 V ~ Vcc ~ 5.0 V VIH 2.0 Vcc+0.5 V 1,7

Source Voltage VSOURCE Vcc+0.5 V 1,7

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current ICC1 0.3 1 mA 3

Supply Current ICC2 0.1 1 IlA 4

Switch Off Leakage ISL 100 nA

Switch On Resistance RON 0.3 .67 n
Switch Current @ VF = 200 mV Is 300 mA 5

Input Leakage IlL -1 +1 IlA 6

Gate Input Capacitance CG 5 pF 7

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Switching Time (OFF ON) tSTON 10 !1S

Switching Time (ON OFF) tSTOFF 10 !1S

Minimum Time to Engage Latch tLM 50 ns



NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. When Vcc is below minimum limits output levels are not guaranteed.

3. ICC1 is the supply current with one or more switches on.

4. ICC2 is when all switches are off and all inputs are within 0.5V of a supply rail.

5. Each switch is capable of carrying 300 mA maximum at 200 mV forward drop.

6. Input leakage applies to the four gate inputs and the latch input only.

7. Applies to each of four gate inputs and the latch input.

Dallas Semiconductor devices are built to the highest quality standards and manufactured for long term reliability. All
OS 1640 devices are made using the same quality materials and manufacturing methods. However, consumer ver-
sions of the DS1640 are not exposed to environmental stresses that some commercial device manufacturing flows
require. Devices that are designated as consumer product have a "Cn designator in the product number. For exam-
ple, the DS1640C is a consumer grade product.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051651
3-Code Lock

051652
Key Match Memory System

FEATURES

• The tw~hip lock and key system forms the basis of
a secure access system

• The match memory system is compatible with a vari-
ety of RF, serial, ultrasound, and optical transmission
media

• The user-programmable 64-bit code or internally
generated random 64-bit code prevents unautho-
rized copying of keys

• Each key and lock system is capable of generating
and recognizing 3-code match conditions

• Keys are programmed from lock codes only under
controlled user access/secure conditions

• Lock codes can be changed as many times as neces-
sary

• 3V operation, 5V for programming

• Operating range of -25°C to +85°C

• All stored 64-bit codes in the lock and key are non-
volatile and retain the security code in the absence of
power

• Applications include building entry, garage door open-
ers, automobile entry and ignition, and local and re-
mote identification

DESCRIPTION
The OS1651 Lock and OS1652 Key operate in combi-
nation to limit access of any secure system or area to
keyholders. Both the 081651 Lock and OS1652 Key
contain a 64-bit memory which acts as the security
code, controlling access. The code memory within the
OS1651 Lock can be user-programmed with a known

veeG8 SEND1
SEND2 2 7 DATA1/0

LEARN 3 6 SEND3

SEND4 4 5 GND

DS16528·PinDIP(300 Mil)and
DS1652S8-PinSOIC(200Mil)

See Mech.Drawings
Pgs.480 & 483

veeG8 MODE1
SEND3MATCH 2 7 DATA110

SEND2MATCH 3 6 MODE2

SEND1MATCH 4 5 GND

DS16518-Pin DIP(300Mil)and
DS1651S8-PlnSOIC(200Mil)

SeeMech.Drawings
Pgs.480 & 483

GNO
DATA I/O
SEN01
SEN02
SEN03
SEN04
LEARN

Ground
Serial Data Input/Output
Send Input 1
Send Input 2
Send Input 3
Send Input 4
Learn Input

MOOE2
MOOE1
Vcc -
GNO -
DATA I/O -
SEN01 MATCH -
SEN02 MATCH -
SEN03 MATCH -

Function Control Pin
Function Control Pin
+3V to +5V Input
Ground
Serial Data Input/Output
Code Match Signal for SEN01
Code Match Signal for SEN02
Code Match Signal for SEN03

64-bit code, or the OS1651 can generate a 64-bit code
from a random number generator within the OS1651.
Once set, the code is nonvolatile and can then be trans-
ferredto one or more OS1652 Key(s) under secure con-
ditions.



To gain access to the lock, the key's code must be trans-
mitted to the lock via some user transmission media
such as AF, optical, lA, ultrasound, or another serial
medium. Upon receiving a transmission of a 64-bit key
code, a 081651 Lock will compare the requesting key's
64-bit code to the lock's programmed 64-bit code. If the
key code matches the lock code, the lock generates a
match signal. which can be used to allow access to the
secure system.

OPERATION 081651 LOCK
The main functional components of both the 081651
and 081652 are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The dia-
grams show that the internal functions of the lock and
key are similar. From Figure 3, the primary components
of the lock are its 64-bit-wide registers. The 64-bit
code memories are the physical "lock" and contain the
pattern against which all keys are measured for access.
The 64-bit data memory records the 64-bit pattern
transmitted by a potential key. The pulse input interpret-
er and reset generator accepts serial input data from the
input pin.

The 081651 Lock has four functional modes, which are
controlled by the lock's mode control pins. The four
modes are defined as follows:

MODE2 MODE1 FUNCTIONAL MODE

0 0 Operation Mode: Aeceiving
codes from key(s).

0 1 Learn Mode: Program with
user-provided 64-bit codes.

1 0 Ouplicate Mode: Transmit
64-bit code memory contents.

1 1 Learn Mode: Program with in-
ternally generated, random 64
bits.

The Learn and Ouplicate modes can only be entered
from Operation mode. The 081651 samples the level of
MOOE1 and MOOE2 10 ms after a transition on either
pin. This sample is used to tell the 081651 in which
mode it should be operating.

In the Learn modes, the 081651 Lock's code memory
can be either programmed directly by the user or pro-
grammed using a random set of 1's and O's created by
the 081651 's random number generator. A user must
have physical access to the 081651 to place it in Learn
mode. To place the 081651 Lock in Learn mode. the

081651's Vcc input must be at 4.5V minimum with
MOOE1 or both MOOE1 and MOOE2 pins driven high,
telling the 081651 to enable the contents of its code
memory to be rewritten. If MOOE1 is high, then the
081651 enables its code memory to be rewritten using
a user-oefined 64-bit code, which it expects to see on
its data 1/0 pin. At the end of sending the 64-bit code to
the 081651, the mode pins must both be driven low, re-
turning the lock to operation mode, before entering any
other mode. (8ee timing diagram "Learn Modes
081651 Lock.") If MOOE2 and MOOE1 are high, then
the 081651 Lock performs an internal operation in
which it uses its internal random number generator to
create a 64 bit pattern of 1's and O's and loads it into the
code data memory. from L8B to M8B. When all 64 bits
have been written, the 081651 has a new code memory
that can be programmed into 081652 Keys. After this
operation is completed, the mode pins must both be
driven low to return the 081651 to operation mode, be-
fore entering any other mode.

The 081651 will not reprogram its 64-bitcode memory
using its internal random number generator until anoth-
er transition from 0 to 1 is seen on both its MOOE2 and
MOOE1 pins.

For the 081651 Lock to transfer its code memory into a
081652 Key, the 081651 must be in Ouplication mode.
To enter Ouplication mode, the MOOE2 pin must be
driven high. The transition from 0 to 1 on the MOOE2 pin
and its maintenance at 1 causes the 081651 Lock to
transmit a reset signal followed by its 64-bit code
memory through its data input/output pin. The lock will
transmit the code only once. If another transmission is
required, the mode pin must be driven to zero before be-
ing returned to 1 to send another 64-bit code copy. The
data input/output pin of the 081651 Lock must be physi-
cally connected to the data input pin of the target
081652 Key in orderto transfer a code from the lock to a
key to be used with that lock. The target key must also
be in Learn mode (see the section entitled "Operation
081652 Key") forthe key to accept as code the informa-
tion transmitted by the lock. With these timing and hard-
ware conditions satisfied, 081652 Key programming
can be performed qUickly «1 s) and easily with only one
serial connection between the 081651 and 081652.

The 081651 Lock is in its operation mode with its mode
pins inactive. The receipt of a signal on the input/output
pin which is active high for at least 720 IJ.S is treated as a
reset signal from a key about to transmit its code. The
interpreted pattern of 1's and O's sampled in the 2 ms



wide windows is written into the data memory for com-
parison to the lock's code memories. If the comparison
shows a match with one of the memories, then the
OS1651 drives the appropriate SENOX MATCH signal.
If the code does not match, the OS 1651 performs no op-
erations, but waits for the next reset signal.

OPERATION DS1652 KEY
The operation ofthe OS1652 Key is similarto that of the
OS1651 (Figure 4). The key is programmed with code
generated by the OS1651 Lock with the lock in Ouplica-
tion mode and the key in Learn mode.

For the OS1652 Key to be programmed, the LEARN pin
must be driven active high. The OS1652 Key's data in-
put pin must be physically connected to the OS1651
Lock's data input/output pin for the OS1652 Key to suc-
cessfully accept a code from a OS1651 Lock. Once
connected and in the Learn mode, the OS1652 Key.is
ready to accept its 64-bit code. The OS1652 Key will
recognize the 720 itS wide active high reset signal and
will use the rising edge of each subsequent signal to de-
termine the contents of 64 consecutive 2 ms wide data
windows as logic 1 or logic o. The contents of the 64
consecutive windows, transmitted by the lock, become
latched into the nonvolatile 64-bit code memory of the
OS1652 Key. The key will perform no other operations
until the LEARN pin becomes inactive, returning the
OS1652 to its operation mode. The OS1652 Key will
transmit a reset signal and its code memory out of its
data output pin a maximum of three times as long as the
SENOX input is asserted. The OS1652 Key will transmit
a version of the code that is specifically tailored to the
SENOX input being triggered. (See diagram entitled
"OS1691 Lock, Match Signals.")

SERIAL PULSE PROTOCOL
The OS1651 and OS1652 transmit and receive data se-
rially, according to the protocol listed in the timing dia-
grams.

The transmission and reception of data begins with the
rising edge ofthe 720 its raset signal. The OS1651 and
OS1652 then begin looking for data in 2 ms windows.
Each data window begins with the rising edge of a pulse.
The duration of the pulse determines whether a logical
one or logical 0 is present in that window (logical one
pulse duration is six times as long as logical zero pulse
duration).

For 128 ms, the OS1651 or OS1652 will time the dura-
tion of the active pulse in each window. Once the pulse
is interpreted as a 1 or a 0, the data bit is written to the
appropriate register (depending on the mode of the de-
vice). This iterative process continues through all 64
bits until they are written. For the OS 1651 Lock, after 64
bits are written, a compare operation is performed. For
the OS1652, after 64 bits are written, the key can be re-
turned to its operation mode for use.

OPERATION, LOCK AND KEY
The OS1651 Lock and OS1652 Key provide a security
code matching system which can be used as the code
control logic of any security system. The unique
OS1651 Lock provides the system designer with the op-
tion of pre-programming a lock or series of locks with a
known set of 64-bit codes that can only be changed by
having physical access to the lock. If known codes are
not required, the OS1651 can generate its own 64-bit
code randomly. If the random riumber generator of the
OS1651 Lock is used, not even the person program-
ming the lock knows the 64-bit code.

The OS1652 Key is programmed from the OS1651 Lock
and can be repeatedly reprogrammed to accept new
codes. This feature not only prolongs the usable life of
the key, but also provides the user the ability to recycle
keys from one lock to be programmed for use with
another lock. Materials invested in bUilding keys are
never obsoleted because keys can always be repro-
grammed.

A significant contribution to maintaining the security of
the OS 1651 Lock is limiting the manner by which a lock
can program a key with the code to open the lock. The
only way in which a OS 1652 Key will accept a code is to
connect its input pin directly to the data input/output pin
of a OS1651 Lock. Therefore the only method of trans-
ferral is by physically connecting the device holding the
OS 1652 Key with the device holding the OS 1651 Lock.
A quick and efficient method of implementing this inter-
face is illustrated in Figure 1.

By designing the system key with three external leads,
one tied to LEARN, one tied to ground, and one tied to
the data I/O pin, the system key can accept a new code
from a system lock only through these three connec-
tions. Once placed in a system lock, the OS 1651 Lock
could be enabled to transmit its code memory to the key.
Because of the physical connection required for the



code data transfer, the lock and key combination is kept
secure.

The method chosen to duplicate the key does not have
to be the suggested method. This method is suggested
as a way that

1. limits who can program keys

2. limits who can generate codes for the lock

3. limits who can, by generating a new code, invali-
date the existing programmed keys.

TYPICAL APPLICATION
One of the easiest ways to implement the lock and key
system is to use an RF transmitter to link the data input!
output pin of the 051652 Key to the 051651 's input pin.

As many keys as needed can be programmed. As re-
quired for security purposes or in case of the loss of a
key, a new code can be generated and redistributed to
the remaining keys. This enables the security system to
continually reuse keys and obsolete the codes in any
keys that become lost or stolen.

MODE2
MODEl'WITe,}

For implementation, any transmission media capable of
transmitting and receiving signals at the resolution re-
quired of the 051651 and 051652's serial pulse proto-
col can be used to link the key to a lock.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to -v
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-25°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 15 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 2.7 5.0 5.5 V 1

Logic 1 Input VIH 2.0 - Vcc+0.3 V 1,5

Logic 0 Input VIL -0.3 - +0.8 V 1,5

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current, Operation Mode ICC1 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Learn Mode ICC2 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Idle State ICC3 75 100 nA 2

Vcc Voltage, Learn Mode VCCL 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Output High, Voltage VOH 2.4 V 1,6

Output High, Current 10H -1 mA

Output Low, Voltage VOL 0.4 V 1,6

Output Low, Current 10L 4 mA

I/O Leakage Current 110 -1 +1 !1A 4

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current, Send Mode Icc1 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Learn Mode ICC2 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Idle State ICC3 50 75 100 nA 2

VCC Voltage, Learn Mode VCCL 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Input Leakage (Data I/O pin) 1L1 -1 +1 !1A 3

Output High, Voltage VOH 2.4 V 1,6

Output High, Current 10H 4 mA

Output Low, Voltage VOL 0.4 V 1,6

Output Low, Current 10L 1 mA



AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS DS1651 LOCK AND DS1652 KEY
DATA TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Reset Active tR 540 720 900 J.lS

Logic 1 Active t1 90 120 150 J.ls

Logic 0 Active to 15 20 25 J.ls

SEND1 MATCH, SEND2 MATCH, tM 400 500 600 ms
and SEND3 MATCH

Data Sample Window tDS 1.5 2.0 2.5 ms

Active Signal Pulse Width, tpw 10 1080 J.ls
Data I/O

Active Signal Pulse Width SEND1 ts 100 ms
and SEND2

Delay Between Last Mode Pin tT 10 ms
Transition to Operation Mode
Change

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Input leakage applies to DS1652 data 110 pin in input mode only.

4. Input/output leakage applies to the DS1651 data input/output pin.

5. The DS1652 SEND1, SEND2, SEND3, and SEND4 inputs are internally pulled up with 25Kn resistors and
require input levels of <0.5V for logic 0, and >Vcc-{).5V for logic 1. The DS1652 learn pin has an internal
1OKn pulldown.

6. Valid for Vcc=5.0V ± 10%.
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When the DS1651 Lock's code comparator determines that code data it has received matches one of its code data
memories, the appropriate match signal is driven active for the above diagram.

INPUT TRIGGERED 64 CODE TRANSMITTED AS:

SEND1 be b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63

SEND2 be b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63

SEND3 be b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63

SEND4 be b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

0516528
Code Memory Key

• The key forms the basis of a secure access system

• The DS 16528 is compatible with a variety of RF, seri-
al, ultrasound, and optical transmission media

• The user-programmable 64-bit code prevents unau-
thorized copying of keys

• Each key capable of generating 4-eode conditions

• Keys are programmed from an externa! device only
under controlled user access/secure conditions

• Key codes can be changed as many times as neces-
sary

• 3V operation, 5V for programming

• Operating range of -25°C to +85°C

• All stored 64-bit codes in the key are nonvolatile and
retain the security code in the absence of power

• Applications include building entry, garage door open-
ers, automobile entry and ignition, and local and re-
mote identification

DESCRIPTION
The DS16528 Code Memory Key operates as part of a
system to limit access of any secure system or area to
keyholders. The DS16528 key contains a 64-bit
memory which acts as the security code, controlling ac-
cess. Once set, the code is nonvolatile.

To gain access to a locked system, the key's code must
be transmitted to the lock via some user transmission

veeOs SEND1
SEND2 2 7 DATA 1/0

LEARN 3 6 SEND3

SEND4 4 5 GND

S-Pin DIP (300 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.4S0veeGs SEND1
SEND2 2 7 DATA 1/0

LEARN 3 6 SEND3

SEND4 4 5 GND

S-Pin SOIC (200 Mil)
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.4S3

Vcc
GND
DATA I/O
SEND1
SEND2
SEND3
SEND4
LEARN

- +3V to +5V Input
- Ground
- Serial Data Input/Output
- Send Input 1
- Send Input 2
- Send Input 3
- Send Input 4
- Learn Input

media such as RF, optical, IR, ultrasound, or another se-
rial medium. Upon receiving a transmission of a 64-bit
key code, a lock system must compare the requesting
key's 64-bit code to the lock system's programmed
code. If the key code matches the lock system code, the
lock system must generate a match signal, which can be
used to allow access to the secure system.



OPERATION DS16528 KEY
The operation of the OS 16528 key is shown in Figure 1.
The key is programmed with code from an external
source with the key in Learn mode.

For the OS16528 key to be programmed, the LEARN
pin must be driven active high, with Vcc on the
OS 16528 at least 4.5V. The OS 16528 key's data input/
output pin must be physically connected to the external
programming device for the OS 16528 key to success-
fully accept a code. Once connected and in the Learn
mode, the OS 16528 key is ready to accept its 64-bit
code. The OS16528 key will recognize the 1600 I1s
wide active high reset signal, and will use the rising edge
of each subsequent signal to determine the contents of
~ consecutive 2 ms wide data windows as logic 1 or
logic O. The contents of the 64 consecutive windows,
transmitted by the external programming device, be-
come latched into the nonvolatile 64-bit code memory
of the OS16528 key. The key will perform nootheroper-
ations until the LEARN pin becomes inactive, returning
the 0816528 to its operation mode. The 0816528 key
will transmit a reset signal and its code memory out of its
data input/output pin a maximum of ten times as long as
the 8ENOX input is asserted. The 0816528 key will
transmit a version of the code that is specifically tailored
to the SENOX input being triggered. (8ee Logic Timing
Oiagrams.)

SERIAL PULSE PROTOCOL
The 0816528 transmits and receives data serially, ac-
cording to the protocol listed in the timing diagram.

The transmission and reception of data begins with the
rising edge of the 1600 I1s reset signal. The OS 16528
then begins looking for data in 2 ms windows. Each data
window begins with the rising edge of a pulse. The dura-
tion of the pulse determines whether a logical one or log-
ical zero is present in that window (logical one pulse du-
ration is twice as long as logical zero pulse duration).

For 128 ms, the 0816528 will time the duration of the
active pulse in each window. Once the pulse is inter-

preted as a 1 or a 0, the data bit is written to the 64-bit
code memory. This iterative process continues through
all 64 bits until they are written. For the 0816528, after
64 bits are written, the key may be returned to its opera-
tion mode for use.

OPERATION, LOCK AND KEY
The 0816528 key provides a security code matching
system which can be used as the code control logic of
any security system.

The 0816528 key is programmed from an external pro-
gramming device and can be repeatedly reprogrammed
to accept new codes. This feature not only prolongs the
usable life of the key, but also provides the user the abil-
ity to recycle keys from one lock to be programmed for
use with another lock. Materials invested in building
keys are never obsoleted because keys may always be
reprogrammed.

A significant contribution to maintaining the security of a
0816528 key based system is limiting the manner by
which a key may be programmed with the code to open
the lock. The only way in which a 0816528 key will ac-
cept code is to connect its data input/output pin directly
to the external programming device. Therefore the only
method of transferral is by physically connecting the de-
vice holding the 0816528 key with the device holding
the programmer. A quick and efficient method of imple-
menting this interface is illustrated in Figure 2.

8y designing the system key with three external leads,
one tied to Vcc (5V), one tied to ground, and one tied to
the input pin, the system key can accept a new code
from a system lock only through these three connec-
tions.

As many keys as needed can be programmed. As re-
quired for security purposes, or in case of the loss of a
key, a new code can be generated and redistributed to
the remaining keys. This enables the security system to
continually reuse keys and obsolete the codes in any
keys that become lost or stolen.
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TYPICAL APPLICATION
One of the easiest ways to implement the lock and key
system is to use anRF transmitter to link the data input!
output pin of the OS16528 key to the system lock.

For implementation, any transmission media capable of
transmitting and receiving signals at the resolution re-
quired of the OS 16528's serial pulse protocol can be
used to link the key to the user's lock system.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.5V to +7.0V
-25°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Vcc 2.7 5.0 5.5 V 1

Logic 1 Input VIH 2.0 - Vcc+0.3 V 1,4,5,6

Logic 0 Input VIL -0.3 - +0.8 V 1,5,6

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current, Send Mode 4 ICCl 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Learn Mode ICC2 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Idle State ICC3 75 100 nA 2

Vcc Voltage, Learn Mode VL 4.5 5 5.5 V 1,5

Input Leakage (Data Input) 1L1 -1 +1 IlA 3

Output High, Voltage VOH 2.4 V 1

Output High, Current IOH -1 mA

Output Low, Voltage VOL 0.4 V 1

Output Low, Current IOL 4 mA



AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS DS16528 KEY
DATA TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Reset Active tR 1200 1600 2000 ~s

Logic 1 Active t1 600 800 1000 ~s

Logic 0 Active to 300 400 500 ~s

Data Sample Window tos 1.5 2.0 2.5 ms

Active Signal Pulse Width, tpw 300 2000 ~
Data 1/0 ,
Active Signal Pulse Width ts 10 ms
SEND1, SEND2, SEND3, and
SEND4 .
Delay Between LEARN Pin tT 10 ms
Transition and Operation Mode
Change

Delay Between Minimum SENDX tso 100 ~s
Assertion and Data Out
Transmitted

Number of Words Transmitted for 10 "1 SENDX Input Recognized

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Input leakage applies to DS1652B data input only.

4. Absolute maximum rating is 7.0V on any pin.

5. The DS1652B LEARN pin is internally pulled down with approximately a 10Kn resistor.

6. The DS1652B SEND1, SEND2, SEND3, and SEND4 inputs are internally pulled up with approximately 25Kn
resistors.
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INPUT TRIGGERED 64 CODE TRANSMITTED AS:

SEND1. (DATA)* bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... bS1 bS2 bS3

SEND2 (DATA) bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... bS1 bS2 bS3

SEND3 (ODD) bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... bS1 bS2 bS3

SEND4 (EVEN) bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... bS1 bS2 bS3

*The bit pattern transmitted by the SEND1 trigger it the unaltered contents of the DS16528 code memory. SEND2,
SEND3, and SEND4 transmit modified versions of this code a listed above.



DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

051653
4-Code Lock

051652
Key Match Memory System

• The two-<:hip lock and key system form the basis of
a secure access system

• The match memory system is compatible with a vari-
ety of RF, serial, ultrasound, and optical transmission
media

• The user-programmable 64-bit code or internally
generated random 64-bit code prevents unautho-
rized copying of keys

• Each key and lock system is capable of generating
and recognizing 4-code match conditions

• Keys are programmed from lock codes only under
controlled user access/secure conditions

• Lock codes can be changed as many times as neces-
sary

• 3V operation, 5V for programming

• Operating range of -25°C to +85°C

• All stored 64-bit codes in the lock and key are non-
volatile and retain the security code in the absence of
power

• Applications include building entry, garage door open-
ers, automobile entry and ignition, and local and re-
mote identification

DESCRIPTION
The DS1653 Lock and DS1652 Key operate in combi-
nation to limit access of any secure system or area to
keyholders. Both the DS1653 Lock and DS1652 Key
contain a 64-bit memory which acts as the security
code, controlling access. The code memory within the
DS1653 Lock can be user programmed with a known
64-bit code, or the DS1653 can generate a 64-bit code
from an internal random number generator. Once set,
the code is nonvolatile and can then be transferred to
one or more DS1652 Key(s) under secure conditions.

veeGB SEND1
SEND2 2 7 DATA I/O

LEARN 3 6 SEND3

SEND4 4 5 GND

DS1652 B-Pin DIP (300 Mil) and
DS1652S B·Pin SOIC (200 Mil)

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 4BO& 4B3
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DS1653 16-Pin DIP (300 Mil) and
OS1653S 16-Pin SOIC (300 Mii)

See Mech. Drawings
Pgs. 4BO& 484
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To gain access to the lock, the key's code must be trans-
mitted to the lock via some user transmission media
such as RF, optical, IR, ultrasound, or another serial
medium. Upon receiving a transmission of a 64-bit key
code, a DS1653 Lock will compare the requesting key's
64-bit code to the lock's programmed 64-bit code. If the
key code matches the lock code, the lock generates a
match signal, which can be used to allow access to the
secure system.

OPERATION 051653 LOCK
The main functional components of both the DS1653
and DS1652 are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The dia-
grams show that the internal functions of the lock and
key are similar. From Figure 3, the primary components
of the lock are its 64-bit-wide registers. The 64-bit
code memories are the physical "lock" and contain the
pattern against which all keys are measured for access.
The 64-bit data memory records the 64-bit pattern
transmitted by a potential key. The pulse input interpret-
er and reset generator accepts serial input data from the
input pin.

The DS1653 Lock has four functional modes, which are
controlled by the lock's mode control pins. The four
modes are defined as follows;

MODE2 MODE1 FUNCTIONAL MODE

0 0 Operation Mode: Receiving
codes from key(s).

0 1 Learn Mode: Program with
user-provided 64-bit codes.

1 0 Duplicate Mode: Transmit
64-bit code memory contents.

1 1 Learn Mode: Program with in-
ternally generated random 64
bits.

The Learn and Duplicate modes can only be entered
from Operation mode. The DS 1653 samples the level of
MODE1 and MODE2 10 ms after a transition on either
pin. This sample is used to tell the DS1653 in which
mode it should be operating.

In the Learn modes, the DS1653 Lock's code memory
can be either programmed directly by the user or pro-
grammed using a random set of 1's and O's created by
the DS1653's random number generator. A user must
have physical access to the DS 1653 to place it in Learn
mode. To place the DS1653 Lock in Learn mode, the
DS1653's Vcc input must be at 4.5V minimum with

MODE1 or both MODE1 and MODE2 pins driven high,
telling the DS1653 to enable the contents of its code
memory to be rewritten. If MODE1 is high, then the
DS 1653 enables its code memory to be rewritten using
a user~efined, 64-bit code, which it expects to see on
its data I/O pin. At the end of sending the 64-bit code to
the OS1653, the mode pins must both be driven low, re-
turning the lock to operation mode, before entering any
other mode. (See timing diagram "Learn Modes
DS1653 Lock.") If MODE2 and MODE1 are high, then
the OS1653 Lock uses its internal random number gen-
erator to create a 64-bit pattern of 1's and O's and loads
it into the code data memory, from LSB to MSB. When
all 64 bits have been written, the DS1653 has a new
code memory that can be programmed into DS1652
Keys. After this operation is completed, the mode pins
must both be driven low to return the DS 1653 to opera-
tion mode before entering any other mode.

The DS 1653 will not reprogram its 64-bit code memory
using its internal random number generator until anoth-
er transition from 0 to 1 is seen on both its MODE2 and
MODE1 pins.

For the DS1653 Lock to transfer its code memory into a
DS1652 Key, the DS1653 Lock must be in duplication
mode. To enter the duplication mode, the MOOE2 pin
must be driven high. The transition from 0 to 1 on the
MOOE2 pin, and its maintenance at 1 causes the
OS1653 Lock to transmit a reset signal followed by its
64-bit code memory through its data input/output pin.
The lock will transmit the code only once. If another
transmission is required, the mode pin must be driven to
zero before being returned to 1 to send another 64-bit
code copy. The data input/output pin of the DS1653
Lock must be physically connected to the data input pin
of the target DS 1652 Key in order to transfer a code from
the lock to a key to be used with that lock. The target key
must also be in Learn mode (see operation DS1652
Key) for the key to accept as code the information trans-
mitted by the lock. With these timing and hardware con-
ditions satisfied DS1652 Key programming can be per-
formed quickly «1 s) and easily with only one serial
connection between the OS1653 and DS1652.

The OS 1653 Lock is in its Operation mode with its mode
pins inactive. The receipt of a signal on the input/output
pin which is active high for at least 720 l1S is treated as a
reset signal from a key about to transmit its code. The
interpreted pattern of 1's and O's sampled in the 2 ms
wide windows is written into the data memory for com-



parison to the lock's code memories. If the comparison
shows a match with one of the memories, then the
OS1653 drives the appropriate SENOX MATCH signal.
If the code does not match, the OS 1653 performs no op-
erations, but waits for the next reset signal.

OPERATION 051652 KEY
The operation of the OS1652 Key is similar to that of the
OS1653 (Figure 2). The key is programmed with code
generated by the OS1653 Lock with the lock in duplica-
tion mode and the key in Learn mode.

Forthe OS1652 Key to be programmed, the LEARN pin
must be driven active high. The OS1652 Key's data in-
put pin must be physically connected to the OS1653
Lock's data input/output pin for the OS 1652 Key to suc-
cessfully accept a code from a OS1653 Lock. Once
connected and in the Learn mode, the OS1652 Key is
ready to accept its 64-bit code. The OS1652 Key will
recognize the 720 !is wide active high reset signal, and
will use the rising edge of each subsequent signal to de-
termine the contents of 64 consecutive 2 ms wide data
windows as logic 1 or logic O. The contents of the 64
consecutive windows, transmitted by the lock, become
latched into the nonvolatile 64-bit code memory of the
OS 1652 Key. The key will perform no other operations
until the LEARN pin becomes inactive, returning the
OS1652 to its operation mode. The OS1652 Key will
transmit a reset signal and its code memory out of its
data output pin a maximum of three times as long as the
SENOX input is asserted. The OS1652 Key will transmit
a version of the code that is specifically tailored to the
SENOX input being triggered. (See diagram "OS1693
Match Signals".)

SERIAL PULSE PROTOCOL
The OS 1653 and OS 1652 transmit and receive data se-
rially, according to the protocol listed in the timing dia-
grams.

The transmission and reception of data begins with the
rising edge of the 720 !is reset signal. The OS1653 and
OS1652 then begin looking for data in 2 ms windows.
Each data window begins with the rising edge of a pulse.
The duration of the pulse determines whether a logical
one or logical zero is present in that window (logical one
pulse duration is six times as long as logical zero pulse
duration).

For 128 ms, the OS1653 or OS1652 will time the dura-
tion of the active pulse in each window. Once the pulse
is interpreted as a 1 or a 0, the data bit is written to the
appropriate register (depending on the mode of the de-
vice). This iterative process continues through all 64
bits until they are written. Forthe OS1653 Lock, after 64
bits are written a compare operation is performed. For
the OS1652, after 64 bits are written, the key can be re-
turned to its operation mode for use.

OPERATION, LOCK AND KEY
The OS1653 Lock and OS1652 Key provide a security
code matching system which can be used as the code
control logic of any security system. The unique
OS 1653 Lock provides the system designer with the op-
tion of pre-programming a lock or series of locks with a
known set of 64-bit codes that can only be changed by
having physical access to the lock. If known codes are
not required, the OS1653 can generate its own 64-bit
code randomly. If the random number generator of the
OS1653 Lock is used, not even the person program-
ming the lock knows the 64-bit code.

The OS1652 Key is programmed from the OS1653 Lock
and can be repeatedly reprogrammed to accept new
codes. This feature not only prolongs the usable life of
the key, but also provides the user the ability to recycle
keys from one lock to be programmed for use with
another lock. Materials invested in building keys are
never obsoleted because keys can always be repro-
grammed.

A significant contribution to maintaining the security of
the OS1653 Lock is limiting the manner by which a lock
can program a key with the code to open the lock. The
only way in which a OS1652 Key will accept code is to
connect its input pin directly to the data input/output pin
of a OS1653 Lock. Therefore the only method of trans-
ferral is by physically connecting the device holding the
OS 1652 Key with the device holding the OS 1653 Lock.
A quick and efficient method of implementing this inter-
face is illustrated in Figure 1.

By designing the system key with three external leads,
one tied to LEARN, one tied to ground, and one tied to
the data I/O pin, the system key can accept a new code
from a system lock only through these three connec-
tions. Once placed in a system lock, the OS 1653 Lock



could be enabled to transmit its code memory to the key.
Because of the physical connection required for the
code data transfer, the lock and key combination is kept
secure.

The method chosen to duplicate the key does not have
to be the suggested method. This method is suggested
as a way that

1. limits who can program keys

2. limits who can generate codes for the lock

3. limits who can, by generating a new code, invali-
date the existing programmed keys.

As many keys as needed can be programmed. As re-
qUired for security purposes or in case of the loss of a
key, a new code can be generated and redistributed to
the remaining keys. This enables the security system to
continually reuse keys and obsolete the codes in any
keys that become lost or stolen.

TYPICAL APPLICATION
One of the easiest ways to implement the lock and key
system is to use an RF transmitter to link the data input!
output pin of the 081652 Key to the 081653's input pin.

M DE2
MODE1
SWITCHES

1
For implementation, any transmission media capable of
transmitting and receiving signals at the resolution re-
quired of the 081653 and 081652's serial pulse proto-
col can be used to link the key to a lock.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to-V
Operating Temperature
Programming Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-0.5V to +7.0V
-25°C to +85°C
-10°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 15 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage VCC 2.7 5.0 5.5 V 1

Logic 1 Input VIH 2.0 - Vcc+0.3 V 1,5,6

Logic 0 Input
~

VIL -0.3 V- +0.8 1,5,6

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current, Operation Mode Icc1 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Learn Mode Icc2 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Idle State ICC3 75 100 nA 2

VCC Voltage, Learn Mode VCCL 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1,5

Output High, Voltage VOH 2.4 V 1,7

Output High, Current 10H -1 mA

Output Low, Voltage VOL 0.4 V 1,7

Output Low, Current 10L 4 mA

I/O Leakage Current 110 -1 +1 IJ,A 4

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Current, Send Mode Icc1 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Learn Mode ICC2 3 4 mA 2

Supply Current, Idle State ICC3 50 75 100 nA 2

VCC Voltage, Learn Mode VCCL 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1,5

Input Leakage (Data Input) lu -1 +1 IJ,A 3

Output High, Voltage VOH 2.4 V 1,7

Output High, Current 10H 4 mA

Output Low, Voltage VOL 0.4 V 1,7

Output Low, Current 10L 1 mA



AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS DS1653 LOCK AND DS1652 KEY
DATA TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Reset Active tR 540 720 900 its

Logic 1 Active 0,

t1 90 120 150 its

Logic 0 Active to 15 20 25 itS

SEND1 MATCH, SEND2 MATCH, tM 400 500 600 ms
SEND3 MATCH, and
SEND4 MATCH

Data Sample Window tDS 1.5 2.0 2.5 ms

Active Signal Pulse Width, tpw 10 1080 its
Data I/O

Active Signal Pulse Width SEND1 ts 100 ms
and SEND2

Delay Between Last Mode Pin tT 10 ms
Transition to Operation Mode
Change

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance CIN 5 pF

Output Capacitance COUT 7 pF

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. Measured with outputs open.

3. Input leakage applies to D51652 data I/O pin in input mode only.

4. Input/output leakage applies to the DS1653 data input/output pin.

5. The D51652 LEARN pin has an internal pulldown.

6. Temperature range for programming is -10°C to +85°C.

7. These output voltages are valid for a typical Vcc of 5.0V ± 10%.
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When the OS 1653 Lock's code comparator determines that code data it has received matches one of its code data
memories, the appropriate match signal is driven active for the above diagram.

INPUT TRIGGERED 64 CODE TRANSMITTED AS:

SEN01 bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63

SEN02 bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63

SEN03 bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63

SEN04 bo b1 b2 b3 b4 ... b61 b62 b63
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DALLAS
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051620
Digital Thermometer and Thermostat

• Measures temperatures from -55°C to + 125°C in
O.soC increments. Fahrenheit equivalent is -S?OF to
25?OF in 0.9°F increments

• Temperature is read as a 9-bit value

• Converts temperature to digital word in 1 second

• Thermostatic settings are user-definable and non-
volatile

• Data is read from/written via a 3-wire serial interface
(ClK, DO, RST)

• Applications include thermostatic controls, industrial
systems, consumer products, thermometers, or any
thermally sensitive system

• 8-pin DIP or SOIC package

DESCRIPTION
The DS1620 Digital Thermometer and Thermostat pro-
vides 9-bit temperature readings which indicate the
temperature of the device. With three thermal alarm out-
puts, the DS1620 can also act as a thermostat. THIGH is
driven high if the OS 1620's temperature is greater than
or equal to a user-defined temperature TH. T LOW is
driven high if the DS1620's temperature is less than or
equal to a user-defined temperature TL. TCOMis driven

'0008
vaaCLK/CONV 2 7 THIGH

RST 3 6 how
GND 4 5 TeaM

DS1620S
8-PINSOIC(200MIL)
SeeMech.Drawing

Pg.483

vaa
THIGH

TLQW

TeaM

DS1620
8-PIN DIP

SeeMech.Drawing
Pg.480

DO
ClK/CONV

- 3-Wire Input/Output
3-Wire Clock Input and Standalone
Convert Input
3-Wire Reset Input
Ground
High Temperature Trigger
low Temperature Trigger
High/low Combination Trigger
Power Supply Voltage (+5V)

RST
GND
THIGH
TLOW
TCOM
VDD

high when the temperature exceeds TH and stays high
until the temperature falls below that of TL.

User-defined temperature settings are stored in non-
volatile memory, so parts can be programmed prior to
insertion in a system, as well as used in standalone
applications without a CPU. Temperature settings and
temperature readings are all communicated to/from the
DS1620 over a simple 3-wire interface.



OPERATION-READING TEMPERATURE
The OS 1620 measures temperatures through the use of
an onboard, proprietary temperature measurement
technique. The temperature reading is provided in a
9-bit, two's complement format. Table 1 describes the
exact relationship of output data to measured tempera-
ture. The data is transmitted serially through the 3-wire
serial interface, LSB first. The OS1620 can measure
temperatureoverthe range of-55°C to +125°C in 0.5°C
increments. For Fahrenheit usage, a lookup table or
conversion factor must be used.

DIGITAL OUTPUT DIGITAL
TEMP OUTPUT(Binary) (Hex)

+125°C 011111010 OOFA

+25°C 000110010 0032h

1/2
oC 000000001 0001h

O°C 000000000 OOOOh

_1/2
oC 111111111 01FFh

-25°C 111001110 01CEh

-55°C 1 10010010 0192h

AODRESS
AND

RESET

Since data is transmitted over the 3-wire bus LSB first,
temperature data can be written to/read from the
OS 1620 as either a 9-bit word (taking RST low after the
9th (MSB) bit), or as two transfers of 8-bit words, with
the most significant 7 bits being ignored or set to zero,
as illustrated in Table 1. After the MSB, the OS1620 will
output O's.

Note that temperature is represented in the OS 1620 in
terms of a 1/2oC LSB, yielding the following 9-bitformat:

MSB LSB

~~



PIN SYMaOL DESCRIPTION

1 00 Data Input/Output pin for 3-wire communication port.

2 ClK/CONV Clock input pin for 3-wire communication port. When the OS1620 is used in a
standalone application with no 3-wire port, this pin can be used as a convert pin.
Temperature conversion will begin on the falling edge of CONY.

3 RST Reset input pin for 3-wire communication port.

4 GNO Ground pin.

5 TCOM High/Low Combination Trigger. Goes high when temperature exceeds TH; will
reset to low when temperature falls below TL.

6 TLOW Low Temperature Trigger. Goes high when temperature falls below Tl.

7 THIGH High Temperature Trigger. Goes high when temperature exceeds TH.

8 VDD Supply Voltage. 5V input power pin.

OPERATION-THERMOSTAT CONTROLS
Three thermally triggered outputs, THIGH, TLOW, and
TCOM,are provided to allow the OS1620 to be used as a
thermostat, as shown in Figure 2. When the OS1620's
temperature meets or exceeds the value stored in the
high temperature trip register, the output THIGH
becomes active (high) and remains active until the
OS1620's measured temperature becomes less than
the stored value in the high temperature register, TH.
The THIGH output can be used to indicate that a high
temperature tolerance boundary has been met or
exceeded, or as part of a closed loop system can be
used to activate a cooling system and to deactivate it
when the system temperature returns to tolerance.

The T LOWoutput functions similarly to the T HIGHoutput.
When the OS 1620's measured temperature equals or

THERMOSTAT OUTPUT OPERATION Figure 2

I
I
I
I

falls below the value stored in the low temperature regis-
ter, the TLOW output becomes active. T LOW remains
active until the OS 1620's temperature becomes greater
than the value stored in the low temperature register,
TL. The TLOWoutput can be used to indicate that a low
temperature tolerance boundary has been met or
exceeded, or as part of a closed loop system, can be
used to activate a heating system and to deactivate it
when the system temperature returns to tolerance.

The TCOM output goes high when the measured tem-
perature meets or exceeds TH, and will stay high until
the temperature equals or falls below TL. In this way,
any amount of hysteresis can be obtained.



OPERATION AND CONTROL
The DS1620 must have temperature settings resident in
the TH and TL registers for thermostatic operation. A
configuration/status register is also used to determine
the method of operation that the DS1620 will use in a
particular application, as well as indicating the status of
the temperature conversion operation. The configura-
tion register is defined as follows:

where

X
DONE

Don't Care

Conversion Done bit. 1=conversion com-
plete, O=conversion in progress.

Temperature High Flag. This bit will be set
to 1 when the temperature is greater than
or equal to the value ofTH. It will remain 1
until reset by writing 0 into this location or
by removing power from the device. This
feature provides a method of determining
if the DS 1620 has ever been subjected to
temperatures above TH while power has
been applied.

Temperature Low Flag. This bit will be set
to 1 when the temperature is less than or
equal to the value of TL. It will remain 1
until reset by writing 0 into this location or
by removing power from the device. This
feature provides a method of determining
if the OS 1620 has ever been subjected to
temperatures below TL while power has
been applied.

CPU use bit. If CPU=O, the CLKlCONV
pin acts as a conversion start control,
when RST is low. If CPU is 1, the DS1620
will be used with a CPU communicating to
it over the 3-wire port, and the operation
of the CLKlCONV pin is as a normal clock
in concert with DO and RST.

One-Shot Mode. If 1SHOT. is 1, the
DS1620 will perform one temperature
conversion upon reception of the Start

Convert T protocol. If 1SHOT is 0, the
DS1620 will continuously perform tem-
perature conversion.

For typical thermostat operation, the DS1620 will oper-
ate in continuous mode. However, for applications
where only one reading is needed at certain times, and
to conserve power, the one-shot mode may be used.
Note that the thermostat outputs (THIGH, T LOW, TCOM)

will remain in the state they were in after the last valid
temperature conversion cycle when operating in one-
shot mode.

OPERATION IN STANDALONE MODE
In applications where the DS1620 is used as a simple
thermostat, no CPU is required. Since the temperature
limits are nonvolatile, the DS1620 can be programmed
prior to insertion in the system. In order to facilitate
operation without a CPU, the CLKlCONV pin (pin 3) can
be used to initiate conversions. Note that the CPU bit
must be set to 0 in the configuration register to use this
mode of operation.

To use the CLKlCONV pin to initiate conversions, RST
must be low and CLKlCONV must be high. If CLKI
CONV is driven low and then brought high in less than
10 ms, one temperature conversion will be performed
and then the DS1620 will return to an idle state. If CLKI
CONV is driven low and remains low, continuous con-
versions will take place until CLKlCONV is brought high
again. With the CPU bit set to 0, the CLKlCONV will
override the 1-shot bit if it is equal to 1. This means that
even if the part is set for one-shot mode, driving CLKI
CONV low will initiate conversions.

3-WIRE COMMUNICATIONS
The 3-wire bus is comprised of three signals. These are
the RST (reset) signal, the CLK (clock) signal, and the
DO (data) signal. All data transfers are initiated by driv-
ing the RST input high. Driving the RST input low termi-
nates communication. (See Figures 3 and 4.) A clock
cycle is a sequence of a falling edge followed by a rising
edge. For data inputs, the data must be valid during the
rising edge of a clock cycle. Data bits are output on the
falling edge of the clock, and remain valid through the
rising edge.



When reading data from the OS1620, the DO pin goes
to a high impedance state while the clock is high. Taking
RST low will terminate any communication and cause
the DO pin to go to a high impedance state.

Data over the 3-wire interface is communicated LSB
first. The command set for the 3-wire interface as
shown in Table 3 is as follows; only these protocols
should be written to the OS1620, as writing other proto-
cols to the device may result in permanent damage to
the part.

Read Temperature [AAh]
This command reads the contents of the register which
contains the last temperature conversion result. The
next nine clock cycles will output the contents of this reg-
ister.

Write TH [01 h)
This command writes to the TH (HIGH TEMPERA-
TURE) register. After issuing this command, the next
nine clock cycles clock in the 9-bit temperature limit
which will set the threshold for operation of the THIGH
output.

Write TL [02h]
This command writes to the TL (LOW TEMPERA-
TURE) register. After issuing this command, the next
nine clock cycles clock in the 9-bit temperature limit
which will set the threshold for operation of the T LOW
output.

Read TH [A 1h)
This command reads the value of the TH (HIGH TEM-
PERATURE) register. After issuing this command, the
next nine clock cycles clock out the 9-bit temperature

limit which sets the threshold for operation of the THIGH
output.

Read TL [A2h]
This command reads the value of the TL (LOW TEM-
PERATURE) register. After issuing this command, the
next nine clock cycles clock out the 9-bit temperature
limit which sets the threshold for operation of the T LOW
output.

Start Convert T [EEh]
This command begins a temperature conversion. No
further data is required. In one-shot mode, the tempera-
ture conversion will be performed and then the OS 1620
will remain idle. In continuous mode, this command will
initiate continuous conversions.

Stop Convert T [22h]
This command stops temperature conversion. No fur-
ther data is required. This command may be used to halt
a OS1620 in continuous conversion mode. After issuing
this command, the current temperature measurement
will be completed, and then the DS1620 will remain idle
until a Start Convert T is issued to resume continuous
operation.

Write Config lOCh]
This command writes to the configuration register. After
issuing this command, the next eight clock cycles clock
in the value of the configuration register.

Read Config [ACh]
This command reads the value in the configuration reg-
ister. After issuing this command, the next eight clock
cycles output the value of the configuration register.



INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION PROTOCOL 3-WIREBUS NOTES
DATA AFTER

ISSUING
PROTOCOL

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION COMMANDS

Read Temperature Reads last converted temperature AAh <read data>
value from temperature register.

Start Convert T Initiates temperature conversion. EEh idle 1

Stop Convert T Halts temperature conversion. 22h idle 1

THERMOSTAT COMMANDS

WriteTH Writes high temperature limit value into 01h <write data> 2
TH register.

Write TL Writes low temperature limit value into 02h <write data> 2
TL register.

Read TH Reads stored value of high tempera- A1h <read data> 2
ture limit from TH register.

Read TL Reads stored value of low temperature A2h <read data> 2
limit from TL register.

Write Config Writes configuration data to configura- OCh <write data> 2
tion register.

Read Config Reads configuration data from configu- ACh <read data> 2
ration register.

NOTES:
1. In continuous conversion mode, a Stop Convert T command will halt continuous conversion. To restart, the

Start Convert T command must be issued. In one-shot mode, a Start Convert T command must be issued for
every temperature reading desired.

2. Writing to the E2 typically requires 10 ms at room temperature. After issuing a write command, no further
reads or writes should be requested for at least 10 ms.



FUNCTION EXAMPLE
Example: CPU sets up OS1620 for continuous conversion and thermostatic function.

CPU MODE DS1620MODE DATA (LSB FIRST) COMMENTS
(3-WIRE)

TX RX OCh CPU issues Write Config command.

TX RX OOh CPU sets OS1620 up for continuous conversion.

TX RX 01h CPU issues Write TH command.

TX RX 0050h CPU sends data for TH limit of +40°C.

TX RX 02h CPU issues Write TL command.

RX TX 0014h CPU sends data for TL limit of + 10°C.

TX RX A1h CPU issues Read TH command.

RX TX 0050h OS 1620 sends back stored value of TH for CPU
to verify.

TX RX A2h CPU issues Read TL command.

RX TX 0014h OS 1620 sends back stored value of TL for CPU
to verify.

TX RX EEh CPU issues Start Convert T command.

V
PROTOCOL

V
PROTOCOL



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.5V to +7.0V
-55°C to + 125°C
-55°C to +125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES
Supply VDD 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 1

Logic 1 VIH 2.0 Vee+0.3 V 1

Logic 0 VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 1

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN MAX UNITS NOTES
Thermometer Error TERR O°C to +70°C ±1/2 °C

-40°C to +O°C ±1 °C
and +70°C to

+85°C

-55°C to -40°C ±2 °C
and +85°C to

+125°C

Logic 0 Output VOL 0.4 V 3

Logic 1 Output VOH 2.4 V 2

Input Resistance RI RSTto GND 2 mQ
DQ,CLK to VDD 2 mQ

Active Supply Current Ice O°C to +70°C 1 mA 4,5

Standby Supply Current ISTBY O°C to +70°C 1 IlA 4,5

CON V ---------~ t
~ ~.



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Temperature Conversion Time TTC 1 s

Data to ClK Setup toc 35 ns 6

ClK to Data Hold tCOH 40 ns 6

ClK to Data Delay tcoo 100 ns 6,7,8

ClK low Time tCl 250 ns 6

ClK High Time tCH 250 ns 6

ClK Frequency fClK DC 2.0 MHz 6

ClK Rise and Fall tR, tF 500 ns

RST to ClK Setup tcc 100 ns 6

ClK to RST Hold tCCH 40 ns 6

RST Inactive Time tCWH 125 ns 6,9

ClK High to I/O High Z tcoz 50 ns 6

RST low to I/O High Z tROZ 50 ns 6

Convert Pulse Width tCNV 250.ns 500 ms

NV Write Cycle Time tWR 10 50 ms

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Input Capacitance C1 5 pF

I/O Capacitance CliO 10 pF

NOTES:
1. All voltages are referenced to ground.

2. logic one voltages are specified at a source current of 1 mA.

3. logic zero voltages are specified at a sink current of 4 mA.

4. Icc specified with DQ pin open.

5. Icc specified with Vcc at 5.0V and RST =GND.

6. Measured at VIH = 2.0V or Vil = 0.8V.

7. Measured at VOH = 2.4V or Val = 0.4V.

8. load capacitance = 50 pF.

9. tCWH must be 10 ms minimum following any read or write command that involves the E2 memory.
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051820
One-Wire Digital Thermometer

• Unique 1-Wire interface requires only one port pin for
communication

• Multidrop capability simplifies distributed temperature
sensing applications

• Requires no external components

• Can be powered from data line

• Zero standby power required

• Measures temperatures from -55°C to +125°C in
0.5°C increments. Fahrenheit equivalent is -67°F to
257°F in 0.9°F increments

• Temperature is read as a 9-bit digital value.

• Converts temperature to digital word in 1 second
(typ.)

• User-definable, nonvolatile temperature alarm set-
tings

• Alarm search command identifies and addresses
devices whose temperature is outside of pro-
grammed limits (temperature alarm condition)

• Applications include thermostatic controls, industrial
systems, consumer products, thermometers, or any
thermally sensitive system

DESCRIPTION
The 081820 Oigital Thermometer provides 9-bit tem-
perature readings which indicate the temperature of the
device.

Information is sent to/from the 081820 over a 1-Wire
interface, so that only one wire (and ground) needs to be
connected from a central microprocessor to a 081820.
Power for reading, writing, and performing temperature
conversions can be derived from the data line itself with
no need for an external power source.

DQU8voo
GND 2 7 NC

NC 3 6 NC

DNC 4 5 DNC

DS1820S
8-PIN SOIC (200 MIL)

See Mech. Drawing
Pg.483

GNO
00
VOO
NC
ONC

- Ground
Oata In/Out
Optional Voo
No Connect
00 Not Connect

Because each 081820 contains a unique silicon serial
number, multiple 081820s can exist on the same
1-Wire bus. This allows for placing temperature sen-
sors in many different places. Applications where this
feature is useful include HVAC environmental controls,
sensing temperatures inside buildings, equipment or
machinery, and in process monitoring and control.



PIN PIN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
.

8-PIN SOIC PR35

5 1 GNO Ground.

4 2 00 Data Input/Output pin for 1-Wire operation: Open drain. (See "Para-
site Power" section.)

3 3 Voo Optional Voo pin. See "Parasite Power" section for details of connec-
tion.

OVERVIEW
The block diagram of Figure 1 shows the major compo-
nents of the OS1820. The OS1820 has three main data
components: 1) 54-bit lasered ROM, 2) temperature
sensor, and 3) nonvolatile temperature alarm triggers
TH and TL. The device derives its power from the
1-Wire communication line by storing energy on an
internal capacitor during periods of time when the signal
line is high and continues to operate off this power
source during the low times of the 1-Wire line until it
returns high to replenish the parasite (capacitor) supply.
As an alternative, the OS1820 may also be powered
from an external 5V supply.

Communication to the OS1820 is via a 1-Wire port. With
the 1-Wire port, the memory and control functions will
not be available before the ROM function protocol has
been established. The master must first provide one of
five ROM function commands: 1) Read ROM, 2) Match
ROM, 3) Search ROM, 4) Skip ROM, or 5) Alarm
Search. These commands operate on the 54-bit
lase red ROM portion of each device and can single out

64-BITROM
AND

1-WIRE PORT

a specific device if many are present on the 1-Wire line
as well as indicate to the bus master how many and
what types of devices are present. After a ROM function
sequence has been successfully executed, the memory
and control functions are accessible and the master
may then provide anyone of the six memory and control
function commands.

One control function command instructs the OS1820 to
perform a temperature measurement. The result of this
measurement will be placed in the OS1820's scratch-
pad memory, and may be read by issuing a memory
function command which reads the contents of the
scratch pad memory. The temperature alarm triggers
TH and TL consist of one byte EEPROM each. If the
alarm search command is not applied to the OS1820,
these registers may be used as general purpose user
memory. Writing TH and TL is done using a memory
function command. Read access to these registers is
through the scratchpad. All data is read and written
least significant bit first.



PARASITE POWER
The block diagram (Figure 1) shows the parasite pow-
ered circuitry. This circuitry "steals" power whenever the
I/O or VDD pins are high. I/O will provide sufficient power
as long as the specified timing and voltage require-
ments are met (see the section titled "1-Wire Bus Sys-
tem"). The advantages of parasite power are two-fold:
1) by parasiting off this pin, no local power source is
needed for remote sensing of temperature, and 2) the
ROM may be read in absence of normal power.

In order for the OS1820 to be able to perform accurate
temperature conversions, sufficient power must be pro-
vided overthe I/O line when a temperature conversion is
taking place. Since the operating current of the OS1820
is up to 1 mA, the I/O line will not have sufficient drive
due to the 5K pullup resistor. This problem is particularly
acute if several OS1820's are on the same I/O and
attempting to convert simultaneously.

There are two ways to assure that the OS 1820 has suffi-
cient supply current during its active conversion cycle.
The first is to provide a strong pullup on the I/O line
whenever temperature conversion is taking place. This
may be accomplished by using a MOSFET to pull the
I/O line directly to the power supply as shown in
Figure 2. When using the parasite power mode, the
VDD pin must be tied to ground.

Another method of supplying current to the OS1820 is
through the use of an external power supply tied to the
VDD pin, as shown in Figure 3. The advantage to this is
that the strong pullup is not required on the I/O line, and
the bus master need not be tied up holding that line high
during temperature conversions. This allows other data
traffic on the 1-Wire bus during the conversion time. In
addition, any number of OS1820's may be placed on the
1-Wire bus, and if they all use external power, they may
all simultaneously perform temperature conversions by
issuing the Skip ROM command and then issuing the
Convert T command. Note that as long as the external
power supply is active, the GNO pin may not be floating.

For situations where the bus master does not know
whether the OS 1820's on the bus are parasite powered
or supplied with external VDD, a provision is made in the
OS1820 to signal the power supply scheme used. The
bus master can determine if any OS1820's are on the
bus which require the strong pullup by sending a Skip
ROM protocol, then issuing the read power supply com-
mand. After this command is issued, the master then
issues read time slots. The OS1820 will send back "0"
on the 1-Wire bus if it is parasite powered; it will send
back a "1" if it is powered from the VDD pin. If the master
receives a "0", it knows that it must supply the strong
pull-up on the I/O line during temperature conversions.
See "Memory Command Functions" section for more
detail on this command protocol.



OPERATION - MEASURING TEMPERATURE
The 081820 measures temperatures through the use of
an on-board proprietary temperature measurement
technique. A block diagram of the temperature mea-
surement circuitry is shown in Figure 4.

The 081820 measures temperature by counting the
number of clock cycles that an oscillator with a low tem-
perature coefficient goes through during a gate period
determined by a high temperature coefficient oscillator.
The counter is preset with a base count that corre-
sponds to -55°C. If the counter reaches zero before the
gate period is over, the temperature register, which is
also preset to the -55°C value, is incremented, indicat-
ing that the temperature is higher than -55°C.

At the same time, the counter is then preset with a value
determined by the slope accumulator circuitry. This cir-
cuitry is needed to compensate for the parabolic behav-
ior of the oscillators over temperature. The counter is
then clocked again until it reaches zero. If the gate
period is still not finished, then this process repeats.

The slope accumulator is used to compensate for the
non-linear behavior of the oscillators over temperature,
yielding a high resolution temperature measurement.
This is done by changing the number of counts neces-
sary for the counter to go through for each incremental
degree in temperature. To obtain the desired resolution,
therefore, both the value of the counter and the number
of counts per degree C (the value of the slope accumu-
lator) at a given temperature must be known.

Internally, this calculation is done inside the 081820 to
provide 0.5°C resolution. The temperature reading is

provided in a 16-bit, sign-extended two's complement
reading. Table 1 describes the exact relationship of out-
put data to measured temperature. The data is trans-
mitted serially over the 1-Wire interface. The 081820
can measure temperature over the range of -55°C to
+125°C in 0.5°C increments. For Fahrenheit usage, a
lookup table or conversion factor must be used.

Note that temperature is represented in the 081820 in
terms of a 1/2oC L8B, yielding the following 9-bitformat:

MSB

U

The most significant (sign) bit is duplicated into all of the
bits in the upper M8B of the two-byte temperature reg-
ister in memory. This "sign-extension" yields the 16-bit
temperature readings as shown in Table 1.

Higher resolutions may be obtained by the following
procedure. First, read the temperature, and truncate
the O.soC bit (the L8B) from the read value. This value is
TEMP _REAO. The value left in the counter may then be
read. This value is the count remaining
(COUNT_REMAIN) after the gate period has ceased.
The last value needed is the number of counts per
degree C (COUNT _PER_C) at that temperature. The
actual temperature may be then be calculated by the
user using the following:



DIGITAL OUTPUT DIGITAL OUTPUT
TEMPERATURE (Binary) (Hex)

+125°C 0000000011111010 OOFA

+25°C 0000000000110010 0032h

+1/2oC 0000000000000001 0001h

+O°C 00000000 00000000 OOOOh

_1/2oC 11111111 11111111 FFFFh

-25°C 1111111111001110 FFCEh

-55°C 11111111 10010010 FF92h

OPERATION - ALARM SIGNAlliNG
After the OS 1820 has periormed a temperature conver-
sion, the temperature value is compared to the trigger
values stored in TH and TL. Since these registers are 8
bit only, the 0.5°C bit is ignored for comparison. The
most significant bit of TH or TL directly corresponds to
the sign bit of the 16-bit temperature register. If the
result of a temperature measurement is higher than TH
or lower than TL, an alarm flag inside the device is set.

This flag is updated with every temperature measure-
ment. As long as the alarm flag is set, the OS 1820 will
respond to the alarm search command. This allows
many OS1820s to be connected in parallel doing simul-
taneous temperature measurements. If somewhere the
temperature exceeds the limits, the alarming device(s)
can be identified and read immediately without having to
read non-alarming devices.



64-BIT LASERED ROM
Each OS1820 contains a unique ROM code that is 64
bits long. The first eight bits are a 1-Wire family code
(OS1820 code is 10h). The next 48 bits are a unique
serial number. The last eight bits are a CRC of the first
56 bits. (See Figure 5.) The 64-bit ROM and ROM
Function Control section allow the OS1820 to operate
as a 1-Wire device and follow the 1-Wire protocol
detailed in the section "1-Wire Bus System". The func-
tions required to control sections of the OS1820 are not
accessible until the ROM function protocol has been
satisfied. This protocol is described in the ROM function
protocol flowchart (Figure 6). The 1-Wire bus master
must first provide one of five ROM function commands:
1) Read ROM, 2) Match ROM, 3) Search ROM, 4) Skip
ROM, or 5) Alarm Search. After a ROM functions
sequence has been successfully executed, the func-
tions specific to the OS 1820 are accessible and the bus
master may then provide and one of the six memory and
control function commands.

CRC GENERATION
The OS1820 has an 8-bit CRC stored in the most signif-
icant byte of the 64-bit ROM. The bus master can com-
pute a CRC value from the first 56 bits of the 64-bit ROM
and compare it to the value stored within the OS1820 to
determine if the ROM data has been received error-free
by the bus master. The equivalent polynomial function
of this CRC is:

The OS1820 also generates an 8-bit CRC value using
the same polynomial function shown above and pro-

64-BIT LASERED ROM Figure 5

8-BIT CRC CODE

vides this value to the bus master to validate the transfer
of data bytes. In each case where a CRC is used for data
transfer validation, the bus master must calculate a
CRC value using the polynomial function given above
and compare the calculated value to either the 8-bit
CRC value stored in the 64-bit ROM portion of the
OS1820 (for ROM reads) or the 8-bit CRC value com-
puted within the OS1820 (which is read as a ninth byte
when the scratch pad is read). The comparison of CRC
values and decision to continue with an operation are
determined entirely by the bus master. There is no cir-
cuitry inside the OS1820 that prevents a command
sequence from proceeding if the CRC stored in or calcu-
lated by the OS1820 does not match the value gener-
ated by the bus master.

The 1-Wire CRC can be generated using a polynomial
generator consisting of a shift register and XOR gates
as shown in Figure 7. Additional information about the
Dallas 1-Wire Cyclic Redundancy Check is available in
an application note entitled "Understanding and Using
Cyclic Redundancy Checks with Dallas Semiconductor
Touch Memory Products".

The shift register bits are initialized to zero. Then start-
ing with the least significant bit of the family code, one bit
at a time is shifted in. After the 8th bit of the family code
has been entered, then the serial number is entered.
After the 48th bit of the serial number has been entered,
the shift register contains the CRC value. Shifting in the
eight bits of CRC should return the shift register to all
zeros.
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MEMORY
The DS1820's memory is organized as shown in
Figure 8. The memory consists of a scratchpad RAM
and a nonvolatile, electrically erasable (E2) RAM, which
stores the high and low temperature triggers TH and TL.
The scratchpad helps insure data integrity when com-
municating over the 1-Wire bus. Data is first written to
the scratchpad where it can be read back. After the data
has been verified, a copy scratchpad command will
transfer the data to the nonvolatile (E2) RAM. This pro-
cess insures data integrity when modifying the memory.

The scratchpad is organized as eight bytes of memory.
The first two bytes contain the measured temperature

051820 MEMORY MAP Figure 8

SCRATCHPAD

TEMPERATURE LSB

TEMPERATURE MSB

THIUSER BYTE 1

TLIUSER BYTE 2

RESERVED

RESERVED

COUNT REMAIN

COUNT PER 'C

information. The third and fourth bytes are volatile
copies of TH and TL and are refreshed with every pow-
er-on reset. The next two bytes are not used; upon
reading back, however, they will appear as all logic 1'so
The seventh and eighth bytes are count registers, which
may be used in obtaining higher temperature resolution
(see "Operation-measuring Temperature" section).

There is a ninth byte which may be read with a Read
Scratchpad command. This byte contains a cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) byte which is the CRC over all
of the eight previous bytes. This CRC is implemented in
the fashion described in the section titled "CRC Genera-
tion".



1-WIRE BUS SYSTEM
The 1-Wire bus is a system which has a single bus mas-
ter and one or more slaves. The 081820 behaves as a
slave. The discussion of this bus system is broken down
into three topics: hardware configuration, transaction
sequence, and 1-Wire signaling (signal types and tim-
ing).

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
The 1-Wire bus has only a single line by definition; it is
important that each device on the bus be able to drive it

Rx = RECEIVE ]
T x = TRANSMIT

The idle state for the 1-Wire bus is high. If for any reason
a transaction needs to be suspended, the bus MU8T be
left in the idle state if the transaction is to resume. If this
does not occur and the bus is left low for more than
480 Jls, all components on the bus will be reset.

TRANSACTION SEQUENCE
The protocol for accessing the 081820 via the 1-Wire
port is as follows:

INITIALIZATION
All transactions on the 1-Wire bus begin with an initial-
ization sequence. The initialization sequence consists
of a reset pulse transmitted by the bus master followed
by presence pulse(s) transmitted by the slave(s).

at the appropriate time. To facilitate this, each device
attached to the 1-Wire bus must have open drain or
3-state outputs. The 1-Wire port of the 081820 (I/O
pin) is open drain with an internal circuit equivalent to
that shown in Figure 9. A multidrop bus consists of a
1-Wire bus with multiple slaves attached. The 1-Wire
bus requires a pullup resistor of approximately SKU

The presence pulse lets the bus master know that the
081820 is on the bus and is ready to operate. For more
details, see the "1-Wire 8ignaling" section.

ROM FUNCTION COMMANDS
Once the bus master has detected a presence, it can
issue one of the four ROM function commands. All ROM
function commands are eight bits long. A list of these
commands follows (refer to flowchart in Figure 6):

Read ROM [33h]
This command allows the bus master to read the
081820's 8-bit family code, unique 48-bit serial num-
ber, and 8-bit CRC. This command can only be used if
there is a single 081820 on the bus. If more than one
slave is present on the bus, a data collision will occur
when all slaves try to transmit at the same time (open
drain will produce a wired AND result).



Match ROM [55h]
The match ROM command, followed by a 54-bit ROM
sequence, allows the bus master to address a specific
081820 on a multidrop bus. Only the OS1820 that
exactly matches the 54-bit ROM sequence will respond
to the following memory function command. All slaves
that do not match the 54-bit ROM sequence will wait for
a reset pulse. This command can be used with a single
or multiple devices on the bus.

Skip ROM [CCh]
This command can save time in a single drop bus sys-
tem by allowing the bus master to access the memory
functions without providing the 54-bit ROM code. If
more than one slave is present on the bus and a read
command is issued following the Skip ROM command,
data collision will occur on the bus as multiple slaves
transmit simultaneously (open drain pulldowns will pro-
duce a wired ANO result).

Search ROM [FOh]
When a system is initially brought up, the bus master
might not know the number of devices on the 1-Wire
bus or their 54-bit ROM codes. The search ROM com-
mand allows the bus master to use a process of elimina-
tion to identify the 54-bit ROM codes of all slave devices
on the bus.

Alarm Search [ECh]
The flowchart of this command is identical to the Search
ROM command. However, the OS1820 will respond to
this command only if an alarm condition has been
encountered at the last temperature measurement. An
alarm condition is defined as a temperature higher than
TH or lower than TL. The alarm condition remains set as
long as the OS1820 is powered up, until another tem-
perature measurement reveals a non-alarming value,
or the settings of TH or TL are modified so that the mea-
sured value again is within the allowed limits. For alarm-
ing, the trigger values stored in EEPROM are taken into
acccount.

Example of a ROM Search
The ROM search process is the repetition of a simple
3-step routine: read a bit, read the complement of the
bit, then write the desired value of that bit. The bus mas-
ter performs this simple, 3-step routine on each bit of
the ROM. After one complete pass, the bus master
knows the contents of the ROM in one device. The
remaining number of devices and their ROM codes may
be identified by additional passes.

The following example of the ROM search process
assumes four different devices are connected to the
same 1-Wire bus. The ROM data of the four devices is
as shown:

ROM1
ROM2
ROM3
ROM4

00110101 .
10101010 .
11110101 .
00010001 .

1. The bus master begins the initialization sequence by
issuing a reset pulse. The slave devices respond by
issuing simultaneous presence pulses.

2. The bus master will then issue the Search ROM
command on the 1-Wire bus.

3. The bus master reads a bit from the 1-Wire bus.
Each device will respond by placing the value of the
first bit of their respective ROM data onto the 1-Wire
bus. ROM1 and ROM4 will place a 0 onto the
1-Wire bus, I.e., pull it low. ROM2 and ROM3 will
place a 1 onto the 1-Wire bus by allowing the line to
stay high. The result is the logical ANO of all devices
on the line, therefore the bus master sees a O. The
bus master reads another bit. Since the Search
ROM data command is being executed, all of the
devices on the 1-Wire bus respond to this second
read by placing the complement of the first bit of their
respective ROM data onto the 1-Wire bus. ROM1
and ROM4 will place a 1 onto the 1-Wire, allowing
the line to stay high. ROM2 and ROM3 will place a
o onto the 1-Wire, thus it will be pulled low. The bus
master again observes a 0 for the complement of the
first ROM data bit. The bus master has determined
that there are some devices on the 1-Wire bus that
have a 0 in the first position and others that have a 1.

The data obtained from the two reads of the 3-step
routine have the following interpretations:

00 There are still devices attached which have
conflicting bits in this position.

01 All devices still coupled have a 0 bit in this bit
position.

10 All devices still coupled have a 1 bit in this bit
position.

11 There are no devices attached to the 1-Wire
bus.



4. The bus master writes a O. This deselects ROM2
and ROM3 for the remainder of this search pass,
leaving only ROM1 and ROM4 connected to the
1-Wire bus.

5. The bus master performs two more reads and
receives a 0 bit followed by a 1 bit. This indicates that
all devices still coupled to the bus have O's as their
second ROM data bit.

6. The bus master then writes a 0 to keep both ROM1
and ROM4 coupled.

7. The bus master executes two reads and receives
two 0 bits. This indicates that both 1 bits and 0 bits
exist as the third bit of the ROM data of the attached
devices.

8. The bus master writes a 0 bit. This deselects ROM1
leaving ROM4 as the only device still connected.

9. The bus master reads the remainder of the ROM bits
for ROM4 and continues to access the part if
desired. This completes the first pass and uniquely
identifies one part on the 1-Wire bus.

10. The bus master starts a new ROM search sequence
by repeating steps 1 through 7.

11. The bus master writes a 1 bit. This decouples
ROM4, leaving only ROM1 still coupled.

12. The bus master reads the remainder of the ROM bits
for ROM1 and communicates to the underlying logic
if desired. This completes the second ROM search
pass, in which another of the ROMs was found.

13. The bus master starts a new ROM search by repeat-
ing steps 1 through 3.

14. The bus master writes a 1 bit. This deselects ROM1
and ROM4 for the remainder of this search pass,
leaving only ROM2 and ROM3 coupled to the sys-
tem.

15. The bus master executes two read time slots and
receives two zeros.

16. The bus master writes a 0 bit. This decouples
ROM3, and leaving only ROM2.

17. The bus master reads the remainder of the ROM bits
for ROM2 and communicates to the underlying logic
if desired. This completes the third ROM search
pass, in which another of the ROMs was found.

18. The bus master starts a new ROM search by repeat-
ing steps 13 through 15.

19. The bus master writes a 1 bit. This decouples
ROM2, leaving only ROM3.

20. The bus master reads the remainder of the ROM bits
for ROM3 and communicates to the underlying logic
if desired. This completes the fourth ROM search
pass, in which another of the ROMs was found.

Note the following:
The bus master learns the unique 10 number (ROM data
pattern) of one 1-Wire device on each ROM 8earch
operation. The time required to derive the part's unique
ROM code is:

The bus master is therefore capable of identifying 75 dif-
ferent 1-Wire devices per second.

I/O SIGNALING
The 081820 requires strict protocols to insure data
integrity. The protocol consists of several types of
signaling on one line: reset pulse, presence pulse, write
0, write 1, read 0, and read 1. All of these signals, with
the exception of the presence pulse, are initiated by the
bus master.

The initialization sequence required to begin any com-
munication with the 081820 is shown in Figure 11. A
reset pulse followed by a presence pulse indicates the
081820 is ready to send or receive data given the cor-
rect ROM command and memory function command.

The bus master transmits (TX) a reset pulse (a low sig-
nal for a minimum of 480 jls). The bus master then
releases the line and goes into a receive mode (RX).
The 1-Wire bus is pulled to a high state via the 5K
pull-up resistor. After detecting the rising edge on the
1/0 pin, the 081820 waits 15-60 jls and then transmits
the presence pulse (a low signal for 60-240 jls).

MEMORY COMMAND FUNCTIONS
The following command protocols are summarized in
Table 2, and by the flowchart of Figure 10.

Write Scratch pad [4Eh]
This command writes to the scratch pad of the OS 1820,
starting at address 2. The next two bytes written will be
saved in scratchpad memory, at address locations 2
and 3. Writing may be terminated at any point by issuing
a reset.









Master TX "reset pulse"r 480 I's minimum
960 I's maximum

MasterRx
480l'5minimum ~

OS:,:o OS1820 TX
15~ 601'5I "presence pulse" II-- 60 - 2401's -+i

rI_C

1-WIRE BUS
PROTOCOL AFTER ISSUING

PROTOCOL

Read Scratchpad Reads bytes from scratch pad and BEh <read data up to 9
reads CRC byte. bytes>

Write Scratch pad Writes bytes into scratchpad at 4Eh <write data into 2
addresses 2 and 3 (TH and TL bytes at addr. 2 and
temperature triggers). addr.3>

Copy Scratch pad Copies scratchpad into nonvolatile 48h <read copy status> 2
memory (addresses 2 and 3 only).

Recall E2 Recalls values stored in nonvolatile B8h <read temperature
memory into scratch pad (tempera- busy status>
ture triggers).

Read Power Supply Signals the mode of OS1820 B4h <read supply status>
power supply to the master.

NOTE:
1. Temperature conversion takes up to 2 seconds. After receiving the Convert T protocol, if the part does not

receive power from the Voo pin, the I/O line for the OS1820 must be held high for at least 2 seconds to pro-
vide power during the conversion process. As such, no other activity may take place on the 1-Wire bus for at
least this period after a Convert T command has been issued.

2. After receiving the Copy Scratchpad protocol, if the part does not receive power from the Voo pin, the 1/0 line
for the OS1820 must be held high for at least 10 ms to provide power during the copy process. As such, no
other activity may take place on the 1-Wire bus for at least this period after a Copy Scratchpad command has
been issued.



Read Scratch pad [BEh]
This command reads the contents of the scratchpad.
Reading will commence at byte 0, and will continue
through the scratchpad until the 9th (byte 8, CRC) byte
is read. If not all locations are to be read, the master may
issue a reset to terminate reading at any time.

Copy Scratch pad [48h]
This command copies the scratchpad into the E2
memory of the 081820, storing the temperature trigger
bytes in nonvolatile memory. If the bus master issues
read time slots following this command, the 081820 will
output "0" on the bus as long as it is busy copying the
scratchpad to E2; it will return a "1" when the copy pro-
cess is complete. If parasite powered, the bus master
has to enable a strong pullup for at least 10 ms immedi-
ately after issuing this command.

Convert T [44h]
This command begins a temperature conversion. No
further data is required. The temperature conversion will
be performed and then the 081820 will remain idle. If
the bus master issues read time slots following this com-
mand, the 081820 will output "0" on the bus as long as it
is busy making a temperature conversion; it will return a
"1" when the temperature conversion is complete. If par-
asite powered, the bus master has to enable a strong
pullup for 2 seconds immediately after issuing this com-
mand.

Recall E2 [B8h]
This command recalls the temperature trigger values
stored in E2 to the scratchpad. This recall operation hap-
pens automatically upon power-up to the 081820 as
well, so valid data is available in the scratchpad as soon
as the device has power applied. With every read data
time slot issued after this command has been sent, the
device will output its busy flag "O"=busy, "1"=ready.

Read Power Supply [B4h]
With every read data time slot issued after this com-
mand has been sent to the 081820, the device will sig-
nal its power mode: "O"=parasite power, "1"=external
power supply provided.

READIWRITE TIME SLOTS
081820 data is read and written through the use of time
slots to manipulate bits and a command word to specify
the transaction.

Write Time Slots
A write time slot is initiated when the host pulls the data
line from a high logic level to a low logic level. There are
two types of write time slots: Write One time slots and
Write Zero time slots. All write time slots must be a mini-
mum of 60 microseconds in duration with a minimum of
a one microsecond recovery time between individual
write cycles.

The 081820 samples the I/O line in a window of 15 J.l.sto
60 J.l.safter the I/O line falls. Ifthe line is high, a Write One
occurs. If the line is low, a Write Zero occurs (see Figure
12).

For the host to generate a Write One time slot, the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and then released,
allowing the data line to pull up to a high level within 15
microseconds after the start of the write time slot.

For the host to generate a Write Zero time slot, the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and remain low for
60 J.l.s.

Read Time Slots
The host generates read time slots when data is to be
read from the 081820. A read time slot is initiated when
the host pulls the data line from a logic high level to logic
low level. The data line must remain at a low logic level
for a minimum of one microsecond; output data from the
081820 is valid for 15 microseconds after the falling
edge of the read time slot. The host therefore must stop
driving the I/O pin low in order to read its state 15 micro-
seconds from the start of the read slot (see Figure 12).
By the end of the read time slot, the I/O pin will pull back
high via the external pull-up resistor. All read time slots
must be a minimum of 60 microseconds in duration with
a minimum of a one microsecond recovery time
between individual read slots.

Figure 13 shows that the sum of T1NIT' T RC, and
T SAMPLE must be less than 15 J.l.s.Figure 14 shows that
system timing margin is maximized by keeping TINIT
and T RC as small as possible and by locating the master
sample time towards the end of the 15 J.l.speriod.
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MEMORY FUNCTION EXAMPLE Table 3
Example: Bus Master initiates temperature conversion, then reads temperature (parasite power assumed).

MASTER MODE DATA (LSB FIRST) COMMENTS

TX Reset Reset pulse (480--960 liS)

RX Presence Presence pulse.

TX 55h Issue "Match ROM" command.

RX <64-bit ROM code> Issue address for D51820.

TX EEh Issue "Convert T' command.

TX <I/O LINE HIGH> I/O line is held high for at least 2 seconds by bus master to
allow conversion to complete.

TX Reset Reset pulse.

RX Presence Presence pulse.

TX 55h Issue "Match ROM" command.

TX <64-bit ROM code> Issue address for D51820.

TX BEh Issue "Read 5cratchpad" command.

RX <9 data bytes> Read entire scratch pad plus CRC; the master now recal-
culates the CRC of the eight data bytes received from the
scratchpad, compares the CRC calculated and the CRC
read. If they match, the master continues; if not, this read
operation is repeated.

TX Reset Reset Pulse

RX Presence Presence pulse, done.



MEMORY FUNCTION EXAMPLE Table 4
Example: Bus Master writes memory (parasite power and only one OS1820 assumed).

MASTER MODE DATA (LSB FIRST) COMMENTS

TX Reset Reset pulse.

RX Presence Presence pulse.

TX CCh Skip ROM command.

TX 4Eh Write Scratchpad command.
u

TX <2 data bytes> Writes two bytes to scratchpad (TH and TL).

TX Reset Reset pulse.

RX Presence Presence pulse.

TX CCh Skip ROM command.

TX BEh Read Scratchpad command.

RX <9 data bytes> Read entire scratchpad plus CRC. The master now recal-
culates the CRC of the eight data bytes received from the
scratchpad, compares the CRC and the two other bytes
read back from the scratch pad. If data match, the master
continues; if not, repeat the sequence.

TX Reset Reset pulse.

RX Presence Presence pulse.

TX CCh Skip ROM command.

TX 48h Copy Scratch pad command; after issuing this command,
the master must wait 6 ms for copy operation to complete.

TX Reset Reset pulse.

RX Presence Presence pulse, done.



MEMORY FUNCTION EXAMPLE Table 5
Example: Temperature conversion and interpolation (external power supply and only one OS1820 assumed).

MASTER MODE DATA (LSB FIRST) COMMENTS

TX CCh Skip ROM command.

TX 44h Convert T command.

RX <1 data byte> Read busy flag eight times. The master continues reading
one byte (or bit) after another until the data is FFh (all bits
1).

TX Reset Reset pulse.

RX Presence Presence pulse.

TX CCh Skip ROM command.

TX BEh Read Scratch pad command.

RX <9 data bytes> Read entire scratchpad plus CRC. The master now recal·
culates the CRC of the eight data bytes received from the
scratch pad and compares both CRCs. If the CRCs match,
the data is valid. The master saves the temperature value
and stores the contents of the count register and count
per °c register as COUNT _REMAIN and COUNT _PER_C,
respectively

TX Reset Reset pulse.
.

RX Presence Presence pulse, done

- - CPU calculates temperature as described in the data sheet
for higher resolution.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.5V to +7.0V
-55°C to + 125°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Voo I/O Functions 2.8 5.0 5.5 1,2

±1/2oC Accurate 4.3 5.5 V
Temperature
Conversions

Data Pin I/O -0.5 5.5 V 2

Logic 1 . VIH 2.0 Vce+O·3 V 2,3

Logic 0 VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 2,4

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Thermometer Error tERR O°C to +70°C ±1/2 °C
--40°C to +O°C
and +70°C to

+85°C ±1 °C
-55°C to --40°C

and +85°C to
+125°C ±2 °C

Input Logic High V1H 2.2 5.5 V 2,3

Input Logic Low VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 2,4

Sink Current IL Vl/o=O.4V --4.0 mA 2

Standby Current 10 100 150 nA 8

Active Current 100 500 1000 ~ 5,6

Input Resistance RI 500 kQ 7



PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TVP MAX UNITS NOTES

Temperature Conversion Time tCONV 1.2 2 second

Time Slot tSLOT 60 120 ~s

Recovery Time tREC 1 ~s

Write 0 Low Time rLQWO 60 120 ~s

Write 1 Low Time tLOW1 1 15 ~
Read Data Valid tROY 15 ~s

Reset Time High tRSTH 480 ~s

Reset Time Low tRSTL 480 4800 ~s

Presence Detect High tpOHIGH 15 60 ~s

Presence Detect Low tpOLOW 60 240 ~s

Capacitance CIN/OUT 25 pF

NOTES:
1. Temperature conversion will work with ±2°C accuracy down to Voo = 3.4V.

2. All voltages are referenced to ground.

3. Logic one voltages are specified at a source current of 1 mA.

4. Logic zero voltages are specified at a sink current of 4 mA.

5. 100 specified with Vcc at 5.0V

6. Active current refers to either temperature conversion of writing to the E2 memory. Writing to E2 memory con-
sumes approximately 200 ~A for up to 10 ms.

7. I/O line in "high-Z" state and '110 = O.

8. Standby current specified up to 70°C. Standby current may be up to 5 ~ at 125°C.
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051821
Programmable Digital Thermostat

• Requires no external components

• Measures temperatures from -55°C to + 125°C in 1°C
increments, Fahrenheit equivalent is -67°F to 25rF
in 1.8°F increments

• Thermostatic settings are user definable and nonvol-
atile

• Available in 3-pin PR35, TO-220, and 8-pin SOIC
packages

• Applications include thermostatic controls, industrial
systems, consumer products, thermometers, or any
thermally sensitive system

DESCRIPTION
The DS1821 Programmable Digital Thermostat pro-
vides a thermal alarm logic output when the tempera-
ture of the device exceeds a user-defined temperature
TH. The output remains active until the temperature
drops below user defined temperature TL, allowing for
any hysteresis necessary.

OQU8voo
GNO 2 7 NC

NC 3 6 NC

ONC 4 5 ONC

OS1821S
8-PIN SOIC (200 MIL)

See Mech. Orawing
Pg.483

GND
DO
VDD
NC
DNC

OS1821T
TD-220 PACKAGE
See Mech. Drawing

Pg.488

- Ground
Data In/Out, Thermostat
Power Supply Voltage +5V
No Connect
Do Not Connect

User-defined temperature settings are stored in non-
volatile memory, so parts can be programmed prior to
insertion in a system. Communication to/from the
DS1821 is accomplished through the DO pin in a pro-
gramming mode; this same pin is used in operation as
the thermostat output.



PIN PIN PIN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
PR35 TQ-220 8-PIN

SOIC

1 mAS 2 GNO Ground.

2 3 1 DO Data input/output pin for one-wire programming mode.
Thermostat output pin in operation mode.

3 1 8 Voo Voo pin. 8ee "Parasite Power" section for details of connection.

OVERVIEW
The block diagram of Figure 1 shows the major compo-
nents of the 081821. The 081821 has two operating
modes: program and operation.

In program mode, the Voo pin of the 081821 is con-
nected to ground. The part derives power from the DO
pin, which would be connected to a microprocessor. The
microprocessor will write data into the high and low tem-
perature trigger registers, TH and TL, respectively, to
set up the temperature limits for thermostat operation. In

POWER
SENSE

SUPPLY

this mode, the result of the last temperature measure-
ment made by the 081821 may also be read directly by
the microprocessor.

In normal operating mode, the Voo line is connected to
+5V, and the DO line becomes the thermostat output.
This output will go to its active state (p'rogrammable
high/low) when the temperature of the 081821 goes
above the limit set in the TH register, and will remain
active until the temperature goes below the limit pro-
grammed into the TL register.

1-WIRE INTERFACE
AND

CONTROL LOGIC



OPERATION-TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT
The 081821 measures temperatures through the use of
an on-board proprietary temperature measurement
technique. The temperature reading is provided in an
8-bit, two's complement reading. Table 1 describes the
exact relationship of output data to measured tempera-
ture. The data is transmitted serially over the 1-wire
interface. The 081821 can measure temperature over
the range of -55°C to +125°C in 1°C increments. For
Fahrenheit usage, a lookup table or conversion factor
must be used.

DIGITAL DIGITAL
TEMPERATURE OUTPUT OUTPUT

(Binary) (Hex)

+125°C 01111101 70h

+25°C 00011001 19h

O°C 00000000 OOh

-1°C 11111111 FFh

-25°C 11100111 E7h

-55°C 11001001 C9h

OPERATION-THERMOSTAT CONTROLS
In its operating mode, the 081821 functions as a ther-
mostat with programmable hysteresis, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Temperature conversions begin as soon as VDD is
applied to the device, and are continually made, so that
the thermostat output updates as soon as a temperature
conversion is complete. This is approximately once
every second.

When the 081821 's temperature meets or exceeds the
value stored in the high temperature trip register (TH),
the output becomes active, and will stay active until the
temperature falls below the temperature stored in the
low temperature trigger register (TL). In this way, any
amount of hysteresis may be obtained.

The active state for the output is programmable by the
user, so that an active state may either be a logic 1 (+5V)
or a logic 0 (OV).

DO (Thermostat output, Active=High) VDD=5 volts

1 1----
PROGRAMMING THE OS1821
To program the 081821, it must be placed in program
mode. This mode is active when the VDD pin is tied to
ground. Power to the device is then supplied by the DO
pin through the use of "parasite power". The block dia-
gram (Figure 1) shows the parasite-powered circuitry.
This circuitry "steals" power whenever the DO pin is high
and VDD is low. DO will provide sufficient power as long
as the specified timing and voltage requirements are met.

The 081821 has four internal registers that may be
accessed through the DO pin when the device is in pro-
gram mode. These registers are the high temperature
trigger (TH), low temperature trigger (TL), the actual
measured temperature result, and the status register.
The TH, TL, and status registers are all nonvolatile.

The 081821 must have temperature settings resident in
the TH and TL registers for thermostatic operation. The
temperature result register and the thermostat limit reg-
isters (TH and TL) hold an eight bit number in the two's
complement format described in Table 1.

A status register is also present, indicating the status of
the thermostatic control, and allowing configuration of
the output polarity as either active high or active low.

The status register is defined as follows:

STATUS REGISTER

wherex=
THF=

Don't Care

Temperature High Flag. This bit will normally
be "0", but will be set to "1" when the tempera-
ture exceeds the value of TH. It will remain "1"



until reset by writing 0 into this location. This
feature provides a method of determining if the
OS 1821 has ever been subjected to tempera-
tures above TH. This bit is nonvolatile, and is
stored in E2 memory.

Temperature Low Flag. This bit will normally be
"0", but will be set to "1" when the temperature
is lower than the value of TL. It will remain "1"
until reset by writing 0 into this location. This
feature provides a method of determining if the
OS1821 has ever been subjected to tempera-
tures below TL. This bit is nonvolatile, and is
stored in E2 memory.

Output Polarity Bit. "1" = active high, "0" =
active low. This bit is nonvolatile, and is stored
in E2 memory.

PROGRAMMING COMMAND FUNCTIONS
The command selfor the OS 1821 as shown in Table 2 is
as follows:

Read Temperature [AAh]
This command reads the contents of the register which
contains the last temperature conversion result.

Write TH [01 h)
This command writes to the TH (HIGH TEMPERA-
TURE) register. After issuing this command, the user
writes eight bits of data to the TH register.

Write TL [02h]
This command writes to the TL (LOW TEMPERATURE)
register. After issuing this command, the user writes
eight bits of data to the TL register.

Read TH [A1h]
This command reads the value of the TH (HIGH TEM-
PERATURE) register. After issuing this command, the
user reads the eight bits of data present in the TH regis-
ter.

Read TL [A2h]
This command reads the value of the TL (LOW TEM-
PERATURE) register. After issuing this command, the
user reads the eight bits of data present in the TL regis-
ter.

Write Status [OCh]
This command writes to the status register. This would
be used for clearing the values of the THF and TLF flags
or for setting the POL bit. After issuing this command,
the user writes the eight bit data into the register.

Read Status [ACh]
This command reads the value in the status register.
After issuing this command, the user reads the eight bits
present in the status register.

INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION PROTOCOL 1-WIRE BUS DATA
AFTER ISSUING

PROTOCOL

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION COMMANDS

Read Reads last converted temperature value from tem- AAh <read data>
Temperature perature register.

THERMOSTAT COMMANDS

WriteTH Writes high temperature limit value into TH register. 01h <write data>

Write TL Writes low temperature limit value into TL register. 02h <write data>

Read TH Reads stored value of high temperature limit from A1h <read data>
TH register.

Read TL Reads stored value of low temperature limit from A2h <read data>
TL register.

Write Status Writes configuration data to configuration register. OCh <write data>

Read Status Reads configuration data from configuration register. ACh <read data>



APPLICATION EXAMPLE
The application circuit shown in Figure 3 shows how a
051821 could be used with a microprocessor in a sys-
tem where it is desirable to reprogram the trigger points
in the system, or where the temperature reading may
need to be taken occasionally. Using only two port pins
on a microprocessor, the 051821 provides a simple
application solution to monitoring the internal tempera-
ture for a piece of equipment, and then turning on a fan
when the temperature rises too high.

One port pin of the microprocessor is used as the 00
data line. This line is pulled up by a 4.7K resistor, as
required for the one-wire interface. The other port pin

supplies power to the 051821. In some microproces-
sors, this is an actual output; provided that it can source
1mA, no pullup resistor is needed in this case. If the port
pin .is an open drain output, however, a pullup resistor
will be required, and this must be sized so as to allowt he
051821 to pull 1mA of current though it and still provide
adequate supply voltage to the 051821.

The part is placed in programming mode by pulling the
Voo port pin low, and communicating to the 051821
over the 00 line. When the programming operation is
complete, the Voo port pin is brought high, and the fan
now operates when the 051821 pulls the 00 line high
(output is programmed so that active= logic high).



Voo PORT PIN DQ PORT PIN DATA (LSB
.

COMMENTS
FIRST)

OV TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s).

OV RX Presence Presence pulse.

OV TX OCh CPU issues Write Config command.

OV TX 01h CPU sets OS1821 up for active high output.

OV TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s).

OV RX Presence Presence pulse.

OV TX 01h CPU issues Write TH command.

OV TX 28h CPU sends data for TH limit of +40°C.

OV TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s).

OV RX Presence Presence pulse.

OV TX 02h CPU issues Write TL command.

OV TX OAh CPU sends data for TL limit of +10°C.

OV TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s).

OV RX Presence Presence pulse.

OV TX A1h CPU issues Read TH command.

OV RX 28h OS 1821 sends back stored value of TL for CPU
to verify.

OV TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s).

OV RX Presence Presence pulse.

OV TX A2h CPU issues Read TL command.

OV RX OAh OS1821 sends back stored value of TL for CPU
to verify.

OV TX Reset Reset pulse (480-960 ~s).

OV RX Presence Presence pulse.

OV TX ACh CPU issues Read Status command.

OV RX 01h OS1821 sends back contents of status register
for CPU to verify.

5V <high impedance> CPU raises Voo, OS1821 now in operation
mode.



1-WIRE BUS SYSTEM
The OS18211-wire bus is a system which has a single
bus master and one slave. The OS1821 behaves as a
slave. The OS1821 is not able to be multidropped,
unlike other 1-wire devices from Oallas Semiconductor.

The discussion of this bus system is broken down into
three topics: hardware configuration, transaction
sequence, and 1-wire signalling (signal types and tim-
ing).

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION Figure 4

BUS MASTER

+sv
T

4.7K

The idle state for the 1-wire bus is high.lfforany reason
a transaction needs to be suspended, the bus MUST be
left in the idle state if the transaction is to resume. If this
does not occur and the bus is left low for more than 480
l1s, all components on the bus will be reset.

TRANSACTION SEQUENCE
The protocol for accessing the OS1821 via the 1-wire
port is as follows:

INITIALIZATION
All transactions on the 1-wire bus begin with an initial-
ization sequence. The initialization sequence consists
of a reset pulse transmitted by the bus master followed
by presence pulse(s) transmitted by the slave(s).

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
The 1-wire bus has only a single line by definition; it is
important that each device on the bus be able to drive it
at the appropriate time. To facilitate this, each device
attached to the 1-wire bus must have open drain or tri-
state outputs. The 1-wire port of the OS1821 (00 pin) is
open drain with an internal circuit equivalent to that
shown in Figure 4. The 1-wire bus requires a pullup
resistor of approximately 5KQ.

[
Rx = RECEIVE J
Tx = TRANSMIT

The presence pulse lets the bus master know that the
OS1821 is on the bus and is ready to operate. For more
details, see the "1-Wire Signalling" section.

1-WIRE SIGNALLING
The OS1821 requires strict protocols to insure data
integrity. The protocol consists of several types of
signaling on one line: reset pulse, presence pulse, write
0, write 1, read 0, and read 1. All of these signals, with
the exception of the presence pulse, are initiated by the
bus master.

The initialization sequence required to begin any com-
munication with the OS1821 is shown in Figure 5. A
reset pulse followed by a presence pulse indicates the
OS1821 is ready to send or receive data given the cor-
rect function command.

The bus master transmits (TX) a reset pulse (a low sig-
nal for a minimum of 480 llS). The bus master then
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pull-up resistor. After detecting the rising edge on the
DO pin, the DS1821 waits 15-60 lis and then transmits
the presence pulse (a low signal for 60-240 liS).

READIWRITE TIME SLOTS
DS1821 data is read and written through the use oftime
slots to manipulate bits and a command word to specify
the transaction.

Write Time Slots
A write time slot is initiated when the host pulls the data
line from a high logic level to a low logic level. There are
two types of write time slots: Write One time slots and
Write Zero time slots. All write time slots must be a mini-
mum of 60 microseconds in duration with a minimum of
a one microsecond recovery time between individual
write cycles.

The DS 1821 samples the DO line in a window of 15liS to
60 lis after the DO line falls. If the line is high, a Write
One occurs. If the line is low, a Write Zero occurs (See
Figure 6).

For the host to generate a Write One time slot, the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and then released,

For the host to generate a Write Zero time slot, the data
line must be pulled to a logic low level and remain low for
the duration of the write time slot.

Read Time Slots
The host generates read time slots when data is to be
read from the DS1821. A read time slot is initiated when
the host pulls the data line from a logic high level to logic
low level. The data line must remain at a low logic level
for a minimum of one microsecond; output data from the
DS1821 is then valid for the next 14 microseconds maxi-
mum. The host therefore must stop driving the DO pin
low in order to read its state 15 microseconds from the
start of the read slot. (See Figure 6.) By the end of the
read time slot, the DO pin will pull back high via the
external pull-up resistor. All read time slots must be a
minimum of 60 microseconds in duration with a mini-
mum of a one microsecond recovery time between indi-
vidual read slots.

Figure 7 shows that the sum of TINIT' T RC, and T SAMPLE

must be less than 15liS. Figure 8 shows that system tim-
ing margin is maximized by keeping TINIT and T RC as
small as possible and by locating the master sample
time toward s the end of the 15 lis period.

MasterTx "reset pulse" Master Rx ~r 480 ~s minimum 480 ~s minimum
980 ~s maximum

D~~~1 DS1821Tx I
15· 6O~ \.- "presence pulse" -+1

.1·· __ (1 '"-"0" - -r .
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS·
Voltage on Any Pin Relative to Ground
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature

-o.5V to +7.0V
-55°C to +125°C
-55°C to + 125°C
260°C for 10 seconds

• This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maxi-
mum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Supply Voltage Voo VO Functions 2.5 5.0 5.5 V 1,2

±1°C Accu- 4.3 5.5 V
rate Temp.

Conversions

Data Pin DO -0.5 5.5 V 2

Logic 1 V1H 2.0 Vcc+O·3 V 2,3

Logic 0 VIL -0.3 +0.8 V 2,4

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITION MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Thermometer Error TERR -4Q°C to °C
+85°C

-55°C to °C
-40°C and
+85°C to
+125°C

Output Logic High VOH 2.2 V 2,3

Output Logic Low VOL -0.3 0.8 V 2,4

Sink Current IL Voo=O.4V -4.0 mA 2

Source Current IH Voo=2.2V 1 mA

Standby Current 10 100 150 nA 9

Active Current 100 Temperature 500 1000 J..lA 5
Conversions,
Programming

Input Resistance RJ 500 KQ 6.



AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
1-WIRE INTERFACE

PARAMETER SYMBOL MIN TYP MAX UNITS NOTES

Temperature Conversion Time tCONV 1.2 2 s

Time Slot tSLOT 60 120 Ils

Recovery Time tREC 1 Ils

Write 0 Low Time tLOwo 60 120 Ils

Write 1 Low Time tLOW1 1 15 Ils

Read Data Valid tROV 15 Ils

Reset Time High tRSTH 480 Ils

Reset Time Low tRSTL 480 4800 Ils

Presence Detect High tpOHIGH 15 60 IlS

Presence Detect Low tpOLOW 60 240 Ils

Voo Active to DO High Z toz 250 1000 ns 7

DO High to Reset After Voo tOOR 1 Ils
Inactive

Time from Prog. End to Operate tpE 10 50 ms 8
mode (Voo=O)

Capacitance CIN/OUT 25 pF

NOTES:
1. Temperature conversion will work with ±2°C accuracy down to Voo = 3.4V.

2. All voltages are referenced to ground.

3. Logic one voltages are specified at a source current of 1 mA.

4. Logic zero voltages are specified at a sink current of 4 mA.

5. 100 specified with Vcc at 5.0V

6. DO line in "hi-Z" state and 100=0.

7. Time for part to disable thermostat output.

8. Time to insure completion of E2 write.

9. Standby current specified up to 70°C. Standby current may be up to 51lA at 125°C.

TIMING DIAGRAMS

1-WIRE WRITE ONE TIME SLOT









Includes:
081000
081000M
081003
081003M
081004M
081005
081005M
081007
081010
081012M
081013
081013M
081020
081033M
081035M
081040M
081044
081045
081200
081206
081210

PKG a-PIN la-PIN l4-PIN l6-PIN

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.360 0.400 0.480 0.520 0.740 0.780 0.740 0.780
MM 9.14 10.16 12.19 13.21 18.80 19.81 18.80 19.81

BIN. 0.240 0.260 0.240 0.260 0.240 0.260 0.240 0.260
MM 6.10 6.60 6.10 6.60 6.10 6.60 6.10 6.60

eiN. 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140
MM 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56

DIN. 0.300 0.325 0.300 0.325 0.300 0.325 0.300 0.325
MM 7.62 8.26 7.62 8.26 7.62 8.26 7.62 8.26

EIN. 0.015 0.040 0.015 0.040 0.015 0.040 0.015 0.040
MM 0.38 1.02 0.38 1.02 0.38 1.02 0.38 1.02

FIN. 0.120 0.140 0.110 0.130 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140
MM 3.04 3.56 2.79 3.30 3.04 3.56 3.04 3.56

GIN. 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110
MM 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79

HIN 0.320 0.370 0.320 0.370 0.320 0.370 0.320 0.370
MM 8.13 9.40 8.13 9.40 8.13 9.40 8.13 9.40

JIN 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012
MM 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30

KIN. 0.015 0.021 0.015 0.021 0.015 0.021 0.015 0.021
MM 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53

081211
081215
081221
081222
081228
081229
081231
081232
081232LP
081234
081236
081237
081238
081239
081259
081267
081275
081291
081293
081336
081620

081632
081640
081651
081652
0816528
081653
081666
081667
081669
081802
081830
081867
081868
081869
0820090
0820100
0820110
0820130



PKG 18-PIN 2o-PIN 24-PIN 28-PIN

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.890 0.920 0.970 1.040 1.150 1.260 1.345 1.370
MM 22.61 23.36 24.63 26.42 29.21 32.00 34.16 34.80

BIN. 0.240 0.260 0.240 0.270 0.250 0.270 0.270 0.295
MM 6.10 6.60 6.09 6.86 6.35 6.86 6.85 7.49

CIN. 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140
MM 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56 . 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56

DIN. 0.300 0.325 0.295 0.325 0.300 0.325 0.300 0.325
MM 7.62 8.26 7.49 8.26 7.62 8.26 7.62 8.26

EIN. 0.015 0.040 0.015 0.040 0.015 0.040 0.015 0.050
MM 0.38 1.02 0.38 1.02 0.38 1.02 0.38 1.27

FIN. 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140 0.125 0.135 0.125 0.135
MM 3.04 3.56 3.04 3.56 3.18 3.48 3.18 3.48

GIN. 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110
MM 2.23 2.79 2.23 2.79 2.23 2.79 2.23 2.79

HIN 0.320 0.370 0.310 0.390 0.320 0.370 0.320 0.370
MM 8.13 9.40 7.87 9.91 8.13 9.40 8.13 9.40

JIN 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012
MM 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30

KIN. 0.015 0.021 0.015 0.021 0.015 0.022 0.015 0.022
MM 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.56 0.38 0.56



PKG 24-PIN 28-PIN 40·PIN

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX
"

AIN. 1.245 1.270 1.445 1.470 2.050 2.075
MM 31.62 32.25 36.70 37.34 52.07 52.71

BIN. 0.530 0.550 0.530 0.550 0.530 0.550
MM 13.46 13.97 13.46 13.97 13.46 13.97

CIN. 0.140 0.160 0.140 0.160 0.140 0.160
MM 3.56 4.06 3.56 4.06 3.56 4.06

DIN. 0.600 0.625 0.600 0.625 0.600 0.625
MM 15.24 15.88 15.24 15.88 15.24 15.88

EIN. 0.015 0.050 0.015 0.040 0.Q15 0.040
MM 0.380 1.27 0.380 1.02 0.380 1.02

FIN. 0.120 0.145 0.120 0.145 0.120 0.145
MM 3.05 3.68 3.05 3.68 3.05 3.68

GIN. 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110
MM 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79

HIN 0.625 0.675 0.625 0.675 0.625 0.675
MM 15.88 17.15 15.88 17.15 15.88 17.15

JIN 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012
MM 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30

KIN. 0.Q15 0.022 0.015 0.022 0.015 0.022
MM 0.38 0.56 0.38 0.56 0.38 .56

Includes:
081212
081609
082009
082010
082011
082012
082013



MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

8-PIN SOIC (150 MIL AND 200 MIL)

K---! ~ -.j G 1'+

~OTI
1" A ~ l--t
~ 71 ~.L 0 0 0 Ol/{J 0 DOe

+1 T
E

PKG a-PIN a-PIN
(150 MIL) (200 MIL)

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.188 0.196 0.203 0.213
MM 4.78 4.98 5.16 5.41

BIN. 0.150 0.158 0.203 0.213
MM 3.81 4.01 5.16 5.41

CIN. 0.052 0.062 0.070 0.074
MM 1.32 1.57 1.78 1.88

EIN. 0.004 0.010 0.004 0.010
MM 0.10 0.25 0.10 0.25

FIN. 0.058 0.068 .074 .084
MM 1.47 1.73 1.88 2.13

GIN. .050 Bse
MM 1.27 Bse

HIN 0.230 0.244 0.302 0.318
MM 5.84 6.20 7.67 8.07

JIN 0.007 0.010 0.006 0.010
MM 0.17 0.25 0.15 0.25

KIN. 0.013 0.019 0.013 0.020
MM 0.33 0.49 0.33 0.51

L1N. .016 .035 .019 .030
MM .40 .89 0.48 .76

PHI 0° 8° 0° 8°

150 Mil
Includes:
DS1000Z
DS1004Z
DS1012Z
DS1033Z
DS1035Z
DS1040Z
DS1218S
DS1830
DS2430
DS2502

200 Mil
Includes:
DS1232LPS-2
DS1620S
DS1651S
DS1652S
DS1652B
DS1669S
DS1820S
DS1821S
DS1869



16-, 20-, AND 24-PIN sOle (300 MIL)

K+I~+IG~ Includes:
0510005
0510055
0510075
0510105
0510135
0510205
0510455
0512005
0512055
051206
0512105
0512115

I" A -tt
~ 7/ jt.! 0 0 0 Ol/~ 0 DOe

+1 +
E

0512215
0512225
0512315
0512285
0512295
0512325
051232LP5
0512345
0512365
0512375
0512385
0512395

--.1.

J1==~F
Phi~ ~~L

PKG 16-PIN 20-PIN 24-PIN

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.402 0.412 0.500 0.511 0.602 0.612
MM 10.21 10.46 12.70 12.99 15.29 15.54

BIN. 0.290 0.300 0.290 0.300 0.290 0.300
MM 7.37 7.65 7.37 7.65 7.37 7.65

CIN. 0.089 0.095 0.089 0.095 0.089 0.095
MM 2.26 2.41 2.26 2.41 2.26 2.41

EIN. 0.004 0.012 0.004 0.012 0.004 0.012
MM 0.102 0.30 0.102 0.30 0.102 0.30

FIN. 0.094 0.105 0.094 0.105 0.094 0.105
MM 2.38 2.68 2.38 2.68 2.38 2.68

GIN. .050 S5e
MM 1.27 S5e

HIN 0.398 0.416 0.398 0.416 0.398 0.416
MM 10.11 10.57 10.11 10.57 10.11 10.57

JIN 0.009 0.013 0.009 0.013 0.009 0.013
MM 0.229 0.33 0.229 0.33 0.229 0.33

KIN. 0.013 0.019 0.013 0.019 0.013 0.019
MM 0.33 0.48 0.33 0.48 0.33 0.48

LIN .016 .040 .016 .040 .016 .040
MM .40 1.02 .406 1.20 .40 1.02

PHI 0° 8° 0° 8° 0° 8°

0512595
0512675
0513365
0516095
0516325
0516405
0516535
0516665
051667
051867
051868
0524045-C01



I
E H

~

DIM MIN MAX

AMM - 1.10

A1 MM 0.05 -
A2MM 0.75 1.05

CMM 0.09 0.18

LMM 0.50 0.70

e1 MM 0.65 sse
BMM 0.18 0.30

DMM 6.40 6.90

EMM 4.40 NOM

GMM 0.25 REF

HMM 6.25 6.55

phi 00 80

Includes:
OS1033E
OS1035E
OS1802
OS1867
OS2430

,r '"""'"
~(~_~)(JC

t
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PKG TO·92

DIM MIN MAX

AIN. 0.175 0.195
MM 4.45 4.96

BIN. 0.170 0.195
MM 4.32 4.96

CIN. 0.500 0.610
MM 12.70 15.49

DIN. 0.016 0.022
MM 0.406 0.559

EIN. 0.095 0.105
MM 2.41 2.67

FIN. 0.045 0.060
MM 1.14 1.52

GIN. 0.45 0.060
MM 1.14 1.52

HIN 0.085 0.095
MM 2.16 2.41

IIN 0.130 0.155
MM 3.30 3.94

JIN 0.014 0.020
MM 0.35 0.51

081233
081233A
0812330
081833
082223
082224
082401
082405
082430
082502
082505
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PKG T0-220

DIM MIN NOM MAX

A 0.386 0.396 0.406

B 0.410 0.420 0.430

C 0.160 0.170 0.180

0 0.035 0.045 0.055

e 0.095 0.105 0.115

F 0.025 0.035 0.045

G 0.125 0.135 0.145

H 0.265 0.275 0.285

I 0.195 0.205 0.215

J 0.088 0.098 0.108

K 0.080 0.090 0.100

L 0.040 0.050 0.060

M 0.070 0.080 0.090

1

NOTES:
1. Dimensions F and M are measured to the cen-

ter of radius.

2. All dimensions are shown in inches.



r

PKG To-220

DIM MIN NOM MAX

A 0.165 0.175 0.185

b 0.024 0.032 0.040

b1 0.042 0.050 0.058

C1 0.012 0.015 0.018

D 0.573 0.588 0.603

E 0.394 0.404 0.414

E1 0.390 0.400 0.410

e 0.090 0.100 0.110

e1 0.190 0.200 0.210

e3 0.045 0.050 0.055

F 0.045 0.050 0.055

H1 0.236 0.248 0.260

J1 0.095 0.105 0.115

L 0.535 0.545 0.555

L1 0.220 0.230 0.240

P 0.146 0.151 0.156

Q 0.100 0.108 0.116

S 0.465 0.475 0.485

T 0.195 0.205 0.215

Includes:
DS1633
DS1821T
DS1837

J1 J LC1=-n:=..-
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PKG To-252

DIM MIN NOM MAX

A 0.080 0.090 0.100

A1 0.035 0.040 0.045

b 0.025 0.030 0.035

b2 0.205 0.210 0.215

b3 0.030 0.035 0.040

b4 0.020 0.025 0.030

C1 0.018 0.020 0.023

0 0.230 0.240 0.250

E 0.250 0.260 0.270

F1 0.020 0.025 0.030

L 0.090 0.100 0.110

l1 0.010 0.025 0.040

L2 0.030 0.040 0.050

L3 0.021 0.024 0.028

L4 0.033 0.038 0.043

M 0.165 0.175 0.185

e1 0.170 0.180 0.190

R 0.008 0.010 0.012

Includes:
081837

NOTE:
1. Dimensions L3 and L4 are measured to the

center of radius.

2. All dimensions are shown in inches.
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INCHES

DIM MIN MAX

A - 0.067

B 0.025 0.033

B 0.116 0.124

C 0.009 0.013

D 0.248 0.263

E 0.0905TYP.

E1 0.181 TYP.

E 0.130 0.145

H 0.264 0.287

L 0.016 0.036

S 0.033 0.041

X 10° MAX

Y 10° 20°

Z 10° 20°

Includes:
081233
081233A
0812330
081833
082223
082224
082401
082405



MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

00:

PKG 8·PIN 14-PIN 16-PIN 2o-PIN

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.345 0.400 0.740 0.780 0.740 0.780 0.960 1.040
MM 8.76 10.16 12.19 13.20 18.79 9.81 24.38 26.41

BIN. 0.240 0.260 0.240 0.260 0.240 0.260 0.240 0.260
MM 6.10 6.60 6.10 6.60 6.10 6.60 6.10 6.60

CIN. 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140 0.120 0.140
MM 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56 3.05 3.56

DIN. 0.300 0.325 0.300 0.325 0.300 0.325 0.300 0.325
MM 7.62 8.26 7.62 8.26 7.62 8.26 7.62 8.26

EIN. 0.020 0.040 0.020 0.040 0.020 0.040 0.020 0.040
MM 0.51 1.02 0.51 1.02 0.51 1.02 0.51 1.02

GIN. 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110
MM 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79

JIN. 0.008 0.D12 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012
MM 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30

KIN. 0.015 0.021 0.015 0.021 0.D15 0.021 0.015 0.021
MM 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53

LIN. 0.030 0.050 0.030 0.050 0.030 0.050 0.030 0.050
MM 0.76 1.27 0.76 1.27 0.76 1.27 0.76 1.27

MIN. 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.420 0.370 0.420
MM 9.40 10.67 9.40 10.67 9.40 10.67 9.40 10.67

NIN. 0.160 0.180 0.160 0.180 0.160 0.180 0.160 0.180
MM 4.06 4.57 4.06 4.57 4.06 4.57 4.06 4.57

Includes:
DS1000G
DS1000H
DS1003G
DS1003H
DS1005G
DS1005H
DS1010G
DS1012H
DS1013G
DS1013H
DS1040H
DS1044G



16- AND 24- PIN ENCAPSULATED PACKAGE
(FLUSH BOTTOM - 450 MIL.)

Includes:
081287
081287A
081290
081292

I t IT,
Irnrntrnn lf~

--j-D --H-K --!Gr- +
1- EQUAL SPACES AT ---.j

.100± .010 TNA

PKG 16-PIN 24-PIN

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.820 0.840 1.310 1.330
MM 20.83 21.34 33.27 33.78

BIN. 0.440 0.460 0.440 0.460
MM 11.18 11.68 11.18 11.68

CIN. 0.330 0.370 0.330 0.370
MM 8.38 9.40 8.38 9.40

DIN. 0.180 0.210 0.215 0.245
MM 4.57 5.33 5.46 6.22

EIN. 0.020 0.040 0.020 0.040
MM 0.51 1.02 0.51 1.02

FIN. 0.110 0.140 0.110 0.140
MM 2.79 3.56 2.79 3.56

GIN. 0.090 0.110 0.090 0.110
MM 2.29 2.79 2.29 2.79

HIN 0.330 0.380 0.330 0.380
MM 8.38 9.65 8.38 9.65

JIN 0.008 0.012 0.008 0.012
MM 0.20 0.31 0.20 0.31

KIN. 0.015 0.021 0.015 0.021
MM 0.38 0.53 0.38 0.53



44-PIN QUAD FLAT PACK (PRELIMINARY)

.• D •
Includes:.• D1 DS1280

33 23

221
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PKG 10X 10 BODY 14 X 14 BODY

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX

AMM - 2.45 - 3.4

BMM 0.30 0.45 0.20 0.50

CMM 0.13 0.23 0.10 0.20

DMM 13.65 14.35 16.95 18.00

EMM 13.65 14.35 16.95 18.00

D1 MM 9.90 10.10 13.80 14.20

E1 MM 9.90 10.10 13.80 14.20

LMM 0.65 0.95 0.50 1.10

e1 IN 0.315 0.039
MM 0.80 sse 1.00 sse



MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

aO-PIN QUAD FLAT PACK (14.0 MM X 20.0 MM)

Includes:
D -8: OS1280
D1

.~
E1 E

Jj
1 --J j4- -11+ 24

e1 B

PKG 80-PIN

DIM MIN MAX

AIN. 0.11 0.128
MM 2.80 3.25

BIN. 0.010 0.020
MM 0.25 0.45

e11N. 0.031 sse
MM 0.80 sse

D1IN. 0.781 0.793
MM 19.85 20.15

E1IN. 0.545 0.557
MM 13.85 14.15

EIN. 0.688 0.720
MM 17.50 18.30

DIN. 0.921 0.953
MM 23.40 24.20

L1N 0.025 0.038
MM 0.65 0.95

phi 0° 8°



28- Pin Includes:
0812120

PKG 28-PIN 32·PIN

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.300 S8e 0.400 S8e
MM 7.62 10.16

BIN. 0.445 0.460 0.442 0.460
MM 11.30 11.68 11.30 11.68

B11N 0.013 0.021 0.013 0.021
MM 0.33 0.53 0.33 0.53

CIN 0.027 0.33 0.027 0.33
MM 0.68 0.84 0.68 0.84

DIN. 0.480 0.500 0.480 0.500
MM 12.19 12.70 12.19 12.70

D2IN. 0.390 0.430 0.390 0.430
MM 9.91 10.92 9.91 10.92

EIN. 0.090 0.120 0.060 0.095
MM 2.29 3.05 1.52 2.41

E2IN. 0.390 0.430 0.490 0.530
MM 9.91 10.92 12.45 13.46

FIN. 0.020 0.015
MM 0.51 0.38

GIN 0.480 0.500 0.580 0.600
MM 12.19 12.70 14.7 15.24

HIN 0.165 0.180 0.100 0.140
MM 4.19 4.57 2.54 3.56

32·Pln Includes:
0820090
0820100
0820110
0820120



081201
081204V
081205V
081207

KEYfTAG CAP
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1 + 46H
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PKG ELECTRONIC KEYITAG
KEYITAG CAP

DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX

AIN. 0.610 0.650 0.790 0.810
MM 15.50 16.51 20.07 20.57

BIN. 0.740 0.760 0.680 0.700
MM 18.80 19.30 17.27 17.78

H~_D
I I

I II I
I II I
I II I
I II I

CIN. 0.310 0.355 0.405 0.425
MM 7.87 9.02 10.29 10.80

DIN. 0.100 0.110 0.290 0.310
MM 2.54 2.79 7.37 7.87

ErN. 0.505 0.515 0.410 0.430
MM 12.83 13.08 10.41 10.92

FIN. 0.100 0.110
MM 2.54 2.79



CYBERCARD PACKAGE, NON-POLARIZED
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

INCHES

DIM MIN MAX

A 3.020 3.040

B 2.275 2.295

C 0.600 0.630

0 0.440 0.460

E 1.590 1.607

F 0.115 0.135

G 0.115 0.135

H 0.140 0.160

J 1.760 1.790

K 0.040 0.060

.046
KEY
S

I~4 EQUAL --l
SPACES
AT .100 ±.005
TNA

~~I
t b: E
o I~ ~ __

lK
r:~====D

F I'" J

r-



INCHES

DIM MIN MAX

A 1.480 1.500

B 1.030 1.050

C 0.390 0.415

D 0.125 0.145

E 0.020 0.040

F 0.016 0.020

G 0.240 0.260

H 0.295 0.315

J 0.090 0.110

K 0.160 0.180

l 0.110 0.130

M 0.035 0.085

N 0.985 1.010

P 0.155 0.175

R 0.095 0.105

0.150 OIA. HOLE (UNSUPPORTEO) (FLAT WASHER SHOULD

" ""'" " m, "'''0' "" oc : ~7
065 rz:
1

L
lI:

1r100........~

L·······
o 036 FINISHEO DIA HOLE WITH 0.060 DIA. PAD.



NOTES: COLOR STRIPE INDICATES PIN 1
END ON 28-PIN PULG.
DIMENSION L IS CENTER TO CENTER

INCHES

DIM. MIN. MAX.

A 2.480 2.520

B 1.940 1.980

C .260 .280

0 .160 .175

E .395 .415

F .195 .205

G 5.25 5.65

H 1.470 1.500

J .715 .735

K .090 .110

L .590 .610
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